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EDITORIAL

We thankfully acknowledge the many kind greetings
and sympathetic

condolences we have received.

We

would respond as they deserved if we were not still
somewhat, stunned and there were Hot so many of them.
We appreciate them all.

The love and sympathy which

they have brought has been a strong support, to our spirit
during the dark days which seemed so insupportable.

Together with the comfort of His coming this consolation

has upheld us hitherto.
When our strength seemed almost gone, we were

reminded of the necessity of concentrating what little
was left on the one task for which we have been equipped

and called, that of clearing up the translation of God's
word. The Hebrew Scriptures sorely need a concordant
version, but the task is a toilsome and arduous one. It
can only be accomplished by Eliminating lesser duties
and by gathering strength for the strain by rest and
recreation.

It is worse than useless to work at such a

task with a fagged brain.

There are seasons of mental

and spiritual exhilaration when such work can best be
done. At such times we may neglect our correspondence,

as well as other matters, and trust that all will under

stand that no offense is intended.
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Encouraging News

A Fotjr-Day Thanksgiving Conference was held in
Chicago, during the visit of Brother C. JR. Rhinehart>
of South Bend, Indiana. He spoke on such great themes
as Grace, Faith, and Love. It is hoped that arrange
ments can be made for similar seasons of blessing in the
future. Next summer affords three favorable dates, as
Memorial Day, the Fourth of July and Labor Day come
on Monday, Brother C. R. Rhinehart, 811 Lincoln
Way, South Bend, Indiana, has consented to act as a
clearing house for all information, inquiries, etc. Those
interested should communicate directly with him.

Our readers will rejoice with us over the wonderful
meetings recently held at Wagener, South Carolina,
U. S. A., by Adlai Loudy. The attendance and interest
exceeded all expectations, so that, when the two weeks
for which they were to be held were up, a larger hall Was
secured and filled for two more weeks. Even this place
was crowded. Some who never went to other religious
meetings were constant attendants. Some came from
long distances. The truth of God's purpose, grace and
love gripped the hearts of the people, so that they not
only came to hear, but liberally supported the effort. As
a result of these meetings there is a Concordant Bible
Class of nearly fifty, of which D. K. Gantt is president
and F. L. Fox, of Samaria, S. C, is teacher. Brother
Fox is pastor of several churches in the vicinity and has
done wonderful work in leading his people into the truth.
During the lust week of the meetings Brother Loudy
found it necessary to stay in bed all the time he was not
speaking, and so he managed to keep going until the
meetings closed.
It was found necessary to have an
operation, and one of his new found friends, a doctor,
arranged this for him. His convalescence was rapid.
The success of these meetings seems partly due to the
character of the advertising. This was principally done
by means of a window card headed, "God's Purpose,

from tlie Field
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Love and and Grace dispended in Song and Sermon."
The drawing feature was, we think, a series of questions,
printed in bold letters at the bottom^ as follows:
READ AND THINK

Who Created Evil?
Is God Omnipotent?
What is the Purpose of Evil?
From Whence Came Satan?
Is "Hell" in the Bible?
Does God Want Endless Pun
ishment?
How Long is Forever?
Forever and Ever?
What are the Eons or Ages?
How. Many are Yet Future?
What is Death?
When will it Be Abolished?
Who are the Two Women of
Revelation?

Who are the 144,000 of Rev.

elation?
Who Compose Babylon the
Great?
What is the Beast of Revela
tion?
"Harmageddon," Where, When
and by Whom Fought?
What is the Kingdom?

When Did the "Church" Be
gin?

Who is the "Bride"?
Is it also the Body of Christ?
Do Peter, James and John Be
long to the "Bride" or the
"Body of Christ"?
Was Paul One of "The
Twelve"?
What is the Gospel of the Cir
cumcision?
What is the Gospel of the Uncircumcision?
How are Men Saved Today?
Is it by Works or by Faith?
Is it by Merit or by Grace?
Repentance and Baptism?
Is there Salvation for the Un
believer?
What Becomes of the Heath
en?
Can Christ Save All?
What is the Goal of the Uni
verse?

COME AND HEAR

These and many other tangled questions satisfactorily answered.

Such a series of queries is calculated to rouse the
interest of all classes, and a frank and satisfactoryanswer gains their confidence and reaches their hearts.
Johnson City, Tennessee, is the permanent address of
Adlai Loudy. A letter sent there will reach him.
Another series of meetings was planned for Pitts
burgh, Penna., to commence Sunday afternoon, January
ninth, 1927.
Tliere are possibilities of meetings in Detroit, Mont

real, etc., as the Lord may lead.
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The Forthcoming Volume

We are striving to make this year's volume of the maga
zine the best we have ever had. Few can imagine the
amount of work involved in the writing of the articles.
We have spent more than a day in preparing a single
page. Those ivho are interested in prophecy will find
" the forthcoming articles of more than ordinary interest.
We will discuss the 144,00, the Eonian Evangel, the Har
vest and the Vintage, the Song of Moses and the Song of
the Lambkin, the Second Temple Section, and the Seven
Bowls. We desire to share these and other good things
with a much larger list of subscribers.^ Have you tried
to interest all in your vicinity? Some are sending the
magazine for a year.
Others are sending out sample
copies. We can supply these free from the last two
volumes if desired, as we printed an extra number of
XVI and XVII. Few have sent in their suscriptions yet.
We are asking all when they do so, to make an extra
effort to make the magazine known.
In order to keep within the letter of the postal laws,
subscriptions must be paid for, or we must receive notice
from the suscriber that he wishes it sent free. As all sub
scriptions, with few exceptions, run with the volume, we
should receive word from each one of our subscribers at
the first of the year or thereabouts. Have you attended
to this matter? We know that it is customary in the
United States to send a notice of expiration, but we wish
to save all unnecessary labor and expense. Besides, the
constant begging for money for the Lord's work is so

distasteful to us that we prefer to go to the opposite
extreme and leave the payment of the subscriptions to
the consciences of our readers.
In this issue we commence the series on present truth as
revealed in the epistle to the Ephesians. This is, perhaps,

the most vital and important theme which can iengage our

of the Magazine
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attention. We are greatly desirous of reaching a wide
circle of readers with this message and urge our friends
to introduce the magazine wherever possible. We have
a large supply of back numbers of volume XVI and
XVII, which we will supply to those who will use them

in introducing the magazine to prospective subscribers.
Volume XVIII will contain six articles on "The
Mystery". The one in this issue is introductory. Next
we will consider "What is the Mystery?" Then we will
seek to answer the question, "Who Received the Mys
tery?" After this we turn to Ephesians and note "The
Address on the Envelope": This will be followed by
"Spiritual Blessings". The last article in this volume
will be "Among the Celestials". All of which, of course,
is contingent on the will of God and the return of His
Christ!
Nothing is more needed today than these unfoldings
of Ephesian truth. It has been lost for centuries and is
practically unknown today, even among those who lay
the highest claims to knowledge and spirituality. These
opening articles will give the key to current truth. They
will disclose a height and depth of love and grace which
far exceeds our imagination. We wish to share these
great gifts with the saints. We urge all to spread these
glorious revelations among all who have hearts to see.

One of the best ways of introducing the version is to
have an extra part to loan. Almost anyone who is at all
^interested in the Scriptures will gladly accept the priv
ilege of examining some portion, and it often leads to
real interest. We have a quantity of the book of Acts on
hand. We will send one free to those who wish to use it
for this purpose.

Second class mail matter is not forwarded by the post
office, as a rule. Be sure to send in any change in your
address.
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Further News

The meetings in Pittsburgh have opened with every
indication of God's blessing. The auditorium was filled
and the interest close. The brethren are grateful to God
for His favor and look,for further manifestations of His
grace.

Brother E.F. Hawver, of Hope, Idaho, has been work
ing in Tacoma, Wash., and is now in Seattle, where he
now has opened a hall, called the Concordant Bible
House, at 104 West Lake, North, in which he proposes to
hold meetings and display the version and literature.
We trust His pioneering will lead to much fruit.
Eev. Geo. H, Wulfken, who expects to travel through
the United States giving a lecture on Palestine and Zion
ist developments, has recently returned from Jerusalem.
He has taken a firm stand for universal reconciliation,
and asks the-prayers of our readers that he may stand
the testing of his faith. We commend him to the kind
consideration of all our friends.

Dtotne

THE PRESENT SECRET

ADMINISTRATION

Love delights in secret surprises. Its gifts gather grace
as they are undeserved and unexpected. This precious
quality greatly enhances the riches of .God's love. From
its hiding place in the inmost recesses of His affections
He has brought forth a surprise such as He only could
have planned, so wondrous is the wisdom it reveals, so
fathomless the affection it unfolds. Among the many
secrets of Holy Writ we have chosen to meditate upon
the one which most closely concerns us in this eon, that
secret economy or administration which God concealed
from previous eons in Himself, but which is now made
known in the Ephesian epistle, by which the very heav-.
ens are apprised of the variety of God's wisdom, and the

whole universe will yet learn the transcendent wealth
which is found in His favor. The object of such love is
love responsive. The secret that reveals the activities of
His heart should kindle a kindred flame in ours, and lead
to the adoration which is His due. This is the goal before

us in these meditations. Let us not rest satisfied until
the flood of His affection overflows our swelling hearts
in appreciation and praise.
Unless we realize the fact that the burden of the
so-called epistle to the "Ephesiasis" was an absolute
secret, this precious quality will not endear it to us, and
we will fair to appreciate its message and the under
lying love which it.reveals. Its-greatest charm will be
lost to us if we find it foreshadowed in Genesis, or fore

told in the Hebrew prophets, or revealed in the "gos-«
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The Present Secret Economy

pels", or the Acts of the Apostles, or if we even confusia
it with Paul's previous revelations in his earlier epistles.
It was hid from the eons in God (Eph. 3:9) and was
made known only by Paul, during his Roman imprison
ment (Eph. 3:8).
In the Scriptures we have twelve distinct secrets, or
" mysteries". Of these, seven are special secrets, all of
which spring from Israel's apostasy. This fact cannot
be emphasized to strongly. Few fully realize the import
ance of this foundation truth,-that Israel's hatred of
God opened up the heart of God. Israel's departure
from God has brought Him nearer to the nations. God's
revealed word, indeed, foretold their defection, yet did
not reveal its effect during the period of their apostasy.
Four of these special secrets — concerning the king
dom and the seven stars and Babylon and the duration

of Israel's blindness-?-refer to Israel, and not to the
nations. If Israel had received Christ there never would
have been mysteries concerning the kingdom. The secret
of the seven stars would never have been neTeded. Great
Babylon of the end time would never have had any place
if Israel had been true to Jehovah.
And, of course,
Israel's present blindness never would have come about
if they had accepted their Messiah. These four mysteries
find their fulfillment while Israel is apostate, but especi
ally during the judgment period which precedes the
coming of the kingdom.
So with the three special secrets which are for the
nations. The mystery of the gospel, the conciliation,
never could be true so long as Israel was in full favor
with Jehovah. When Israel does return to God in the
millennial era there will be no conciliation. So also with
the secret of the resurrection. There would be no occa
sion for that mystery if Israel had recognized their King.
And the Ephesian epistle never would have been penned,
it could not be written until Israel had finally refused,
not only Jehovah, not only Christ incarnate, but also the

was Concealed in God
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witness of God's spirit in the era of the book of Acts.
God was too wise to entrust these secrets to any of
His creatures in the past. He did not deposit them in
His book in cryptic form, so that men could not compre
hend them. He concealed them in Himself, beyond the
ken of any of mankind. So strong is the insistence on the
absolute secrecy of this present economy that the state
ment of it is more emphatic than informing. We read
of "the secret . . . which has been concealed ... in
God" (Eph. 3:9).
A most notable truth, which few of us realize as fully
as we should, is that Israel is God's channel of blessing,
on earth. No favor will flow to this world except through
that nation. It was not until that channel was choked
that this secret administration was divulged. Whatever
we have today depends, not on their blessing, but on
their apostasy. This basic truth affects the character of
every grace which God gives us. It changes our destiny

from earth to the heavens. It exchanges the soulish bless

ings of the earthly kingdom for far higher spiritual
favors among the celestials.
It has often been pointed out that our division of the
Scriptures into an "Old" and a "New Testament" is
utterly unscriptural and misleading. As a matter' of fact
the "New" covenant is first foiliid in the "Old" (Jer.

31:31), it is for Israel alone, * irid is not in force until
t they once more become His pebjfcfe:

":

What division, then, ShallWe make? The fact that

the "Old Testament" is writteii in Hebrew and the

"New" in Greek does not' offer-any clue, f6r part of the

"Old Testament" is written in Chaldee. Language does

not determine' the correct apportionment of the word of
truth. I believe we have the key to a divine division in
the very first sentence in the Scriptures. "In the begin
ning God creates the heavens . . ."
Throughout the
course of revelation God seems almost to have forgotten
their existence, and confines Himself almost exclusively
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The Celestial Realms

to the redemption of the earth.

Until the temporary

apostasy of Israel and the call of Saul, the higher sphere
is seemingly neglected. Now, however, when His earthly
plans are postponed, He begins a work which has for its
object the reconciliation of the celestial hosts.
Whatever mention there is of heaven in the body of
Scripture is brought in because of its relation to the
earth.
In the Unveiling, when heaven is opened, the
ensuing scene concerns this nether sphere.
And so

throughout all the Scriptures, except Paul's writings,
God is dealing with the earth.

But when we come to

Paul's later epistles, when Israel is laid aside, God
takes up a different line. In the earlier epistles, while
Israel is still in view, this is merely hinted. The Corin
thians are told that they were to judge messengers or
"angels" (1 Cor. 6:3). In discussing the resurrection,
the apostle not only insists that there are celestial bodies,
but that we shall be wearing such (1 Cor. 15: 49). But
Ephesians first unfolds this in its fullness. Our bless
ings are spiritual, and among the celestials (Eph. 1:3).
God called Abraham and promised to bless him and
make him a blessing. When^God purposes to bless all the
nations of the earth through Ms descendaijljs ^through
Isaae and Jacob, the scope of revelation narrows down and is concerned almost entirely with that one nation.
They were to be a royal priesthood: kings to rule the
nations for Him and/priests to bring the nations to Him.
But their political prestige soon vanished. At the time
of Nebuchadnezzar they had so misruled that He bore
with them no longer. Israel lost her political place and
became a vassal of the nations. But they did not lose
the place they had in God's spiritual counsels. Their
priestly position still remained. When Nebuchadnezzar
dreamed a dream, only Daniel was able to interpret it.
Politically Daniel was subject to the gentile monarch,
but spiritually he was far above him.
When Alexander started out to conquer the world he

Israel's Spiritual Supremacy
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had a vision, and in it lie saw a man dressed in the robes
of the high priest of Israel. He knew nothing about the

high priest. The man he saw in the vision told him to
go on and conquer, because all nations would be given

into his hands. In the course of his conquests be came
to one of the coast cities near Jerusalem. He supposed
the holy city would submit to him. But it did not, so
he came to punish the place for its stubbornness. When
the great conqueror came the jpeople trembled. They
could not oppose him with force of arms, so the high
priest put on his robes and met Alexander on the road.
To the surprise of all the conqueror ran to the high
priest and began to worship him.
His generals asked him, "Why are you doing this?"
S6 he told them about his vision. Then the priests took

him into the temple and showed him the scriptures that
foretold his conquests. This story is not inspired. It
simply serves to show that the nation of Israel, even
when subject to her gentile overlords, still kept her place
of spiritual supremacy.
This is evident also when, in the days of the apostles,
gentiles were brought into the faith of Christ. Politically
the apostles had no authority at all, such as they will
have when the kingdom is restored. But in spiritual
matters they were still supreme.
This continued, in
decreasing measure, until Israel was completely set aside.
Just as political supremacy passed out of Israel's hands
in the days of Nebuchadnezzar and was given to the
nations, so their spiritual ascendency also is taken from
them at the end of Acts, and is transfered to the nations.
Of the many mysteries, the present secret economy is
the only one which is concerned with a whole administra
tion or stewardship. The literal Greek reads "the stew
ardship of the secret", as though the secret itself is not
made known, but only its administration. As this is not

the fact, we must take the words "of the secret" as the
genitive of apposition, and translate "the secret steward-
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The Only Secret Administration

stap", or administration, with some emphasis on the
word secret This harmonizes the expression with its
context, Paul alone was to enlighten all as tp the secret
administration which has been concealed from the eons
in God.
No other administration or"dispensation", whether
past or future, was a complete secret, as was the present
one. Some mysteries, such as those concerning the king
dom, and great Babylon, are notable features of an econ
omy. Others, such as the mystery of Messiah and the
mystery of God, extend over many administrations.

"The mystery" is the administration, and the adminis
tration is the secret.
In the last few decades the greatest advance in the

knowledge of the Scriptures has come to those who

learned to value "dispensational" truth, and who divid
ed the course of time into "dispensations". This term
is so well known and convenient that it is difficult to
avoid it. Yet, strictly speaking, "dispensation" carries
quite an incorrect and contricted idea when applied to
the present secret administration.
"Dispensation"
refers to that which God gives or dispenses in His various
administrations.
The latter word comes from oikos,
home, and nomos, law, and refers to the duties of a
steward who looks after all the household arrangements,
including the "dispensation" of food and other neces
saries.
^
\ It is difficult to Q&scribe an admini^ation by a single
term, so we seizef^pon its most prominent feature or
characteristic. For instance, the first of all economies,
with Adam at its head, we may call the administration of
Innocence. Its dispensation may be summed up in the
one word Paradise. So the second may be termed Con
science, and the dispensation that of the Curse, for noth
ing else was given when it was inaugurated. Under
Noah the whole constitution of human society was
changed by the dispensation of Authority, inaugurating

The Other "Dispensations"
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the administration of Government.
With Abraham,
Hope was dispensed and this formed the economy of
Promise. Under Moses, Law was given, and the entire
economy reduced to one of Law.
In the economy of the Incarnation the Lord Jesus,
especially during His ministry, dispensed grace and
truth. In the Pentecostal administration the Spirit was
given. In the temporary transitional arrangement of
Paulas earlier ministry Mercy was dealt out to the
nations. Now, in the present Secret administration* we
are the recipients of unadulterated Grace. In the Judg
ment period which is impending God will deal out

Wrath. Justice will be dispensed in the kingdom. In the
closing economy of the Fullness God will grace the whole
with Glory.
The present administration is the result of a special
dispensation of grace. But it is to be described rather as
an organization or re-arrangement of divine affairs in
which the nations are made the peers of a remnant in
Israel, in which both receive a celestial destiny, with a
view to the reconciliation of the heavenly realms to God.
As there is no previous hint that the nations were ever
to be joint sharers with the holy nation, this was a "mys
tery".
This present secret administration, then, is
characterized by the dispensation of grace.
When we once apprehend that neither a/'dispensa
tion" nor an administration are strictly matters of time,
we are delivered from a serious difficulty which has harrassed students of God's Word. Though, in a general
way, each occupies a distinct period, their beginnings
and ends often overlap. It is quite possible for two dis
tinct economies to be on the scene at the same time. This
was the case with the present administration. The king
dom of God, as proclaimed in Acts, still continued to be
heralded after the mystery was made known (Acts 28:
31) even by a number of the Circumcision who were
with Paul in Rome (Col. 4:10, 11).
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The Time Element

For some time after the inauguration of the secret
administration, James and Peter and John, as witnessed
by their epistles, continued to proclaim the coming king
dom according to the prophets. Peter was not unaware
that Paul preached something widely different, which

even he did not understand (2 Pet. 3:15, 16). In his

epistle from Babylon to the dispersed Israelites he seems
to have these things in mind, as he tells them of the sal
vation for which the prophets sought and searched dili
gently, "who prophesy concerning the grace which is for
you . . . To whom it was revealed that not to them
selves, yet to you they dispensed them, of which you are
now informed" (1 Pet. 1:10-12). He write to them
briefly for the purpose of "entreating and deposing that
this is the true grace of God" (1 Pet. 5 :12).
That Peter is not speaking of the "mystery" is evi
dent, for it was never the subject of prophecy. The grace

he dispensed was. It is, therefore, impossible that they
should be the same.

Yet how many are trying to mix

the two! The result is a conglomeration which is true
to neither. If we seek light on present truth in Peter's
epistles, or indeed, in any of the Circumcision writings,
we will be mystified rather than enlightened. All of them
are in full accord with the prophets. No grace comes to
them which was not foretold. In none of them are the
nations given the place which is accorded them in the
present secret administration.
But we do not need to deduce this fact by any process
of reasoning, for we have the strongest possible state
ment, directly declaring it. Paul, after defining the
"mystery", adds that he is "to enlighten all as to the,
secret administration which has been concealed from the

eons in God" (Eph. 3:9).

It is true that one of the

ancient manuscripts (Alexandriims) does not contain
the word "all", but it is also true that another more
ancient text (Sinaiticus) was first written without it,
and the error was corrected. Besides, the sense is con-

Paul Enlightens All
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veyed by the context. The "air'merely makes it more
emphatic. This much is clear: to Paul, and to Paul
alone, may we go for light on this subject.
Paul had been at Ephesus not many years before he
penned this epistle. While there he did not shrink from
declaring the entire counsel of God to them (Acts 20:
27). He himself was probably acquainted with this secret
at that time, but it had not become a part of God's
counsel. This term cannot be applied to any secret pur
pose God may have, but only to the plans He had made
public, of which His people were apprised in His Word.
Of the letters to the seven ecclesias to whom Paul
wrote, only three, Ephesians, Colossians and Philippians,
are illumined by this mystery. His earlier letters are
preparatory for its revelation. Now that it is revealed,
we are able to see in them many a hint of its gracious,
heavenly character, but the secret itself is not to be
found.
Philippians and Colossians, companion epistles of
Ephesians, may afford help at times, but they are not
so much concerned with the revelation of this secret as
with the correction of errors due to a departure from its
doctrines and precepts. They cannot be taken to heart
until we are first initiated into the mystery through the
unfoldings of Ephesians. This narrows down our field
to a single epistle.
/
We turn, then, to Ephesians.
In it we find four
mysteries, or secrets:

The
The
The
The

Secret
Secret
Secret
Secret

of Christ (1: 9; 3:4),
Administration (3:3-9),
of Marriage (5:32),
of the Evangel (6:19).

The Secret of Christ is but briefly touched. The
Secret of Marriage and of the Evangel are but refer
ences, one to Genesis, the other to Romans. The Secret
Administration iscategorically set forth in the summary
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The Four Mysteries

given in the sixth verse of the third chapter. It is that
the nations are, in spirit,
\
(1) joint enjoyers of an allotment,
(2) a joint body, and
..(3). joint partakers.

An analysis of the Ephesian epistle will show that
this is not only a summary of the secret, but also of the
whole letter, which is an elaborate and extended exposi-,
tion of the secret, under these three divisions. The joint
allotment of the nations is set forth in the first nineteen
verses of the first chapter. The joint body occupies the
next section. Joint participation is developed in the
latter part of the second chapter, from verse eleven

FRAMEWORK OF "EPHESIANS"
Reversion

Paul's commission I1 Salutation I2
[The allotment—in heaven—blessing I3-14
Paul's prayer for them I16-19
The body—in Christ l20-210
The members

[Participation—believers 21*-22
I

The new humanity
I Summary of grace ndw shown to
I
the nations 31-18

| {Petitioning the Father S14-21
j (Beseeching the saints 41-6

Summary of grace which had been
shown to the saints 47-16

No participation—unbelievers 417-52 °
The new humanity
The body—in the Lord 521-69
The Head

IThe allotment—in heaven—warfare610-17
Their prayer for Paul 618-20

Tychicus' commission621-22 Salutation 623-24

Framework of Ephesians
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onward. The latter part of the letter also takes up these
three subjects, in inverse order.
The accompanying
framework, taken from the Concordant Version, will
show this at a glance.
It will be seen that the bulk of the epistle is occupied
with an orderly exposition of the three aspects of the
secret. First we have its relation to God in the celestial
allotment, then its connection with Christ, as joint mem
bers of His body,-then its bearing on other saints. There
are two summaries on the same subject, and two appro
priate petitions, besides the introduction and conclusion.
Thus the entire epistle is practically dedicated to the
task of enlightening all as to this secret economy.
This simplifies our task very much. There is no need
of any arrangement of our own, of gathering material
together from various parts of the Scriptures. The
Framework is the best possible analysis of the subject,
and we can do no better than to follow the divine
Author's divisions.
First of all it seems necessary to clear the ground of
the confusion which exists as to what the " mystery".'
really is, and to whom it. applies. If we approach this
epistle with misconceptions on these points it will hinder
our progress and will leave us open to many vague and
vacillating views. This is especially important in fixing
its relation to Paul's previous ministries and the epistles
written before it was revealed. There can be no clarity
in present truth apart from a clear conception of the
essential elements of this mystery.
One of the greatest hindrances to the study of trans
cendent truth has been the prevailing methods of trans
lation. No man or qompany of men, since the earliest
days, has understood this epistle sufficiently to turn it
into English. One of the great modern translators prac
tically acknowledged this to me. They must give a ren
dering of their own conception of what is intended, and
their readers will not be able to go beyond their thoughts.
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A True Translation

Such literal renderings as Rotherham's are far safer.
The Authorized Version has hopelessly missed the very
heart of the matter in its version of the mystery. It is
better adapted to hide it from us than to reveal it to us.

Hence we shall depend wholly on consistent render
ings, such as are found in the Concordant Version.
As our readers have, or should have, a copy of this Ver
sion, it will not be necessary to repeat the text, or reprint

portions of the Greek and sublinear, to which we will
refer freely. Important changes in translation will be
fully discussed, and the evidence given for their correct
ness.
This, we believe, is the only practical way of
acknowledging the literal inspiration of the Scriptures,
for such renderings do hot depend on the translator's
grasp of the truth, but on a mass of evidence, from other
portions of the inspired record, which is entirely inde
pendent of our understanding of this epistle.
" Should I be perceiving all secrets and all knowledge
. . . yet have no love, I am nothing" (1 Cor. 13:3).
This is the spirit in which we hope to engage our hearts
while considering this sublime subject.
Knowledge
should lead us into an appreciation of God. The realiza
tion of this hidden grace, moreover, is the very key to
God's affections. If we should obtain a cold and calciilating conception of these things, a mere surface under
standing, they will be worse than useless because they
have failed of their real object. I pray that, as we dive
into the depths and scale the heights, and consider the
length and breadth of this marvelous unfolding, it may
enlarge our hearts, and so fill them with praise and
adoration that God will receive a rich response of over
flowing affection.
' . •
A. E. K.

in J£tt*

THE LIMITS OF THE LAND
THE THIRD CYCLE OF THE APOSTLES' TRIPARTITE
MINISTRY—ENEAS AND DORCAS

Turning to Section B5 of the structure of the Acts
(9:31) we have the preparatory interlude to the third
cyel£ of the kingdom ministry of the twelve apostles,
"Then, indeed, the ecclesia of the whole of Judea and
Galilee tod Samaria had peace, being edified, and, going
on in thev fear of the Lord and the consolation of the
holy spirit, was multiplied." The saints in all Judea,
Galilee alnd Samaria had peace. With the call of Saul of
Tarsus the hand of persecution was stayed temporarily.
During this period tff tranquillity the eeelesia was built
up, and through the fear of the Lord and the ministry of
the holy spirit, was multiplied. This period of peace,
building up and multiplication made possible the third
cycle of the apostles' kingdom proclamation—the fninistry to the farthest parts of the land, which is recorded
in Acts 9:32—11:30. See Section C5.
The following is the structure:
1181:

9:32-43.

The apostle Peter begins tie kingdom procla

mation to the limits of the land. Proclaims
to Jews only.
1191: 10:1-48.
Peter proclaims the kingdom, in the land,
to proselytes of the gate.
120: 11:1-18.
Peter's defense of his proclamation to
proselytes of the gate.
1182: 11:19.
Kingdom refugees proclaim the kingdom be
yond the limits of the land. To Jews only*
1192: 11:20-30. Kingdom refugees proclaim the kingdom,
beyond the limits of the land, to proselytes
of the gate.
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Eneas (Praise) is a Type

In Section 1181 (9:32-43) of the foregoing structure
we see the apostle Peter beginning the third cycle of the
kingdom proclamation.
This passage of Scripture
anturally falls into two main subdivisions, as follows:
1211: 9:32-35.
1212: 9:36-43.

The healing of Eneas and its results.
The raising of Dorcas and its results.

The first of these subdivisions (Section 1211, Acts
9:32-35) may be further expanded, as follows:
1221: 9:32. Peter's ministry brings him °to Lydda.
1231: 9:33.
Eneas, the paralytic.
1232: 9:34. The paralytic healed.

1.22*': 9:35.

Results of Peter's ministry at Lydda.

In Section 1221 of the foregoing structure (9:32) we
see that Peter's ministry brought him to Lydda, "Now it
occurred that Peter, passing through all, comes down also
to the saints who are dwelling at Lydda.'' At the begin
ning of this ministry to tEe farthest parts of the land, we
are given a picture of Peter passing through all the land
from ecclesia to ecclesia. In this itinerary, he arrives
among the saints dwelling at Lydda. There, as we see in
Section 1231 (Acts 9:33), he finds a paralytic by the
name of Eneas. "Now he found there a certain man
named Eneas, eight years lying down on a pallet, who
was pUralyzed.'' Here we have a true picture of Israel's
condition at that time, for "Lydda", the city where this
event occurred, means "perverted7/; Eneas means
" praise". Eneas for eight years had been lying on a
pallet, paralyzed. Can we miss the significance of this
scene?
In Jerusalem, just eight years before Peter
arrived at Lydda, Peter had first proclaimed the king
dom to Israel, of whom the Lord had said, "the people

which I found for Myself, that they might set forth My
praise9' (Isa. 43:21). For eight years now the praise of
Israel had been paralyzed. Why ? Because, as the name
Lydda signifies, the people of Israel were perverted.
They had been aptly described, by our Lord, as an "un-

of Perverted (Lydda) Israel
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believing and perverted generation" (Luke 9:41). Un
belief was at the root of the paralysis of Israel's praise.
In Section 12a2 (9:34) we have the healing of the
paralytic, "And Peter said to him, lEneas, Jesus Christ
is healing you! Stand up and spread your pallet by
yourself!' And immediately he stood up." Here we

have another exhibition of the powers of the coming age,
in which Israel will be to the Upraise'' of Jehovah

throughout the earth. The command, "stand up and
spread your pallet by yourself," evidenced, in its obedi
ence, the completeness of his healing. This miracle of
healing was a double sign to Israel. It signified to them
that, through faith in Jesus Christ as the Healer, they,
like Eneas, could still becpme the people of Jehovah's
praise, even though for the eight years of kingdom proc
lamation their perverted unbelief had made the kingdom
proclamation a failure in Jerusalem and in all Judea and
Samaria. Even now, during this last cycle of kingdom
ministry, faith could still undo their previous unbelief
arid bring about a speedy restoration of the kingdom to
Israel. But there was also a note of warning in this
double sign;
In the first cycle of the kingdom proclamation in

Jerusalem, the man before the beautiful door of the sanc
tuary, who was lame from his birth, who represented the
Israel of that day, when healed, leaped up, stood and
walked and entered wifh Peter and John into the sane*
tuwry, walking and leaping and praising God, thus show
ing forth the joyful progress of Israel in the spiritual
realities of the kingdom. After eight years of that Mngdoiri proclamation, in its last cycle of proclamation,
Eneas, then representing Israel, when healed, simply

stood up. Israel, through unbelief, had ceased to make
progress in the apprehension of the truths of the king
dom. So this miracle of healing was a warning against
Israel's Pharasaic spirit of self-complacency as well as a
promise of a still possible kingdom restoration.
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Boreas is a Type of

In Section 1222 of the structure (9:35) we have the
results of Peter's ministry in Lydda. "And all those

dwelling at Lydda and Saron were aware of it, who turn*
back to the Lord." As in the beginning of the first two
cycles of the kingdom ministry, the fruitage at the be
ginning of this last cycle of kingdom ministry seemed to
be a harbinger of the imminent restoration of the king
dom to Israel.
Section 1212 of the structure (9:36-43) which relates
the raising of Boreas, may be displayed as follows:
1241: 9:36-.
Joppa, tne home of Dorcas.
125-1: 9:-36.
Testimony to Dorcas* merit.
126i: 9:37.
Dorcas' death.
1242: 9:38,39-. Peter sent for and arriving at Joppa.
1252: 9:-39.
Testimony to. Dorcas' merit.
1262: 9:40-41.
Dorcas raised.
124s: 9:42-43.
Results of Peter's ministry at Joppa and his
abode in Joppa.

In Section 1241 of the foregoing structure (9:36r.)
we are transported to Joppa, the home of Dorcas. '' Now
in Joppa there was a certain disciple named Tabitha,
which, being interpreted, is termed Dorcas." Tabitha or
Dorcas means gazelle, and therefore was considered an
appropriate name to show forth the spirit of loveliness or
grace considered peculiar to good womanhood. As seen
in this narrative, this name was therefore peculiarly
appropriate to this gracious disciple of Joppa.
In Section 1251 of the structure (9:-36) we have the
sacred record's testimony to Dorcas' merit. "She was
full of good a,ets and alms which she did." This is
God's testimony concerning Dorcas' life, not man's tes
timony. "What is His testimony concerning our lives?
Are we walking worthily of the high calling wherewith
.He has called us?
In Section 1262 of the structure (9:37) we are told
about Dorcas-* death. "Now it occurred, in those days,
being infirm she dies. Now, bathing her^ they place her
in an upper chamber." Here we have another sign for

Israel's Future Resurrection
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Israel. In Eneas we see the healing of aforetime unbe
lievers from among apostate Israel. In Dorcas we see
the death of the believing saints of Israel who die ere the
kingdom is inaugurated, but who will have their portion
in that kingdom because of their good works, according
as we read in Un. 14:13, " 'Happy are the dead who
are dying in the Lord henceforth! Yea,' the spirit is say
ing, 'that they will be resting from their toil, for their
acts are accompanying them.' "

In Section 1242 of the structure (9:38,39-.) Peter is
sent for and arrives at Joppa. "Now, Lydda being near
Joppa, the diseipks, hearing that Peter is in it, dispatch
two men to him, entreating, 'You should not be slothful
in coming to us!' Now Peter, rising, came with them,
whom, coming along, they led up into the upper cham
ber." Thus Peter, in his ministry to the limits of the
land, reaches the sea coast city of Joppa. The sorrow of

the disciples of Joppa opens the way for the progress of

the third cycle of kingdom ministry. Thus, always, God
Uses the needs and the sorrows of humanity in the work
ing out of His counsels and purpose.
In Section 1252 of the structure (9:-39.) we again
have testimony concerning Dorcas' merit. "And beside
him stand all the widows lamenting and exhibiting tunics
and garments, whatever Dorcas made while she was with
them." Here we have man's testimony concerning Dor
cas' merit. It corresponds with God's tesimoiiy concern
ing the life that Dorcas lived (see 9:36). Dorcas' lamp
was not placed in hiding, or under a measure, but was a
light of testimony to Messiah that was being observed by
all that knew her (see Luke 11: 33). Are our lives such
that we are to the world "manifestly a letter of Christ"?
(2 Cor. 3:3).
In Section 1262 of the structure (9:40-41) we have
the raising of Dorcas. "Now, putting them all but,
Peter, kneeling also, prays. And, turning about to 'the
body, he said, 'Tabitha, rise!' Now she opens her eyes,
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The Lame Lystrian Leaped

and, perceiving Peter, sits up. Now, giving her a hand,
he raises her. Now, summoning the saints and the
widows, he presents her alive." Peter, in imitation of
the Lord, puts all out of the room ere he calls the dead to
life. Unlike the Lord, he kneels as he prays, a posture of
humility befitting a servant of the Lord. How clearly
and concisely every detail of this event is recorded!
Truth shines forth in the very simplicity of the narra
tive. Dorcas, raised from the dead^ is presented to the
saints as a picture of the former resurrection in which
the deserving of Israel will have a part so that they may
live and reign with Messiah for the thousand years,
while the rest of the dead do not live until the thousand
years are finished (Un. 20:4, 5). As priest the deserving
of Israel will reign for a thousand years; as kmgs they
reign beyond that time, for their reign as kings is for
the eons of the eons (Un. 22:5). Thus the raising of
Dorcas was a sign to Israel of the time when the saints
possess the kingdom (Dan, 7:22).
In Section 1243 of the structure (9:42-43) we have
the results of Peter's ministry in Joppa. ''Now it became
known in the whole of Joppa, and many believe on the
Lord. Now it occurred that he remains a considerable
number of days in Joppa with a certain Simon, a tan
ner.J? Many in Joppa believed on the Lord as the result
of this miracle. Thus in both Lydda and Joppa this
third cycle of kingdom ministry opened very auspici
ously, even as the first and second cycles of ministry
had begun very favorably. Were not these initial suc
cesses in all three cycles of kingdom ministry the Lord's
way of encouraging His servants to fulfil all their min
istry to Israel? The ends that the Lord seeks to attain
through any given ministry are often not such as we
would choose, and often apparent initial success may be
necessary to encourage and strengthen us through the
dark and more discouraging days of wearisome toil that
may follow.

Drowsy Eutyehus is Roused
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Peter, we are told, remained a considerable number of
days in Joppa, with a certain Simon, a tanner. The
occupation of a tanner was considered half uncleaii
among Israelites because of its contact with dead animals
and their slans and the blood connected with it. Thus
we see that the Lord was gradually breaking down
Peter's prejudice against ceremonial uncleanness and
preparing ithe way for his mission to ceremonially unr
clean Cornelius.
Ere leaving these narratives of Eneas and Dorcas, it
is helpful to note the contrasts between the miracles of
Peter's and Paul's ministries. Here, in Peter's earthly
kingdom ministry we have Eneas paralyzed for eight
years; in Paul's ministry to the nations we have the
lame man of Lystra, who was lame from his birth, a type
of the nations (Acts 14: 8-10). The kingdom ministry
caused Eneas to stand up; the truth for us poor sinners
of the nations caused the lame man of Lystra to leap up

and walk. These are types oi the fruitage of the gospel

of the Circumcision and the gospel of the Uncircumcision. The devotees of the gospel of the Circumcision
made no progress in the things of God, they remained
zealous of the law (Acts 21:20), they stood still, instead
of going on to maturity (Heb. 6:1). Those who received
the gospel of the Uncireumcision exulted and went from
glory to glory in the divine revelations (2 Cor. 3:18).
In Peter's Mngdom ministry we have the resurrec
tion of Dorcas, who was raised, as believing Israelites
will be in the kingdom, because of her good acts and her
merits, In Paul's ministry to the nations we have the
raising of Eutychus (Acts 20: 9, 10), a picture of our
resurrection. Dorcas was raised in the day time, signifi
cant of the day of the inauguration of the earthly king
dom. Eutychus was raised at night, significant of the
fact that our resurrection precedes the day of the king

dom. Dorcas had deserts. We are not told that Eutychus
had any merit whatsoever; yea, he was not even watch-
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Peter vs. Paul

ful enough to keep awake while the apostle Paul was
preaching! Nevertheless, Paul brings him back to life,
even as we, the recipients of Paul's ministry, "whether
we are watching or drowsy/'shall live together with
Christ (1 Thess. 5:10). The saints qi this economy, like
Eutychus, are drowsy. They are undeserving, and yet
the superabundance of grace and glory revealed in
Paul's ministry provides for our resurrection whether
watchful or drowsy! Such surpassing grace is unknown
to Peter's kingdom ministry. Moreover, the saints of the
present economy show their utter lack of appreciation of
this grace by ignoring Paul's gospel and the truth com
mitted to him for the nations, and replacing it with
Peter's kingdom gospel! Let us thank the God of all
grace that he deals with us according to the fathomless
favor of this economy, the grace of Paul's gospel, and
not according to our deserts, and our drowsiness toward
His truth as revealed through Paul, the apostle to the
nations!
H. W. Martin

In Qttmst of tfje

THE CONCILIATION AND
RECONCILIATION

At the risk of being tedious, we have ofen harped on the
distinction between qonciliation and reconciliation, for
we have found it to be the key to much precious truth,
especially the evangel which should be proclaimed in this
era of grace. "Where it is not understood and acknowl
edged we find much confusion of thought. Those who
have come into this light have expressed themselves most
enthusiastically. The late Professor Broad, a close friend
of Dr. Bullinger, and one of our modern translators, was
so taken with this teaching that this idea dominated his
ministry to the end of his life.
We are thankful to God that the great truth of

universal reconciliation is now being published by others
besides ourselves.
But, so far, very little has been
printed setting forth the conciliation. We are all the
mbre concerned, therefore, that it should be clearly and

vigorously maintained* As it is discussed at length in*
our book on "The Mystery of the Gospel",** does not

seem necessary to enter into *M lengthy exposition of the

theme, thoii%h many of our-leaders may not have seen
the volume. Now, however, that^ it is being opposed, it
seems best to consider the other side, and see what weight
there is to the arguments against it.

A brother in England has sent us a manuscript giving
his reasons for rejecting the distinction between concilia
tion and reconciliation. Instead of the former producing
a one sided amity and the latter mutual friendliness, he
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The Conflicting Testimony

would have us believe that there is no difference at all
in meaning, merely in emphasis. As his objections are
the same as those usually advanced, and may be of inter
est to many of our readers, we will give them in full,
adding our own comments. To distinguish the two, we
will print the objections in smaller type.
CONCILIATION OR RECONCILIATION?
"For if, being enemies, we were conciliated to God through
the death of His Son, much rather, being conciliated, we shall
be saved in His life" (Rom. 5: 10).,
"For if their casting away is the conciliation of the world,
what will their taking back be if not life from among the
dead?" (Rom. 11: 15).
"Yet all is of God, Who is conciliating us to Himself
through Christ, and is giving us the dispensation of the con
ciliation, how that God was in Christ concilating the world
to Himself, not reckoning their offenses to them, and placing
in us the word of the conciliation" (2 Cor. 5: 18, 19).
" That He should create the two, in Him, into one new

humanity, making peace; and should be reconciling both with

God in one body through the cross, killing the enmity in it"

(Eph. 2:16).

"And through Him to reconcile thie universe to Him (mak
ing peace through the blood of His cross) through Him,
whether that on earth or that in the heavens. And you, being
once estranged and enemies in comprehension, in acts of
wickedness, He now reconciles by His body of flesh, through
His death" (Col. 1: 20, 21).
$

*

*

Principally upon the above passages we are asked to
believe that the Scriptures express a great difference between

9 conciliation and reconciliation. The questions we should seek
to answer are:

Is this true, or not?

Is there an important

distinction in the Greek words so translated, as has been
asserted? What are the meanings of the Greek words so

translated?
Dr. Bullinger gives the following meanings:
1. Katallassof to change against anything, to exchange;
then to change a person, reconcile to anyone (thus differing
from diallasso, which implies a mutual change, and refers to
many, while katallasso is said of one only) so to act that the
opposite party may lay aside his enmity.

2. Apokatallassd, (No. 1 with apb, from/prefixed, indicating

that the thing intended by No. 1 is done altogether, absolutely,
or in a greater degree) to change from one state into another,

of the Authorities
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to so put away all enmity that amity follows, and no impedi
ment to unity and peace remains."—-Lexicon and Concordance.
Prof. Young's Concordance:
Katalasso: To change thoroughly.
Apokatallasso: To change thoroughly from.
Bagster's Lexicon—

Katallasso: To change, exchange, reconciliation, restoration

to favor.

Apokatallasso: To transfer from a certain state to another
which is quite different.

If the above meaning are correct, are we justified in mak
ing a difference, and then building upon this difference, a
most important doctrine? If apokatallasso means the same as
katallasso only in a stronger degree, we can understand why
Paul only uses it in his prison epistles. Paul more emphat
ically expresses the uniting of the universe to God in
Ephesians and Colossians, than he does in Romans and Corin
thians.

After setting forth the passages at length, we natur
ally expected that the argument would be based on an
accurate" examination of the contexts. Instead of the
concordant evidence, we are treated to the discordant tes
timony of lexicons made by men who would themselves
disclaim any right to ultimate appeal on this point. Such
"definitions" are easily made, but they are so loose and
contradictory that it is far more difficult to get a clear
conception of the meaning of a word from three of them
than from the direct evidence of the divine contexts.
For instance, let us note how these three lexicog
raphers treat the first element in &a£-allass5 (conciliate).
Dr. Bullinger says that its force is "to change against".
Prof. Young makes it "to change thoroughly". Bagster's has it "exchange". Their combined definition is
as clear as a London fog. If they intended to give the
literal derivation, they should have rendered hat by
down, because against, thoroughly, and ex-, though they
may seem to fit occasionally, are only derived significa
tions, suited to special combinations.

Dr. Bullinger's attempt is especially unfortunate,

for it is difficult to get either conciliate or reconcile out
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Dr. Bullinger ys Lexicon

of a change against another.. It tends to the opposite idea
of antagonism and estrangement. Prof. Young's is not
much better, for thoroughly, or throughly, is rather to be

associated with another Greek element dia, through,
which is also compounded with change, making thruchange, with the sense of placate (Mat. 5:24). Bagster's exchange is open to the same criticism. The ele
ment anti, instead, gives this force, and antallagma,
instead-change, is twice translated exchange in English
versions (Mat. 16:26, Mark 8:37).

But Dr. Bullinger also gives the^following: ''recon

cile to anyone (thus differing from diallasso, which
implies a mutual change . . ■." Nothing is more certain,
from this, than that he understood that katallasso (con
ciliate) did not imply a mutual change. He did not use
the word"conciliate", but he explains "reconcile to" as
having a one-sided application, which gives the same
sense. This is placed beyond question by his closing
words: "so to act that the opposite party may lay aside
his enmity ?\ This is the meaning of conciliate, but not
of reconcile.
Gontrast with this his closing words as to apokatallasso
(reconcile): "to so put away all enmity that amity fol
lows, and no impediment to unity and peace remains".
This, taken with his previous definition, "go to act that
the opposite party may Jay aside his enmity," gives us
practically the difference between conciliate and recon
cile. It may not be clearly stated, but no other inference
is possible. If amity follows, there must be mutual recon
ciliation. Thus Dr. Bullinger's lexicon is evidence for
and not against our position.
Our objector seems to have overlooked these things in
Dr. Bullinger's definitions, and has concentrated his
attention on the statement that the prefix apo indicates
that the thing intended is done altogether, absolutely, or
in a greater degree. He ought not to isolate this state
ment and draw his own deductions, contrary to Dr.

Favors the Distinction
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Bullinger, but should follow him through. If he is
authority in one case, he is in the other also. Eeconcile
means conciliate "done altogether, absolutely, or in a
greater degree". Conciliate two who have been at enmity
and they are reconciled.
The other " definitions" are not worth consideration.
Dr. Young simply adds the literal meaning, "to change
thoroughly from". One of Bagster's for katallasso (eontiliate) is good. It reads: "restoration to favour". This
is one-sided. But that for reconcile is hazy: " To transfer
from a certain state to another which is quits different."
All of these definitions seem to be based on the deriva
tion of the words. All are agreed that the stem means
change. But they are disagreed as to the force of the
prefix apo, from, and kata, down. They fail to recognize
that these prefixes are used .with so many words in so
many different relations that their exact significance can
not be determined by their literal or usual meaning. For
instance, re- in English means again. Then reconcile
means conciliate again! There is a grain of truth in it,
for the action is repeated, but in the opposite party. So
we must seek the finer shades of meaning from the
inspired contexts. Only usage can determine them.
With the general sense of down, kata may be used.literally, as down-step, descmd; down-cas*, disrupt, or
more loosely, as down-remain, reside. As a connective,
used by itself with the genitive, kata may mean against.
It comes very close to this in some of its compounds, as
down-judge, condemn; down-talk, speak against. But
we would be far astray if we translated down-act, "act
against,'' for it means produce.
To such as would press for a difference in meaning, and

not in degree, between katallasso and apokaiallasso, we would

point to the word didomi. This word occurs in the New
Testament with five prefixes. Must we seek for five distinct
meanings, or five degrees of one meaning? Didomi is in the
New Testament some 411 times. Apodidomi some 47 times.

The meaning of didomi is not altered by the prefix apo, but
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strength is added to that meaning. Must we press for a dis

tinct difference between "luo" and "apolud"?

The word didomi means give. Its compounds not only
have distinct meanings, but most of the distinctions are
almost self-evident in English. Thus up-give means give
up (Acts 23: 33)* The horsemen did not present the gov
ernor with a gift, but gave up the letter they were carry
ing to him. The compound thru-give means distribute.
So the Authorized Version renders it in Luke 18: 22 and
John 6:11. Out-give is lease. We may be sure that if the
farmers had been given the vineyard they would not have
recognized the right of householder or his son to the fruit

(Slat. 21: 33, .4.1, etc.). He did not give them the vine
yard, he out-gave or leased it to them. On-give has the

idea of Iwmding. With-give means to give while retain
ing a portion, share (Luke 3:11). Beside-give has the
sense of give up, betray. Judas Iscariot certainly did not

give the Lord anything (unless it be the kiss), nor did he
give Him to the priests, for he was paid thirty pieces of
silver. Before-give is simply give first (Rom. 11:35).
But what of from-give? It never means give in the
true sense of the word, but always pay, though our idiom
calls for render in some passages. It is used constantly in
connection with debts (Mat. 18:25-34), where give
would be most misleading. "Be rendering to all their
dues" (Rom. 13:7). It denotes the payment of what
is owing, not the giving of gifts.
, And what of luo, loose, and apolud, from-loose?
Almost every passage will show the difference. The
latter always has the relative sense of losing from some
thing, and means release, dismiss. The simple word
loose, when not followed by from, has no reference to
that from which the loosing is done. John the Baptist
was not competent to loose the thong of his sandals (Luke
3:16). From-loose cannot be used here.

Denotes a Change in Sense
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We have not taken up our objector's tests simply to
prove that these words differentiate, and, consequently,
down-change (conciliate) and from-down-change (rec
oncile) are distinct, but prove the great principle that
every word in the Scriptures has a meaning distinct from
every other. That is what words are for. The refuge of
the lexicographer that an additional element merely
intensifies the meaning of a word usually indicates his
inability to find an English equivalent, or to fix the fine
distinction involved. As I have carefully examined every
word and element in the Greek original, and have found
an equivalent for each one, this is not a theory, but a
settled fact, certified by a long and arduous experience.

This is the only rational position tg take regarding

God's word. If we should lay down the law that all
prepositions, such as from, when found in compounds, do
not affect the meaning of Greek words but only their
intensity, there would be little of the language left.
Take a single example, well known to all. If there is no
difference between frgm-cover and cover, then the apoc
alypse is a veiling, not an tmveiling. In this case from
alters the word to its opposite. Is this a change in mean
ing or in degree? The logical consummation of our
objector's argument .would be to destroy most of the
definite thought symbols in God'St revelation.
Some, in their efforts to show a difference between kataUassO and apokatallassd, seek to prove that there is a double
work to be done before God and men are in harmony. They
declare^ there is a conciliation Godward, and a conciliation
manward, that the estrangement between God and men is

mutual. But if we recognize that these Greek words do not
give different thoughts, but the very same idea, only differing
in degree,of strength of expression, we will not so readily

follow their theory.
The Bible never presents God as
estranged from the world. The theory of a Godward operating
conciliation is subversive to universal reconciliation, as it
presents a God of changeable character. God has never re
quired conciliating to anyone of His creatures. God is un
changeable (Mai. 3:6; Jas. 1:17).
Neither the holiness nor
the unrighteousness of His creatures alter His attitude, char-
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acter, counsel, nor will (Heb. 6: 17; Isa. 46: 10; Job 35:6-8, 16;

2 Sam. 22:26, 27). The Bible presents us with a one-sided
estrangement; the world estranged from God. If the world is
away from God, then that which would end the estrangement
must operate on the world, and bring the world to God, not
operate on God and bring God to the world.

The unchangeable character of God has always been
the main objection to the conciliation.
With much
vehemence we have been assured that God has never
been estranged from any of His creatures. But such rea
soning k superficial. 'The very fact that God is un
changeable demands that His attitude toward His crea
tures change when thepr do. A father's character does
not change when he frowns on the disobedience of his

children* That God did change His attitude toward the

race when Adam sinned should not need proof. He was
with our progenitors in the garden as their constant
Visitor,, on friendly terms. When sin entered He shut

them out of His presence.
We are so accustomed to it that we do not realize the
strange conduct of a Creator Who keeps His creatures
at a distance and refuses all communication with them.
That He made a few exceptions, such as Enoch, and later
took the descendants of Israel as His special people, only
emphasizes His attitude toward the race as a whole.
The entire priestly economy in Israel was an eloquent
expression of the fact that, even in that nation, He was
only comparatively friendly, for He dwelt in awful seclu
sion, difficult of approach. How terrible would be the
thought that His attitude toward the nations or even his

: contact |rith Israel, is the unalterable, unchangeable mode

of intercourse with mankind! We know it is not. In the

new earth He will tabernacle with mankind. What a
wonderful change is indicated in the simple statement,
^God Himself will be with them"!
The passages appealed to for proving Go<l 's unchangeableness are by no means conclusive. "For / am the
Lord, I change not" (Mai. 3:6) sounds very fine, but it
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is not the sense of the Hebrew. The word here translated
change comes from the root two, and means repeat. In
kal the Authorized Version renders it struck again (mar?
gin, double), do the second time, do again, speak agam,
be diverse, repeat, given to change, return (margin*
iterateth), and onfy once change, in this passage. The
thought is that, if Jehovah repeated His former judg
ments, the sons of Jacob would be consumed. In other
words He does change His methods of dealing with His
people. His character, His attributes, His essence change
not, but His way with His creatures is full of variety.

He Joes not repeat.

Everyone who has followed God's dealings with man
kind in the various economies and dispensations cannot
but admire His multifarious wisdom. Every new prob
lem brings out new reserves. He does not fall back on
some stereotyped plan of action. Moreover, He assumes
various relations to His creatures. These are manifest in
Christ. They are most diverse. The lowly gracious suf
ferer Who healed both body and spirit will one day be
the Judge Who will condemn. He Who told the alien that
He Would not give the children's bread to dogs, now wel
comes us to blessings which the children cannot share.
It is only by confusing His' immutable counsel (Heb,
6:17; Isa. 46:10) with His attributes that we are able to
find any passages that even appear to support the idea
that His posture is always one of welcome. What of His
great judgments? Was the deluge a loving token of His
appreciation? Will JIfs present attitude of gracious tol

erance continue duriB^ the impending era of His indig

nation?^ Underneath all is His unchangeable intention,
but it is carried into effect by His changing assumptions.
There are no Scriptures which speak of God requiring, or
demanding, conciliation, of God being conciliated, or any similiar phrase.
Conciliation, or if we use the stronger word, reconciliation,
is always creature-ward in operation and effects. "We werei
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conciliated." "We being conciliated," "Who is conciliating «*,"

"Giving us the dispensation of the conciliation," "Placing in
us the word of conciliation," "Be ye conciliated," "Reconciling
both to God," "To reconcile the universe to Him," "And you
He now reconciles."
KatallassO and apokatallasso are words which express a
one-sided operation, not a two-sided, or mutual operation.
-A

There is a notable expression which has been over
looked in this sweeping assertion. In-Romans 5:11 we
read that we received or obtained the conciliation. This

makes it something outside of ns, something which exists
whether we obtain it or not. The balance of the chapter
is devoted to an explanation of what this is. Sin has
reigned. Now Grace reigns. That is conciliation. But
the reign of grace is entirely a matter of God's change
of attitude.
Romans 11:15 also presents an insuperable difficulty.
If the casting away of Israel is the reconciling of the
world, then all, believers and unbelievers, are ixow saved.

If conciliation is always creatureward in its effects, then,
since Israel has been set aside, all the world is reconciled.
This difficulty first called my attention to the true mean
ing of this word. So far as its effects are concerned, all
will acknowledge that the world is not reconciled with
God, Indeed, its estrangement is ripening into rebellion.
The casting away of Israel marked a vast change in
God's attitude toward the world. Not until then is the
salvation of God sent to the nations (Acts 28:28).
It is the world that is conciliated today, not the
saints. They obtain this conciliation and are reconciled.
This is what we have in second Corinthians. "In Christ,
God was conciliating the world to Himself" (2 Cor.
5:19). If this was "creature-ward in its operation and
effects", why need we, as ambassadors, beseech them to
be conciliated? Conciliation on God's side is based on the
sufferings of Christ. He was made sin. As a result God
could maintain His unchanging righteousness while wel
coming the sinner to His heart. If the conciliation of the

but not Reconciled
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world indicates a change on their part, there is no minis

try left for us. If it indicates a change in God's attitude,
then we have a glorious message for them.
Here we have the key to conciliation. Before the
cross of Christ, before Israel's repudiation of their Mes
siah* the nations could come to Him only through the
priest nation, and even they came through a cumbersome
ritual which forbade a near approach. These~ hindrances
were not of human origin. They were of divine appoint
ment. God Himself kept His creatures at a distance.
Only by sacrifice could a near approach be allowed. Now
that the supreme Sacrifice has been offered and Israel is
out of the way, barriers have been broken cfown. God
is conciliated. All hindrances-are now on man's side.
Hence we pray men to be conciliated to God because He
is conciliated to them.
Kaiallasso is used in an interesting and instructive manner
in 1 Corinthians 7:11. If a wife separates, or departs, from
her husband only she can return, or be conciliated to her
husband. He did not leave her, so cannot return or be con
ciliated. He needed no conciliation. His legal position as hus
band had never altered.

This certainly is instructive! It is more than that.
It is conclusive. We could wish for no better argument to
prove the one-sidedness of conciliation. Its special value
lies in the fact that it is used in simple human relations
which we can easily understand. It is acknowledged to
be one-sided here.
It is contrary to a basic law of
language that it should be otherwise elsewhere.
The Greek word which would have been used in Romans
5:10 and 2 Corinthians 5:18-20 if a double estrangement had
existed is used by our Lord in Matthew 5:24. "First placate

your brother."

"First be reconciled to thy brother", A. V.

The Greek word is "diallassomai". Dr. Bullinger gives as!
meaning: "To change one's own feelings towards another, soj
thathe changes his, to be reconciled to each other."
Prof. Young:

"To be changed throughout."

If Dr. Bullinger be correct, the word was to hand if Paul

desired to express a conciliation which operated mutually oi^
God, or man.
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Jew and Gentile

' The context in Matthew 5:23, 24 is as follows: "If,

then, you should be offering your oblation on the altar,

and there you may be reminded tljat your brother has
aught against you, leave your oblation there in front of
the altar and go away. First placate your brother, and
then, coming, be offering your oblation." Note carefully
that the estrangement is on one side only. Nothing is
said of the offerer having aught against his brother. Not
withstanding the lexicographer^ diallassomai, tHruCHANGE, does not denote a mutual change, but a through
or "thorough" change on the part of an opponent.
In Bomans 5:10 only one side is in view. We are
the enemies who are conciliated. And this consisted in
receiving a conciliation wrought by God in Christ, which
includes the whole world in its embrace. If Paul had
intended a reconciliation, which operates mutually, he
would have used, not thru-change, placate, but fromdown-change, reconcile.

That this word implies mutual amity is apparent
from its first occurrence. In the second chapter of Epher
sians we have the reconciliation of both Jews and gentiles
with God. The Circumcision were comparatively near,
the Uncircumeision far off. Both are kept away from His
presence by barriers. The soreg, or central wall, kept out
the aliens. The Jews could not get much nearer.

These physical barriers figured great spiritual realities.

How was reconciliation effected? First by the breaking
down of the barriers by God. Then by the approach of
both into His very presence. God made peace and both
Jew and gentile entered into it.
But we are not left to the meaning of single words on this
subject to get the truth. God has declared His own unchanging
character, and a conciliation of God means a changing of God,
which is error. "I am the Lord I change not, therefore ye sons
of Jacob ye are not consumed" (Mai. 3:6).

"God was in Christ thoroughly changing the world unto
Himself." No change in God was manifested nor procured by
Christ, rather Christ wa§ tue supreme revelation of Hjs

have been Reconciled
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unchanging character—love. The race of men required thor
oughly changing in their characters, and to accomplish this

Christ came in due time. There were no obstacles on God's

side to keep men from Him, all the barriers to union with
Him were on man's side, were in man's state. Men could
never remove them, because it was their sins and iniquities
which separated men from God (Isa. 59:1, 2). Only God could
remove the barriers. Only God could thoroughly change the
race. Only God could do the work which would take away
man's sin, and thus remove the barrier. Christ is, therefore,
the Power of God, and the Wisdom of God, as He is God's

effectual means of taking away sin. The conciliation is not the
balancing of legal accounts, but the spiritualizing of the race,
by the moulding of mankind in the image of God (Eph. 4:24).
The conciliation is not a work changing God, but the unchang
ing God operating mightily to change the world. Therefore,
the conciliation of the world is the reconciliation of the*world,
for both mean the thorough changing of the race from sin and

death to righteousness and life.—W. H.

When seeking to impress the great '' dispensational''
changes on the minds and hearts of God's saints, we have
often been met with the objection: "Jesus Christ the
same yesterday and today and forever./' The inference
is that He never changes, but what He-did once He will
do now. Circumstances, administrations, nothing affects
His actions. The absurdity of this is very apparent even
in His earthly life. Once He would not allow them to
carry weapons. At another time He bade them do so.
He has been the Servant and Saviour. He will be the
King and the Judge. In all 4Ms He is the same person
(for the Greek is a pronoun, not an adverb), but He will
be changed from the Crucified Criminal to the Sovereign
of the Universe.

So, now we are asked to believe that God never

changes in His attitude toward His creatures. That,
underneath all His assumptions, there is the substratum
of immutable love, we not only admit, but insist. But
we must never confuse what God is with what He does.
We are concerned with the revelation of God in Christ
during the eons, and the manner of it. He Himself chose
to leave the earth when sin came, and kept men at a dis-
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tarice. When He built Himself a house, He did not invite
men in, but kept them. out. Not until the conciliation
was proclaimed by Paul, were men freely invited into the
divine presence, in spirit.
In closing we must emphasize the fact that, though
the conciliation is based on the death of God's Son,it does
not bind God to amity without regard to the progress of
His great purpose. It was not effective until it was evi
dent that the renewed offer of the kingdom to Israel
would be refused. It will not be in force in the impend
ing judgment era, nor in the following administration of
the kingdom. It will be fully in force, however, in the
new earth.
The present conciliation is consequent on the casting
away of Israel. It includes the whole world. These two
facts make it impossible to consider it as operative en

tirely on man's side. If it operates on all the world it

proves too much, for all, then, would be reconciled. If
it does not operate when Israel is in God's reckoning,
then it proves too little, for many are saved outside the
conciliation. But once we see that it is one of God's
marvelous manifestations of His love, in which He
brushes aside the barriers He had built about Himself,
when dealing with His most undeserving creatures, we
are overwhelmed with the wisdom and love which it dis
plays.
A. E. K.

RAISE, ROUSE AND VIVIFY

At death the body returns to the soil, the soul returns to
the unseen, and the spirit returns to God* The reversal
of this is variously termed resurrection, rousing and
vivifieation. Each of these terms may be used of the
return from death which we usually call resurrection.
In the Scriptures they are used with fine discrimination
and are chosen to suit each occasion. When viewed from
the standpoint of the body, we read of "resurrection".
When the soul is especially in view "rouse" is used.
When the spirit is uppermost, it is "make alive" or
"vivify".

It is not to be supposed from this that "rouse"
recalls the soul alone, and not the body and spirit. That
could not be possible, because the soul is the result of the
combination of body and spirit. Nor is "raise" limited
to the body. The body could not stand up without the
soul and spirit. "Vivify", indeed, involves far more
than the mere return of the body and soul, yet cannot
be separated from them. There can be no "resurrection
of the body", no rousing of the soul, no vivificatidn of
the spirit without each case including the others. Death
destroys the whole man and its, recall requires the restor
ation of body, spirit, and soul.
. The same figure is used of men while they are living.
By metonymy a part is put for the whole when that
part is to be made prominent. We talk of a man as somebody. The Scriptures often speak of souls when persons
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are intended, but looked at in relation to their sensations.
Even the spirit is spoken of as the man. He who is joined
to the Lord in ojie spirit (1 Cor. 6:17). The Lord is a
life giving Spirit (1 Cor. 15:45). This by no means
implies the absence of body or soul, but the dominance
of spirit.
The term "raise", literally up-stand, when not used
in reference to the dead, is used of our physical frame.
Thus Paul, at Lystra, said to the lame man, "s$mid up
[rise] erect on your feet!" (Acts 14:10). Paul himself
stood up in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioeh when
asked to address the people (Acts 13:16). Even when
used of resurrection, this is the foremost thought. Peter,
after praying for Dorcas, said to the body, "Tabitha
rise."
Then, giving her a hand, he raises her (Acts
9:40).
'' Kouse'' is often used apart from, resurrection. When
Joseph was in a trance, the Lord's messenger appeared
to him. saying, "Rouse!" (Mat. 2:13). This is repeated
when he is in a trance in Egypt (Mat. 2:20). This
clearly refers to the unconsciousness of the trance state.
When the Lord drowsed, and the disciples were afraid
the ship would sink, they roused Him (Mat. 8: 25). We
are not at all sure that He stood up. It would be more in
keeping with His calmness to remain at rest. The apos
tle ?s exhortation, "it is already the hour for us to be
roused out of sleep" (Bom. 13:11), and "Bouse, 0
drowsy one" (Eph. 5:14) are examples of its ordinary
usage.

When both '' rouse'' and '' rise " are used we have an
instructive example of their difference. "Bouse", of
course, must come before "rise", for only a somnam/bulist would rise in his sleep. So the exhortation just
quoted, "Rouse", O drowsy one" is followed by "And
rise from among the dead" (Eph. 5:14). Jairus' daugh
ter responded to the words ^"Talitha coiimi!" which
mean "Maiden, I am saying to you, rouse!" Then we
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read "And straightway the maiden rose and was Walking
about . . ." (Mark 5:41, 42). When our Lord had east
out the dumb and deaf-mute spirit out of a little boy,
who seemed to be dead, He "rouses him and he rose'9
(Mark 9:27).
The literal sense of fnake alive comes before us in the
illustration of the resurrection presented by the process
observed in the lower life of plants. "What you are
sowing is not being made alive if it should not be dying"
(1 Cor. 15:36). By some means, entirely beyond the
ken of science, the spirit which gives life to the seed is
transferred to the plant which springs from it.
All life is the result of spirit. It is the spirit that
vivifies (John 6:63). Hence, when the term "make
alive" is used of the return from death there is an extra
ordinary emphasis on the spiritual aspect. It is not used
of resurrection or rousing merely, for life is implied in
both cases. Resurrection is not the standing up of a dead
body but of one come back to life. Rousing is not possi
ble without passing from death into life/ When vivification is superimposed it brings life, not only after death,
but beyond the reach of death.
We read that the Father is rousing the dead <md

vivifying them (John 5: 21). Why is this? Il they are
roused, are they not alive ? They are, but the emphasis is
on their soul. They have come back to a life of conscious
ness and sensation, not to the life of the spirit. Such will

be the rousing of the irreverent before the great white
throne. Their bodies stand up, their souls are roused,
but they have not that superabundance of spirit which
puts them beyond death, for they go into the second
death. Only those who are vivified escape the second
death.
In this life the emphasis is laid on body and soul.
Our bodies are sojlish. We are soulish (1 Cor. 15:44-49,
C. V.). And if the emphasis is laid on either body or
soul by the use of the words raise or rouse, resurrection
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or rousing, we are not free to infer that these introduce
us to a state of immortality, for there is no emphasis
whatever on the spirit, which alone gives life. .
But when the reversal of death is described as vivifi
cation, a term which emphasizes the spirit of life, then
we are warranted in looking for life, superabundant life.
Besurrection implies life. Bousing requires life. Vivifica
tion brings immortality. Those who are "made alive"
are beyond the domain of death. Those who are roused
or raised may die again.
Vivifieation is used in other connections. These eonfirm the fact that it is used in a special way of life
imposed on life. Those already alive can be "made
alive ". Let us consider the circumstances where our
Lord said, ''The spirit is that which is vivifying. The
flesh is benefiting nothing. The declarations which I have
spoken to you are spirit and are life" (John 6: 63). Ha
was not speaking to the dead, but the1 living. Yet there
was a lif§ which they did not have unless they believed
his declarations. He came to give them a life of which
they were not aware.
This is clearly discernable in the anomalous assertion
"He ... will make your mortal bodies live because of
His spirit making its home in you" (Bom. 8:11). A
mortal, or dying, body is not dead in the physical sense.
How then can it be made alive? Only in the sense of a
special and superior life being imposed upon the ordin
ary. This is the life which those in Christ Jesus now
enjoy because of the homing of His spirit. By its power
these bodies respond to the will of God, and its members
actually do that which pleases Him.

The same fact is evident when the spirit is contrasted
with the law: "The letter [of the law] is killing, yet the
spirit is vivifying" (2 Cor. 3: 6)> "If a law were given
able to vivify ..." (Gal. 3:21). A njan must be alive
before the law can kill him. And he must be alive before
the spirit can vivify him. Vivification, when applied to
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the living, implies a spiritual quickening above and
superior to the common life of mankind received through
Adam. This now remains distinct and separate, for the

body is still soulish and is not changed to a spiritual
one.

When the saints are raised from the dead, however,
the spirit's life-giving power is imparted to their bodies,

so that these become spiritual, incorruptible, deathless,
immortal. This is not the case with unbelievers. The
apostle's argument in the fifteenth of first Corinthians
cannot refer to the unbelieving dead who are raised,
for these are not in view until they are vivified at the
consummation. If they are raised with incorruptible,
glorious, powerful, spiritual bodies, they certainly could
not be consigned to the second death. They could not
even be judged. His whole argument is based on the

three occasions of the verification of the dead, Christ,

those who are Christ's at His presence, and the consum
mation (1 Cor. 15: 23). But he uses the term "resurrec
tion" of those vivified because he is speaking of their
bodies. He is not describing their feelings or their, life.
The careful precision and beautiful aptness with
which these terms are usecLin the word of God is worthy
of study and full of enjoyment. They are never inter
changed. Always "there is a reason". We may not per
ceive it at first. It may be lost on us. In fact, the dis
tinction between rouse and raise is obliterated in most

versions. Luther's translation is far better than the Eng
lish Authorized in this respect. But the idiom of the
English is so obtuse that it is almost impossible to pre
serve the distinction at all times. Hence a literal sub-

linear is the only safe "recourse.

These three aspects of humanity are seen in other
connections also.
Paul, in addressing the Athenians,
probably the most critically scientific audience he could
find, made a statement which involves far more than
even the science of the present day has learned. All that
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men really know much about is the human body. Yet
even here, how much is still hid from them! They cannot
even distinguish between soul and spirit. And they are
most vehement in denying any connection between God
and His creatures. How majestically scientific is the
apostle's simple statement! ."In-Him we are living and
moving and are" (Acts 17:28).
In Him we are living. This refers to the spirit, for it
is the only source of life. "Moving" is said of the soul,
for only that which has life and moves has sensation or
soul. Plants have life but no soul. Animals which ar&
detached from the soil have souls. "Are" refers to the
body; The little Jewish "scrap-picker", as they called
Paul, condensed more knowledge about God and man
kind into one sentence than could be found in all the
philosophies of Greece. It was a masterly analysis of
man and his relation to his Creator.
A. E. K.
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THE 144,000 AS WORSHIPERS

The MelcMsedec priesthood of Christ is the key to the
Millennial kingdom. He will be a Priest on His throne.
The same is true of all the officers in His kingdom. Their
powers will be twofold. They will not only rule over £he

nations but will also preside over their worship. And

the nations will not only be subjects of the civil adminis
tration, but will be required to take part in the worship
at the holy oblation at Jerusalem. It will be a sacerdotal
despotism.
Penalties will be imposed on religious laxity. Zeehariah tells us that"every one that is left of all the nations
which came against Jerusalem shall even go up from

year to year to worship the King, Jehovah of hosts, and
to keep the feast of tabernacles. And it shall be, that
whoso will not come up of the families o^ the earth to
Jerusalem to worship the Eing, Jehovah of hosts, even
upon them shall be no rain. And if the family of Egypt
go not up, and come not, not that [i. e., as Egypt has no
rain it would not affect them]' but there shall be the
plague, wherewith Jehovah will smite the nations that
come not up to keep the feast of tabernacles.

This shall

be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all
the nations that come not up to keep the feast of taber
nacles " (Zech. 14:16-20).
The hundred forty four thousand have come before
us in the political section of the Unveiling (7:2-8).
There they are seen as the slaves of God who are pre-
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served unscathed through the impending judgments be
cause they have the seal of God on their foreheads (7:
3). If, as we have surmised, they are the special agents
of the Messiah in the government of the nations, as the
twelve apostles are of Israel, it is to be expected that they
will reappear in this section of the Unveiling. Fitness
for such a high position demands that they not only be
sheltered from the political powers, but also escape, in a
marked manner, the worship of the wild beast.
Hence the hundred forty four thousand reappear in
the religious section, immediately after the description
of the worship of the wild beast and its image. There is,
undoubtedly, an intended contrast between the purity
of their worship and the prevailing idolatry.

Under the Historical interpretation of this book,
which spreads the judgment period1 over thousands of
years, it would, of course, be necessary that this company
should be distinct from the previous group of the same
number. And this is true of many other items as well.
If even one group of saints of exactly this number could
be found in the annals of Christendom, the interpreta
tion might challenge investigation. But even then there

is the difficulty of assembling^ them on Mount Zion,
which, I believe, no expositor attempts to do, for the
Lambkin is with them there.
Few points in the exposition of the Apocalypse have
been left so indefinite as the exact location and nature
of the place here known as Mount Zion. Indeed, it is
highly probable that this passage is the source of the pre
vailing notion that it is only a figurative name for
heaven. Perhaps the passage ". . . mount Zion, and the
city of the living God, the celestial Jerusalem" (Heb. 12:
22) may have confirmed this ide&. One of the very best
and most independent expositions of this book makes
this a "vision in heaven", though the learned author
would, undoubtedly, resent the inference that he was
transferring the location of a part of Jerusalem to the

Mount Zion in Jerusalem
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celestial regions. Another writer of more than usual
ability tries to insist that, even if it is in heaven, it must
be connected with the throne of David and the Jewish
kings.
There is a real difficulty here which can only be
solved by facing it rather than by forgetting its exist
ence. The Lambkin and the hundred forty four thou
sand are standing on mount Zion. But the sound of their
singing is heard in heaven. They sing before 4;he throne
and before the four animals and before the elders. At
first the conclusion seems inevitable that mount Zion
must be in heaven. But further reflection tends to weak
en and then reverse this deduction.
We must note that nothing is said to the effect that
Zion and heaven are identical. It arises from a speeies
of "reasoning", if we may dignify it with this name,
which is all too prevalent in dealing with God's Word.
Eeal reasoning demands two definite premises, but the
saints are usually satisfied with one, and often prefer a
prejudice in place of the major premise. If we had State
ments to this effect: (1) The hundred forty four thou

sand stand on mount Zion. (2) At the same time they

are singing in heaven. Then mount Zion must be in the
celestial realms. But we are not assured that they are
singing in heaven. There is a striking avoidance of any
such statement. The sound of their singing is -heard
there, but that does not preeta$^ their personal presence

on earth. ■•
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In the language of these visions heaven hovers near
the earth. When the door was opened in heayen John
had no difficulty in hearing a trumpet calling him hither
(4:1). There is no reason why the celestial choir should
not furnish the accompaniment for the hundred forty
four thousand, even though their song should not be
heard on earth. If there is rejoicing in heaven over one
repentant sinner, surely this great company will rouse
the paean to its highest pitch.
,
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The object of the vision is to strike the opening
chords of that great chorus of rejoicing which will ac
company the inauguration of the kingdom. Some of the
songs are given us in this book. We have already listened
to the new song of the animals and the elders (5:9),
and will yet hear the song of Moses, and the song of the
Lambkin (15:3, 4). At creation all the sons of God
shouted for joy (Job 38: 7). At the incarnation a multi
tude of the heavenly host herald the birth of Christ
(Luke 2:13, 14). So the regeneration will be celebrated
with singing.
This vision of the hundred forty four thousand is a
striking and studied antithesis to the previous descrip
tion of the worship of the wild beast. Always, even in
the most flagrant of apostasies, God has had a remnant
in reserve for Himself. So now He brings before us a
company that worship Him when all the world seems to
be worshiping the wild beast. The contrast seems as
great as can be. In every particular the votaries of the
antichrist are the opposites of devoted followers of
Christ.
Instead of a monster more'ferocious than the worst
wild beast, our eyes rest on a Lambkin. Not merely a
Lamb, though that is one of the most gentle and harm
less of animals, but a little Lamb, weak and defenceless.
It stands on mount Zion, the south-western spur of the
hill on which Jerusalem is built. This is all the territory
assigned to It, while the wild beast boasts of authority
over every tribe and people and language and nation
(13; 7), The whole earth is subject to its decrees, and
must bow before its manifesto. How small is the area of
true worship!

Who will be able to count the myriads upon myriads
of those who receive the emblem or the name or the
number of the wild beast?
No religion has yet been
known upon the earth with so many adherents, and won

in so short a time. There will be thousands for every

The Seal on their Foreheads
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one who-belongs to the Lambkin.
A hundred forty
four thousand may seem quite a few when compared
with some eeelesiaticaL bodies, but it will sink into insig
nificance in contrast to the world-wide religious combina
tion of the end time.
The previous mention of this company was almost
solely occupied with their sealing in order to shelter
them from God's impending judgment. The seal was
placed on their foreheads (7:3), but no hint was given
as to its character. Now we find that it was not an em
blem, or a number, but two names. The name of the
Lambkin and the name of Its Father are found on the
foreheads \>t the hundred forty four thousand, They
are sheltered by the blood of the Lambkin. Their safety
lies in the great Sacrifice. And their worship is in the
name of the Father.
How marked is the contrast with those, who follow
the wild beast! The emblem, the name, and the number
all glorify humanity and the great superman at its head,
and, through him, honor the dragon, and the vast confed
eracy of evil arrayed against God and His Christ. They
are a badge of rebellion, a sign of the very highest
summit of apostasy of whidi mankind is capable, the
ultimate of human departure from God. They mark the
recipients as special objects of the divine fury (14:10),
the furthest of all His creatures from His favor.
Those having the name of the Lambkin and Its
Father's name on their foreheads certify to man's sinfulness and need of a Sacrifice, and confirm their alle
giance to the Father, and this at a time when such a
stand has cost many their very lives, and everything they

hold dear on earth. Faithfulness to God at such a crisis
demands that they receive u special reward in the king
dom. "While their, enemies will feel the effects of God's
fury, they will enjoy the special marks of His favor. No

company in-the kingdom will have such a high place in
the government of the nations as the one hundred forty
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Idolatry Leads to Immorality

four thousand. In Israel the apostles will rule. They
are twelve.
But among the nations this company of
twelve thousand times twelve will administer the govern
ment of the great King.
Morally, also, there is a vast contrast. Idolatry has
always been associated with ethical declension. Immoral
ity, condemned in the true worship of God, is often con
doned in the false ritual of idols. Indeed, the grossest
of sins have often been the most attractive features of
the false worship at their shrines. The statement that
the hundred forty four thousand were not polluted with
women throws a lurid light on the character ^of worship
accorded the wild beast and its image. There can be
little doubt that it will be accompanied with the utmost
sensuality and most flagrant immorality. Set opposite to
this are these celibates, whose mo£al purity will appear
as a chaste snowflake upon the black shroud of iniquity.
Many will question the possibility of the world sink
ing to such moral degradation. But it is in obedience to
a law which cannot work otherwise. The farthest limit
of apostasy from God must be followed by the greatest
degradation of humanity. After the apostle describes the
general defection of mankind (Rom. 1:8-23), he forth
with adds, "Wherefore God gives them up . . .to the
uncleanness of dishonoring their bodies among them
selves, who alter the truth of God into the lie ; . , and
offer divine service to^thte creature- . . ." At th<e time
when "the lie" has fts fullest "development then; also
will mankind be given up to such sensual excesses as
could not be countenanced on any other occasion.
We need not point to such examples as the French
revolution to prove that righteousness retires with rever
ence. It is all too obvious in our own day. How few are
restrained by a wholesome fear of God!
Morality is
openly derided as merely a matter of expedience. Con
scientious scruples are deemed Puritanical and oldfashioned; And this looseness is constantly incir^asing.

God "Buys" the 144,000
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Instead of a reaction, there is a continual advance in the
direction indicated in this portion of the Apocalypse.
All that is needed is to sanctify sensuality with religion.
Even this has had a beginning in the appeals to sight and
sound and even to the stomach, which characterizes mod
ern Christianity.
The saddest of all the consequences of receiving the

emblem or name or number 6f"the wild beast is the fact

that all such are involved in the judgment which over
takes the beasts themselves. Instead of being saved from
harm, by the tokens on their foreheads or hands, these
mark them for the direst doom of any of mankind except
their two leaders. How different is the fate of the faith
ful! They follow the Lambkin (14:4). When threat
ened with persecution and death they stand true. And
their reward is to accompany Christ, as the Lambkin, in
spreading the blessing brought through His sacrifice.
The dupes of the wild beast seek to save their souls and
lose them: these lose them for Christ's sake and so save
them for eonian life.
Tliere may be a special antithesis in the use of the
word "buy".
Twice we are informed that they are
bought (14:3, 4), from the earth (or the land), and
from mankind. This suggests the secret of their superior
station. Their place in the hundred forty four thousand
is not paid for by their efforts. Rather they themselves
are purchased by the precious blood of Christ. The
wild beast may prohibit buying to all without his hall
mark, but God laughs at his laws and comes down to
earth and concludes one of the greatest commercial trans
actions ever consummated, in defiance of his threats.
JSven the word "firstfruit" is full of suggestion.
Tney are the first to actually enter into the sphere of
God's kingdom on earth. With them as a beginning, it
starts its triumphant career. The devotees of the wild
beast are the converse of this, for they are the last fruits
of man's misrale,
With th$m closes the harvest of
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Tlie Era of Falsehood

humanity's endeavors to rule the world in alienation
from God.

A most sweeping reflection upon the character of the
worshipers of the wild beast is implied in the statement
concerning the hundred forty four thousand, that "in
their mouths falsehood was not found". This is the
time of "the lie"; The appearance of everything will
be misleading. God Himself will send an operation of
deception (2 Thes. 2:11) that eyey should believe the
falsehood. Satan's emissaries will be clothed with divine
credentials. There will be no truth. All will be false.
But the hundred forty four thousand are not deceived.
They alone are flawless.
"In their mouths falsehood was not found." The
world has already advanced to a point in the apostasy
where these words condemn almost every phase of its
activities. Its business, its social, even its religious life,
is a web of pretense and hypocrisy and deception. Truth
is offensive and forbidden. And all this is but in prep
aration for the great lie, when the wild beast will usurp
the place of God and receive the honors which belong
alone to Christ.
The most notable difference between the two classes
we are considering, however, is suggested by the new
song which ascends to the throne of God from the hearts
off His hallowed worshipers. Rather would we expect
the wild beast to be celebrated by a thousand songs, if
he is indeed the God he claims to be. Should not all of
earth's music be tuned to hymn the newly risen deity?
Why are we not given some great poem composed in his
hoiior and sung to strains of celestial music?
No other influence in all the world has overflowed iji
song like the joyous faith:of Christ. It has inspired the
most glorious melodies and the sweetest and most endur
ing songs. Its hymns transcend all others. Even in this
wicked eon the praise of God or the blessing of His
saints finds more expr&jsiqn ip. exultant song than all

Joy in the Midst of Trial
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the ofher emotions of mankind. None of the religions of
the world have a sacred repertoire to compare with ours,
either in number, variety or elevation of thought. Our
joy must overflow. Our praise must find utterance.
The religion of the wild beast is joyless. It has no
song. But the hundred forty four thousand are the
first fruit of that new era which shall be filled with
melody and overflow with music. In that millennial
kingdom most of the psalms will find their fulfillment
and fullest use. It will be a day of exultant joy. How
fitting that this company, in inaugurating that blessed
time, should do so in musical measures whose vibrations
swell until they reach the very court of heaven!
The song begins ip. heaven* It is sung before the
throne and before the animals and before the elders to
the accompaniment of harps or lyres. Unlike all the
other songs in the Unveiling we are not given the words.

But from these songs, and from the fact that this is a
new song, learned only by this special company, we sur

mise that it celebrates their blessings and honors in the
kingdom, giving the praise for their deliverance and
dignities to the Lambkin.
A, E. K.

THE DIVINE METHOD
As the years roll around they are gradually but surely
filling in the pattern m the mind of Him Who orders ,
all things in accordance with Bis definite
PURPOSE— (Eph. 1:9-11)

following a definite method of
PROCEDURE— (Jer. 18:4, R. V.)

with each action depending upon and helping to
build up a definite
PLAN
dealing in order with

THE EARTH
(That then was.—Isa. 45:18; 2 Pet. 3: 5, 6)

MANKIND AS A WHOLE
(Gen. 1—11)

ISRAEL—IN PREPARATION \

(Gen. 12 to middle of gospel narrative.—See
John 11:54)

FIRSTFRUITS
(Middle of gospel story to end of Acts)
CHURCH
(Epistles of Paul)

FIRSTFRUITS
(Catholic Epistles and parts^of Revelation)

ISRAEL—IN SUPREMACY
(Prophecies and Rev.—See Ezek. 40—48)

MANKIND AS A WHOLE
(Ezek. 16:55, R. V.; Matt. 11:24)
THE EARTH
(New heavens and new earth.^—2 Pet. 3:13; Rev.
21:1—22:5)

E. S. D.

THE WONDERFUL BOOK

His name is Wonderful! Wonderful Saviour! Wonder
ful Teacher! Wonderful Friend! , Wonderful Lord!
And His is a wonder that increases and grows the more
it is known, unlike the wonder attached to the passing
things of Time that vanish with the knowing of them.
We cease to wonder at the commonplace. Were mir
acles an everyday occurrence they would cease to be won
ders. But yesteryear and men gaped with open mouths
at Meyeles, who now look unmoved upon automobiles and
aeroplanes. Christ never becomes "commonplace". He
can never be other than unique.
Wonder is the mother of worship. When wonder
passes worship dies. We may see the truth of this even
in the dread hour of man's crowning apostasy that is to
come. When the Beast arises from the abyss—the world
wonders. And the world's wonder soon becomes the
world's worship.
The Bible—like its Christ—is a wonderful book and a
book of wonders.
And, first of all, it is wonderful in that we have it at
all, and then it is even more wonderful in that we have
it in so perfect a state considering the experiences
through which it has passed. Men have tried to exter
minate it. It has been proscribed by law, burned by fire,
hacked by criticism; men have hated it and hunted it,
but in spite of all the hating and hunting, the hacking

and the burning, the wonderful book is with us today
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The Immortal Volume

bearing its mute witness to the God Whose book it is.
The antagonism of its enemies and the indifference of its
friends; the implacable hatred of the church of Rome
and the but lukewarm interest of the Protestant sects
have alike failed to accomplish the Satanic design that
the Book of books—this wonderful Book—should be for
gotten by the human race. As well might the arch-enemy
have tried to blot the stars from the vaults of heaven—
those stars whose courses are appointed by God—as
quench the light that gleams upon the page of Holy
Writ. Not once, not twice, but many a thousand times
has human authority in one of its-various forms (relig
ious authority, philosophical authority, etc.) sealed with
its seal the tomb in which it supposed it had laid the
lifeless corpse of the Book, but scarcely had they intered
it to their own satisfaction than their seals were broken.
A book, any book, is quickest killed by being ignored.
Paradoxically the most ignored book in the world is one
whose youth is perennial. It is the oldest book in the
world but it speaks the language of the Twentieth Cen
tury as easily as it did that of the First. There may be
fashions in the bindings, and the printings, and the
papers on which the Book is printed, but its contents,
the real Book, knows no fashion or change.
We speak of wonderful poems, such as those of
Shakespeare or Milton, but these writings were wonder
ful because their- writers were wonderful. But the Bible
is a wonderful book not because of its writers but in spite

of them! These writers were but as pens in the hand of
. God, and bad pens, too, we might think some of them to
be, but God wrote His wonderful Book in spite of the
badness of the pens He had to write it with! Some of
these human pens, because of the qualifications they
might be deemed to have, might be likened to fine, del
icate-pointed pens; but others that God used in His
inscribing were as stub-points compared to these. Not
withstanding, stub-points and fine were alike used to

The Rhythm of Revelation
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write the some message. The Master-Workman never
quarrelled with His tools.
We must pause a moment to note the growing wonder
of the Book. Its wonder defied the bitterness of its
enemies, the apathy of its friends, and could not be
dimmed t)r lessened by reason even of those who were
used to compile it! Its writers (for it had many writers,
but only one Atithor) were drawn from every rank and
station in life: the palace and the herdsmen's hut; the
Egyptians courts and the fisherman's boat, and yet
through the writings of all flows the same, unsullied ever- broadening stream of wonder!
The Bible does not merely contain poetry.
It is
poetry. When we consider that in its entirety (as shown

in such works as the Companion Bible) it is dominated
by a series of structural parallelisms, introversions, etc.,
we cannot help concluding that it is constituted by such
literary architecture one huge poem! The} balanced
rhythm of its form hints at the harmony which underlies
all the apparent discords and discrepancies that may
seem to lie upon the surface. If it be true that the por
tion of Philippians that concerns the self-emptying of
the Son of God, His humiliation and subsequent exalta
tion, is the very structure! center of the New Testament,
and if it be true that the name of Jesus that occurs there
is the very center of the words of the New Testament,
this merely emphasizes the poetic, or rythmicf or meas
ured character of the wonderful Book.
The .Bible has not only had a wonderful history but
it is a wonderful history. Human productions are mys
teries rather than histories, for they describe the fog of
human life and happenings but they do not pierce or dis
pel it. Not seeing the "reason77 back of events they can
give no reason for them. Such histories merely seek to
put the problems upon the blackboard — without the

answer. Human histories have been likened to showers
of rain, so many downfalls of unrelated drops, with no
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Eclectic History

real connection between the different writers. Such
Records are like a quantity of beads separated and un
strung. How different is the history recorded in the
wonderful Book! Here events are strung as beads upon
the golden purpose of God. And the passing of the
years are but the telling of the beads upon the rosary of
God. "And at the end"—no Cross, though there could
be no consummation without one.
Biblical history is wonderful not only because of what
it contains but because of what it leaves out. It makes
much of Moses and little of Egypt. It gives prominence
to Daniel and none to Babylon.
It notes Paul the
prisoner in a Roman cell and ignores the pomp and
glory of imperial Rome. Why? Because it is a history
of the only things that "mattered". Moses mattered—
Egypt did not. Daniel mattered—Babylon not. Paul
mattered—not so Rome.
And as it is a history of
wonderful things alone it gives the history of Moses
("God's man") for he was the only wonderful thing or
person in Egypt's palace, as Daniel and his companions
were the only wonderful persons in Babylon, and Paul
and his fellow-saints were more wonderful than all the
Caesars of Rome. It has been suggested that the golden
image which Nebuchadnezzar made was not made of
solid gold, as it would have taken an immense supply of
this precious metal to make stich a mighty statue, but
that it weis merely covered with a layer of gold. If so,
it is a fit symbolof man's grandest glories, they are only

skin-deep! The wonderful Book ignores such evaiieseent,
transient things and deals alone with the things and the
people of eternity.

The Bible is also wonderful because.of its prophecies.
Prophecy has been called "history written in advance".
It lisps no stammering "perhaps" of events to takp place

next year, but with the stately majesty of Omniscience
sounding in every syllable it utters events far beyond
the life-bounds of a generation. Prophecy is the Voice of

Perfect Prophecy
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the God Who knows all; and He knows all because He
does all. "Thou knowest not what a day may bring
forth" shuts man up. The wonder of prophecy is also
shown in the facts that perhaps the bulk of prophecy in
Scripture bears directly upon a period of history but
seven years in duration—the Seventieth Week. It seems
as if that Week occupies a large place in Scripture be
cause it will be a Week of Wonders. Baxter, you will
remember, wrote & book dealing largely with the Revela
tions, which is almost altogether concerned with that
period and he called his book /'The Book of Forty Com
ing Wonders". Prophecy looks beyond the Apocalyptic
period, however, to a time still more wonderful, for the
Philippian prophecy deals with a moment when the
whole of creation, wonders and worships thfc One Whose
i^ame is Wonderful. His presence it is that will make
heaven a wonderful place. It is just that which makes
the Bible a wonderful book.

■

.

Adlan Burns

THE SAVING POWER OF TRUTH

The Lord told His disciples: "Ye shall know the truth, and

the truth shall make you free." It is truth only that liberates
mankind. He who barhors a delusion is a slave. He is caught
in a net from which truth alone can free him. The pursuit of
truth should be man's highest aim.
Many profess to seek truth. But among these are many who
run from the truth when they see it. They fear truth while
professing to love it. They fear truth for two reasons. It
often conflicts with their greeds. It often conflicts with creeds.
People accept the beliefs that are in vogue in the world
into which they are born. They grow up with these beliefs.
Such beliefs become ground into them. They become inter
mingled with their associations and affections. They shape
their habits of thought. Their associations and memories are
all closely connected with their inherited beliefs. Such beliefs
are often preposterous and absurd and are readily recognized
as such is presented for the first time in life, after one attains
td mental maturity.
But beliefs that we have grown up with and that have been
part of our lives, however preposterous they may be, do not
seem so to us. They seem to be so real and matter of fact.
When doubt arrives a great mental warfare begins within the
individual mind. The head says the belief is false and the
emotions say it is right. The struggle is on. He finds it easier

to believe what he knows to be false than to disbelieve it. He
finds it hard to turn down his old friends and associates of the

mind and heart.
Again, few men's love of truth is greater than their love of
material gain. If truth threatens to curtail their profits or
weaken their social and political positions, they lose their
ardor for truth. Theoretically and secretly they may accept it,
but practically they dismiss it, and openly they disavow it.
Few men's principles are very strong when arrayed against .
their material interests. In spite of these things, truth will
serve us to far greater advantage than the greeds and creeds.
We do not have to discard the truths that our creeds contain
in order to accept new truths. Only fallacies need fear new
truths.
No truth is made by man. Man only discovers truth. All
truths are of God and are divine. All truths are eternal. Let
us not discard or reject a new truth because it was discovered
by some one else. There are no pagan truths, no Christian
truths. All truths are of God. Do not set yourself against a
new truth. To do so is sacrilege of the worst kind. Be ready
and will at all times to embrace all truths as these come to

light. Only thus can the truth set you free.
—B. M." in the New York Evening Graphic.
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The unity of the spirit is divine. Let jis endeavor to
keep it. Every effort to make it will only break it. There
is a strong current whi<$h draws together those who stand
and suffer for God's truth, but this should never be
allowed to put a barrier between us and others who have
not attained to the same light. Let us not make the uni
versal reconciliation a basis of fellowship.

Let us not

make the correct partitioning of the truth a fence to keep
out God's saints. Let none of the various varieties of
systematic error shut us out from such fellowship as is
possible. If there must be a barrier, let others build it.
We are one with all of God's saints. Doctrine should
not divide us. Only deportment destroys fellowship.
The human element in every revival of God's truth
tends to make it a sect. Let us resist this influence. Let
us not form an exclusive little clique of our own, but let
us serve all God's saints, and bear with their opposition.
Let us live as well as preach conciliation. Thus we may
win them.

If we are faithful and fearless, there will be breaches
of fellowship, but they will be made by others, and will
give us an opportunity to manifest the spirit of love.
Mere compromise with error is not called for, nor should
we support it, but no one has all the truth (not even our
selves!) and love will overlook much which we are prone
to magnify.
•
■
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News from tke Meld

We have seen how terribly lacking in love those called
Christians are, where any of their number becomes a
-" heretic" and believes the universal reconciliation. No
coldness or cruelty is deemed excessive. Shall we act like
that? We are all learning and all need much of God's
forbearance. Let us manifest it toward one another.
It is with thankful hearts that we give a brief account of
the series of meetings recently held in Pittsburgh, Penna.,
by Adlai Loudy. Brother Menta Sturgeon, who is
well known to many of our readers, stepped out in faith
and sponsored the series, besides giving all his time while
they were held. Starting is a small way, the numbers and
interest grew steadily, and continued for a full month.
Brother Loudy covered the whole range of revelation in
a general way, dwelling on the great trutns connected
with "Concordant" teaching. As a result a study class
has been formed and another series of similar addresses
in Pittsburgh is planned for the future.
The next series of meetings is being held in Detroit,
Michigan. Brother Loudy was invited to Almont, Michi
gan, and plans were made to commence there on Feb
ruary 20th, but, as the Baptists also announced special
meetings commencing at the same time, it was thought
better to yield to them, and hold them later, when there
will be no conflict. So preparations were hastily made
for a month's meetings in Detroit, commencing Feb
ruary 27th.
We call upon all our readers and friends in Detroit
and vicinity to do their utmost to aid our brethren in
this work.
Even those at some distance, who have
acquaintances in Detroit, are urged to write to them
about the meetings. Let us all wait upon God for His
blessing on this effort to spread the glorious truths
which not only grip our hearts and gladden our spirit,
but bring inimeasurable glory to God and tune men's
hearts to praise and adoration.

Pittsburgh and Detroit
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At the same time we call for special prayer and
thanksgiving for all the men of God who are standing for
His truth, often in the midst of discouragements and
trials, and with very little apparent results. In that .day
the Lord will reward them, not according to their seem
ing success or failure, but according to the motive and
the suffering endured for His sake.
The meeting in Pasadena have been changed from Sun
day to Thursday evenings, and are now held in the
Y. M. 0. A.

We are in receipt of a pamphlet on "Revelation vs. Tra

dition or What Hath God Said!" by F. L. Fallis, the
author of "Paul vs. James''. The writer assails the
orthodox position on such subjects as the entrance of sin,
the death state, and the reconciliation of all things. It is
a courageous statement of his convictions. He believes
that sin is in God's purpose, that death is cessation bf
being and that reconciliation will include the universe.
The booklet contains sixty pages. The price is fifty cents.
It may be obtained from F. L, Fallis, Fallbrook, Calif.
We are delighted to receive a copy of "Manniskans
Storsta Misstag" (Man's Greatest Mistakes) in Swedish,
by J. 0. Melinder. It is a very neatly printed pamphlet,
and should have a wide circulation among Swedish be
lievers in this country. Send 25 ore for each copy you
wish to Berea-Forlaget, Harnosand, Sweden. We hope v
that all who are interested in literature in this language
will do all they can to encourage this effort, so that we
may have an increasing assortment of subjects for use
among the Swedish saints, who are interested in the
deeper study of the Word.
Friends wishing to see the Editor personally, in Los
Angeles, will do well to make an appointment by phone.
The number will be found under his personal name and
is CHicago-1541,
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Office AnnoTincements

Hitherto we have not been able to supply Versions as
fast as they were wanted. There were difficulties in its
manufacture which hindered production. Now these are
largely overcome and we expect to be able to keep up
with the demand. We still have spare copies of the Acts
for use in introducing the Version, and will send them
free to those who wish to have them for this purpose.
Gracious persistence has already been rewarded in some
cases, for there are many who are hungering for such a
work, and they are extremely grateful to anyone whcr
brings this boon to their notice.
The Pocket Edition is all in type, and is now in the
hands of the proof readers. Possibly it will be printed
before the next magazine is issued. We hope to be able
to sell it for one dollar,-and use it in introducing the
larger work. We hope to give it a handsomely embossed
fabrikoid cover. All of our readers should have several
copies, for few who are interested in the Scriptures will
hesitate to spend a dollar on a new translation. We are
now ready to book orders.
Work is proceeding on the Concordance.

The type for

the letters A and B has been set, and we are now in 0.
The compilation of D is under way.

We are having Versions bound in Scotland, for our
British friends. The Morocco edition may now be ob
tained direct from Alexander Thomson, Murray Place,
Corstorphine, Edinburgh, Scotland.
The Fabrikoid
(leather substitute) and Library (stiff covers) editions
should be ordered from Los Angeles.
The Mystery op the Gospel is now being bound in a
handsome fabrikoid cover. The price is now $2.00, but we
will fill orders at the old price of $1.50 during March.
It makes a handsome present.
,

Start a lending library of Concordant literature.

WHAT IS "THE MYSTERY"<

To get at the very heart of the secret unfolded in Ephesians is a great spiritual achievement, far beyond the
soulish man (1 Cor. 2:14) and impossible to the fleshly
saint (1 Cor. 3:1-4"). Perhaps the greatest hindrance is
sectarianism. If we prefer to be partisans we cannot
expect to enter into the deep things of God. So it has
worked out in practise. The many divisions of Christen
dom vary in their apprehension of God's mind, but all of
them utterly fail to grasp this secret, which, above all
else, they ought to understand. It has become so mys
terious that.it is well called a "mystery", for such it is
to all who do not keep the unity of the spirit. ■.
Even among those well advanced in truth, who
have not shaken themselves entirely free of the shackles
which once bound them, there is much misapprehension
on this matter. Well do we remember the notable series
of articles on this subject by Dr. Bullinger, full of much
recently recovered truth. But even he made the mystery
the body of Christ, as many spiritual divines, especially
among the Puritans, had done before him. That position
is well crystallized in the phrase "the mystical body of
Christ". My own suspicions were aroused by the fact
that no such phrase is found in Scripture., This led me to
inquire what "the mystery" really is.
After much study, I found the answer to my quest in
the categorical statement of Ephesians 3:6. There it is
defined for us so clearly and concisely that we need never
be at a loss as to its precise provisions. There we are
told that, in spirit, the nations are to be
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The Thrice Repeated Joint

joint enjoyers of an allotment,
and a joint body,
and joint partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus, through
the evangel of which Paul became the dispenser.

The Authorized Version rendering is "that the gen
tiles should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and
partakers of His promise in Christ by the gospel:" This
loose paraphrase is most lamentable, for it is more calcu
lated to hide the secret than to reveal it. The revisers of
1611 certainly did not apprehend the mystery or they
would not have made such a lame translation. In the
original the word together (sun) is thrice repeated.
They render it well once by fellow. Yet it certainly does
not mean same, as they have it before "body". They
omit its third occurrence entirely. The late revision has
remedied this by uniformly rendering together by fellow each time, thus: "that the gentiles are fellow-heirs,
and fellow-members of the body and fellow partakers of
the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel."
That the nations were to be heirs or allottees was no
secret. Long before this Paul had written to the Roman
saints: "For you did not get slavery's spirit again to
fear, but you got the spirit of sonship, in which we are
crying, ' Abba, Father!' The same spirit joins its witness
with our spirit that we are children of God. Yet if chil

dren, enjoyers also of an allotment, enjoyers indeed, of
God's allotment . . ." (Rom. 8:15-17). Similarly he
expostulates with the Galatians: "Now, seeing that you
are sons, God delegates the spirit of His Son into our
hearts, crying 'Abba, Father!' So that you are no longer
a slave, but a son. Now if a son, an enjoyer also of God's
allotment, through Christ" (Gal. 4:6-8).
That the saints among the nations were members of
the body of Christ was no secret, for it was written:
"For even as, in one body, we have many members, yet
all the members have not the same function, thus we,
who are many, are one body in Christ, yet severally

is the Key to the Mystery
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members of one another" (Rom. 12:4, 5). And again,
to the Corinthians, Paul repeats: ''For even as the body
is one and has many members, yet all the members of the
one body, being many, are one body, thus is the Christ
also. For in one spirit we all are baptized into one
body . . ." (1 Cor. 12:12, 13). At the time of Paul's
Roman imprisonment the "one body" was well known.
That the nations were partakers of His promise in
Christ Jesus through the gospel was made known early
in Paul's ministry. It is the burden of the latter half of
the book of Acts, Writing to the Roman saints, speaking
of the contribution about to be taken for the Jerusalem
saints, Paul declares: "If the nations participate in
their spiritual things, they ought to minister to them in
fleshly things . . ." (Rom. 15: 27).

Since the mystery evidently did not consist in being
an "heir" or allottee, or in membership in the body of

Christ, or in participation in tfie promise, wherein does

it lie? Its whole point and force is found in that thricerepeated word together, fellow, or, as we have rendered
it, joint. It lies in the fact that the nations no longer
enjoyed these three blessings subordinate to the Circum
cision. It puts them on the same footing, in the same
rank, with the favored nation. It makes them the peers
of that privileged people.

The nations could not be joint allottees before because
the allotment was on the earth and Israel must have the
supreme position here. They must always be aliens from

tlie earthly commonwealth (Eph. 2:12). Hitherto they
could not be members of a joint body because, as consti*
tuted before this, the-members were of various rank,
corresponding to our physical body. The head was much
more exalted than the "feet (1 Cor. 12:21). So long as
the nations were to be blessed with Israel on the earth,
they could not be iom£-participants. They could only be
guests (Eph. 2:12). The Jew was first (Rom. 1:16;
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Joint Allottees

2:9). The nations were Israel's debtors (Eom. 15:27).
The secret reveals that the nations have been accorded
an allotment, a membership in a body, and a partnership
in the promise which Paul had preached, all in equal
measure, in as high degree, and in every way the same
as that given to the remnant of Israelites to whom they
are united. This is the message of the small but emphatic
prefix joint.
These three distinct items of the mystery are each
elaborated in the first two chapters of the Ephesian
epistle. Ephesians 1:3-14 deals with the allotment or
"inheritance", and concludes by giving the nations the
same seal, the same spirit, hence the same allotment, as
Paul and his fellow Israelites. Ephesians 1:20—2:10
deals with the one body, and shows that the nations are
blessed in it equally with the Jews. Ephesians 2:11-22
shows that the physical inferiority of the nations no
longer bars them from the fullest participation in the
promise of PauPs evangel.
Each of the three unfoldings of the mystery is con
cerned with a different relationship. The Godward side
is seen in connection with the celestial allotment. It is
concerned with, our place in His predestination and
plans and purpose. The Christward side comes before
us in dealing with the joint body, of which He; is the
Head. The manward side of the mystery is developed in
dealing with our joint participation with the saints.
JOINT-ALLOTTEES

The Godward aspect of the mystery comes before us

first (Eph. 1: 3-14). It is divided into two sections. In
the first (1: 3-12) the allotment of Paul and the Israelites
associated with him is transferred from earth to heaven.
Their blessedness is among the celestials. They reign, not
on earth, but in the wider sphere of the universe. In the
second section (1:13, 14) the nations—"you also"—are

Joint Partakers
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accorded the same allotment because they have received
the same spirit, and have the same pledge. Hence they
are joint enjoyers of these celestial honors.
THE JOINT BODY

The Christward side of the secret is developed next
(Eph. 1:20—2:10). First He, as the Head of the
whole universe, is given His place above all. Then His
body is introduced as the universal complement. Hither
to redemption had provided only for earth's lost bless
ings. Heaven, where sin started, was not, it seemed, to be
reached by the work of the cross. The greater part of

the universe was still unprovided for. Israel will be fiis

instrument in earth's redemption. The ecclesia which is

His body will supply what is needed in the heavens.
Thus it is "the complement which is completing the
entire universe". Christ, including the members" of His
body, will administer the government of the empyrean.
What place will the nations have in this? On earth
they must be the subjects of Israel. In the heavens, how
ever, the celestials are the subjects. The body was made
up of both Jew and gentile. In this new sphere, are the
Jews to keep their superior place? They are not. First,
the apostle addresses the nations—"And you" (2:1).
In the third verse he turns to the Israelites—"among
whom we". But both are included when He
[
makes us alive together (2: 5), „
rouses us together (2:6) and
seats us together

among the celestials, in Christ Jesus. Hence the members
are all of equal rank. It is a joint body.
JOINT PARTAKERS

The manward mood of the mystery is the last to be
elaborated (Eph. 2:11-22).
The distinction between
Israel and the nations was a matter of flesh, summarized
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AH is in Spirit,

in the rite of circumcision. This left them, even after
they believed the evangel, ineligible to the citizenship of
Israel, mere guests of the covenants, with no expectation
or God of their own, as far as flesh is concerned. But
now that they are joint allottees and members of a joint
body, and all their blessings are spiritual, the fleshly dis
abilities vanish. As a result they are fellow citizens, and
members of God's family and built together for God's
dwelling place in spirit (Eph. 2:19-22).
x
It is of prime importance that we note the channel
through wjiich this grace flows. It is not that we are
made "partakers of His promise in Christ by the gos
pel:" (A.V.), but "joint partakers of His promise in
Christ Jesus, through the evangel of which I [Paul]
became the dispenser" (C.V.). The apostle is not so
absurd as to inform the Ephesians, or any other saints
to whom this epistle was sent, that he was a minister of
the gospel! He is not telling that that they are joint
partakers through the evangel of the Circumcision, which
was proclaimed by the twelve, for they never can be
blessed on equal terms with Israel in her earthly king
dom. He is telling them that this grace comes to them
through that evangel which he had been preaching to

them, which he called "my-evangel" (Bom. 1^:25),
including the great truths of justification, conciliation,
and glorification (Eom. 3 — 8), which they had received,
but which gave them a place subordinate to Israel in the
flesh.
Hitherto they had a standing "in flesh", or on the
physical plane. They were the Uncircumcision, and as
such must take a lower place than the Circumcision.
They were bidden to remember that time (Eph. 2:11,
12). This does not refer (as the translators evidently
thought, judging by their rendering) to that time when
they were unbelievers or "unsaved". It refers to the

time when they were partakers, but not joint partakers.

Nothing is in Flesh
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Then they were guests of (not strcmgers to) the covenants
of promise. This they could not be before they believed.
From the physical standpoint (not from the spiritual)
they had no expectation, for Israel monopolized that.
They even had to acknowledge the Deity as the God of
Israel. If they should be physically present in Jeru
salem, all of this would be painfully apparent to them.
No matter how great their spiritual attainments, they
dared not enter the temple precincts beyond the court
allotted to them. They were emphatically not joint par
takers.
But now that the secret is revealed the Jew is not
shut out of the holy places nor is the gentile kept at a
distance, but both, in spirit, enter into the holiest of all.
The fact that a Jew is not of the seed of Aaron cannot
keep him out. Though the gentile is not of the seed of
Israel, that does not bar his approach. Physical disabil
ities vanish before spiritual graces.
IN SPIRIT

We must not fail to emphasize the fact that every
one of the three items of the mystery is modified by the
introductory phrase, in spirit. All other translations I
have ever seen join this with the preceding verb
"revealed". They tell us that it was revealed "by the
Spirit". There is little point to this, as that is the
ordinary mode of revelation. Standing, as the word does,
between two statements, either ending one or beginning
another, it must be emphatic. Once we see how important
it is as applied to the secret, we cannot but connect it
with the mystery.

The nations are not joint-allottees in flesh; they are
not members of a joint body in flesh; they are not joint
participants in flesh. It is only in spirit that all this is
true. Physical pre-eminence belongs to Israel. Physi
cally the nations can claim no equality. Carnal blessings
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have no place in Ephesians. They are not involved in
the secret. We are blessed with all spiritual blessings
among the celestials, hence the threefold divisions of the
secret are all dominated by the opening phrase: in spirit.
The nations are joint-enjoyers of the allotment be
cause they were sealed with the holy spirit of promise,
which was its earnest. They had a spiritual pledge of a
spiritual portion (Bph. 1:13). They are in the joint
body because of the purely spiritual grace of being vivi
fied and roused and seated together with a faithful rem
nant of Israel (Eph. 2:5, 6). The nations, once the
Uncircumcision as to flesh, kept at a distance from the
material temple at Jerusalem, now have access, together
with them, m one spirit, to the Father (Eph. 2:18).
PAUL'S EVANGEL

Now that we have seen that the.secret consists in a
change from a subordinate place to a position of equality
we will be able to judge its effect on previous revelation.
As the allotment to Israel in the land will not brook any
equality with the nations, an entirely new allotment is
revealed, among the celestials. As the body of Christ
was already in existence, a ne# body was unnecessary,
but it was modified into a joint- body. As the evan
gel Paul had preached was almost exclusively spiritual in
its blessings it merely needed to drop a few physical
pliases to be the channel of the mystery.
As we are distinctly told that joint participation
comes through the evangel Paul had been preaching, it is
of the utmost importance that we give it a place in the
administration oi the mystery. It continues in force.
The promise it brought is not set aside, but is definitely
incorporated into this secret economy. There are only
such minor modification as the secret itself demands, due

to the new destiny and the changed relations of the
Jews and gentiles who come into its embrace.

Justification Continues
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In his itinerant ministry Paul deemed it necessary to
speak to the Jews first (Acts 13:46). The priority of
the Jew is recognized, even in his previous writings. It
is necessary to insist that this is no longer true, for it
is contrary to the, very essence of the secret now revealed.
His previous teaching is modified by the addition of a
celestial allotment and the withdrawal of all physical
distinctions and blessing, for this is essential to the
administration of the mystery.
Paul's previous proclamations, as presented in his
Preparatory and Promise epistles, may be summed up in
three words, Justification, Conciliation and Glory. All
three are the subjects of Romans, and its companion
epistles, Corinthians and Galatians. The Thessalonian
epistles also bring in the future glory in connection with
the coming of our Lord. The revelation of the mystery
does not involve a reconsideration of these great doc
trines, but assumes them, amplifies them, glorifies them.
As they were all given to Paul after his separation from
the rest, and in preparation for the secret economy about
to be revealed, they are incorporated in it.
■■••..

JUSTIFICATION

The grand doctrine of justification is riot repeated in
Ephesians, rather it is recognized. In the panoply pro
vided for us in our conflict with the spiritual forces of
wickedness among the celestials is the cuirass of right
eousness. True, this is composed of our actual conduct.
But apart from the enjoyment of justification «ueh con
duct is impossible.
;
Philippians, the companion epistle of Ephesians, writ
ten to correct the conduct of those who come into the
light of the mystery, clearly sets forth our connection
with justification. There Paul eagerly grasps this grace.
He had striven to attain to righteousness under the law.
But now, "What things were gain to irfe, these I have
deemed a forfeit because of Christ. But, to be sure, I am
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deeming all to be a forfeit because of the superiority of
the knowledge of Christ Jesus, my Lord, because of
Whom I forfeited all, and am deeming it to be refuse,

that I may be gaining Christ, and may be found in Him,

not having my righteousness, which is of *the law, but
that which is through the faith of Christ, the righteous
ness which is from Grod for faith . . ." Here we find the
aged apostle, who doubtless apprehended the mystery as
no one else ever did or could, resting on the firm founda
tion of justification by faith. It not only fails to conflict
with the latest revelation, but is in fullest accord with it.
It supplies the only basis on which it can be built
THE CONCILIATION

Romans records the great truth that God's attitude
toward the nations has changed since Israel refuses to
convey His blessing to them. God is conciliated to all
mankind. Those who receive this are reconciled (Rom.
5). Second Corinthians deals with the ministry of the
conciliation (2 Cor. 5:18-20). It is our point of contact
with the world, for our feet are to be sandaled with the
readiness of the evangel of peace (Eph. 6:15). It also
is a secret, "the Mystery of the Gospel" (Rom. 16°: 25).
The Colossians had accepted it and were reconciled (Col.
1: 21). Eventually it will be enjoyed by the whole uni
verse (Col. 1:20).
In Ephesians this truth is amplified to accord with
the mystery. Those near (the Jews) and those far off
(the gentiles) are reconciled with God in one body
(2:16). To both He preaches "the evangel of peace".
Even the Israelite was shut out of the inner courts of
the sanctuary and could not enter the temple building.
Only the chief priest could enter the holiest of all. So
that this evangel of peace, this conciliation, now has a
message for them as well as for the nations. Both are
brought nigh, in spirit, into the very Presence of the
Father.

The Future Glory
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FUTURE GLORY

The rendering "who first trusted in Christ" (Eph.
1:12, A.V.) has practically eliminated all reference to
the Lord's coming from the Ephesian epistle. Change
"trust" to "expect" or even "hope", as the Revisers
have it, and we have an important link w^ich connects
the mystery with the advent of our Lord as revealed in
the Thessalonian epistles. It was the Circumcision who
first trusted in Christ, not the nations. And of these
Paul was among the last, not the first. But he and the
nations expected the return of Christ before His coming
to the earth. They had a prior expectancy. This is
revealed in Thessalonians.
Peter. and James and John show conclusively, by
their epistles, that they never received the truth con
tained in Paul's writings. The advent of our Lord for
them was just the same as the prophets had foretold, and
our Lord had predicted, and as they themselves had pro
claimed in the Acts. It was to be a glorious manifesta
tion to His people Israel, resulting in the millennial
kingdom. Such an expectation leaves no place for a
celestial destiny such as Ephesians unfolds.
But those to whom Paul had gone with his evangel
did not expect to wait until Messiah should come in
glory to the Mount of Olives. Paul had said to them by
the word of fhe Lord, that they would be gathered
together unto Him (2 Thes. 2:1) when He shall be pres
ent in the air before His wrath is visited upon the earth
(1 Thes. 4:15-18; 5:9). That it was "by the word of
the Lord"- shows that it was one of those truths which
enabled him to speak of "my evangel", and sois in
cluded in the third item of the mystery. This surely was
a "promise in Christ Jesus, through the evangel" of
which he became the dispenser (Eph. 3: 6, 7).

The nations are now joint partakers of this promise
(Eph. 3:6). But were they not joint partakers when
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From Glory to (Mory

Thessalonians was written? The key lies in the title used.
It is the coming of the Lord (not Christ). Peter makes
this distinction when speaking to Cornelius. "Of the
word He dispatches to the sons of Israel, preaching the
evangel of peace through Jesus Christ (He is Lord of
all), you are aware." Here we find the nations connected
with Him as Lord, just as in the prophets they are con
nected with Adonai, and not Jehovah. So we find that
Messiah, or Christ, is connected with Israel. At that
time the nations, in flesh, were "apart from Christ"
(Eph. 2:12).
In keeping with this lower plane of blessing, the
Thessalonians were told of the coming of the Lord to the
air (not heaven). The fifteenth of first Corinthians adds
to our knowledge of this event. It initiates us into the
secret of the resurrection. In it we are told that our
bodies will not only be raised, but changed—changed to
a celestial body. Why is this! Philippians supplies the
answer: "Our citizenship belongs to the heavens, out of
which we are awaiting a Saviour also, the Lord, Jesus
Christ, Who will transfigure the body of our humiliation,
to conform it to His body glorious . . .'y Eesurrection^

t change, ascension, transfiguration, glory.
In describing his ministry the apostle compares him
self with Moses. Moses put a veil on his face that the
sons of Israel should not see the consummation of that
which is vanishing. He did not hide the glory from them,
but the fact that it was a fading glory. It changed from
glory to gloom. Paul's ministry does not do this. It
leads in the opposite direction. It is continually gather
ing new glory. "Now we all, with uncovered face, view
ing the Lord's glory as in a mirror, are transformed into
the same image, from glory to glory, even as from the

Lord tHe spirit" (2 Cor. 3:18).

So it was with our precious expectation. It began in
grace. All were to be snatched away, whether watching

The Secret was Concealed
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or drowsing (1 Thes. 5:10). It will change our bodies
from soilish to celestial at the sound of His trump. But

even celestial bodies vary in glory. There is one glory of

the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another
glory of the stars, for star excels star in glory (1 Cor.

15:41). Not content with mere celestial glory, we are to

excel the very sun itself, even as the glorified Christ out

shone its Syrian noonday brilliance when Paul first met
Him on the Damascus road. We are to be transfigured
into the body of His glory.
Some of the saints do not believe there is any secret
in this epistle at all because Paul assured the Ephesians,
on his last visit to them, that he did not shrink from
informing them of anything which is expedient (Acts
20: 20). The last word is usually rendered ■' profitable''
in this passage, though the Authorized Vesion itself often

translates it "expedient" (John 11:50; 16:7; 18:14;
1 Cor. 6:12; 10: 23 ;■ 2 Cor. 8:10; 12:1). This word is
the key to the fact that the secret was withheld until
after Paul's imprisonment and the setting aside of Israel.
So long as God was still dealing with the nation of His
choice, he could reveal much of His grace to the nations
in preparation for the transcendent revelations which
were to follow. But it would have been most confusing
and unwise, as well as unfair to Israel, to announce the
new administration while the hope of the kingdom was
still held out to them. Paul could not reveal this secret
when passing by Ephesus, and it is for this reason that
he qualifies his statement by this expression. He did not
inform them of everything, but everything which is
expedient.

'.
A little later, in the same discourse, he almost repeats
himself. He did not shrink from informing them of the
entire counsel of God (Acts 20:27). God's counsel is
always distinctly limited to His public revelation. When
the lawyers repudiated the counsel of God for them
selves (Luke 7: 30), they were concerned only with what
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was open to all. They could not reject a divine secret
which had not been revealed. So Paul fully expounded
so much as was due of God's counsel. The secret was not

yet due. It was not yet true. In Acts Paul takes the
saints up to it. In Ephesians he takes them through it.

This question resolves itself into a simple matter of
faith. Shall we believe both Acts and Ephesians, or
shall we pit one against the other and thus destroy both!
Ephesians refers to a later time^
Paul says it is a
secret.
Faith immediately concludes that he did not
make it known before. Faith then examines his words in
Acts and finds that he did not claim to divulge the secret
then, but was speaking of the truth which was applicable
to that era.
In order to prepare the saints among the nations for
the secret it was expedient that they be fully informed
of God's dealings with Israel and the nations up to the
time when the mystery itself could be made known.
While Israel was apostatizing they lost their hold on
God's counsel. They were being prepared for dismissal.
But the believers among the gentiles were taken into
God's confidence as far as possible under the circum
stances. This is what Paul speaks of on his last journey
past Ephesus.
To sum up: The "mystery", or secret, of the present
administration, is not the revelation of "the one body",
sometimes called "the mystical body" of Christ. It is
concerned with this in one of its three aspects. It changes
it from a body with members of various rank to a joint
body, the members all of equal rank. After the revelation
of the celestial allotment for those associated with Paul's
ministry, the status of the nations, or gentiles, is changed
from subordination to the Circumcision to full equality.
Together, both are raised to the highest place in the
universe. " To Him be glory in the ecclesia and in Christ
Jesus for all the generations of the eon of the eons!
Amen!"
A. E. K/

In Defense of tfje

"EXAGGERATIONS" AND
"STRETCHINGS"
An Open Letter to the Editor of the Ladies Home
Journal:

Bear Sir: As I have compiled a concordant version of
the "New Testament'', so-called, and am now engaged in
translating the Hebrew Scriptures on the same plan, I
trust that I may, without boasting, claim to be "a
student of the Scriptures", though a layman. In the
February, 1927, number of the Journal we are assured
that "exaggeration in telling a heroic tale" and "stretch
ing statistics" is familiar to Bible students. To prove
this some examples are given. You will remember Mark.
Twain's attitude. He would not take the time to hear
IngersolPs mythical mistakes of Moses, but he would
have given a great deal to hear Moses on the mistakes of
Ingersoll!

I am sure that the great majority of your readers,
like the great humorist, can see the joke when men criti
cize the Scriptures. I believe your subscribers, even if
they are not Bible students, would like to hear more
about these exaggerations and stretchings. If it is that
kind of a book, it is even more wonderful than we have
imagined. We can account for its eternal vitality if it is
pure, unadulterated truth. But if it is full of human
imperfections, its survival after so much opposition, its
translation into over eight hundred languages, its enor
mous sale in modern times, is not merely an enigma but
a miracle. It is a much greater marvel than the exodus.
But it is not necessary to be inspired to examine the
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Two Different Transactions

supposed exaggerations. Take the ease of David, and Ms
purchase of Araunah's threshing floor and oxen for
fifty shekels of silver (2 Sam. 24: 24). This occupied but
a small space on Mount Moriah, perhaps half an acre.
Now we know that the whole temple area, about eight
acres, came into his possession also. When did David
\get it? How much did he pay? This is what we have in
the " exaggerated" aeouiit. He paid six hundred shekels,
just the proper sum, considering the,size of the "place".
There were two transactions. One was a hasty settle
ment for the threshing floor and oxen in order to sacri
fice without delay. The other was' a later purchase of the
whole hill top for the site of Solomon's temple/Anyone
who wishes to find such errors in the Scriptures need

only read carelessly and "critically'*. It is a transparent

attempt to discredit the record in order to be free to dis
card its supernatural elements.
With regard to David's army, the "earlier record"
does not give David's "military forces" as 30,000. That
includes only the chosen men (2 Sam. 6:1). Time and
again men were chosen from David's warriors for special
service. It is not possible to make a selection equal in
number to the whole. One in ten is a most plausible pror
portion. All of David's warriors totalled over 300,000.
The flower of his host was 30,000. The two narratives
are not collusive, but consistent, and bear the hall marks
of honesty and accuracy.
In order to eliminate the miraculous elements in the
forty years' sojourn in the wilderness, we are asked to
believe that the Hebrew word almost always translated
"thousand", suddenly changes its meaning to "family"
when used in the enumeration of the Israelites at the
exodus. This suggestion is easily tested. Not only the

thousands are given, but the hundreds.

The tribe of

Dan was sixty-two thousand and seven hundred (Num.
1:39). We will now substitute "families" for "thouands": Dan had sixty-two families and seven hundred

Two Distinct Enumerations
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over! As the seven hundred must be only a fraction of a
"family", so each family must have had over seven hun
dred members! Moreover, the seven hundred refers to
men, so each family would be about three thousand five
hundred strong! The fact that this enumeration is given
in thousands and hundreds absolutely precludes the pro
posed alteration. It is a palpable absurdity. This method
tests the meaning of the original Hebrew word, not
merely the translation. I am convinced that the critic is
correct in referring to the original Hebrew, for our Eng
lish Bible has many mistranslations and Inaccuracies,
but this is assuredly not one of them.

After nearly a lifetime of close contact with the
Scriptures I have concluded that the originals (apart
from the human element involved in their preservation)
are as amenable to criticism as God's work in nature. It
is easy to deplore the presence of sun spots, but we will
need to do a little "stretcjring" of our vaunted powers if
we wish to make a better luminary.
Moreover, how could five thousand liberated slaves
walk forty years in the wilderness of Sinai, subsisting on
"o< gum that falls from the tamarisk bushes"? How
many tamarisk bushes are there in a land almost devoid
of vegetation ? Could five thousand have existed a month
if they had eaten the bushes themselves? This attempt
to scale all down to the natural is irrational, for only a
maniac or a fanatic would dare to take that number into
the wilderness today, with enemies on all sides and no
sustenance except what the desert itself provides. If
they should survive ten years w6 would call it a miracle.
About seventy souls went dowii into Egypt (Gen.
46:27). Jacob was one hundred and thirty-five years
old (Gen. 47: 9). Thus t^ie rate of increase was seventy
to one in the first one hundred and thirty-five years.
They were in Egypt four hundred years. Of course,
they did much better in the land of Goshen, the rich delta
of the Nile, than in the hills and plains of Palestine. .Yet
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even at this rate of increase there should have been about
two and a half millions at the time of the exodus.
Imagine the great Egyptian empire worried over the
fast increase of five thousand slaves! Pharaoh evidently
thought they were a menace and a match for him in
numbers. Hence he murders the male infants.

The whole action of the exodus depends on the fact
that "the sons of Israel were fruitful and increased
abundantly, and multiplied, and waxed exceeding
mighty, and the land was filled with them" (Ex. 1:7).
Pharaoh said, "the people,of the sons of Israel are more
and mightier than we." The logical inference is that
there were less than five thousand people in Egypt! We
do not need to appeal to the Bible to prove the absurdity
of this position. The pyramids and monuments bear
silent testimony to its untruth.
No one can intelligently read the account of the exo
dus without being convinced that, numerically, the sons
of Israel were comparable to the whole population of the
rest of Egypt. Otherwise there would have been no
occasion for the fear of Pharaoh and their departure.

Transplant nearly half of an agricultural nation into the
midst of an arid, howlingT waste, cut off all communica
tion with possible provision and water and maintain
them for forty years. To suppose that this was done by
purely natural means is an affront to intelligence and an
insult to reason, not to mention revelation.
I am not defending the Bible. It needs no defense.
But I do feel for the many who read the Home Journal
who imagine that this is the attitude of "students of the
Bible". Is there any way in which they may be in
formed of the facts? Should you not publish the other
side I Altogether apart from a belief in a living God, the
charge of "stretching" and "exaggerating" is sure to
undermine the morals and virtue of all who are deceived
by it. If the Bible lies, why shouldn't we?
Yours Sincerely, A. E. Knoch.
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THE PROSELYTE CORNELIUS

In Section 1191 of the structure (Acts 10:1-48) we have
Peter's proclamation of the kingdom, in the land, to
proselytes of the gate, the centurion Cornelius, his rela
tives and intimate friends. The structure of this passage
of scripture may be shown forth as follows:
1271: 10:1-8.
Cornelius' vision and obedience.
'I^ISO1: 10:9-18.
Peter's vision—"What God cleanses",

I

1311: 10:19-23. Peter's obedience.

.'■

1291: 10:24-29. Peter's arrival at Caesarea.
1272: 10:30-33. Cornelius' recital of his vision and obedience.
1312: 10:34-43. Peter's obedience.
1282
1302: 10x44-48. Peter's vision fulfilled — "What God
cleanses".

. Sections 1271 (10:1-8) and 1272 (10:30-33) of the
above structure have a joint structure which may be
shown forth as follows:
1321: 10:1-2.
1331: 10:3-4.

Cornelius fearing and beseeching God.
God's messenger assures Cornelius of his
acceptance by God.
1341: 10:5-6.
The messenger's command.
1351: 10:7-8.
Cornelius' obedience.
1332: 10:30-31. God's messenger assures Cornelius of his

acceptance by God.
1342: 10:32.
The messenger's command.
1352: 10:33-.
Cornelius' obedience.
1322: 10:-33.
Cornelius' expectancy toward God.

Section 1322 (10:1-2) of the foregoing structure pre
sents a picture of Cornelius fearing and beseeching God.

"Now a certain man in Csesarea, named Cornelius, a
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The Centurion Cornelius

centurion of the squadron called * Italian', devout and
fearing God with his entire house,?is making many alms
to the people and is beseeching God continually." Cor
nelius, a Roman centurion (unlike the average Eoman
soldier), is here described as devout and a fearer of God,
together with his entire household, and as giving alms
to God's people Israel, and as a man of prayer. Undoubt
edly he and his household were proselytes of the gate,
for> such proselytes were spoken of as "fearers of God"
and "the devout". They had forsaken idolatry and
acknowledged Jehovah as the only true God, but they
remained uncircumcised and ignored the ceremonial ob
servances of Israel. While well thought of by the Jewish
people, they were still of the nations and uncircumcised,
and hence all social intercourse with Israel was denied
them.

On the other hand; proselytes of righteousness,

thpse of the nations who were identified with the Jewish
people by circumcision and the observance of their cere
monial ritualism, were freely received and treated as
Jews, and, therefore, Peter's words to Cornelius, "you
are versed in the fact how illicit it is for a man who is a
Jew to be joined to or approach another tribe" (10: 28)
could not be applied to proselytes of righteousness. In
the light of these words of Peter, and of Philip's attitude
toward the Ethiopian eunuch, and the fact that he had
come all the way from Ethiopia to Jerusalem to worship
the God of Israel, we conclude that the Ethiopian epnuch
was a proselyte of righteousness, instead of a proselyte
of the gate, like Cornelius and his household. See Acts
8:26-39.

Thus the kingdom commission, given to the twelve
apostles (Acts 1:8), was nearing its completion. First,
in Jerusalem, in Judea, and in Samaria, the kingdom had
been proclaimed to Jews only, which would include pros
elytes of righteousness such as the Ethiopian eunuch.
The Hellenists and the despised Samaritans had heard
the kingdom proclamation. And now, as the limits of the

was a Proselyte of the Gate .
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land are reached, the proselytes of the gate (Cornelius
and his household) are also included, although the whole
tenor of the narrative shows that none of the apostles or
disciples thought that these were included in the king
dom commission. A remnant in Jerusalem, Judea, and
Samaria (descendants of Shem); the Ethiopian eunuch
(a descendant of Ham); and now Cornelius (a descend
ant of Japheth); had acknowledged the Messiah, thus
presenting us a picture of that time when Messiah's

kingdom will embrace all the descendants of Noah's sons,

and His salvation will be sought for and acclaimed over
all the earth.
In Section 13.31 of the structure (10: 3-4) God's mes
senger assures Cornelius of his acceptance by God. "He
perceived in a vision apparently, as -if about the ninth
hour of the day, a messenger of God coming toward him
and saying to him, ' Cornelius!' Now, looking intently at
him, and becoming affrighted, he said, 'What is it,
Lord f' Now he said to him,' Your prayers and your alms
ascended for a memorial before God'." In Solomon's
prayer, at the dedication of Solomon's temple, we read
these words, "Moreover concerning the foreigner, that is
not of Thy people Israel, when he shall come out of a far
country for Thy name's sake (for they shall hear of Thy
mighty hand, and of Thine outstretched arm); when he

shall come and pra/y toward this house; hew Thou in
heaven Thy dwelling place, and do according to all that
the foreigner calleth to Thee for; that all the people of
the earth may know Thy name, to fear The$, as doth Thy
people Israel, and that they may know that this house
which I have built is called by Thy name" (1 Kings 8:
41-43).
In Cornelius' vision, the messenger of God, who first
affrighted him by his glorious appearance, and then
soothed him through his reassuring message, spoke in
harmony with this dedicatory petition of Solomon, when

he said, "Your prayers and your alms ascended for a
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He was a Devout Man

memorial before God." How unlike this scene is to any
thing that pertains to this present secret economy may
be seen by the facts that Cornelius, ere he ever called for
Peter, was devout and God-fearing; believed the Scrip
tures; knew God and prayed to Him; acknowledged
Israel's supremacy, as evidenced in the giving of alms to
the people of Israel, all of which things, were contrary to
the custom of Eoman centurions, who naturally looked
upon the Jews with a feeling of disdain and contempt.
Peter did not come to'Cornelius' home to proclaim the
gospel of grace to logt sinners, but to proclaim the king
dom pardon to foreigners who had called upon the name
of God and toward His sanctuary, and who had, previous
to Peter's proclamation, received assurance of their
acceptance by God. It is a kingdom scene, unlike any
thing that pertains to the church, the body of Christ, for
our gospel is proclaimed to lost sinners, and not to those
who have received assurance of their acceptance by God.
In Section 1341 of the structure (10:5-6) we have the
messenger's command to Cornelius, "And now send men
to Joppa and send after Simon, who is surnamed Peter.
This man is lodging with a certain Simon, a tanner,
whose house is beside the sea." Peter, the chief apostle
of the Circumcision, is to be sent for> so that Cornelius
and his household may realize that all their blessings and
acceptance with God are channelled to them through
Israel, and come from Israel's God, whereas our bless
ings, in the secret economy, come to us altogether apart
from Israel. Peter, to whom had been committed the
keys of the kingdom (Mat. 16:19), is to unlock the doors
of that kingdom to the proselytes of the gate, just as he
had unlocked them in Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria, to
Jews, Hellenists and the despised Samaritans.
In Section 1351 of the structure (10:7-8) we have
Cornelius' obedience. "Now as the messenger who is
speaking to him came away, summoning two domestics
a devout soldier of those who waited on him, and

Acceptable to God
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unfolding it all to them, he dispatches them to Joppa."
Cornelius rendered immediate obedience, in response to
the Lord's command through His messenger; an "obedi
ence which should act as a reproof to us, who, with much
greater light, yield a much less willing and ready obedi
ence to our Lord's revealed will. The phrase, "a devout
soldier of those who waited on him," is also suggestive of
the fact that Cornelius' faith in God was being communi
cated by him to others, even before he had seen or heard
Peter.

In the first of the two subdivisions of Section 1281 of
the structure, i. e., Section 1301 (10:9-18) we have
Peter's vision regarding "what God cleanses". This sub
division may be displayed as follows:
13 61: 10:9-10.

Peter in ecstasy as Cornelius' deputies draw
near.

1371: 10:11-12. The utensil descending from heaven.
1381: 10:13.
The Lord's command.
139: 10:14.
Peter's objection.
1382: 10:15.
The Lord's answer.
1372: 10:16.
The utensil taken up into heaven.
13 62: 10:17-18. Peter in bewilderment as Cornelius' deputies
arrive.

Section 1361 of the foregoing structure (10:9-10) re
veals Peter in ecstasy as Cornelius' deputies draw near.
"Now on the morrow, while they are journeying and
drawing near the city, Peter went up on the housetop to
pray about the sixth hour of the day [noon]. Yet he,
became ravenous and wanted to taste food. Now, while
they are preparing it, he came to be in an ecstasy." Just
a few thoughts suggest themselves to us as we read this
passage. Peter was prepared for the reception of Cor
nelius' deputies just before their arrival.
Our God
always times things just right, never too soon, never too
late. Peter had his vision from God while he was pray
ing. To be "praying unintermittingly" (1 Thes. 5:17)
attunes our hearts to God so that we hear His voice in
His Word, }vhich to others seem as a closed book. Peter
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What God has Cleansed

had his vision at the sixth hour (the number of man),
suggestive of the fact that the clean and the unclean
creatures of his vision represented mankind. Peter was
ravenously hungry and God used this hunger, as He
always uses the needs and the weaknesses of mankind, as
the opportune time to reveal His will. To a hungry man
the clean and the unclean creatures of his vision would
have had a strong appeal were it not for the barrier
created by the teachings of ceremonial uneleanness. And
may not Peter's hunger be suggestive of God's hunger

for all His creatures, ceremonially clean Israel and the
ceremonially unclean gentiles?
In Section 1371 of the structure (10:11-12) we see the
utensil descending from heaven.
"And is beholding
heaven opened and a certain utensil descending, as a
large sheet, with four edges, let down on the earth, in
which belonged all the quadrupeds and reptiles of the
earth and the flying creatures of heaven." Of this uten
sil, as a large sheet, with four edges (four being the
number of creation), we read that in it "belonged allthe
quadrupeds and reptiles of the earth and the flying crea
tures of heaven". All the creatures of the earth andthe
heaven b elong to His creative works. He made them all.
All are, therefore, dear to Him, and prized, by Him as

the creatures of His hand. Hence we read in a later
revelation that the same <(all things" that were created
through Him, are to be reconciled through Him because
of the peace made by the blood of His cross (Col. 1:16,
20). Here, of course, this truth is not in view, but rather
the thought that, as creatures of His hand, the ceremon
ially unclean gentile is dear to God as well as the cere
monially clean Israelite.
In Section 1381 of the structure (10:13) we have the
Lord's command,"And a voice came to him,

'Bise,
Peter! Sacrifice and eat!' " What a repugnant command
this must have been to Peter! From infancy he had been
brought up in the doctrine of ceremonially clean and

Cannot be Called Common
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unclean animals; such as might be eaten by an Israelite,
and such as were to be looked upon with loathing.
In Section 139 (10:14) we have, therefore, Peter's
natural objection, " Yet Peter said /Far be it from me,
Lord, seeing that I never ate anything common and un
clean!' " Peter's retort is suggestive of the fact that he,
with his birth and training, could not grasp the possibil
ity of fellowship with ceremonially unclean gentiles, or
even with devout proselytes of the gate, such as Cor
nelius.
In Section 1382 (10:15) we have the Lord's answer,
i'And again, a second time, the voice came to him; 'What
God cleanses, do not you count common!' " Here typ
ically, in the vision, God seeks to impress upon Peter the
truth that ceremonially unclean Cornelius, whose dep
uties Peter is soon to see, has been cleansed by God, and
is, therefore, not to be considered unclean or common.
Here also we gather that Cornelius was cleansed by God
before Peter came to his house to proclaim the kingdom
gospeL This is not God's way of bringing salvation to
sinners of the gentiles now. He does not cleanse first and
proclaim the gospel to them afterwards. What mists we
stumble through when we proceed to mix kingdom and
church truth! No wonder that when we, professed cus
todians of God's Word, fail to heed the injunction to
rightly apportion the Word of Truth — no wonder that
sinners are mystified by our vagaries and conflicting
teachings, and know not what to believe!
In Section 1372 of the structure (10:16) the utensil
is taken.up into heaven again.
"Now this occurred
thrice, and immediately the utensil was taken up into
heaven." Three times the Lord's command, Peter's ob
jection, and the Lord's answer were repeated. Three is
the number of divine completeness. Is not, therefore, this
threefold repetition of the statement "What God
cleanses, do not you count common!" suggestive of the

truth that what.God cleanses is divinely complete, and
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needs not anything that man can do to add to the com
pleteness of that cleasing?
In Section 1362 of the structure (10:17-18) we have
Peter's bewilderment as Cornelius' deputies arrive.
"Now as Peter was bewildered in himself as to whatever
the vision he perceived should be, lot the men who have

been dispatched by Cornelius, asking for the house of

Simon, stand by at the portal. And shouting, they in
quired to ascertain if Simon, surnamed Peter,* is lodging
in this place." The vision had been barely completed;
Peter was in bewilderment as to what the vision might
mean; just then the three men appeared.
They were
ceremonially unclean like the animals he had just seen

in the vision and proved to be the very interpretation
that Peter needed just then. How wondrous are God's
ways of dealing with the children of men!
In 1311 of the structure (10:19-23) we have Peter's
obedience. This may be further structurized as follows :
140*: 10:19-21-.
1411: 10:-21.
1412: 10:22.

1402: 10:23.

The spirit's command and Peter's partial obe
dience.
Peter's question.
Cornelius' deputies' answer.

Peter's complete obedience to the spirit's com
mand.

The spirit's command and Peter's partial obedience
are made known to us in Section 1401 of the foregoing
structure (Acts 10:19-21-). "Now, as Peter is en
grossed with the vision, the spirit said to him, 'Lot three
men are seeking you! But rise, descend a,nd go with
them, nothing doubting, seeing that I have commissioned

them! Now Peter, descending to the men/said, 'Lo! I am

he whom you are seeking!' " The spirit now informs
Peter thtat three are seeking him; tells him that He has
commissioned them; and commands him to "rise, descend
cmd go with them, nothing doubting". Peter renders a
partial obedience to this command; he rises; he descends;
but instead of going with them, nothing doubtmg, he

are Removed by the Vision

"
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informs the men that he is the man they are seeking, and
then, to remove Ms doubts, asks the question of Section
1411 (10: -21) '' What is the cause of your presence ?''
In Section 1412 of the structure (10:22) we have the
answer of Cornelius' deputies to this question of Peter.
""Now they said, 'The centurion Cornelius, a just and
God-fearing man, besides being borne witness to by the
whole Jewish nations, was apprized by a holy messenger
to send after you [to come] into his house, and to hear
declarations from you!" The answer of these three men
made clear to Peter what his attitude should be. He
realized now that the fact that Cornelius was a just and
God-fearing man proved that God had cleansed him, and
that, therefore, he had no right to consider Cornelius-as
common or unclean. The Jewish people themselves were
witness to the fact that Cornelius gave liberally of his
substance for the cause of Israel. This would naturally
make a strong appeal to Peter, but the-conclusive reason
was the information that the messenger of the Lord had
instructed Cornelius to send for Peter to come to his
house "to hear declarations" from him. This was in
such perfect agreement with Peter's vision and with the
instructions that the messenger of the Lord had given to
Peter himself that Peter could doubt np longer.

In Section 1402 of the structure (10:23) we have
Peter's complete obedience to the spirit's command,
"Calling them in, then, he lodges them. Now on the mor
row, on rising, he came away with them, and some of the
brethren from Joppa came with him." In lodging these
men Peter broke down all barriers of ceremonial uncleanness, for he was fellowshiping with gentiles, whom hith
erto he, as an orthodox Jew, had considered common and
unclean. On the morrow he completes his obedience to
the spirit's command by accompanying these three men
to Caesarea, taking with him certain brethren from
Joppa, six, to be exact, as we are told in Acts 11:12.
■
. -■
H, W. Martin

THE POWER OF GRACE

My dear brother in Christ: You are in the seventh of
Romans. You ought to thank God that you are wretched,
for that is the surest indication of the presence of God's
spirit. I hope you are near the end of the chapter. The

only real deliverance for you is through grace.
The idea of "surrender" puts God in a false light.
He is not fighting you. He is for you. Every time you
sin grace abounds. There is no condemnation.
Yielding is another unscriptural and subtle substi
tute. Thfrse who have tried to yield and relax find it
harder to accomplish than effort. ^ It is only a negative
side of self help. Turn your eyes away from yourself to
Christ and His transcendent grace. Where sin abounds
grace superabounds.
The natural inference is that then you can sin all you
wish with impunity. So man reasons. It works the other
way. The certainty of punishment does not deter from
sin, but the certainty of grace does. It is the most power
ful of all incentives. Try it. I have found it so in my
own experience. So it is in God's word written.
I cannot write fully on this theme here. Bead the
notes on Romans in the Concordant Version. Feed
your heart on the grace there revealed. I am sure you
will find the power you need. It may not come in an
instant, but it will abide and grow. Forget about your
self— your faith, your knowledge, your sins —and
revel in the grace which is in Christ Jesus.
Yours by grace transcendent,
—

t3&eC[tt&eiltttff of Jt*u* Qfjrfet

THE EONIAN EVANGEL

The religious redemption of Israel is the subject of the
twelfth,.thirteenth, and fourteenth chapters of the Un
veiling. The star-crowned woman and her male son are
safe. The hundred forty-four thousand are protected.
What about "the rest of her seed, who are keeping the
precepts of God and who have the testimony of Jesus"
(12:17) ? These are scattered in the land and among the
nations. It is to these especially that the eonian evangel
is directed (14:7). These are warned of the fall of
Babylon (14: 8). These are threatened with torment if
they worship the wild beast (14:9). These are the
martyrs of that day (14:13). These are in view in the
Harvest (14:15, 16) and the Vintage (14:17-20).
It is of prime importance to perceive that all of this
occurs at the conclusion of the present eon. It cannot be
"applied" to any other period in the history of mankind.
The eonian evangel goes forth only for a very brief
period, Babylon's final fall will be sudden, the worship of
the wild beast will not exceed half a heptad of years. The
figures of the Harvest and the Vintage are suggestive of
a brief era at the close of the year.

But there seem to be other limitations besides those of
time. It seems to be primarily addressed to the saints in
Israel who have not been included in the groups already
described. This becomes more apparent when we com
pare what is said of Babylon with the next section.
There we find that some of God's people are in the
doomed city. A voice out of heaven calls to them, saying,
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"■Come out of her, My people, lest you should be.parti
cipating in her sins, and lest you should be getting her
calamities . . ." (Un. 18:4). Hence, in this section, a
messenger warns of Babylon's fall. As there is no object
except to save the saints in the city, who are Israelites,
this announcement must be for them, and has no bearing
on the.gentiles. Hence this whole section is to be applied
to the seed of Jacob.

In the previous part of this apocalypse, after the

hundred forty-four thousand had been sealed, we are
introduced to a vast throng, or "great multitude", out

of all nations and tribes and peoples and languages, who
come out of the great affliction (7: 9-17). If the hundred
forty-four thousand come before us again in this section,
why not the vast throng? The conviction grows with con
sideration that the angelic ministry of the fourteenth
chapter of this scroll is not intended for mankind as a
whole, but for the saints of Israel outside the holy city
in the land and among the nations.
..
At first sight this thought does not seem to be borne
out by the text, for the eonian evangel is to be sent to
those situated on the earth and to every nation and
tribe and language and people (14:6). The terms are
redundant, for "the earth" includes all the territory
indicated by the following phrases. When we remember

that "earth" frequently is limited to the land of Israel,
and that they are specially before us here, we are
strongly inclined to make it "those situated on the
Imd".
Moreover, the literal rendering, "on every
nation," etc., is difficult to render into English idiomat
ically, and probably means simply that this evangel is
proclaimed over, rather than to every nation and tribe

and language and people, for the holy seed are dispersed
among them all.

To the mass of mankind, the worship of the wild beast
will be a matter of course. They do not fear him. They
will be eager to have his emblem or his name or his num~

for the Vast Throng
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ber. But it will be a most fearful trial for the pious Jew.
He probably makes his living hjy buying and selling.
Now he cannot carry on any trading without disavowing
Jehovah. To him comes the eonian evangel: "Fear ye
God, and be giving glory to Him, seeing that the hour
of His judgment came, and worship the Maker of heaven
and the land and the sea and springs of water."
It is an evangel of fear. It is the most primitive and
basic of all evangels, peculiarly appropriate to the dis
pensation of divine indignation, and in keeping with the
time of judgment. It involves faith, for those who do not
recognize God at all cannot fear Him. But the faith is

of the most elemental nature. There is no realization of

God's love or grace, but only of His power. He is not the
Father, but the Maker of the physical world and the
Judge of mankind. Such a God is to be feared and wor
shiped. Those who will not fear nor worship Him are
doomed: those who do will be delivered, though it is
through death.
The terms of this evangel throw a flood of light) not
only on the religion of the end time, but also on the pres
ent trend of religious thought, especially in connection
with creation. The apostle Peter gives us the latter days
apostate Jew's attitude toward God and His universe:
"AH is continuing thus from the beginning of creation"
(2 Pet. 3:4). And this is just what so-called scientists
and modern religionists are trying to impress upon us
today. The form of the eonian evangel indicates that
they will succeed in their efforts to eliminate the Maker
of the universe from the minds of men and banish the
Judge from the thoughts of His creatures.
Modern theoretical science is principally occupied in
postulating (what it cannot prove) that air nature is
continuing and will continue as it has always continued
in the past, without any (Jisturbance from without. It
seeks to explain all phenomena by mean of forces now
operating. There is even a pathetic attempt at reducing
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creation to a fortuitous concourse of atoms. AH must be
reduced to law. But there must be no Xaw Giver! Its
creed can be condensed into one word, unformity. The
theory has been called uniformitarianism.
As Peter declares (2 Pet. 3:5), they want to be
oblivious of the testimony of divine revelation as to the
great cataclysms which have rent this earth in former
eons, lest §ueh occurrences should indicate divine inter
position, not only in the past, but in the future also.
More than this, they actually shut their eyes to the plain
est evidences of cataclysmic forces in nature, and seek to
explain them by the slow processes of the present. This
is why they want so many millions of years for their
cosmology.
When an astronomer views the heavens he is awed by
the order which pervades the starry spheres. But in the
midst of this regularity there are signs of discord. In
stead of a planet between Mars and Jupiter, he finds its
fragments, commonly called the asteroids, but better
named the planetoids. Some tremendous cataclysm has
occurred, which broke the planet into innumerable parts.
No one dreams that this was the result of a slow evolu
tion, requiring millions of years. It undoubtedly was a
sudden catastrophe, a "disruption" so tremendous that

it shattered the planet into thousands of parts.
Similar symptoms appear everywhere. Moons out of
the plaiie of their planet's rotation, some actually revolv
ing in an opposite direction, planets tilted at various
angles to their orbits, tremendous comets, or wandering
stars, rushing into the solar system out of the voids of
space and threatening all with destruction-*-these are

only some of the evidences of cataclysmic action in ike

past which reasonably require a similar repetitipn in
future.
Geology, or the science of the earth's surface, is
least scientific of all the "ologies". It is founded on
absurd theory that the earth is like a ball which

the
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received many coats of paint of various colors, one upon
the other, over its whole surface, and it bases its various
ages on the fossils found in these different strata. It
would have us believe that first the earth was entirely
covered with the Archsen rocks. Then it was entirely
enveloped with another coat. Then it was tarred with a
still later layer, and so on, until the present.
Theoretically all of these different layers should be
present everywhere. As a matter of fact, they are not all
present anywhere. Theoretically, they should always be
arranged in the standard order. As a matter of fact they
seldom are found in the "proper" order. As a result,
geology is largely occupied in futile explanations why
nature is such a poor geologist. There are " intrusions"
here, and "overthrusts" there, and anomalies every
where. Geology is still in the backward stage where men
try to fasten their theories on nature instead of forming
them from the phenomena .of nature.
No one,'not inoculated with the virus of theoretical
geology, who views the tremendous faults and fissures,
the stupendous mountains and chasms, which abound
upon the earth's surface, can escape the conclusion that
the earth's crust has been through at least one upheaval
such as has not occurred since mankind has.been on it.
The strata or layers no longer lie horizontally, as they
evidently once did, but are piled up at every conceivable
angle and in the utmost confusion.
A real reader of the rocks cannot but believe that the
earth has been through some shuddering experience
which has shattered its surface far more than is evident
at the present time, for the action of wind and water has
covered and concealed much of its broken nakedness.
Some ascribe all of this to the deluge of Noah's day. But
most of it is probably due to that great disruption which
is recorded at the forefront of revelation. It was not
created as it is. The earth became waste and barren
(Gen. 1:2). The theory that some external force caused
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this by tilting the earth's axis seems the most reasonable
yet proposed.

But, some would say, what has this to do with the
Bible? What is the bearing of all this on the eonian
evangel ? Very much, indeed. Science should lead to the
adoration of "the Maker of heaven and the land and the
sea and springs of water". It should confirm the eonian
evangel. It should insist-on His invisible hand, not only
in the ordinary and orderly processes of nature, but in
the awful cataclysms which have disturbed its history.
But today we see it chiefly concerned in obliterating
His footprints by futile theories and seeking to bring
God's revelation into disrepute because it does not con
form to their false philosophy.
As a result of this onslaught the religion of the end
time will deny that there is any Maker or that He will
take & personal interest in the affairs of mankind so as to
execute judgment. To fear God and give glory to Him
in these two characters would not be sufficient to save
anyone now. But then this will be all that is required.
In every administration God is known according to the
special attitude He takes. Now it is grace. Then it will
be judgment. Maker and Judge are the divine assump
tions of that, dread day. Hence the evangel can rise no
higher.
But why should this be called an eonian evangel? It
receives this name because it is true throughout the eons.
In the very beginning we have it enacted by Adam and

Eve in the garden. They knew Him as Maker and Judge.
Therefore, they feared and hid themselves. Under the7
circumstances the fear was right, It was based on a
knowledge of God, however limited. At all times in the
presence of sin, there should be reverential fear.
The presence of judgment calls for the eonian evan
gel. Noah feared God and escaped in the ark by going
through the deluge. Under the law, the fear of Jehovah
was the beginning of wisdom. Even our own evangel of
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the unadulterated grace of God is built on a wholesome
fear of God's righteous judgment, as detailed in the

beginning of the Roman epistle. And its very highest
phase consists in carrying out our salvation with fear
and trembling. Even those who love Him and revel in
His grace fear to do that which would displease Him.
We cannot call Paul's evangel eonian because it is
too high for all but a part of one eon. We can call the
judgment evangel eOnian because it is low enough for
all times. It is the elemental message, the substratum on
which higher conceptions of God must rest, and loftier
evangels must repose.
But, lest anyone should suppose that we would have
it preached today, let us point out that it is an evangel
without Christ, without blood, without redemption. There
is not a single promise included in it. It is the most
primitive appeal possible, based almost entirely on the
evidence of nature. The manner of its proclamation will
be miraculous, for a messenger will fly over the nations
to make it known. No man is commissioned with its mes
sage. This leaves hardly any place for faith. It is at the
foot of the spiritual scale, while our evangel is at the top.
THE

FALL

OF BABYLON

The brevity of this notice of Babylon's fall (Un. 14:
8) is in notable contrast to the extended description in
the seventeenth and eighteenth chapters.
The reason
seems clear. This section deals with the faithful in
Israel. Jehovah is carrying out His covenant with them.

Babylon,

however, is composed mostly of apostates,

whose judgment comes before us in the next section, in
which the unfaithful Israelites are judged by the law:

All Jews of that day will be intensely interested in the
fate of Babylon, for its influence will extend to all
nations, who are all drunk with the wine she offers them.
Her conduct is the cause of much of the persecution of
the faithful in Israel Her fall will be a great relief.
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The third messenger's message is one of the most
awful threats of doom to be found even in this dread
book. It is terrible enough as it stands, yet it has been
infinitely exaggerated by over-zealous but crude interpre
tations. After being diverted from its context and its
time periods discordantly translated, it presents insur
mountable difficulties, not merely to the unbeliever and
critic, but to the faith of the devout student. Even faith
is not magic enough to get us to believe two contradictory
statements. That is credulity. Faith is not a credulous

half-wit. It is a keen, intelligent, discriminating, believ
ing.

The first problem' that impresses us is the implication
(apart from the context) that all who worship the wild
beast will be tormented for the eons of the eons (Un. 14:
8-11). Elsewhere (in another context) we are told that
the image causes all who will not worship the wild beast
to be killed (Un. 13:15). If all who do not worship are
killed by the image and all who do. are tormented for the
eons of the eons, who, then will be left for the millennial
kingdom ? Whence are the nations who will stand before
the Son of Mankind, as foretold by our Lord? (Mat. 25 :
31-46). They are not judged according to this standard,
but by their treatment of the Israelites among them in
the time of their distress.
It is evident that we must not take these passages
$,part from their context and the section of the book in
which they stand. The efforts of the wild beast and the
image are directed against all mankind, but this.para
graph closes with the significant sentence, "Here is the
endurance of the saints, who are keeping the precepts of
God and the faith of Jesus." That the disciples of the
Circumcision can and did apostatize in the past is clearly
evident from the warnings against it, especially in the
epistle to the Hebrews, and here they will be more sorely
tried than ever.
In writing to the Hebrews the writer reminds them
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of the pitiless provision of the law, should any repudiate
it. Nothing less than the death penalty was meted out to
such. "Of how much worse punishment, do you suppose,
will he be counted worthy who tramples on the Son of
God, and deems the blood of the covenant by which he is
hallowed common, and outrages the spirit of grace ? For
we are acquainted with Him Who is saying, ' "Veng
eance is Mine, I shall retaliate!" the Lord is saying', and
again, 'The Lord will be judging His people.' It is fear
ful to be falling into the hands of the living God !" (Heb.
10: 29-31). He who has law is judged far more severely
than he who has none. He who has light shall receive
ever so much greater punishment than he who sins in

darkness.

,

,

Babylon is charged with the blood of the prophets and
of the saints and of all who have been slain on the earth
(Un. 18: 24). Many have inferred that she actually com
mitted these crimes. Hence she was in existence from the
time of Cain and is identified with every bloodthirsty

persecutor of the saints, especially the Roman Catholic
hierarchy. But it is not said that she actually did these
deeds. Our Lord told the men of His generation that all
the righteous blood shed upon the earth should come
upon them (Mat. 23: 35), from the blood of Abel down.
Of course they had no hand in all these murders, but
their murder of Messiah made it clear that they merely
lacked the opportunity. They would have done all these
dastardly deeds if they could. They will be charged with
them.
,
So in the time of the end. Not all mankind will be
threatened with the awful doom of eonian torment.. That
is for the enlightened Israelite who breaks the first and
greatest of the commandments. As we have seen, the
eonian evangel is for them, scattered among the nations,
rather than for the nations themselves. So also the wine
of God's fury, the cup of His indignation, is for them if
they fall ^side. They crucify the Son of God again and

*
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hold Him tip to infamy (Heb. 6: 6). This not only solves
the difficulty but puts the judgment on an intelligent and
reasonable basis.

To judge all mankind alike, even at

such a time, would be inexcusable. This^ the most awful
sentence ever pronounced, is limited to the commission of
the greatest sin by the most enlightened at the time of
earth's direst doom.
Torment is generally supposed to be the eternal, and
exclusive lot of all unbelievers. Yet the twelve apostles
were tormented (Mark 6:48) in rowing on the stormy
lake. Lot tormented his just soul by dwelling in Sodom
(2 Pet. 2: 8). The star-crowned woman, who certainly
does not represent the ungodly, was tormented in her
travail (Un. 12:2). Very few of the.saints escape tor
ment entirely. Their torment, however, is not directly
from God, in judgment, such as that which is now
before us.
Even among unbelievers the scope of torment varies.
Some may escape it entirely. Some suffer torment from
physical disease (Mat. 4:24; 8:6). Others were tor
mented by legal procedure (Mat. 18:34). These were
not divine visitations, but providential or human. It is
really remarkable how seldom God is given this role in
the Scriptures, compared with the frequency with which
He is associated with it in the preaching of the gospel.
In the Scriptures torment is never united to <my gospel
but the eonian evangel, m this passage.
The length of torment varies greatly, even when in
flicted by God. It is always limited in its scope. Those
of mankind living at the time of the end who do not have
God's seal on their foreheads will be tormented five
montJis when the fifth messenger trumpets (Un. 9:5).
The locust horde inflicts pain like the sting of a scorpion,
so that men will seek death rather than bear it, but they

will not be allowed to die. This woe, as it is well named,
passes away, as all of God's inflictions must do when
their object is accomplished.

.The Duration of Torment
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When, however, we come to deal with the wild beast
and the false prophet, torment is extended to its very
limit. It lasts for the eons of the eons, beyond which it
cannot go.

This is not only Scriptural but reasonable.

To mete out eternal torment to everyone, and especially

to those who had little light, is so repugnant to our innate
sense of justice that it easts discredit on the Book which
is erroneously supposed to teach it. It is impossible to
limit the amount of eternal torment. It cannot be ad
justed to fit degrees of guilt. It is unscriptural, ir
rational, atrocious.

But we ate not told that their torment lasts so long,
but that its smoke, or fumes, ascend for the eons of the
eons. Of course, this must be a figure of speech, for tor
ment has no smoke. We must not confuse thi^ as though
it read, the smoke of the fi/re of their torment, for that
would be literal. It is very evident that the torment is
not only by means of fire, but is like a fire in another
respect, but not like its flames but its fumes or its smoke.

The only way to understand the figure is to examine the
literal carefully, and stress only the point of contact sug
gested by the word smoke.
A fierce fire does not smoke. If combustion is perfect
the smoke itself is consumed, for it consists of small,
heated, unburned particles. A poor fire does little else
but smoke. Almost any fire, however, unless continually,
kindled, though it may burn brightly for a time, will die
down and smoulder for a long period. I have known fires
in sheltered corners to burn furiously for a while and
then smoke for days. There are coal beds which have
smouldered for centuries. This is the picture which is
suggested by " the smoke of their torment". If we replace
" torment" by its literal equivalent, we see a fire which,
though hot at first, dies down and smoulders for the eons
of the eons. Such will be the torment of the Israelitish
worshipers of the wild beast.
The means of torment varies much. The most com-
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mon is the accompaniment of disease (M&t. 4: 24; 8: 6),.
as some acute physical distress. The disciples suffered
from the torment of overexertion and anxiety (Mark 6:
48). Lot's torment was purely spiritual, for his body
and soul were at ease in Sodom (2 Pet. 2: 8). The tor
ment of inquisitors was mostly by mechanical means.
The body was racked in various ways which were insup
portable (Mat. 18: 34). We are not told how the two
witnesses will torment their enemies (Un. 11:10). The
birth of the male son will mean torment for the faithful
in the Israel of that day (Un. 12:2). The locusts tor
ment mankind five months with the scorpion's sting (Un;
9:5). Babylon is tormented in her destruction (Un. 18:
7, 10, 15). The Israelitish worshipers of the image will
be tormented in fire and sulphur (Un. 14:10). The
wild beasts and the slanderer will suffer a similar but
even severer fate (Un. 20:10). The means is literal.
How utterly astray is the popular teaching on tor
ment ! It associates it with the unbelieving mass of man
kind, which God never does. By torturing the parable
of the rich man arid Lazarus, the torment, there ascribed
to hades, which is before the judgment, is transferred to
the lake of fire, and all, no matter how poor they are,
are given the rich man's deserts! Torment is suffered by
various saints. Who preaches this 11t is never threatened
cls the penalty of sin, except in the case of those who hear
the eonian evangel. It is reserved for the most heinous
crime on the part of the most enlightened. It is only for
those who have apostatized from the worship of Jehovah.
Those who worship the beast doubtless do so under
the pressure of tjie times; in order to get present relief
from insupportable afflictions and save their souls from
torture and death. In this they will be disappointed.
They are having no rest, day or night, while worshiping
the wild beast. The tense indicates that this is not a part
of their future torment, but their present experience.
This lack of tranquillity may be partly caused by an
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accusing conscience. Yet such will bje the turmoil of the
times, and such the severity of the judgments, that rest
will be rare for anyone, even if they are not ground
between the upper mill stone of God's indignation and
the lower one of man's mad mandates.
In contrast with those who apostatize, and find no
rest, are those who are faithful, who find it in death
(14:13). The eonian evangel held out no promise. It
spoke of no happiness. A voice out of heaven, however,
supplements it with the evangel of death. " Happy are
the dead who are dying in the Lord henceforth!" How
weighty are these words! How fully they fit the needs of
those who hear them! Apply them elsewhere and they
lose their.point and pathos. There will be no escaping
death for those who are "in the Lord". All true to Him
must pay for it with their lives. Right thankful may they
be that they are not like those under the fifth trumpet
(Un. 9:6), who sought death but could not find it.
Death will seek them and they will welcome it, for it is
the only door of deliverance.
. If we consider the experience of the apostate and con
trast it with that of the martyr, we can easily see the
force of this benediction. The apostate worships the wild
beast, but gets no rest day or night. Later, when the
Lord comes, he is tormented for his apostasy. The faith
ful worshiper of Jehovah, however, is beheaded (20:4).
He suffers no more. Consciously, the moment of his
death is the instant of his resurrection. It ushers him
into the joys of the kingdom. There his bliss, will be
greatly enhanced because of his martyrdom. He will be
resting from his toil and his acts will accompany him.
He will live and reign with Christ the thousand years.
So far as experience goes, death will be far preferable to
life. Happy are the dead who die in the Lord in that
day!

I well remember how, in the early years of my study
of the Scriptures, the alluring phrase "the everlasting
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gospel" struck my fancy. But the contents of this evan
gel were an enigma to me. I could see that all other evan
gels were, limited in time. But was fear to be the bright
est gem in the, eternal diadem? Was the worship of God
as their Maker to be the highest reach of His creatures?
What place was there in this for Christ and His redemp
tion, for the Son of God and His reconciliation? Then I
discovered that it was not "everlasting". It is eonian.
Sin is in the eons, and fear is present only in them.
Beyond, all enemies are gone and peace prevails. It is
not an "everlasting" but an eonian evangel.
A. E. K.

problems of granulation

A CURIOUS CRITICISM

A curious criticism of the Concordant Version has been
sent to us. No one who understands the principles on
;which the Version is based could be influenced by it. The
writer evidently has no idea of either the concordant or
the vocabulary method. It is, however, such a good exam
ple of how not to translate that we may be able to extract
some useful lessons from it by contrasting its method
with our own.

We will reprint the criticism in small type and follow
it with our comments. In general we may say that the
whole is evidently based on Strong's Concordance, which
is freely qiioted as an authority. We wish to state as
emphatically as possible that consulting the definitions
in a concordance is not the concordant method. This is
especially true of Strong, who repeats the words used in

the Authorized Version and leads us about in a circle.
The Authorized Version is right because Strong agrees!
Strong is right because he agrees with the Authorized
Version!
It is the study of the passages themselves
(which are furnished by the concordance) which consti
tutes true concordant study. We have often been asked
which is the best concordance. Such works as Cruden's
are of little use. Strong's is better, and also Young's.
But I have found that the tracing of the original words
through these systems is too complex for even a brilliant
intellect. Such a work as Wigram's Englishman's Con
cordance is much simpler and brings results. In it all
the passages for each Greek word are grouped together,
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no matter what the English rendering may be/ Had our
critic possessed one of these instead of Strong's the crit
icism would never have been written.
SOME ERRORS OF THE CONCORDANT VERSION OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT, TRANSLATED FROM THE
GREEK BY MR. KNOCH.

These errors are found in a front page article, illustrated
by a sample page, published in The Dearborn Independent on
January 6th, 1922:
First. A faulty translation of Hebrews 11: 1 (published as

a "test of accuracy") as follows: "The A. V. reads:x <Now faith
is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen'; the Concordant method gives us: 'Now faith is an
assumption of what we are expecting) a conviction concerning
matters which we are not observing'. Faith is neither sub
stance nor evidence, it assumes the truth of which it is con
vinced." This is a wrong rendering of two Greek words, as well
as an unjust criticism of the A. V. The English word "sub
stance" has slightly changed in meaning since it was used to
translate the Greek "hupostasis" in the A. V., but at that
time it was and still is an exact word for word rendering. It
comes from "sub, under" and ^"stao, I stand" (Strong's Con
cordance, 2476, 5259). It exactly translates hupostasis, which
is from hupo, under and stao, I stand. The Greek idea is some
thing standing erect under something else, as a column, base,
underpinning. Wilson's Diaglott very properly says "basis".
The Concordant departs entirely from the idea contained in
hupostasis, and arbitrarily says "an assumption" which Web

ster says is "a supposition, something taken to ones-self" or

taken for granted without evidence.

Instead of adnering to the

idea in hupostasis, Mr. Knoch gives us an assumption.

The

Bible warns and admonishes us against either making
assumptions or being deceived by the assumptions of others
(Acts 17:11; 1 Thes. 5:21; 1 Pet. 3:15).

If the reader will turn to Hebrew 11:1 in the Con
cordant Version he will find that the sublinear of Jiupostasis, the word rendered "substance" in the Authorized
Version, is literally UNDER-STANDing. This, we submit,
according to our critic's own explanation, is "an exact
word for word rendering".
The Authorized Version
"substance" is not. We do not deny that, according to
its Latin derivation, it also means under-stand. We are
not, however, translating into Latin, but into English.
There are two methods of determining the meaning of
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a word. Oiie is its derivation. The other is its usage.
Both are needed, but only the usage is conclusive. For an
example in English, let us take this very word. We will
suppose that some savant, thousands of years hence, will
try to translate out of the English. He comes to the word
understand. It clearly means to stand under. But this
meaning does not agree with any of its contexts. He
comes to the conclusion that it must be a faded metaphor
and has to do with the posture of the mind, denoting
mental grasp. So with the Greek. The Greek word
under-stand, in the Scriptures, is never literal, but
always refers to the metaphysical realm.
Foreigners often have difficulty with English idioms.
A university professor, who taught a foreign language,
was kind enough to tell his students what particular
pages in the text book should be reviewed when an exam
ination was due. Only, instead of telling them to look
over them, he always insisted that they should overlook
them! Only in a literal translation like the Concordant
Version sublinear can exact equivalents of the Greek
elements be tolerated.
•
If our critic insists on a literal rendering, why blur
it by disguising it in literal Latin ? Substance certainly
does not mean stand under in modern English. Why not
be straightforward, and translate "Faith is the under
standing of things hoped for"? This is wrong. It can
only be righted by an appeal to the usage of the word.
Out of this literal combination of under-stand has
sprung a special significance which can only be dis
covered by examining all the passages. The following are
all the occurrences, in which the italicized word repre
sents the Greek hupostasis:
hupostasis, A. ■ V..
2 Co.

9:4
11:17
Heb.
1: 3
3:14
11: 1

in this same confident boasting
in this confidence of boasting
and the express image of His person
if we hold the beginning of our confidence
faith is the substance of things hoped for
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2 Co.

Heb.

9: 4
11:1.7

1: 3

3:14
11: 1

in this assumption of boasting
in this assumption of boasting

and the Emblem of His assumption

retaining the beginning of the assumption
faith is an assumption of what is being expected

Modern versions render hupostasis as follows.

Some

certainly exhibit madness and recklessness!
2 Co. 9 :4

2 Co. 11:17 Heb. 1:3

Revision
confidence confidence substance
Rotherham confidence confidence very being
Diaglott
confident
confidence substance
expectation
Moffatt
sure
business
character
"Weymouth confidence reckless'
being
Fenton
madness
essence
Panin
Twentieth

confidence

Century* confidence

confidence

substance

confidently being

Heb. 3 :14

Heb. 11:1

confidence
confidence
confidence

assurance
confidence
basis

confidence confident
confidence assurance
first
standing
foundation ground
confidence assurance

confidence

realization

Concordant assumption assumption assumption assumption assumption

If substance is the true equivalent, why does our
critic not attack the Authorized Version for arbitrarily
departing from the meaning of the word in the other
passages ? Can any Latin sleight of hand make under
stand mean person? Why not denounce the rendering
confidence? This "departs entirely from the idea con
tained in Jiupostasis" just as much as does our "assump
tion". The spirit of God has used the same symbol to
express one idea in all of these passages. Either He
intends us to receive the same mental impression in each
or we will need an inspired interpreter to point out to
us the differences which are lacking in the record.
;The concordant method consists in finding an English
symbol which will convey to our minds what Jiuposiasis
brought to the Greek. If it is a close and correct equiva
lent it will fit all of the passages. Can our critic explain
how '' confidence? V '' person'' and'" substance'? can con
vey only one image to our minds ? Or can they be com
bined into a composite mental picture?
'
The way to approach the problem is this: "confi
dence" is the usual rendering. Let us try it in the other
passages. "Faith is the confidence of things hoped for"

It is an Assumption
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is certainly far better/than "substance", viewed from
every angle.
It can be derived from UNDER-STANDing
more readily than "substance", for if something under
us stands, we have confidence. Why not use this term, as

Rbtherhani does ? There are two reasons. One is Hebrews
1:3, We cannot use it there. "The express image of His
confidence" is absurd.
Rotherham makes it "very
being".

The other reason is that there is a discordant note in
the passages in Second Corinthians. Boasting was not
Paul's way. He had no confidence in it. But every dis
cord vanishes when we use the word assumption. Paul
was not really boasting. He was merely assuming the
character of a braggart. God assumes various characters
for the purpose of revelation. He is Jehovah, Elohim, El,
Adonai, Father. Christ is representative of all. Faith
assumes the future. Those who have really studied this
rendering in all its contexts, and are competent to judge,
have been most enthusiastic in its praise. They consider
it a triumph of translation.
Let it not be imagined that I alone am pilloried by
our critic. I am in distinguished company. Rotherham
changes substance to confidence, and the Revisers, by
more than a two-thirds majority, altered substance to
assurance. These renderings are far better than basis,
as the Diaglott has it, for basis will not fit most of the
passages at all. I am prepared to stand alone, if need be.
But in this case I share my disgrace with practically all
of the scholars in Christendom, for few, indeed, still cling
to the idea that faith is a substance!
The various new translations recognize the concord
ant principle. They seek to put the rendering in this
passage into accord with its other occurrences. Usually
they make it agree with Corinthians, and translate "$onfidence" or "assurance", which is undoubtedly much to
be preferred to "substance". But it is more difficult to
establish a concord with Hebrews 1: 3. The Concordant
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Version is the only version of which we are aware which
puts all the passages into accord by a uniform literal
and idiomatic equivalent in every passage. "Assump
tion" not only brings harmony among the passages but
imparts to each a close, colorful and exact signification.
The Diaglott, however, seems to work on the opposite
principle, not only in its English translation, but in its
interlinear. The pity of this is that most of those who
use it do not know Greek, and naturally suppose that a
change in the English interlinear reflects a change in
the original. The Diaglott makes Hebrews 1: 3 substance,
but changes 11:1 to basis, while it has confidence in
Hebrews 3:14 and 2 Corinthians 11:17. Yet in 2 Corin
thians 9:4 ijfis confident expectation. What a variety
for the '' literal'' interlinear! The Concordant Version
is always literally UNDER-sTANDing in the sublinear and
" assumption" in the version.
human opinion ? The Diaglott
case which coincides with its
debarred from doing this,- and
with the facts by the contexts of
which the word is found.

"Which one introduces
inserts a word in each
interpretation.
I am
forced into conformity
all the other passages in

The word "elegchos", rendered "conviction" carries the idea of
proof or evidence before conviction (Strong, 1650, 1651). Faith

is thus described in the Greek as the basis.or support on which
we rest our hope.

The statement that faith is evidence would be chal
lenged in every court of justice in the land. Put the wit
ness on the stand. "What evidence have you that this
man is guilty 1'' " Judge, I did not see or hear anything,
but I believe he did it," Faith is not evidence. It is the
very opposite, for pure faith such as is before us here,

exists without evidence.

Only in a highly figurative

sense can faith be called evidence, because it takes the
place of evidence. *
■
But here is some real evidence: The word here trans
lated "evidence" is nowhere else so translated in any of

It is a Conviction
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its forms. Its only other occurrence is reproof (2 Tim.
3:16). Another form is rebuked (2 Pet. 2:16). The
verb is tell fault (Mat. 18:15), reprove (Luke 3:19;
John 3:20; 16:8; Eph. 5:11, 13; 2 Tim. 4:2), rebuke
(1 Tim. 5:12; Tit. 1:13; 2:15; Heb. 12: 5; Rev. 3:19),
convince (John 8: 46; 1 Cor. 14: 24; Tit. 1: 9; Jas. 2: 9),
convict (John 8: 9; Jas. 2: 9, margin) * No one can study
these passages intelligently without become convinced
that it means conviction, when used in.a good sense.
Not expectation merely, as Mr. Knoch has it; we may expect
without desiring, and desire without expecting, but both desire
and expectation constitute hope. "Elpizomenoi" is from "elpo",
to anticipate with pleasure, confide, hope, trust (Strong, 1680).
Therefore, "things being hoped for" is correct, and "what we
are expecting" is not.

I agree that the word "hope" was once the most
suitable translation of elpis. But words change and are
changing. Men have so often been disappointed in their
desires that "hope" has degenerated into a feeble expec
tation. The word is on the down grade. It will soon be
even weaker still, and express a desire which has no rea
sonable basis. It is a translator's business to watch such
words and take their tendency into account. "I hope
so!" has become the cry of unbelief rather than faith.
We hope for that which we dare not expect.
Those with Paul on his last voyage were in suspense.
They did not expect to be saved, but they did hope so
(Acts 27: 33). The word here is literally toward-seem,
and is much nearer the equivalent of our "hope" than
elpis. We do not hope that the Lord will come. We
expect Him. There is no uncertainty about the fact, even
if there is about the time. The Concordant Version
uses hope.for the weaker word, and expectation for the
stronger.

Moreover, though the context usually adds the
thought of desire to expectation, this idea does not lie in
the word itself. It does not necessarily imply a pleasur-
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able anticipation, especially in this passage. We believe
and expect many things which we do not desire. We
expect God to deal in furious indignation with the earth
at the time of the end. We expect that some of our dear
friends or relatives will come into condemnation unless
they believe God. But we do not hope so. In this passage
expectation is by no means limited to a pleasurable or
desirable hope.
Note also how superior is the neat phrase "things not being

seen", compared to the clumsy "matters which we are not
observing", making no distinction between "see" and "observe".

The Concordant Version does not paint its face.
Nowhere is artificial beauty more deceitful than in the
expression of divine truth.
But tastes differ.
Since
'/things not being seen7' is not in the Bible I may surely
criticize it! The real reading is "things not seen". In
Greek, a construction like this is elegant.
But the
Authorized Version itself generally considers it poor
English, and inserts a pronoun! Usually they render
such a phrase "things which are not seen".
To me the word things here is weak and inelegant. It
is so often necessary to insert things, in English, to
express the plural or help out a weak word, that it sug
gests lameness. No good writer today would use things if
he could find a more precise expression. There is a
special word used here which demands some more
respectable equivalent than things. The Authorized Ver
sion has thrice rendered it matter (1 Cor. 6:1; 2 Cor. 7;
11; 1 Thes. 4: 6). What is wrong with this rendering
here?
There is a notable difference between see and observe,
which the Concordant Version preserves. They were
not merely invisible, but the Hebrews were looking for
them, and even then they did not observe them.
Second. The Concordant proves itself in no way superior
to the A, V. by making "psuche" to be "soul" and translating

Sheol and Hades
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"world* as "age" without taking any account of the differences

between "kosmos", "aion," "gee," "oikomenon". Also his treat

ment of "hades" shows that he is unaware that hades is an
exact synonym for Hebrew "sheol" (Acts 2:27; Psa. 16:10).

The lack of truth in these statements indicates the
bias of the criticism. The critic is not at all concerned to
be honest. The Concordant Version does not translate
"wprld" as "age". It does take account of the differ
ences between "kosmos" and "aion". The former is
always system in the sublinear, and "world" in the ver
sion. The latter is "eon" always. It does differentiate
ge and oikoumene. The former is always land in the sublinear and land or earfh in the version. The latter is
beiNG-HOMED in the sublinear and "inhabited earth" in
the version. These are plain facts about which there can
be no question. This is not criticism but unfounded con
demnation.
In February, 1915, I published an article in my mag
azine, entitled "Sheol and Hades", in which I say:
To begin with, sheol and hades are equivalent in meaning,
for trades was almost always used to translate sheol in the
Greek version of the Hebrew Scriptures which was current in
our Lord's day. This is confirmed in Acts 2:27 by the quota
tion of Psalm 16:10* where the Spirit uses one as the equiva
lent of the other.

Concerning the literal meaning of hafies there is no doubt
possible. It comes from ova prefix which is equivalent to our
un~, and idein, perceive. It is the unseen. In our inquiry into
the force of sheol we will need to bear this in mind.
. . . This latter word is the Hebrew for ask. Thus the very
idiom of the Hebrew language shows us that they, too, know

ing the nature of the soul, entertained the same question as

to it after death which confronts us.

We ask: What becomes

of the soul after death?
And the Hebrew answers with
a question mark (?). There is nothing t& the English or

Greek languages to correspond to this, hut much the same
indefinite, misty impression is conveyed to ub by the Greek
equivalent, "the unseen"; It is as if you ask a Hebrew where
the soul goes at death and he should shrug his shoulders, and
if you ask a Greek the same question, he should close his eyes
and shake his head.
Most inspired words have suffered from a lack of definiteness and exactitude, but hades and sheol have suffered from
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the opposite tendency.
dimness and distance.

The Disruption
They deny definition.
*

*

*

*

They suggest

*

Since the Greek word is the equivalent of the Hebrew and
can be translated into English we shall use the term "unseen"
as the rendering of both the Hebrew and Greek terms.

As a matter of fact, I have traced almost all the

Greek vocabulary of the Scriptures, through the Septuagint, to the Hebrew equivalents. I have spent many,
many hours at this task in order to be sure of the mean

ing of both Hebrew and Greek. After all this it seems
that I am "unaware" of one of the simplest facts arising
from such an investigation!
Third. Mr. Knoch's most serious blunder, however, con
sists in his effort to teach certain doctrines, not only by means
of interpretative notes on the same page with the sacred text,
but by making peculiarly misleading translations of the Greek

words themselves, This appears on examining his way of trans
lating "katabole" into English as "disruption" for the avowed
purpose of supporting his doctrine of "beginnings in disrup
tion".

. This is serious. If I have made "misleading transla
tions" in order to support any teaching of mine, I wish
to correct them. The first step in such an investigation,
however, is the record of the witness who accuses me.
Is their testimony in other matters truthful and unbi
ased? If not, the charge recoils on my accuser. The testi
mony of a critic who has falsified plain facts is of no
weight in matters of morals. It is just as easy to cling to
"misleading translations" in order to support our own
views as for another to make them to support his.
The next question is, Is this translation necessary to
support my doctrine of "beginnings in disruption"?
First of all, I do not believe any such doctrine. I oppose
it. Theology and science teaches a beginning in chaos or
disruption. The Scriptures do not. I do teach that, after
the beginning in perfection, a disruption occurred. I do
not base my convictions on this word at all, but on God's
statement that He did not create the earth a waste (Isa.
45:18) as it became in Genesis 1:2.

Strange Lexicography
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The English word "disruption" is not derived from the
Greek. It can not be translated direct from the Greek into
English, and, therefore, it does not appear in any English
translation of the Greek New Testament. It must find its
equivalent in Greek by the" translation ol its synonyms into
Greek. Webster gives these synonyms for disruption: "the act
of rending asunder, bursting, separating, a rupture, breach,
breaking.
Disrupt: to rupture, break, or burst apart by
violence. The only Greek word which furnishes a good Greek
equivalent for these synonyms for disruption is the verb
"rheko" or "rhesso" (Strong, 4486). It is a strengthened
form of "agnumi"
(Strong, 2608)
through "rhegnumi"
(Strong, 4486). It means to break, wreck, crack apart, sunder
by separation of parts, shattering to minute fragments, to dis

rupt, lacerate, convulse, give vent (to emotion) break forth,
burst, rend, tear. Rhesso is used in Mark 2:2; Mat. 7:6; Gal.
4:27; Luke 5:37. Disruption cannot be connected with any
other Greek verb as a passable translation of any of its syn
onyms.

This'extraordinary lexicographical effusion will be dif

ficult to follow without close attention. The rule is laid

down that an English word which is not derived from the
Greek cannot be "translated" from Greek into English!
But " disruption" is by no means the only English word
in the New Testament which is not derived from the
Greek. By this rule almost all of therAuthorized Version
must be discarded! All translators seek to use words
derived from the Anglo-Saxon as much as possible. The
Bible is noted for this feature.
Another equally remarkable rule follows. We must
find the Greek equivalent by means of the synonyms of
such a word! The synonyms here given are "rending
asunder, bursting, separating, a rupture, breach, break
ing". But how many of these are "derived from the
Greek"? How can these (according to the previous

rule) be translated direct into English? It is evident'
that all of this is a mere smoke screen. It condemns
itself. If we can find a Greek word for these synonyms,
there is no reason why we should not find one for disrup
tion without their aid.
As we do not wish to pose as a scholar, we will with-
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Accurate English Equivalents

draw from the argument at this point, and test the
scholarship of our critic by that of the translators of the
Authorized Version. We are told that "the only Greek
word which furnishes a good Greek equivalent for these
synonyms . . . is rhesso'\ Let us see. The Authorized
Version renders four Greek words rend: rhegnumi, diarrhesso, sparasso, scholizo. They evidently did not agree
with our critic. Two entirely different words are trans
lated separate: aphorizo and chorizo. For break they
have, diarhegnumi, katagnumi, kataklao, klago, luo,
rhegnumi, sunthrupto, suntribo, schizo, nine different
terms.

Instead of only one Greek equivalent for these syn
onyms, the Authorized Version says there are a dozen.
The Concordant Version assigns accurate English
equivalents to all of these, as follows:
rhegnumi, btirst, burst, tear
diarrhegnumi, thru-burst, burst through
sparasso, convulse

scMzo, split, rend
apharizo, FROM-SEEize, FROM-deflne, sever
chorizo, sPACEize, separate, depart
katagnumi, down-fracture, fracture
kataklao, down-break, break
klao, break
ludy loose, loose, annul, break up, raze
sunthrupto, together-enervate, unnerve

suntribo, together-wear, crush

This Greek verb "rhesso" from which all true synonyms of

disruption find easy translation into the Greek, is a synonym
for the Hebrew "shabar" (Strong, 7670, 7665) meaning to
burst, break (down, up, off, in pieces, rupture).

If " rhesso" is the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew
" shabar", the translators of the Septuagint were un
aware of it. They lived about 300 B. C. and used both
Greek and Hebrew in their daily lives. They translated
eight different Hebrew words by rhegnumi, but never
rendered shabar so. Eighteen times they use it for bakag,
split. Shabar is usually rendered by suntribo, crush, in

Meaning Depends on Usage
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all about 131 times. The statement of our critic is evi
dently based on the accidental renderings of our English
versions, as listed in Strong's Concordance. The merest
glance at a concordance of the Septuagint would have
shown how shallow and deceptive such a method is.
Mr. Knoch uses two other words as synonyms for disrup
tion, viz: catastrophe and cataclysm. Neither of these are even
related to "katabole", for cataclysm comes from "katakluzo"

(Strong, 2626, 2627), to wash down, a flood, deluge, and so
used in 2 Peter 3:6 as "overflowed". Catastrophe is taken
bodily from the Greek and comes from kata, down, and
"strepho" to twist, turn completely around, upset (Strong,
4762). It is used in, 1 Corinthians 10:5; 2 Peter 2:6; Matthew

21:12 as "overtlirew". So we see that "disruption" comes from

the Latin "rumpo", to break, and all its synonyms in Greek are
from "rhesso", to break, and not in any way connected with
the Greek katabole, as Mr. Knoch supposes.

The C. V., sublinear or version, does not use either ca
tastrophe or cataclysm as "synonyms for disruption". It
does riot use catastrophe at all in its English vocabulary.
The Greek word it translates DOWN-TURNing, overturn,
upset. Cataclysm is used for seismos, QUAKing, when it
includes more than an earthquake. The Cfreek word it
translates down-surge, deluge. Why falsify the evi
dence? The mistaken idea that the present usage of
English words is governed by their derivation would not
be seriously suggested by anyone having a mature knowl
edge of such matters. A cataclysm in Greek referred to a
flood. It is not confined to this aspect in modern English.
Fourth. "Katabole" is a form of the verb "kataballo",
kata, down, and hallo, of which Strong says (906): "A prim
itive verb, to throw in various applications more or less
violent or intense, arise, cast, lay, lie, pour, put, send, strike,
thrust. Differs
from "rhipto", to fling with a quick toss,
whereas "ballo denotes a deliberate motion/* Ballo occurs
many times in many variations of meaning besides those just
mentioned, according to the prefixes employed, as kata, down,
hupo, under, hupotollo, to introduce stealthily, paraoallo, to
throw alongside, parable, ekoallo, to put out, and so on. It is
translated "foundation" in the A. V. and other good and
reliable versions, with the meaning of a beginning, formation,

founding.

Look it up in Webster an<J see the meaning of
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"Down-Casting" is Disruption

foundation, found, founding, foundry. It will be clear that
this is a proper word to use in the following places: Mat. 25:
34; 13:35; Luke 11:50; John 17:24; Eph. 1:4; Heb. 4:3;

11:11; 9:26; 6:1; 1 Pet. 1:20; Rev. 13:8; 17:8. Kataballo does

not mean disruption in any of these examples, but the meaning
is strictly in agreement with Strong's Concordance, as above.
It is not at any place used to translate disrupt, break, burst,
etc. But where the thing laid, put, thrown, sent, cast, or
begun is a "kosmos" or world, then "kataballo" is used, but
never any Greek word which is the same as disruption, in anyother language; disruption is from an entirely different verb,
"rhesso".

Here we have another so-called "definition" which

does anything but define. If hallo means arise, cast, lay,

lie, pour, put, send, strike, thrust, it is a chameleon, and

may mean anything. Note the first letters of these words.

They are in alphabetical order. They arec not Strong's
definitions, but the renderings of the Authorized Version.
Ballo means cast always, though idiom may require cast
down, be prostrate, drain liquids, deposit, spray, as in the
Concordant Version. Arise is anistemi, tjp-stand. Lie
is Jceiniai. Pour is cited. Put is stello. Send is pempo.
Hitherto our critic has over-emphasized the literal
derivation of words. Now we are $sked to ignore this
entirely. With the utmost inconsistency we are asked to
forget the fact that kataballo is literally down-cast. The
fact that catabolism is a good English word direct from
the Greek, ^,nd retains its literal meaning, the disruption
of living matter, and just the kind of evidence which our
critic professes to be looking for, is ignored.
As we have written a complete treatise on katabole
and will repeat the substance of it in our series on Ephe-

sians, it is not expedient to go into details here, A few
facts will suffice. The verb, kataballo, is twice translated

literally cast down in the Authorized Version (2 Cor.
4:9; Rev. 12:10). Cast down and found are not merely

distinct but opposite in meaning. We cannot translate
"founded, but not destroyed" (2 Cor. 4: 9). Who would
dare to say that "the accuser of our brethren is
founded" (Rev. 12:10)? This is sheer nonsense. In

"Place-Care'Ms Foundation
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both cases the Authorized Version is absolutely correct.
If the verb means cast down, how can the noun mean
bwild up? There is absolutely no evidence that katabole
means foundation except the theological traditions of
translators. Its derivation demands the opposite sense.
In Hebrews 4:3 it cannot mean foundation. The works
spoken of there which were followed by God's stopping
(Gen. 2:2), are those detailed in the first chapter of
Genesis. They are the restoration of the earth after its
disruption, not its foundation. The sacrifice of the Lamb
(Rev. 13:8), His sufferings (Heb. 9:26) do not date
from the perfect foundation, but the sinful disruption.
In every passage it accords with its context, but founda#i<m, never. The contexts are of such a nature that super
ficial study fails to discover the discord this translation
creates, therefore it has been accepted fpr so long. When
we find that its derivation demands the opposite sense,
and that there is another Greek word which undoubtedly
does mean foundation, there is no further excuse for the .
rendering.
Fifth.
"Themelios" is generally used in Greek to describe
a foundation of a house, city, wall, or prison, etc. It is a noun,
derived from "theo", to place in a passive horizontal position.
Strong (2310) says: "Something laid down, the substructure
of a building." It is never 'used with reference to the foundar
tion of a "kosmos", as will be seen in the following examples
of its use: Luke 6:48; 14:2&; Acts 16:26; Rom. 15:20; 1 Cor.

3:10, 11, 12; Heb. 11:10; 6:1 (note especially); Rev. 21:19.

The Concordant Version uses tJiemelios, place-care,
foundation, at all times. In the few passages where we
find it, it is not used of many things to which it can be
applied, and to which it is applied in the Septuagint. It
is the height of folly to reason reversely, as is here done.
Sound logic reasons thus: The true word for foundation
is not used of the kosmos. Therefore, "the foundation of
the world" is a discordant, incorrect phrase. If founda
tion had been meant, this word would have been used.
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Translation by Interpretation

, If we believe that the Holy Spirit directed the writers of
the New Testament to use the proper word, best fitted to
express the idea which was to be conveyed, then we will con
sider any departure from the exact text as dangerous presump
tion which is apt to lead us to believe in errors which are not

taught in the sacred text committed to us by the inspired
writers.
No translator has the right to say what a certain passage
means, and then translate the words to agree with his opinion.
Mr. Knoch has done this in Hebrew 11:1 by his own admis
sion; whereas, his whole duty was to make the closest and
most exact translation from the Greek words directly into
English words, and form his opinion of the meaning from that
accurate translation. Let us not be "wise above what is
written".

The insinuations in these closing paragraphs are verysad. The moral issue must be appealed to the bema of
Christ. He will vindicate me. But I must protest stren
uously against plain falsehoods which may hinder the
gracious ministry which God has committed to me. I
have never admitted that I have translated Hebrews
11:1 or any other passage to agree with my opinion. On
the contrary, I have spent the greater part of my life
in preparing the concordant and the vocabulary methods,
which do away with my opinion.
All other translators claim .the right to say what a
passage means and to translate the words to a^ree with
their opinion. I am the only .one I know who does not
make this ^laim. I have spent most of my life in perfect
ing the plan which makes it impossible for me to inject
my judgment. Now comes a critic who seems to know
little of either Greek or Hebrew (or Strong's Concord
ance would not be appealed to), less of the concordant or
vocabulary method, and judges me by their opinion!
I am accused of departing from the "exact text",
which seems to mean that I do not give a literal render
ing. Yet where can a more literal translation be found
than the sublinear of the Concordant Version, accord

ing to the critic's own standards? What can be more
literal than UNDER-STANDing in Hebrews 11:1? What
can be more literal than powNrCASTing in Matthew 25;

Concordant Renderings
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34? In each case every element in the Greek is given
exactly and as it is uniformly printed in hundreds of
other passages.
-' '
But—and here's the heart of the matter—in one case

I am wrong because I do not keep to the literal rendering
in the version, in the other I am "wrong because I do!
I should translate according to the critic's opinion! If I
do not I will lead people to believe in errors which are
not taught in the sacred text!
But the concordant
method delivers me from my critic's opinion as well as
my own. I will translate concordantly. If I use a word
which fits a dozen texts I cannot be accused of falsifying
it to fit one.
If this should meet the eye of some,one who questions
a rendering in the Concordant Version let them refrain
from public criticism until they have a knowledge of the
facts in the original. An appeal to authority is useless,
for there are always other authorities who disagree.. Con
sider all the contexts. Take the whole vocabulary into
consideration. We have done this and have a right to
demand the same preparation from those who oppose.
No one who has not considered all the concordant evi
dence is competent to criticize one who has.
It reminds me of a story told me by one who was
traveling in Germany. An urgent request was received to
visit an old man who had never been more than a day's
walk from his birthplace. When the traveler from the
United States came the surprising information was given
that there were brick btrildings in New York and the
bricks had been imported from Europe! If this man had
gone to New York, instead of relying on local authorities
for his information, he would not have been quite so dog
matic. So I urge all to examine all the evidence with
their own eyes.

We welcome real criticism, offered by those who have
given mature consideration to a subject. There is always

profit in that. But careless, incompetent criticism, and
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Competent Criticism

especially false accusations, not only are destructive to
others but recoil on the critic. It is difficult to consider
them in the spirit of love. We are exhorted to avoid
them. Indeed, we would not republish them if their
refutation did not prove profitable to those, who really
Vish to know and love the truth.
A. E. K.

THE CRISIS IN CHINA
This I type for prayerful consideration to all our faithful friends*
Things in China have reached such a pitch and some of you
may have noticed the trend of affairs as they have appeared
from time to time in the daily pape^ at home. Slowly the
powers of Bolshevism are taking root in the hearts of the
student class and among the soldiers—especially in Kuangtung
and in Feng-iu-hsiang's so-called Christian army. Posters are
being put up here and there to show how the country is suffer

ing from "Imperialism(?)". Lecturers (of a type) give forth

the awful thraldom the Chinese race are under owing to the
foreign powers who sail in China's waters. England is especi
ally pointed out as the blackest of all. In later reports all
foreign powers are accounted as having imperialistic aims.
Where these lies originated and who is back of them will be
understood by all who have closely watched the designs of
Moscow.

The result is that the cry has gone forth, "Send all the
foreigners out of the country and kill the English." Why?

Simply becaifse Russia cannot make a road in England to
bring about her purpose so the Chinese have become her dupes
to try and force her point on foreign soil, and if possible
destroy British trade.

What is to be the result? Can war be avoided? It seems
almost impossible! Nations which ^ish to live peacefully may
be drawn into a war with China and the Soviet Government.
Insult upon insult is being heaped upon the nationals of differ
ent countries and there is a point at which patience and toler
ance can no longer bear and when punishment must be meeted
out to the offenders. Pray earnestly that China may be saved
from dupes, from war and needless bloodshed.

Once more we thank all our friends who are ever remem
bering us in prayer and sacrifice. May the Lord abundantly

bless you in our united fellowship in making Christ known
among the heathen. Yours in His service,
J. McGillivbay.
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EDITORIAL

The doctrine of conciliation is very practical and
should be employed in our approach to both saint and
sinner. It is very natural for those who are exulting in
new found grace to wish to publish it to all. But we
should remember that the very truth we enjoy so richly
may offend some whose theology it disturbs, and who
will not listen to the truth because of preconceptions
which prejudice them against it. Let us bear with them
and seek to help them to the light.

Many have written to us seeking advice how to
approach their friends, fearing, that they will make a
breach rather than further the truth. No specific direc
tions can be given, for all cases have their individual
peculiarities. In general, however, we should first en
deavor to ascertain (if we do not already know) what
theological-ground we have to meet, and what special
line of things most interests those with whom we come
into contact. Then let us not proceed to set them right
where we think they are wrong, but let us^ sympathize
with them as far as we can and acknowledge fully where
we agree.

The next step is to give or loan them some literature
which they will enjoy, and in which they will find little
to which they can object. Generally, The Pathway of
Faith will please and profit and create the desire for
more. This may be followed by The Divine Calendar or
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News of the Work

The Sacred Scrolls of the Scriptures. Students of proph
ecy will then be glad to read The Coming Conflict or The
Mystery of Babylon.
After they become conscious that we have precious

truth which we wish to share with them, and are eager
to reconsider their own theology, then a gracious pre
sentation of those pamphlets which oppose their position
will not offend and repulse, but will be welcomed and
will produce the desired effect.
We have come to the definite conclusion, after much

experience, that corrective pamphlets should not be sent
first to those who are not desiring them. It is niuch better
to send something which confirms them in the truth they
already have, especially if it gives them added light.
Our latest pamphlet "What is Death" is, we believe, one
of the best approaches to those who believe in oblivion in
the death state. "All in All" is best for those who are
troubled about human destiny.
In brief, let us be imitators of God, as beloved chil
dren, and be walking in love (Eph. 5:1, 2). He con
ciliates and is guided by the utmost grace. Let us follow
the leadings of love, which is not self-seeking, but is
patient, kind, and desires above all the welfare of its
object.
■ ' .
"
The erroneous impression seems to be gaining ground

that Concordant teaching is an offshoot of the I. B. S. A.
This is doubtless due to the fact that so many of the erst
while leaders in that organization have become interested
and $re seeking to spread this truth. This work is not the
offshoot of any sect or organization. Its main teachings

were given out before there were any divisions in the I, Bi.

S. A. It is a fresh return to the word of God, and seeks to
be a [not the] channel of blessing to all of the saints, irre
spective of their earthly affiliations.

Meetings in Prospect
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At present Brother Loudy's program is somewhat as
follows: After the Almont meetings he will speak May
7th and 8th to a large Sunday School Convention in Wil
mington, N. 0. His next engagement will be in Montreal,
May 22nd. He may also visit points in Canada, such as
Kitchener, Ontario, and further west. A visit to the
Pacific Coast is also contemplated.
.
As the work of conducting the Bible lectures entails
much correspondence and other tasks which make it too
arduous for: one man, a. mutual agreement has been
arranged whereby Menta Sturgeon becomes a coworker
with Adlai Loudy as secretary and advance representa
tive. He is now ready to receive correspondence and co
operate with friends in arranging for Concordant Bible

Lectures. Address all communications relative to these
to Menta Sturgeon, 1675 Potomac Avenue, Dormont
Borough, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Present plans may
lead Brother Sturgeon via Washington, Baltimore, Phila
delphia, New York, Hartford, Boston, to the state of
Maine, to arrange for Brother Loudy's itinerary in his
journey to Montreal.

The meetings in Pasadena have once more been changed
„ both in location and time. They are now held on Monday
evenings, at 110 Ford Place.
Meetings are now being held at Kitchener and Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada, by Brother F. C. Brandt, who is
especially interested in the German work.
Meetings at Almont, Michigan, are being held from
April 3d to the 24th. They began with much opposition.
If Satan's efforts to thwart the work are any indication,
there is every reason to believe that something will be
accomplished. Later reports indicate that the work is
progressing more favorably.
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A New Song Book

The song in this issue is the first of a series we hope to
publish and eventually reissue in book form for use in
meetings. We hope to include many of those in our pres
ent collection, for they have endeared themselves to us,
but we will have the music as well as the words. Adlai
Loudy will be in charge of this effort, and will provide
many of the new songs and music. We hope to make this
an exceptionally scriptural and spiritual selection.
Our German friends will rejoice in the prospect of hav
ing two of our most popular pamphlets in their mother
tongue. We hope to see "The Eonian Times" published
in "Das Prophetische Wort" and also as a booklet, in the
near future. We are also expecting to issue "TheDivine
Calendar". Other publications along these lines may
follow later.
In sending in names for our lists we would appreciate it
if their status is given. Note which are new subscribers,
which are renewals, etc. This will save much searching
in the office.

We are glad to learn that Brother F. L. Fallis is
encouraged by the reception accorded to his booklet on
"Revelation vs. Tradition", which we announced in our
last issue.

The Pocket Edition is * still in the hands of the cor
rectors, but we fully expect to have it ready for our
readers before the next magazine appears. Kindly let us
know how many you wish. Our agents will let us have
their definite instructions also.
There will be two
editions, one to sell for a dollar, the other, in leather,
with gold edges, will cost two dollars.

W$t jDftiute

WHO RECEIVE THE MYSTERY?

The secret that, in spirit, the nations are to be joint
allojttees, and a joint body, and joint partakers of the
promise in Christ Jesus, through the evangel of which
Paul was the dispenser (Eph. 3:6) was not made public
until after hp was a prisoner at Borne. It is evident that
it was neither sent to the twelve apostles nor received by
them. The epistles of James, Peter, and John, although
they may have been written afterward, do not acknowl
edge it at all. Only Peter, hints at it, but he found it
''hard to apprehend" (2 Pet. 3:16).
It is quite* evident that those to whom Peter wrote did
not receive the mystery. The salvation which they re
ceived was that which the prophets had foretold (1 Pet.
1:10). This was by no means a secret. They prophesied
concerning the grace which was for them. They were a
"chosen race", a "royal priesthood", a "holy nation"
(1 Pet. 2:9; Ex. 19:4-6). Every one of these expres
sions is a direct negation of the truth of the mystery. In
the present administration there is no chosen race. AH
races are on the same footing. There is no royal priest
hood. We need no priests, for we all have access to the
Father. There is no holy nation. All nationalities are
equally blessed in Christ.
Peter, in his epistles, is upholding the prior place of
Israel over the other nations, in flesh, on the earth.
Paul reveals the equality of the nations with them, in
spirit, in the heavens. Not only Peter, but all of the
Circumcision epistles, from Hebrews to Jude, and includ-
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The Mystery is not for the Twelve

ing the Unveiling, are saturated with Israel's superiority
and base almost all blessing on a physical relationship to
Messiah. Paul himself, in his earlier ministries, had
" known Christ after the flesh ". It was not until the con
ciliation was revealed that the physical was entirely re
moved from his ministry. In his epistles—nqj; in Acts—
we find his distinctive message.
Who, then, received the mystery? If it was not meant
for all, what were the distinguishing characteristics of,
those to whom it came? As might be expected, the an
swer is plainly given by God Himself, but men have

dimmed its clearness by & defective version. The third
item of the mystery should read: "in spirit the nations
are to be ... joint partakers of the promise in Christ
Jesus, through the evangel of which I became the dis
penser . . ."' It would be very trite, indeed, to say that
this grace came through the evangel. It would be still
more trite for Paul to inform the Ephesians that he was
a minister of the gospel. But to assure them that this
new favpr is conveyed through Jiis evangel (and not that
of the twelve) is most instructive and needful.
It is not true that the nations are, or ever will be,
joint partakers of the promises contained in the gospel
wh}6h Peter preached. Almost every promise in that
evangel, apart from personal pardon, is based on the
very opposite. The believers among the nations cannot
be incorporated in the holy nation, the chosen race, or
the royal priesthood, for these are dependent on the
presence of faithful gentiles for their existence. Priests
must have people in order to officiate. For some time the
apostle Paul fulfilled this function in relation to the
believing gentiles, but, now that the nations are joint
partakers, priesthood is impossible.
We have the choice of two distinct lines of ministry,
one for the Circumcision and one for the Uncircumcision.
To one the very thought of co-partnership is repugnaift.
To the other it is the logical and necessary sequel. Only
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those who had received the evangel Paul proclaimed were
prepared for the reception of this secret. To them it was
sent and to none else. There are many considerations
which confirm this. Let us see if we cannot discover the
points of contact between Paul's previous preaching and
the secret as revealed in Ephesians.
There is much significance in the titles of our Lord.
" Jesus Christ" lays the emphasis on His humiliation and
physical relationship. *' Christ Jesus'' is the title of His
exaltation. As Paul was first introduced to Him in glory,
his ministry is associated with his heavenly dignities
rather than his rejection on earth. The fact that the
promises of his evangel are in Christ Jesus, clearly cuts
out the Circumcision evangel. The twelve apostles sel

dom used this title, for they were well aware of its sig
nificance. Until the kingdom comes they must proclaim
Jesus Christ, the lowly One, the suffering One, and now
still the rejected One, so far as the kingdom is concerned.
The refusal and increasing failure of the kingdom
proclamation was accompanied by the gradual introduc
tion of Paul's evangel, which is based on His exaltation
in heaven, hence is associated with the title Christ Jesus.
The significance of the title is in fullest accord, not only
with Paul's preparatory evangel, but especially with its
sequel, the secret now revealed. We do not wait for the
kingdom to be set up on earth. Our Head is already
glorified in heaven. He is not despised or rejected there
as He is on earth. And our destiny is that celestial realm,
where He is exalted as Christ Jesus.
The promise in Christ Jesus included such transcend
ent blessings as justification, reconciliation, and glorifica
tion, and all flow from unforced favor. It also includes
a future salvation from coming indignation (Rom. 5:9),
and our gathering unto Him before the day of indigna
tion should set in (2 Thes. 2:1; IThes. 4:13-18). The
Circumcision were never promised such immunity, but
some of them will be carried through the time of trial.
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The hundred forty-four thousand will be protected in it.
Thus the expectation set before those who receive
Paul's evangel is to be fulfilled prior to that held by the
Circumcision. They expect the Lord to come to the air
before He descends to Olivet with His holy ones. This is
referred to in the twelfth verse of the first .of Ephesians, where the Authorized Version reads," That we
should be to the praise of His glory who first trusted in
Christ." The Revisers changed this to "who had before
hoped in Christ ". This is still ambiguous, but much
nearer the truth. Rotherham is much the same, "we who
had hoped beforehand in the Christ".
The statement is not true as it stands in these ver
sions. It is contrary to the facts. Paul and those with
him were by no means the first to trust in Christ. Peter
and those with him trusted in the Messiah long before
Paul was called. The change from "trust" to "hope",
does not help much. It would be more in accord with the
records to put Paul among the last. He was the last to
see Christ after His resurrection (1 Cor. 15:8). Paul
had not preceded the other apostles in either trust or
hope. This cannot be the meaning of the passage.
The Concordant Version reads, "who are in a state
of prior expectancy in the Christ" (Eph. 1:12). The
sublinear has it the oti^s-HAViNGhBEFORE-EXPECTEp in

the anointed. The Greek word is proelpikoias. It is in
what is called the "perfect" tense. It does not denote a
specific act, but the state or condition resulting from an
act. The state of those associated with Paul was one of
expectancy. As they looked for the fulfillment of it
before the return of the Lord to rescue His people Israel,
it was a prior expectancy, in the sense that it was to re
ceive a prior fulfillment. The "before" refers to the
future, not the past. They were to be snatched away in
clouds, for meeting the Lord in the air before the Cir
cumcision would meet Him on the earth.
To such as had received this prior expectancy the
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message now comes that, not only was their immediate
expectation to be different from that foretold for Israel

by the prophets and our Lord, but their subsequent
destiny also was to be changed. They were not to come
back to the earth to receive an allotment down here, after
meeting the Lord in the air. The gentiles among them
were not to take a subordinate place to the holy nation
on the earth. Instead, they were to be joint enjoyers of
the celestial allotment with a few of the Circumcision
who also had received Paul's evangel an<J who had this
prior expectation.

It is evident, then, that, speaking broadly, the mys
tery was received by the nations, the Uncircumcision,
and that remnant among the Jews, the Circumcision,
who had become associated with Paul. Most of the Cir
cumcision did not receive it, but followed the fortunes of
the kingdom. They either died in faith, not having re
ceived the promises, or drew back and apostatized. Al
most all gentile believers did receive it, for the Circum
cision reached only a few, such as Cornelius and the
Ethiopian eunuch, who became proselytes of Judaism.
The division between the two classes was clearly marked
by their future outlook. Those who held to the kingdom
expectation could not receive the mystery; those who
held the prior expectation could not do otherwise.
The entire context confirms this interpretation. Not
merely are our blessings to be among the celestials (1:3),
but Christ Himself is given the place preeminent. He is to
be the JEEead in the heavens as well as on the earth
(1:10). And this exaltation of His is the basis of our
blessing, just as His suzerainty of the earth is the source
of Israel's sovereignty.
The full force and special significance of "who
worketh all things after the counsel of His own will"
(Eph. 1:11) is lost if we do hot see its peculiar applica
tion to the Pauline Jewish remnant. They are certainly
entitled to a place in the millennial earth. Paul deserves
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the best place in the earthly kingdom. What excuse has
God to offer for changing his allotment to heaven and
thus causing him to forfeit his place in the kingdom
administfatiqn on earth? It is this, that He is operating
the universe, not only in accord with His revealed coun
sel, as proclaimed hitherto, but according to the counsel
of His will, which includes the secrets now made known.
Of course, none of the Israelitish remnant can com
plain. The change is such a marvelous promotion, such a
tremendous advance, so much grander and more glorious
than the allotment they lose, that they not only acquiesce
but exult. The do not murmur in disappointment but
rejoice in His appointment/There is much to admire in
what we may call the arbitrary graeiousness of God. He
gives, not merely what is expected, but what accords
with His high intention.
The Uncircumcision had ho promises, no allotment

in the land. Yet they also had received the spirit of
promise, which was the earnest received by the Circum

cision.

They had received this spirit, under Paul's

preaching, simply on hearing and believing, without bap
tism or repentance (Acts 2:38) or the laying on of
hands (Acts 8:17). Since they had the same pledge,
they are entitled to the same possessions, hence are joint
allottees.
It follows, then, that the mystery was received by a
special company who had been prepared for its message
by Paul's previous epistles, or by His personal ministry
in accord with them. It had no appeal to the twelve apos
tles, no place in their public proclamations or epistles.
It does not even make contact with Paul's kingdom min
istry as detailed in the latter part of Acts, which clears
the ground, but does not lay the foundation. This is laid
in his epistles to the four ecclesias in Thessaloniea, <Jalatia, Corinth and Rome. On these the mystery is erected.
To put the matter briefly, we may say, then, that the
key to this question is contained in the written name

also Received the Mystery
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Paul. Those who received his written ministry also re
ceived the mystery. Paul, separated from the rest by the
spirit (Acts 13:2), learning nothing from them (Gal.
1:10; 2:9), receiving added revelations (2 Cor. 12:1-4,
etc.), the prisoner of Christ Jesus for the nations (Eph.
3:1), the fullest expositor of the mystery of Christ
(Eph. 3:4), and the only one who can enlighten us as to
the present secret administration (Eph. 3: 9)*—the name
Paul is the open sesame to the treasuries of transcendent
truth.

The Circumcision, represented by Peter, found these
things "hard to apprehend" (2 Pet. 3:16), not because
they lacked intelligence or spiritual jinderstanding, but
because the mystery is outside the sphere where their
own blessings are found. If it needs a special spiritual
enduement (Eph. 1:17) for us to perceive these great
truths, how difficult and well-nigh impossible is it for
those beyond the bounds of its operation to get more than
a glimpse of the greatest of all of God's revelations!
Paul knew this secret when he wrote to the Corin
thians. It seems that he even made it known in a private
way to those who were mature (1 Cor. 2: 6-10). What
else could he refer to when he says, "but we are speaking
God's wisdom in a secret, which has been coijcealed,
which God designates before the eons for our
glory . . .'' ? He plainly predicts its public revelation in
the twelfth and fourteenth chapters, when not merely
individuals would be mature, but the era of maturity
should arrive.
It is more than probable that he had received the
revelation of it fourteen years before (2 Cor. 12:2),
when he was snatched away to the third heaven. He
knew this secret before he had penned any of his epistles.
Hence they were written with it in mind, and with the
object of preparing the saints for its reception. God was
ordering all of Paul's acts and words in view of the
impending deluge of grace, which could not come until
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the full apostasy of Israel. Then, after the apostle warns
the Jews that the salvation of God is dispatched to the
nations, and that they will hear (Acts 28:28), he com
mits the secret to writing.
While, therefore, we are plainly warned that some
matters in these epistles are temporary and some would
cease, the great controlling themes like faith, expectation

and love, abide. This is tlie point in the thirteenth of

first Corinthians. Many have been imagining that the
maturity there alluded to referred to the resurrection
glory of the individual. It is concerned with the great
administrative change which was impending. Faith and
expectation will not engage us in the glory. They will be
replaced by sight and fulfillment. Love alone lingers
there. But now, in this secret economy, the signs of
immaturity vanish, and the tokens of maturity abide. .
The question may arise as to what authority there is
for believing that the faith of early believers was modi
fied by later revelations. Can we be sure that the saints
themselves are the same, and that the teaching changed?
This is evident from Ephesians itself. Teachers were
specially given for the readjusting of the saints to the
new revelation (Eph. 4:12). The Authorized Version
rendering, " perfecting", contains only a part of the
thought. They themselves, however, have rendered it,
mend, fit, and restore, elsewhere. The saints needed more
than perfecting. They needed to be readjusted to these
later disclosures.
Some doctrines were dropped and
others took their place. All matters were modified by the
change in administration.
The same readjusting is needed today, and should be
the chief function of a teacher who knows the truth, for
many of the saints have not only failed to understand
the mystery, but they cling to that which has been dis
carded by it, and even to that which never had a place
in any of Paul's writings or ministry. Indeed, the word
"readjusting" seems quite inadequate for some, who are
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almost wholly occupied with matters pertaining to Israel

and the twelve apostles. But this does not affect their

right to the blessings brought by the mystery, though, of
course, they cannot enjoy them until they recognize and
appreciate their transcendent treasures.
The question is often asked: "If the Acts does not
deal with the body of Christ, who are those of whom
James speaks, when the subject of the nations comes up
at the apostolic counsel (Acts 15:15) ? Is not God visit
ing the nations now, to take out of them a people for His
name?" James is speaking of the place accorded the
nations in the prophets.
He refers especially to the
preaching of the kingdom by Peter, who was the first to
go beyond the Jewish pale in his proclamation. The
passage that he quotes has a specific fulfillment at the
time of the end, when the tabernacle of David is rebuilt.
After the nations are almost destroyed by the judgments,
the rest of them will seek the Lord.
James and the other leaders of the Circumcision had
then no inkling of the mystery.
The nations them
selves took the place of subordination to Israel. For the
time bping, they occupied the position which would have
remained theirs permanently if Israel had repented and
the kingdom had come. The Pauline believers come be
fore us in Acts only as they are related to the kingdom
with which the book is concerned.
Therefore, while
most of the persons immediately concerned probably later
became identified with the present grace, they were not
so then. They may, even then, have been members of the
, body of Christ, but it was not then a joint body, which
was not known until the close of the Acts activities.
As such times of transition, we should not ask what
"class" each company is in, as though that were fixed
and changeless. Paul himself was probably in three dif
ferent "classes" during his career.
At first, though
called for special service in an entirely different sphere,
he was identified with the Circumcision. Later, in his
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ministry among the nations, he was separated from the
Circumcision and in the one body, in its transitipiial
aspect/Later, he lost his standing in flesh entirely, and
becomes,a member of the joint body. There is, to speak
accurately, no "body class" now. All are in the "joint
body". The "body class" existed only during Paul's
pre-prison ministry, and was merged into the present.
Now there is only one "class", fpr grace has unified all
'who believe, by the spirit of God.
The mystery embraces all who belong to Christ today.
Whether Jews or gentiles, Circumcision or Uncireumeisioh, now all who believe God are the recipients of its
far-flung favor. We are well aware that the gospel of the
Circumcision is more often proclaimed than the concilia
tion. We may almost affirm that the mystery is never
made known. But this is a day of grace. And it is not
the way of grace to withhold what is not apprehended or
appreciated. Men may proclaim pardon now, but God
gives justification. They may insist on a new birth, but
He makes a new creation. They get what He gives/ not
what they imagine He is dispensing.
It is the fashion today to make God's gifts a matter
of reward for service, or knowledge, or some fancied
superiority. We trust that all who read these lines will
enter into an exultant understanding of the secret we are
unfolding. But may He ever shield us from the assump
tion that a grasp of His truth will give us a place supe
rior to our brethren! As individuals we will receive re
wards. But there are no divisions in the body of Christ,
some of whom, because of special enlightenment, will re-.
ceive a different or a higher destiny. All we are one!
In Christ the most ignorant and useless believer, by
grace, has all of the treasures which the most intelligent
and useful can claim.

Knowledge puffs up. Love builds up. Almost every
advance in the knowledge of God has resulted in an arro
gant, self assertive division among His saints. We wit-
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ness the sad spectacle of the followers of Christ divided
into hostile camps, each proclaiming its own superiority
and relegating the rest to an inferior position. Each
claims a monopoly of His grace, because of some fancied
attainment in faith or faithfulness. Let no one imagine
that a knowledge of the mystery is requisite in order to
receive its benefits. If that were so, how few would ever
find the place prepared for them by God!
We trust that many will be led into the enjoyment of
this marvelous mystery, and open their heart's eyes to
apprehend this, the highest revelation given by God to
mortal man. It is not only the grandest in glory, but
also the greatest in grace. It is our earnest prayer that
such a knowledge will be suffused with love. It is our
fervent petition that no one will arrogate its benefits to
himself and exclude others because they have not yet
Apprehended its message. All who believe now "receive"
the mystery in the most potent and precious sense of the
word. They may never have heard of it, they may not
understand it, they may even reject and oppose it. Yet
it is theirs, and they will receive it in due time, as deter
mined by the despotism of grace.
Other administrations call for conformity in faith or
practise as a condition of participation. The coming era
of indignation will have different "classes'' to accord
with degrees of faithfulness. But in this economy of pur
est grace, where the only requirement is a lack of all
deserts, the most elementary faith is the key which opens
the portal to all of God's treasures. Having Christ, we
have all. We can enjoy more a^ we explore what is ours
in Him, but we can do nothing to add to our possessions.
Hence we are all in the same '' class", we are one in
Christ Jesus.
If, however, we press the present aspect of our ques
tion, and ask "Who receive the mystery?'", that is, who
accept it, and enjoy it, and exult in its transcendent
glories, the Scriptures give us a very clear answer. Two
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qualifications are necessary, according to Paul's Corin
thian letter. He made this secret known to those who
were mature (1 Cor. 2:6, 7), and could not reveal it to
the fleshly (1 Cor. 3:1). 'i Dispensational'' maturity
and spirituality are necessary conditions for the recep
tion of the mystery.
Maturity is manifested in the rejection of human wis
dom and philosophy, and a recognition of the rudiment
ary nature of the kingdom activities. Those who follow a
philosophy of human origin, though dealing with the

Scriptures, effectually shut themselves up where they
cannot receive God's secret. And those who, like the
Corinthians, are occupied with the manifestations of
minority, the affairs of spiritual childhood, will find it
impossible to receive the mystery in its plenitude and
preciousness. The mystery is only for the mature.
Carnality is chiefly manifested in sectarian divisions,
and walking as men in the flesh comport themselves. In
my own experience I have found the futility of even try
ing to teach the mystery to anyone whose heart cleaves to
the confusion of man-made divisions, or even claims to be
a follower of Christ in a sense peculiar to his own party.
Sectarianism effectually destroys the possibility of delv
ing into the mystery. It is an impervious coating which
truth cannot penetrate. The secret is only for the unsectarian and spiritual.
Indeed, so marvelous is this mystery that Paul prayed
for the saints, who may not have been either immature or
unspiritual, for a special spirit of wisdom and revelation
for its realization (Eph. 1:18). I join with Paul in
praying for all who wish to enter into the enjoyment of .
this surpassing secret, the summit of divine knowledge,
wisdom and love, that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the Father glorious, may indeed enlighten the eyes of
their hearts, that they may perceive its call, its allotment
and its power.
A. E. K.

HOW READEST THOU?

A monk going forth from the world is hardly conscious
that the world goes with him and is closer to his soul
than his shadow is to his body.
When Luther left
Eomanism he went fortfy but not all of Komanism was
left behind. Many a movement in the more recent years
of Protestantism has sought to free itself from the sec
tarianism of the sects only to add one more to the over
crowded list.
'c When the Brethren (Plymouth Brethren) '' came out "
from the various existing churches they knew not that,
while sectarian names were left behind, the spirit of sec
tarianism was not.
When a later revolt against the
churches started a special movement they, too, thought
that all of decay and corrupted Christendom was left
behind. They erred, for they took with them one of the
most pernicious evils in Christendom, viz., the spiritual
izing method of interpretation. It is concerning this

mode of "explaining" Scripture we wish to write, for

we feel there are many thousands of hearts loyal to God's
Word who would not hesitate for a moment to have done
- with this imaginative mess were they only to see how
grossly inconsistent, illogical and irreverent it really is.
To read a treatise on the Bible, or some part of it,
colored by this "method", or to listen to a sermon by a
" spiritualizer" is to be forcibly reminded of a certain
printer's error. The notice which he was to set up in
type concerned a minister who had preached both morn

ing and night. When the clergyman read the report,
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however, he knew at last that he had " preached -.'bosh.
morning and evening"!
The spiritualizer teaches that God means something
other than what He says. He speaks of days but he
means years! He mentions cities but He means religious
systems! His prophetic word is not exactly fulfilled but
only in spiritual equivalents! This method is condemned
by the Bible from the very start, for in God's past fulfill
ments of His word He has always shown it as part of
His glory to have meant just exactly what He said, and
to do exactly as He had either threatened or promised.
"In Bethlehem" was the prophetic word. "In Bethle
hem" is the seal which history affixes thereto. "Of a
virgin" was the promise. Thus, too, was the fulfilling of
the Word. "Jerusalem" has often been the subject of
divine intimation. Have not God's promises and threats
to that city been literally fulfilled? God, then, is the
great Literalist—meaning exactly what He says. When
He speaks of cities He means cities; when He uses
Israel's name He means Israel; when He employs the
term "days" He intends days to be understood; and
when He refers to years it is the idea of years He would

convey. Mark carefully the fact that fulfilled prophecy

proves this to be God's method, consequently to substi
tute a spiritualizing method is to contradict the prec
edent of Scripture, and, without authority from the
Book, to insinuate that God has changed His method, of
keeping His word. It must be classed as an irreverent
imposition on the people of God.
• How readily would the spiritualized meaning of the
birth of Christ be given by an Old Testament spiritual
izer! The "outburst of a great spiritual movement".
The "house of bread" (Bethlehem) would be "demon
strated" as indicating a revival of the Word of God.
But the great clock of history has slowly but surely
ticked out the refutation of such ideas. And how incon
sistent it is to acknowledge the fulfillment of Messianic
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prophecies in an individual, to make the Christ of proph
ecy a person, and the prophesied Antichrist a system, or

even a series of persons! Where does God indicate that
He has two ways of prophetic fulfillment? Where, then,

is the authority for this irreverent and illogical change?
The

precedent

of

Scripture

is

literal—change

that

method at your peril. '.''All kinds of twisting and turn

ing done here" is an inscription suitable for an iron
worker's shop and also for many a volume of spiritual
ized fancies.
We know how the important prophecy of the Seventy
Weeks in Daniel nine is constituted and divided. The
first sixty-nine "heptads" are shown by indubitable his
toric fulfillment to have been heptads (or sevens) of
actual, literal years. The spiritualizer cannot avoid this
fact; nevertheless, he waves his conjuror's wand and the
remaining "seven" expand into spiritualized years of
three hundred and sixty years each. There is no intima
tion from God that such a tremendous change of pro
phetic fulfillment is involved here. The theory springs
entirely from the spiritualizer *s fancy and is without
precedent in Scripture. It is as unauthorized as it is
illogical. In an entirely different connection God does
allot a "year for a day" as in the case of Israel's failure
to enter Canaan. Forty years for forty days, this was
the measure of their judgment but the days meant days
and the years "meant years. God did liot say one thing
and mean another: He meant days when He said days
and years when He said years.
If we consistently and logically interpret the seven
tieth sev^n as being the same in kind as the preceding
sixty-nine with which it is grouped, then wlien we read
God's reference, as in the Apocalypse, to "three and a
half years", "forty-two months," "twelve hundred and
sixty days" we know that once more God means what He
writes, years when He writes years, months when He
writes months, and days when He writes days. The
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Apocalypse is full of divine explanations. The seven
lamps, the seven stars, and other symbols are explained,
but not once is there a hint given that the days are other
than days or the years other than years. It is evident
that an interpretation of the Apocalypse which is con
sistent with the prophetic calendar of Daniel nine means
nothing short of catastrophe to the system with its "gos
pel" that millennial dawn is now breaking upon the
nations' night. No "gospel", however, can be the gospel
of God if it does not honor the glorious self-consistency
of the Word of God. And if any of our dear brethren
deem it a catastrophe to relegate these false, spiritualized
fancies to the waste paper basket let them remember it is
nothing to the catastrophe of putting God's Word there,
and this is really what the "spiritualizing" method does
when it makes the sacred Book a thing of rubber or wax,
to be twisted this way and that at pleasure. The keen dis
appointment which has been created already by the

"revision" of dates but foreshadows the bitter chagrin

to be experienced by the failure of the dates set for the
future.
The inconsistency of making sixty-nine sevens equal
to four hundred and eighty-three years, and one seven
equal to two thousand five hundred and twenty years;
which makes Bethlehem and Jerusalem literal cities and
Babylon a religious system; which makes the prophesied
Christ a person and the prophesied Antichrist the Papal
succession, is irreverent, for it repudiates the way in
which God has shown, in inspired history, how His prom
ises and threats came literally true.
Christendom is familiar with the vice of spiritualiz
ing away some of the plainest statements of Scripture.
"Death" has been made to mean "misery", and "life"
has been reduced into "happiness". The real service
one of the latest movements has rendered to thousands
consists in the repudiation of this method as it applies
to such terms, and in showing that their full literal mean-

Death means Death
ing is to be understood instead. May we not hope then
that, if our brethren have made a great advance by dis
carding the-"witches', broth" of spiritualization when
applied to.man, they will make a further advance when
they repudiate it as a key to unlock Sod's references to
cities, nations, and dates?
Alan Burns
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THE HARVEST AND THE VINTAGE

The two divisions of this Temple section of the Unveil
ing, one giving us Jehovah's redemption of faithful
Israel, and the other detailing His destruction of the
apostates, both close with a pair of pictures most graph
ically presenting their consummation, One concludes
with the Harvest and the Vintage (14:14-20). The other
ends with the Marriage Peast of the Lambkin and God's
Great Dinner (19:6-21). In each case there is a couple
of closely related figures. The first pair portrays the
ingathering of the crops. There is a harvest of the grain
and of the grapes. The other deals with feasting. There
is a wedding and a state dinner. And in each case the
first figure is filled with felicity and the second i$ dire
with doom.
Until we see this it is somewhat difficult to discover
why two figures so nearly alike should be used. If the
Harvest also spells the destruction of Israel's adver
saries, in what way does this differ from the Vintage?
In every other way they seem identical, and we have
something too near a "vain repetition" to claim a place
in a scroll which otherwise has not a redundant syllable.
There must be a wide divergence, similar to other cases

of this kind. The two white horse riders (6:2; 19:11)
have been confused, though one is Christ and the other
antichrist. There is a surface likeness between good and
evil, especially in the last days.
It is said that the Harvest must be a "judgment"
scene because One like a son of mankind does the reap-
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The Harvest Blesses tlie Saints

ing, and all "judgment" has been eommittedto the Son
because He is the Son of Mankind (John 5:27). This is
true, but the drab color foisted on the word " judgment"
makes it false. This whole scroll is replete with judg
ment. Not merely the ungodly are judged, however, but
the martyrs have judgment granted them (20:4). These
martyrs are the very ones in view in this Harvest. The

judgment of the dead (11:18) includes the wedding of
the Lambkin. Her bridal robe is an award of judgment.
" Judgment" is not condemnation. It deals out blessing
to the deserving as well as doom to the undeserving.
Jehovah Himself is judged at this time.
In this ease, however, the sharp sickle seems to indi
cate a painful process. It is the very same kind df
instrument as is used in the Vintage, which, as we shall

see, is an act of God's fury.

This anomaly is readily

explained when we recall the previous proclamations and
the eonian evangel. There, blessing is not through life,
but death. There is the shadow of apparent doom in the
blessing of the Harvest. Like the literal garnering of
grain, it consists in beheading, and it is not easy to see in
this terrible ordeal the true happiness which it holds.
Apart from the special companies, the vast throng of
Israel's saved at the time of the end will be harvested by
death. They are the happy dead who die in the Lord.
It is suggested that this Harvest is the concentrated
expression of the calamities which occur under the bowls.
Having once seen the distinct divisions of this book, no
one will take the closing visions of one section as an intro
duction to the next, especially when the object of the
two is totally different. We are still concerned with the
covenant, and Jehovah's fulfillment of it for faithful
Israel. The next section, in which the bowls occur, deals
with the unfaithful part of the nation, and their
destruction. It does not commence until the law is
exposed in the tabernacle of the testimony (15: 5), for
it is based on the breaking of the law. The Harvest is

The Vintage Avenges Them
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founded on the fulfillment of the covenant (11:19).
There is something ^ery striking and suggestive in
the fact that the eonian evangel was proclaimed by a
messenger, or angel, the doom of Babylon was an
nounced by a, messenger, the doom of the apostates was

threatened by a messenger, the Vintage is carried out
by two messengers, but a voice from heaven announces
the happiness of the martyrs and One like a son of man
kind reaps the harvest of the earth.
Still more striking is the fact that, though all of
these messengers are under the Son of Mankind, and
are carrying out His orders, in the case of the Harvest
this is reversed. Perhaps this is why we do not read
that it was the Son of Mankind, but Ojie like a son of
mankind. No one doubts that this is Christ, yet it is not
in accord with His high dignity to take this subordinate
position, for here He takes His orders from a messenger
out of the temple!
Is it not plain that the Man of Sorrows, Who always
dealt out blessing in His lowly sojourn on earth (if we
except the cursing of the fig tree), still delights to deal
out mercy, and when, amidst the dreadful storm clouds
that lower over the guilty earth,.a bright cloud of blessing is to descend, it is His delight to exchange places
with His subordinates and seize the sickle with His own
pierced hand? Judgment is given to the Son of Man

kind, not because "He is made of sterner stuff than
others, but because He can sympathize with sorrowstricken humanity. He has endured their woes and
knows their weakness.
The sight of a wMte cloud in such a stormy sky is
very striking. It is the color, not of condemnation, but of
justification. Not only our I^ord Himself (Mat. 17:2;
28: 3; Mark 9: 3; 16: 5; Luke 9: 29), but His messengers
(John 20:12; Acts 1:10) and the heavenly elders (Un.
4:4) are clothed in white. This is the color of the robes
ol righteousness which are granted to the conquerors
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The White Cloud brings Blessing

(Un. 3: 4, 5, 18), the souls under the altar (6:11), the
vast throng (7:9, 13), and those who compose the army
of Christ at His advent (19:11, 14).
White clouds do not alarm us. They do not threaten
a sudden storm. Their fleecy forms float serenely in the
azure vault of heaven. They are bright and beautiful.
Not so with black clouds. They bring fear and even
terror at their approach. Dimming the light of day, they
spread Stygian darkness over the sky, which is only deep
ened by the lurid illumination of the lightning flash,
and made more menacing by the reverberations of the
thunder's awful roll. These are often present in this
scroll. Here they are absent. The cloud is white.
The cloud is big with blessing, even if the only portal
to bliss is the sharp sickle of death, for these martyrs are
those who not only live, but also reign with Christ .dur-ing the thousand years. And, strange to say, the blessing
comes only through the death-dealing sickle, for all who
are not reaped by its keen edge, and raised again in the
former resurrection, are left for the awful fury of an
indignant God.
The "crown" or wreath is a fitting symbol here, for
it speaks of both reward and dominion. It was given to
the winners in the games and was worn by those of regal
rank. As a prize it was twined of some perishable plant.
As a royal head piece it was made of precious metal.
This crown is of gold. It suggests to usTthe One Who has
won the prize of earthly dominion and is exercising His
royal rights as the great Reaper. But He reaps only the
seed He has sown. The darnel sown by the enemy are
left for messengers (Mat. 13:37-39). After they have
gathered the darnel into bundles, that it may be burned,
the wheat is gathered into His barn.
What a contrast is this golden trophy of His achieve
ments with the wreath of thorns braided by the soldiers
of Caesar! In these two incidents, the first and last time
we read of a wreath in the Greek Scriptures, we are

He Who Suffered shall Reign
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given a miniature of His whole career. He who suffers
shall reign! The Christ of the crown of thorns is the only
One Who may wear the crown of gold. Is not this why
He condescends to stoop down to earth before His glori
ous advent in order to stop the sufferings of His saints ?
They also have suffered, and they shall reign with Him.
By a blessed death they are spared further trial and
thus escape the furious inflictions which are yet to come
under the figure of the seven bowls.
The golden wreath is on His head.
We might be
captious and criticize this as a needless item of informa
tion, but we have learned to value divine "blemishes"
above human corrections. The first time we read of Him
in the character He here assumes, His head had no crown.
"The jackals have burrows, and the flying creatures of
heaven roosts, yet the Son of Mankind has nowhere that
He may be reclining His head" (Mat. 8:20). As the

Son of Mankind He is the Head of all earth's creatures.
The animals are among the lowest subjects in His domin
ion. They are provided for. Yet He, their Head, had no
where to pillow it! Now, what a change! It is not weary.
It wants no resting place. It is adorned with the symbol
appropriate to its high place and power.
Once more we are reminded that the main issue in
this section is worship. These martyrs are not massacred
because they refuse allegiance to the powers: that be.
They do not suffer for lack of loyalty to the political pre
tensions of the great emperor. All their woes come be
cause they will not worship his image or wear his emblem.
The messenger who gives the order to reap comes out of
the temple (14:15).
Those who refuse to receive the
antichrist are remembered in the sanctuary. Their de
liverance is decreed in the presence of God.
In the opening of the next section we will meet these
martyrs again, standing on the fire-flecked glassy sea,
with lyres or harps in their hands, singing the song of
Moses and the song of the Lambkin (5:2-4). As they are

The Vintage is Trodden
there, in vision, before the messengers with the seven
last calamities pour out the bowls of hoarded fury into
the land, they are saved from the most terrific of all the
divine visitations. Indeed, these martyrs are the immedi
ate cause of these fierce inflictions, and are prefaced,
along with the song of Moses, to vindicate the divine
vengeance.
THE VINTAGE

However we may be inclined to associate a vintage
with joy and gladness, the figure here refers us to the
most fearful destruction, under the aspect of the tread
ing. As this process may not be familiar to some, a few
words of explanation may be in place. I well remember
how, in the early days, when Southern California pro
duced great stores of wine, I used to watch the bare
footed men trampling down the grapes in the great
trough, and see the juice flow forth below. Even then it
seemed a shame to tread down the beautiful black berries.
Now, as I look back, I shudder at the awful suggestiveness of the blood-like juice and the ruthless treading of
the mellow grapes.
In this respect the Vintage differs from the Harvest.
Nothing is said about the threshing of the wheat, which
might suggest severity, if not destruction.
But here
much is made of the treading of the grapes. This sug
gests a lesson in figures of speech which few seem to
heed. Press only the expressed points of contact between
the literal amd the figurative. If a figure is like the lit
eral in all points it is no longer a figure, for likeness
then gives place to identity. Ignore all the implication^.

They are not a part of the figure. The harvesting of fully
ripe wheat usually includes threshing. That is literal,
and true. But if threshing is not specifically mentioned,
its injection is false and misleading. There will be no

threshing of this Harvest.
Again our attention is drawn to the temple, as the
origin of this infliction. On this occasion two messengers

The Harvest is not Threshed
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emerge, one from the temple, and one from the altar, and
each is connected with an agent of destruction. The mes
senger who came out of the temple had a sharp sickle.
, Possibly this knife was shaped differently from the one
in the previous vision. It may have been more like a
pruning hook or vineyardist's knife. But this is not
worth discussing. The point lies in the fact that its name
is the same, and the work it does is probably the same.
Both bring death.
The reaper is urged to his task by another messenger.
He doubtless suggests the motive for the Vintage.. He
comes out of the altar. He has jurisdiction over fire.
Does not this remind us of a similar scene in the political
section? Under the fifth seal the souls of those who had
been slain because of the word of God and their testimony
are found under the altar, whence this messenger
emerges. They cry for vengeance on their murderers.
But they are bidden to rest until the massacre of their
brethren is complete (Un. 6:9-11). It is at this point
that the messenger comes out of the altar and orders the

Vintage to proceed.
When the Harvest has been ended and all the faith
ful have been offered up as sacrifices for their faith, and
their blood poured at the bottom of the altar, then it is
time for the vengeance of the Vintage. Just as the blood
of Abel cried out to God after he was dead, so the suffer
ings of God's elect will demand the retribution of the
Vintage. The Harvest is not to be confused with it, but

is the cause of it. It is finished before it because it leads
to it.
The messenger who comes out of the altar has juris
diction over its fire. The sacrificial flame must be kept
burning at all times. It should have been in charge of

one of Israel's priests. Now, however, it seems destined
to die out. There is no other way of perpetuating the
worship of God on earth but to destroy those who are
extirpating the saints. The blood beneath the altar and
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Joel's Account of the Vintage

the fire on the altar become vocal in their insistence on
the destruction of the wild beast and his minions.
Near the close of the next section we come upon the
Vintage again, in connection with the destruction of the
wild beast and its armies by the White Horse Eider (Un.
19:11-21). There we are told Who the Treader is. ' vAnd
He is treading the wine trough of the furious indigna
tion of God, the Almighty. And on His cloak and on His
thigh He has a name written: 'King of kings and Lord
of lords'/' This brings the career of the wild beast to its
close and ushers in the millennial reign. Hence we have
once more arrived at.the crisis heralded by the seventh
trumpet. The succeeding section must be anterior to this,
so covers the same period of time*
The prophet Joel has a most graphic account of this
epoch, and uses the same figures of speech. He gives us
many details and settles may doubtful points, so we will
give two passages from his third chapter in full, revising
slightly to make them sufficiently concordant to be safe.
JOEL 3:1, 2 (in Heb. 4:1, 2)

For lo! in those days and in that era,
In which I am turning back the captivity of Judah and

Jerusalem,
I convene all the nations also,

And cause them to descend into the vale of Jehoshaphat
[Jehovah-JUDGE]
And I am judged with them there

As to My people and My allotment, Tsrael,
Whom they scatter among the nations.

JOEL 3:9-17 (in Heb. 4:9-17)
Call this among the nations:
"Hallow a war I [or Proclaim a holy war!]
Rouse the mighty!"
(The mortal-warriors are drawing nigh,
They are ascending.)

"Be pounding your colters into swords,

And your pruning hooks into lances^"
(He who is overcome is saying, "Mighty am If")

"Mobilize and come, all nations from around,
And muster!"

"Thither settle thy mighty ones, Jehovah!"

The Battle of J^hoshaphat
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The nations are being; roused and are ascending into the
vale of Jehoshaphat [Jehovah-JUDGE]
For there I am sitting to be Judge of all the nations
from around.

"Send forth the sickle,
For the harvest is ripe.

.

Come, descend,
For the wine trough is full.

The wine vat runs over
For their evil is much."

Throngs, throngs in the vale of culmination!

For the day of Jehovah is near in the vale of cul
mination!

The sun and moon are somber,
And the stars gather in their, beams,
And Jehovah from Zion is roaring,
And from Jerusalem He is giving forth His voice,
And heavens and earth quake.
And Jehovah is a refuge to His people,
And a stronghold to the sons of Israel.
"And you know that I, Jehovah, am your God,
Tabernacling in Zjon, My holy mountain."
And Jerusalem becomes holy
And aliens are not passing in her again.

The latter passage is dramatic in its interchange of
narrative and dialogue. We view all, not as a far-off
future event, but as though we were present (as we shall
be), looking down on the climax and culmination of
human rebellion and divine forbearance. A few words of
explanation regarding some of the new renderings may
be appreciated before we pass on to a consideration of
the passages as a whole.
The rendering "am judged" is rather a bold stroke,
though perfectly justified by the facts. The usual render
ing "plead", is merely a concession to the erroneous idea
that judgment involves condemnation. It does not. Jeho
vah and His people are going to get their deserts as well
as the nations.
It is the Niphal form of the Hebrew
sliapJiat, judge, which may have a middle or a passive
force. It is really middle, in this passage, for Jehovah
is the actor and the one acted upon. The nations are not
represented as acting.
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The Valley of Culmination

"Mortal" is one of the words tfsually translated man.
It means incurable, and refers to the sin and infirmity'
of humanity. It is a pity to confuse it with the other
names for humanity, for it is filled with significance in
many of its occurrences. Here it is very suggestive.

Man's proud armies are mortal.

Jehovah's hosts are

immortal.
How insanely impotent is their struggle
against God! We feel that the word "mortar', which
English already sanctions in the sense of human, is a
valuable rendering, and hope that it will be welcomed by
students of the Scriptures.
„
There is good reason to fbllow the Authorized Version
rendering share in 1 Samuel 13: 20. If this is right, then
the word here used, etJi, is probably the colter, or coulter,

as they themselves render it in 1 Samuel 13: 20, 21. This
is an instructive instance in which the translators were
forced to use the vocabulary method, because both of
these words came together in one passage and had to be
discriminated. We are simply extending this advantage
to all the occurrences. Besides, a plowshare, even if beaten
into the shape of a sword, would be an unwieldy weapon,
too heavy to carry. But the colter, a steel blade fastened
to the beam to cut the sod before the share turns it over,
is much easier to fashion into a sword, and more likely
to be used.
"The valley of decision" is rather a good rendering,
and we have hesitated before trying to improve on it.
The literal Hebrew suggests the idea of a point. It is
used of the pointed iron instrument which was used in
threshing grain. It suggests the climax, or culmination
of Jehovah's dealing with the nations. It is not merely
that the controversy is decided, but that the turning
point has arrived when the nations go their full length
and Jehovah brings the matter to a culmination.
The word kadar is usually represented by black or
dark, each of which has its own Hebrew equivalent. It
is, however, often translated mourn (Job 5:11; 30:28;

The Coming Holy War
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Psa. 38: 6; etc.). That it does not mean absolute black
ness is evident from several passages. What is needed is

an English word whicli combines the meaning of dark

ness with sadness.

This we have in somber.

It satisfies

both the literal and metaphorical usage, and probably is
intended to lend a. touch of sadness even to this scene,
where it is used in its primary sense.
The time of a prophecy is always important. Joel
fixes this in a most satisfactory manner. The battle of
Jehoshaphat (there is no battle of Armageddon) takes
place at the very close of gentile dominion. It is the time
when Jehovah settles with them for their treatment of
His people. It immediately precedes the restoration of
the holy nation.

Joel gives a striking confirmation to our insistence
that the real issue of this war is worship. The usual
rendering is most inadequate. "Prepare war" may seem
better English, but it fails to give the sense. The Revisers
have " sanctify" in the margin. It means make holy,
hallow. It corresponds to the jehad, or holy war, of •
Islam.
With Joel's details added to John's succinct account,
we have one of the most notable prophetic forecasts in
the Scriptures. The mere prediction of a great slaughter

in- the future could hardly fail of fulfillment. That it
should be located on a line nearly two hundred miles long
involves a prescience unknown to man. That it will be
in the vale of Jehoshaphat, involving the mobilized
nations of the world, and end in their sudden destruc
tion, with signs in the sun and moon and many other
accompanying details, makes it a miracle of guesswork
unless inspired by God, for there are billions of chances
against the combination, at one time, of so many minute
coincidences.

How fitting is the name of this, the decisive battle
which changes man's day into the day of Jehovah! Jeho
shaphat is a compound of the title of Jehovah and the
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A Sanguinary Stream

usual Hebrew word for judge. The culmination of man's
misrule and the beginning of Christ's reign can only be
brought about by Jehoskaphat—the judgment of Jeho
vah.

As this scene will come before us again we need not
linger here now. Before the great war a battle line over
one hundred eighty three miles was considered a fantastic
exaggeration. But the western front was much longer
than that. This line will be in Palestine, from Harmageddon, through the valley of Jehoshaphat, to Bozrah
(Isa. 24:6-8; 63:1-6), which is just the correct length.
Here will be such a blood slaughter as the world has

never known before—aye, and will never know again,

for fire consumes the insurgent hosts at the close of the
thousand years.
The lowest point of this sanguinary stream will run
so deep as to challenge belief. The blood from this long
trough will Hse to the height of the houses' bits. It makes
one shudder and sicken even to think of the millions of
mangled carcases which must be bled to make this river
of gore, which satiates the awful fury of an offended
God.
Thus ends man's day.
God's forbearance lasts
long, but His fury is sudden, swift and summary. Yet
His judgment is true and righteous altogether!
A.E.K.

jgtubte* in J£ttt

THE PROSELYTE CORNELIUS

In Section 129 of the structure (10:24-29) we read
of Peter's arrival in Csesarea. This section may be ex
panded as follows:
1421: 10:24-.
1431: 10:-24.

Peter comes to C»sarea.
Cornelius, preparatory to Peter's coming,
. calls together his relatives and friends.

1441: 10:25-26.

Peter's refusal of Cornelius' worship and
reason.

1432: 10:27.

Peter, upon arriving, finds many gathered
together.

1442: 10:28-29-.

1422: 10: -29.

Peter's acceptance of Cornelius'invitation
and reason.

Peter's inquiry as to reason of his coming.

In Section 1421 (10:24-) Peter comes to Csesarea.
"Now on the morrow he entered Csesarea." Thus, in this
third cycle of ministry, to the limits of the land, we see
Peter skirting the borders of Israel on this seashore
journey from Joppa to Caesarea. The location of Caesarea
may also be.typical of Cornelius' portion, for just as it
lay on the outer extremity of the land, near the gentile
world, so Cornelius, the gentile proselyte of the gate, was
on the fringe of Judaism, and still near the outer gentile
world.
In Section 1431 of the structure (10:-24) we see
Cornelius, preparatory to Peter's coming, calling to

gether his relatives and friends. "Now Cornelius was
hoping for them, calling together his relatives and his
intimate friends." It seems that many of Cornelius'
relatives and friends had followed his leadership in
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Peter's Lack of Pretention

regard to Judaism. These were therefore ready to listen
to Peter's message, as they were already worshipers of
the God of Israel. They were proselytes of the gate, like
Cornelius, and were not turned by Peter's message from'
darkness to light and from idolatry to the worship of the
true God, as were the converts of Paul.
They were
simply gathered together to receive additional light; they
were among those whom God had cleansed ere Peter's
arrival.

In Section 1441 of the structure (10: 25-26) we have
Peter's refusal of CorneliusJ worship and the reason for
it. "Now as Peter came to enter, Cornelius, meeting him,
falling at his feet, worships. Yet Peter raises him, saying,
'Rise, even I myself am human'." Cornelius' mistaken
worship of Peter, who was about to unlock to him the
door of the earthly kingdom, is refused by Peter on the
ground that he, even like Cornelius, is human. It were
well if those who claim to be Peter's successors, would
bear in mind and follow Peter's example. Of course, the
folly of Eome's pretensions is absolutely missed by even
the vast majority of Protestants, including the most of
the so-called deeper students and teachers of the Scrip
tures. While it is true that Peter had the keys of the
earthly kingdom committed to him, he never was a mem
ber of the church, the body of Christ, and therefore his
ministry and authority have no bearing whatsoever on
the question of membership in that body. Peter's posi
tion is in the earthly kingdom, sitting on a throne, judg
ing one of the twelve tribes of Israel (Mat. 19:28).
In Section 1432 of the structure (10: 27) we read that
Peter, upon coming, finds many gathered together.
"And, conversing with him, he entered, and finds many
come together." These proselytes of the gate were gath
ered together because they were to receive their blessing
through Israel.
Their blessing was dependent upon
Israel's blessing. Our blessing comes direct from God,
and is based upon Israel's defection and setting aside.

Peter Breads Tradition

...

.
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In Section 1442 of the structure (10: 28-29-) we have
Peter's acceptance of Cornelius' invitation, with the rea
son for the same. " 'Besides/ he averred to them, 'you
are versed in the fact how illicit it is for a man who is
a Jew to be joined to or approach another tribe, and God
shows me not to say that any man is common or unclean.
Wherefore, being sent after, I came without gainsaying
alsoV There was not prohibition of all social inter
course with foreigners in the Jewish Scriptures, but it
seems that the traditions of the fathers regarding this
matter carried more weight with the apostles and the
disciples of that day than their Scriptures. Yet, as long
as we also are controlled, in matters of doctrine, by the
traditions of the fathers rather than by the divine revela
tion, let us refrain from casting stones. Peter's reason
for accepting Cornelius' invitation to come to his house
in succinctly stated in the words, i' God shows me not to
say that any man is common or unclean."
In Section 1422 of the structure (10:-29) we have
Peter's inquiry as to the reason of his coming. "I am
inquiring to ascertain, then, on what account you send
after me." Cornelius now is given the opportunity to
state in the presence of all his assembled relatives and
friends why he sent for Peter.
In Section 1332 (10: 30-31) God's messenger assures
Cornelius of his acceptance by God. "And Cornelius
averred, 'Four days ago at this ninth hour [three
o'clock] I was fasting and praying in my house, and lot
a man stood before me in shining attire, and he is aver
ring, "Cornelius, your prayer is hearkened to and your
alms are brought to remembrance before God".' " In ad

dition to the comments made upon the corresponding sec
tion (10:3-4) let us suggest the following thoughts.
Four is the number of creation and has to do with the
earth and with things done under the sun. Nine is the
number that speaks of the finality of judgment. Thus
the vision "Four days ago at this ninth hour", seems to
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Cornelius was a Fearer of Grod

suggest that the salvation of Cornelius and his household
was connected with the earth. It had its expression in.
the earthly kingdom hope of Israel. The ninth hour
signifies the finality of God's judgment as to their accep
tance for this earthly kingdom, and its attendant bless
ings. As Peter received his vision while praying, so Cor
nelius had his vision while "fasting and praying'V again
suggesting that the man of prayer is in a peculiarly
receptive attitude towards the things of God. Cornelius
calls the messenger who appeared to him a man, thus
overthrowing the popular misconception that angels
always have wings. In the Scriptures angels usually
appear as men, Cornelius' statement that the messenger
appeared before him "in shining attire" probably ac
counts for the statement, of verse four, that Cornelius
became "affrighted".
In Section 1342 of the structure (10: 32) we have the
messenger's command. "Send, then, into Joppa, and call for Simon, who is surnamed Peter. He is lodging in
the house of Simon the tanner, beside the sea." There is
an additional thought, not referred to in our comments
on the corresponding section (10:5-6) which may be
worthy of consideration, and that is the significance of
Peter's lodging "beside the sea". In the Scriptures
Israel is often typified by the land and the nations by
the sea. In this last cycle of ministry to the limits of the

land, Peter had gone as far as he could on land, the

limits of the kingdom proclamation to Israel had been
reached as far as the twelve apostles are concerned; now
their ministry reaches out to the sea, to Cornelius and
othe;r gentile proselytes of the gate. The name Cornelius,
meaning "the beam of the sun", is also significant. As a
beam of the sun the gentile's faith shines out against the
dark background of Israel's apostasy and unbelief.
In Section 1352 of the structure (10:33-) we have
Cornelius' obedience. "Forthwith, then, I send to you,
and you do ideally in coming along." Obedience to God

in the Land of Israel
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is always ideal, whether that obedience be manifested by
Cornelius, by a great apostle like Peter, or by one of us
poor sinners of the gentiles, with but a small, inconspic
uous niche to fill in this secret economy, with its super

abundant overflow of grace.
In Section 1322 of the structure (10:-33) we have
Cornelius' expectancy toward God. "Now, then, we are
all present before God to hear all that you have been
bidden by the Lord." Cornelius, who, in the correspond
ing section (10:1-2), is seen as "beseeching God contin
ually", is here shown in an attitude of expectancy
toward God. He assures Peter that they are all present to
hear all that Peter had been bidden to speak by the Lord.
Prayer and expectancy are an ideal combination now as
well as then.

In the first of the two subdivisions of Section 1282,
i. e., Section 1312 of the structure (ICk 34-43) we have
Peter's obedience. This may be displayed as follows:
145*:

10:34-35.

1461: 10:36-38.
14.71: 10:39-.

God not partial in His acceptance of man.
Reasons.
The word dispatched to the sons of Israel.

Witnesses of the Lord's earthly ministry.

1472: 10:-39-41. Witnesses of His death and resurrection.
1462: 10:42.
The word dispatched to the sons of Israel.
1452: 10:43.
God not partial in the pardon of sins. Reason.

Section 1451 of the foregoing structure (10:34-35)
shows that God is not partial in His acceptance of man,
giving reasons for the same. "Now Peter, opening his

moutfi, said, 'Of a truth I am grasping that God is not

partial, but in every nation he who is fearing Him and
acting righteously is acceptable to Him'.'5 In the king
dom, those of the nations {who have not the law of
Moses) will be accepted by God if they fear Him and act
righteously. Of such was Cornelius, who was deserving
of kingdom blessedness, but needed to hear Peter's proc
lamation in order to be saved (Acts 11:14). Of such will
be those of the nations who enter the kingdom when the
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nations are judged (Mat. 25:34-40). Peter perceives
that God is not partial in His acceptance of men, and
that He will see to it that those among the nations who
fear Him and act righteously will have the word of
Christ presented to them so that they may be saved.
This passage does not teach that the fear of God and
righteous acts take the place of faith in Christ, but rather
that they take the place of Moses. Let us grasp the fact
that Cornelius' conversion is not in harmony with pres
ent day truth, for now we do not offer salvation to those
who have access into the presence of God through prayer,
as Cornelius did, for such are already saved, according
to the truth of this present secret economy. Salvation
now is offered to sinners, the ungodly, the enemies 6f
God, and not to those that fear Him and act righteously.
See Eomans 5:1-11. The salvation of Cornelius, his
household, and his friends, was partly based on their
good works.
In this economy salvation is "not of
works", but of grace (Kom. 11:6).
In Section 1461 of the structure (10: 36-38) we read
of the word dispatched to the sons of Israel. "Of the
word He dispatches to the sons of Israel, preaching the
evangel of peace through Jesus Christ (He is Lord of
all), you are aware. The declaration came down the
whole of Judea, beginning from Galilee with the baptism
which John proclaims: Jesus from Nazareth, as God
anoints Him with holy spirit and power, Who passed
through as a benefactor and healer of all those who are
tyrannized over by the Slanderer, seeing that Goci was

with Him.'-' Peter now reminds these proselytes of the
gate of the word that God had dispatched to the sons of
Israel, "preaching the evangel of peace through Jesu%

Christ", for He Himself said "1 was not commissioned
except for the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (M:at.
15:24). Peter's message, to these gentile proselytes of
the gate, concerning the Lord-as "Jesus Christ", empha
sized His earthly life, His miracles, healings, and words

have their Place in the Kingdom
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in the land, and finally His death and resurrection, and
is in decided contrast with Paul's proclamation to the
nations of the-Lord as-"Christ Jesus ", which ignores the
Lord's earthly life and, beginning with His death and
resurrection, concerns itself with His ascension and
heavenly exaltation and glories. But Peter's proclama
tion of the Lord's earthly life is in harmony with the
truth so generally ignored, in the present day, "that
Christ has become the Servant of the Circumcision, for
the/sake of the truth of God, to confirm the patriarchal
promises." His earthly ministry was intended for the
lost sheep of the house of Israel only, and is not-the gos
pel for the nations.

But what word of comfort then is
there in this message for these poor gentile proselytes of
the gate? The parenthetic clause, "He is Lord of all,"
shows Cornelius and his company that because Israel's
Messiah is Lorcl of all (including the gentiles) there is
blessing for them also, when the kingdom is established
in and through Israel, the chosen kingdom people. But
this is in harmony with the prophecies concerning the
blessings of the nations with, but subordinate to, Israel
in the earthly kingdom, while our gospel leads us into
blessings in heaven in harmony with a secret of which the
prophets knew nothing; a secret which could not be
revealed until the kingdom proclamation was tempora
rily withdrawn at the close of the book of Acts; a secret
which provides for absolute equality between the Jewish
and gentile believers of this economy of unadulterated
grace.

In Section 1471 of the structure (10:39-) we have
Peter's statement, "Arid we are witnesses of all that He
does in the country of the Jews and in Jerusalem." As
Paul was not a witness of the Lord's earthly life, he
eould not therefore have any part in the witness-bearing
of the twelve. Peter was absolutely correct when, regard
ing the selection of a successor to Judas, he said, "Then
of the men eoming together with us in all the time in
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which the Lord Jesus came in and out among us, begin
ning from the baptism of John till the day on which He
was taken up from us, of these one must become a wit
ness of His resurrection together with us" (Acts 1:21,
22). In the kingdom there must be just twelve apostles
to sit upon twelve thrones ruling the twelve tribes of
Israel, and Matthias was selected to fill the vacancy
created by Judas' transgression. Paul was one of a num
ber of apostles, some of whom are mentioned by name in
the Pauline epistles, whose ministry was concerned \^ith

the church, the body of Clirist, withi His heavenly exalta

tion, and our blessings in Him among the celestials. The

church had its own apostles, indefinite in number (1 Cor.
12:28; Eph. 4:11, 12). The kingdom had its own apos
tles, just twelve in number (Mat. 19: 28). Some say that
Matthias was not God's selection as one of the twelve
apostles because his name is never mentioned agkin in
the Scriptures after the first chapter of Acts. Then, for
sooth, to use the same line of reasoning, the majority of
the twelve were not apostles either, because their names
are never mentioned again L The fact of the matter is
that Matthias was chosen by lot, which was one of God's
appointed ways of revealing His mind in Israel (Prov.
16: 33). Therefore, Matthias was ''enumerated with the
eleven apostles" (Acts 1:26), and became one of the
witnesses of the Lord's earthly life, to Israel, while Paul
was commissioned to be a witness of His heavenly exalta
tion, to the nations.
In Section 1472 of the structure (10: -39-41) we find
that the twelve apostles were witnesses, not only of His
earthly ministry, but of His death and resurrection.
"Whom they assassinate, also, hanging Him on a tree.
This One God rouses the third day, and gives Him to
become disclosed, not to the entire people, but to wit
nesses who have been elected before by God, to us who
ate and drank together with Him after His resurrection
from (imong the dead." This last clause shows that Paul

Paul was never Eligible
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could not even be associated with the twelve in their
resurrection testimony. His proof of Christ's resurrec
tion was received on the Damascus road.
In Section 1462 of the structure (10:42) we again
have the word dispatched to the sons of Israel. "And
He charges us to proclaim to the people and certify that
this One is He Who is specified by God to be Judge of
the living and the dead." Because Jesus Christ is Judge
of the living and the dead, it behooves these assassina
tors of Messiah to repent, and acknowledge Him as
Saviour rather than to meet Him afterwards as Judge.
In Section 1452 of the structure (10:43) we see that
God is not partial in the pardon of sins, just as in the
corresponding section (10:34-35), we saw that He is not
partial in His acceptance of men., "To this are all the
prophets testifying: everyone who is believing in Him is
to be obtaining the pardon of sins through His name/'
The centurion Cornelius and his fellow proselytes of
the gate were acceptable to God because they feared
Him and acted righteously (see verse 35), but they
lacked the Iringdom pardon and gifts. These now are
offered to them if they believe in the name of Jesus
Christ, for, according to the prophets, this pardon is not
for the Jew only, but for everyone who thus believes.
Let us not confuse this kingdom pardon with our justi
fication. Pardon may be withdrawn. Justification can
never be revoked. All that are justified are also glorified
(Rom. 8:30).
Referring to Section 1302 of the structure (10:4448) we have the fulfillment of Peter's vision concerning
that which God cleanses. This may be further expanded
as follows:
1481: 10:44.
1491: 10:45.

1492: 10:46.
1482: 10:47-48,

The holy spirit falls on proselytes of the cate.
. The astonishment of the Circumcision as
the spirit falls upon the nations.

Proof that the spirit falls upon the nations.
The proselytes of the gate baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ.
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The Spirit Falls on Proselytes

In Section 1481 of the structure (10:44) the holy
spirit falls upon the proselytes of the gate. '' While Peter
is still speaking these declarations, the holy spirit falls
on all those hearing the word." Thus God testified to
Peter and his brethren that He had cleansed these prose
lytes of the gate.
In Section 1491 of the structure (10: 45) we have the
astonishment of the Circumcision. "And as many of
the faithful of the Circumcision as came with Peter were
amazed, seeing that the gratuity of the holy spirit has
been poured out on the nations also.'' The six brethren
that had come from Joppa to Csesarea with Peter were
amazed when they saw that the holy spirit was given to
the nations also, for they thought the blessings of the
kingdom were for Israel only. When the kingdom is
established, those of the nations who have dealt kindly
with the faithful Israelites, and supplied them with
material necessities and comforts during the great tribu
lation, even as these proselytes of the gate gave many
alms to Israel, will receive their reward in that kingdom.
This granting of the gratuity of the holy spirit to these
proselytes of the gate was, therefore, a type of the bless
ing of the believing nations in that kingdom. But it was
probably also intended to pave the way for Paul's minis
try to the nations, for the testimony of Peter and these
six brethren of the Circumcision, that God had granted
the gratuity of the holy spirit to these gentiles, cleansing
their hearts by faith, enabled Paul to carry on the early
years of his ministry among the nations without the
opposition of the apostles or believing Jews.
In Section 1492 of the structure (10:46) we have the
proof that the spirit fell upon the nations. "For they
heard them speaking in languages and magnifying God.''
The speaking of languages is one of the powers of the
future kingdom eon. It is one of the evidences of the
outpouring of God's spirit in that day. Hence the speak
ing in languages was proof positive that these proselytes

before their Baptism in Water
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of the gate had received the holy spirit. They magnified
God because they were "tasting the celestial gratuity,
and becoming partakers of holy spirit, and tasting the
ideal declaration of God, as well as the powers of the
future eon" (Heb. 6:4, 5). They glorified God for His
mercy, even as it is written, "Be gladdened, ye nations,
with His people!" (Rom. 15: 9-10). This is kingdom
truth. We are not blessed "with His people", for they
are not blessed now. We are blessed apart from His
people, during their apostasy, while the kingdom prom
ises are all in abeyance.
In Section 1482 of the structure (10: 47-48) the pros
elytes of the gate are baptized. "Then Peter answered,
'Can anyone forbid water, that anyone of these is not to
be baptized, who obtained the holy spirit even as we?'
Now he bids them be baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ. Then they ask him to stay some days." Thus,
through water baptism into the name of Jesus Christ,
these proselytes of the gate were united with the believ
ing remnant of Israel in their kingdom hope. See Acts
2:38, 39. Nevertheless, their uncircumcision would bar
them from the temple, to which the other kingdom be
lievers daily resorted, for on the central wall of the bar
rier was an inscription forbidding any gentile from
entering upon pain of death. How far short is this of
the grace now revealed to us through Paul, the apostle of
the nations! Now we, who once were far off, are made
near by the blood of Christ. Now the central wall of the
barrier has been razed. Now peace has been made, for
Jew and gentile have been made one new humanity.
Both have been reconciled to God through the cross, and
we have access, in one spirit, into the very presence of
the Father! (Eph. 2:13-18). Cornelius and his fellowproselytes held a place subordinate. At best they were
but guests of Israel. We "are no longer guests and
sojourners, but are fellow-citizens of the saints, and mem
bers of God's family" (Eph. 2:19), And yet, so has
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Satan blinded the saints of this economy, many fail to see
that Cornelius received but the crumbs from Israel's
board, while we have received so glorious a position from
God that we need to receive a special enlightenment "to
perceive what is the prospect of its call, what the glorious.
riches of the enjoyment of its allotment among the saints,
and what the transcendent greatness of its power for us
who are believing" (Eph, 1:15-23).

W. H. Martin

ALL THAT CALVARY MEANS

We revel in the riches of God's grace, and in the blessed
fact* of our exaltation in Christ Jesus. Enthroned with
Him, complete in Him, our life hid together with Christ
in God, an unparalleled possession is ours. By divine
choice and purchase we are lifted to the heavenlies, trans
ferred thereto by the very deliverance of God. The
rescue is a great one, and if rightly estimated, a thing
most wonderful.
But are we living, in the deepest sense, up to so high
and unique a privilege? Are we possessing our posses
sion, our celestial Canaan, that ''part of the allotment of
the saints in light"' so graciously accorded us? There is
but one way, but to go that way is to know an abundance
of spirit life. And it is to know as never before, the
measure of our Lord's obedience. We may have compre-.
Jiended something of its character, but now, as we grip
the inner meaning of identification with Christ in death,
we apprehend its immense import.
The death of the cross! From the glory He came to
the place called Golgotha. With fixed purpose He set His
face toward Jerusalem.! And "that set face was just the
index of a set heart. The disciples did not like to hear
Christ speak about the cross, that cross the foundation
of the holiness of God, the one hinge of human destiny.
They did not like to think about it, they put it out of
their minds, failing to understand it. It was an unpleas
ant truth even to those who loved Him";
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Little did they dream that the Victim would so
gloriously be the Victor, that Calvary would so witness
the triumph of powerful love over powerless hate. But
it was so, and is so!
The blood-marked way, so like
defeat, was an absolute triumph. He won that we might
win. He died that we might die, yet live with Him,
The blood of His cross!
'' The precious blood of
Christ, as of a lamb without blemish, without spot." And
does it not speak for all time, of deliverance, nearness,
and cleansing, of perfect peace and overcoming power?
Stupendous issues hang thereon. How high its might and
marvel ascends, even to realms of an unchronicled and
unknown past! And how far forward its penetration to
the ages of futurity! And all its power is for us, even
now. For is it not the one great insurmountable, invi
olable barrier against our foe? It is indeed, and is at
once the symbol of his past defeat and bruising yet to be.
The vigorous corn of wheat, except it die, abides

alone. Useful it may be, and very good, but the possibili
ties of its life are small.
And death alone could
knew. Did He not say,
hour?" The hour of

But if it die it yields much fruit.
mean such life as He, its Victor,
" Because of this came I into this
death! Yet listen again to our
Lord's own account of its glorious outcome. "And I, if I
should be exalted out of the earth shall be drawing all to
Myself!'9 Here, indeed, is the much fruit, a rich harvest
from the life laid down.
Death, not only for sin but to sin. That is the con
formity we need to know. And we prove its power as its
principle is perpetually applied. But why should we die,
and to what? Questions like these may assail, and even

perplex^ the mind. Yet, if with the apostle Paul we "long
to know Christ ... to share in His sufferings, and die
even as He died," we must be truly identified with Him
in the likeness of His death.
Why should we die ? That we might know the super
abundant life, ascension life, and power with God and

to Life Abundant
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men. Our need is new life, and since there is nothing new
under the sun, this wonderful life comes streaming down
from above, where are our affections, if risen with Him.
And to be "found in Him" is to really know life in
marvelous newness. Whatever the cost, it is worth while.
Christ deemed it so, and could calmly say, ''Father, the
hour has come!" He knew that glory lay that way.
Here, the paths of glory lead but to the grave. But with
Him, Who left the august glory that He had in the
Father's presence, before the ages, the path of glory led
triumphantly from the grave.
And that is why He died, even the death of the cross.
And thus dying, He forever displays to a wondering uni
verse His title and right to His place preeminent. Tragic
in the world's eyes, as yet, but with vail removed, how
triumphant to our vision such a death*! In the face of all
that it meant, and means, conformity thereto is a price
less distinction for the saints of God. So thought Paul.
God's pioneer of the life in the heavenlies, life among the
celestials, as he stretched out "in front toward the goal,
for the prize of God's calliiig above in Christ Jesus."
. And he knew life union with Christ as the outcome of
death with Him. On his own showing they were insep

arable.
"Now if we died together with Christ, we believe that
we shall live together with Him also, having perceived
that Christ, being roused from among the dead, is no
longer dying; Death is mastering Him no longer, for He
Who died, died to isin once, yet He Who is living is living
to God. Thus you also be reckoning yourselves to be
dead, indeed, to sin, yet living to God in Christ Jesus
our Lord" (Rom. 6: 8-11).
Could words be plainer or more emphatic? Death
and life. Dead to sin, alive to God. But to what do we
die ? Not merely to sin in its many recognized forms, but
to those subtle, unrecognized forms of the soul life, the
self-life which can so passionately persist in its course.
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For this to go is a great thing, and only God can ordain
and originate the occasion which brings into play the
power of Christ's death. Think deeply of all He died to,
and apply the thoughts to the practical details of life.
God can make every phase of the application real and
true.

Thus shall we die to live, and in the power and might
of Christ's death, die to many things we once keenly
lived for. "We may be large-souled> sensitive and selfconscious to a degree. There may be self-pity, self-judg
ment, self-defense, self-many-things, but to all we are to
die. Yet if, as God reveals, we carry out this divine prin
ciple, we shall find the emergence to be life indeed,
buoyant and triumphant.
For by the cross He tri
umphed!
Impaled there, seeming defeat was real victory. By
death He mastered death, and triumphantly ascending,
lives evermore, our Life and glorious Head. And the
death He died was of such a character that for all time
it becomes the very root source of life which is to the
glory of God. And where victory lay for Him, it lies
for us.
And do we not long for victory? Is it not ours to
realize here and now ? Victory in real experience. And
this can only be known as we enter into all that Calvary
means. If Calvary meant death it also was the prelude
to life, dominating, abundant life. It was so to Him, our
conquering Lord, Who thereby became our exalted Head.
And, as members of His body, we are sharers in His vic
tory. But do we know it? Do we stand in Him for it, as
God's will for us? The faith of the Son of God stood

steadfastly for all God's will, wherein lay Calvary. Shall
we not then, like Paul, be living in such faith ? It is an
inner life indeed, a real victory life, for in so far as we
are dead to sin, we are untouched by it.
Let Us be willing for God's will, for His revealing of
the hidden things of the self life to which we are to die,

Leads from the Grave
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and we shall truly find that death is the way of conquest.
An,d to the attitude of others as moved and actuated by
the enemy, death is again the pathway of victory. You
get victory in your spirit, for the death side is so swal
lowed up by the gloriously positive life si$e, so in Him,
"far above all," that you reach out for it more and
more. But the old life must go out, that the new may
abound, and increase with the increase of God. And to
this end we must be identified with Christ in the likeness
of His death. It is the power of this union which so
emanicpates, and the freedom is marvelously far-reach
ing.

Shall we not then carry into effect all that Calvary
so vitally means ? It is a working principle of death and
life for all the members of the body of Christ who, like
Paul, long to be found in union with Him. It is a death
ever and always bound up with life. Think of the Con
queror seated above, the supreme Victor and lifeimparting Spirit. And it is life we need, life in the spirit.
But we must be severed from earth ties to experience the
quickening, triumphant life which dwells and moves in
God.
The secret place of the most High is to be our daily
abode. It is there, and there alone we triumph over the
power of the enemy.. Thus, with our viewpoint in the
heavenlies, we ride above the earth clouds of merely
human attitudes and outlooks. Moreover, there are celes
tials keenly intent upon this character of our testimony.
For is it not through us as members of the body of Christ
that God's manifold wisdom is displayed? Let us not
relegate all this pow;er and opportunity to the future.
There is an insisted now for the warm and close regard
of the saints of God.
Calvary stands for this, and so much so in its deepest
bearings, that we can never say "Farewell" to its vivify
ing power as productive of life. And God will show us
the things we should die to, that we should lay down, and
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count loss. And He in His own way and time, will bring
to our consciousness, the blessedness of it. The dignity,
too, and potency, is above measure.

Is it a battle? The battle is the Lord's, and in the
strength of His might, you win through. Are Satan and
his hosts of darkness against Christ's own? He is a
defeated foe, and his hosts with him. And God will crush
Satan under your feet shortly. All this, and infinitely
more, is graphed by Golgotha.
William Mealand

GOD'S WILL AND INTENTION

In translating the ninth of Komans, verse nineteen, I felt
almost as if the text before me was faulty. It should
surely read, "who hath resisted His will?" Yet the
word is not will, but intention. There seemed so little
difference, at the time, that I did not appreciate th£ con
cordant rendering myself. Since then I have been most
thankful for it. It helps to solve one of the deepest diffi
culties and contradictions connected with the place and
problem of evil. To the question, Who hath resisted His
will? we may answer, Many, if not all. But to the query,
Has anyone withstood His intention? the reply is the
opposite, for no one can thwart Him. Even when with
standing His will we are fulfilling His intention.
There are not many passages in God's word like the
ninth of Romans. Seldom are we taken behind the scenes
into the realm of the absolute. Much in this chapter
seems to contradict other portions of the Scriptures,
because they deal with processes, as seen by man, while
this is concerned with causes, known only to God. God
has a goal. In order to reach it He must have had abso
lute control from the beginning. All t\e intervening pro
cess, no matter what it may appear to be to men, must be
the working out of His original intention. He is the
great Potter. His creatures are clay. This is true only

in regard to God's intention. Viewed in relation to His
will they are not at all the passive material suggested by
the clay. "Ye will not" describes man's antagonistic
attitude toward God's revealed will.
The case of Pharaoh is the classic example of the
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chasm between God's will and His intention. His re
vealed will was very plain. "Let My people go!" It
seemed to be fulfilled in the liberation of Israel. But no
one who reads the account and believes it can escape the
conviction that God's intention included more than His
revealed will, and that it involved opposition to that will.
This much might be easily inferred if Pharaoh had been
hard-hearted enough to play his part. It is put beyond
doubt by the action of God in hardening his heart.
God's revealed will was limited to the release of
Israel. His intention was to display His own power and
glorify His name in all the earth. This is given us as a
specimen of His complete purpose and of the process by
which He will attain it. Mankind does not comply with
His will, His saints do not comprehend His intention.
Yet He uses both the opposition and the ignorance to
effect His object. No doubt many in Israel were fer
vently praying that Pharaoh's heart would soon sbften,
and he would let them go. God's answer to their prayer
was to harden his heart. They sighed for salvation. He
wrought with a view to His own glory.
It takes little imagination to picture this scene. Its
continuous repetition during the first three eons makes it
most important to our spiritual welfare. The same con
flicting forces are at work today. It is quite conceivable
how the saints would have managed the affair. They
would have implored Jehovah to compel Pharaoh to let
them go. Perhaps they would call a grand prayer meet
ing for this purpose. Perhaps they would set aside a
week of intercession. "We know not what to pray for"
was as true of them as of us. Perhaps they would be
"definite" in their petitions, and insist that He melt the
heart of the king, and so remove his opposition.
How much there is of this today! The saints unite in
great "world movements", seeking to soften the heart of
mankind, trying to do away with sin, seeking to abolish
the many evils that harass us, uniting against war and
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vice and corruption, for all of these are against the
revealed will of God. These efforts, we are told, are
practical They are not mere theory, words without
works. Of what use is such an article as this, for exam
ple, to stem the tide of iniquity? Using the same figure,
I would advise all that the tide will be the highest in all
history, and that no human effort will be able to stop it,
for it is necessary to fulfill God's intention.
The Israelites hoped Jehovah would soften Pharaoh's
heart.
What they wished was to quietly slip out of
Goshen into the promised land. They wanted none of
the terrible signtf. They did not ask for the passover.
Surely they would not have entered the trap which
threatened to destroy them. They did not ask for the
miraculous passage through the Bed Sea. The forty
years in the wilderness was not of their choosing. The
most illustrious epo^h in their history was forced upon
them. It was a continuous exhibition of disobedience to
God's will. Yet who doubts for a moment that it was in
line with His purpose ?
Now that all is past and we can get a true perspec
tive of these events, who would prefer to have Israel's
prayer answered? It.was not necessary to soften Phar
aoh's heart. It was too soft already. If it had not been
hardened the exodus would have T)een a flat, uninterest
ing story, with no outward manifestations of Jehovah's
power or love. Its glory would be gone. Its God would
be unknown. The wisdom and power of Egypt must be
exposed by conflict with thfe wisdom and power of God.
His attributes must be revealed by contrast with the
mightiest and wisest of humankind.
The antitype of this marvelous period of Israel's his
tory lies just before us, only the miraculous manifesta
tions will be far more wonderful than of old. God is
today hardening the world's heart in preparation for
that epoch. Men are approaching the wisdom of ancient
in their knowledge of nature, and are far sur-
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passing it in power. Shall JehovaK weaken them before
using them as a foil to display His might? Bather it is
His wisdom to harden their hearts, so that, in opposing
His will, they may fulfill His ultimate intention.
It is obvious that God could not reveal His intention.
He could not tell Pharaoh that, while He asked him to let
the people go, He really did not want Him to comply,
but desired to use him as a foil for the revelation of His
power. This would actually m$ke a mere machine of him.
It was the ignorance of God's ultimate object which
made the whole procedure real to the actors in it. They
did not by any means feel or act as mere puppets, not

withstanding that each and every one was doing'pre

cisely what was needed to accomplish God's aim.
Too often we are told that, if man has no free will, he
is.a mere automaton. This is a mistake. The so-called
" freedom" consists merely in the lack of conscious coertion. Being ignorant of the constraining or restraining
influences which determine his conduct, and altogether
unaware of ulterior forces, he subconsciously yields at
the very time that he imagines he is most independent.
His freedom of will is simply ignorant unconsciousness
or submission to environment or heredity.
In relation to the will of God, men are consciously
independent. They can accept it or reject it, and imagine
that no other force but the divinity enthroned within
them has anything to do with their decision. But when
we find the niche assigned them in God's intention they
are (thank God!) the most utterly dependent slaves of
circumstance it is possible to imagine. It will be found
that, throughout their lives, they were no more masters
of their fate than they were of the date and details of
their birth.
The doctrine of man's free will peoples the earth with
a race of puny gods. We object to the dual gods of
Persia or the many deities of the Greek and Roman pan
theon, yet these ancient pagans never rose to the absur-
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dity of making every man a god. The possession of a
free, untrammeled, unconquerable will is the exclusive
attribute of deity. Only One God can possess it Our
blessed Lord Himself did not claim it. He came, not to
do His own will, but the will of Him Who had sent Him.
The failure to recognize both of these aspects of
divine revelation has led to incalculable confusion and

misunderstanding. Those who reject God's intention rob
Him of His godhood and deify man. Those who confuse
His intention with His revealed will make of Him a lovelacking tyrant, a hardhearted monster. Others, who
wish to believe all the Scriptures have to say, are not
clear how to harmonize His character with the presence
of sin, especially when it becomes evident that sin has a
place in the attainment of His ultimate purpose.
It seems most reasonable, at first thought, that God's
will must be fulfilled in order to reach God's goal. We
imagine that any infringement of it forever forfeits any
share in His ultimate. But further reflection will chow
that God's intention must be attained, hot only through
submission to His will, but also through opposition to its
express commands. The highest expression of God's wis
dom lies in His ability to transform every effort against
Him into that which is not only favorable to His plans,
but essential to His purpose.
All evil and every sin reverses its character com
pletely when we take it from the limited light of God's
revealed will to the universal illumination of His inten
tion. This is the reason that we do not hesitate to be
lieve the Scriptures that all is of God. No sin remains
such when completely illumined by His intention. It is
a failure, a sin, and subject to dire penalties when man
commits it, but it is no longer a mistake when it finds its
place in God's purpose. The same act which brings
shame and dishonor on the creature, when subjected to
the divine alchemy, is transmuted into a source of gL-ry
and peace to God.
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Sin Violates God's Will

Such general observations are apt to be dismissed as
bordering on blasphemy. But let anyone take the great
sins in the Scriptures and ponder all their aspects. Each
one is essential to God's plan.
But it is better to be
specific. Pharaoh is the great sinner in this scene. He is
the one who opposes God's expressed desire. Make him
willing or compliant with God's command, and what is
left? In that case God would have failed in His object.

To aVoid this He finds it necessary to stiffen the opposi

tion. Jehovah hardens Pharaoh's heart in order that lie
may sin against Him! Some insist that God cannot have
such a close connection with sin. They would prefer to
fix the blame on Pharaoh, or on Satan. But, while Jeho
vah directly causes Pharaoh to sin, by domg so He Him
self avoids failure or sin. *
Any lack of discrimination when speaking on these
themes is likely to cause confusion. The same statement
may be both true and false. Two directly contradictory
assertions may both be true or both be false, according as
they are related to God's will or to His intention. A
beloved brother, who had been meditating on these
things, made the statement that Adam's "fall" was
really a fall upward. I would strenuously object to such
a suggestion, apart from an explanation. Adam's sin and
transgression and offense were very bad and degrading
when viewed as disobedience to God's will. When asso
ciated with the work of Christ and God's ultimate pur
pose it was the very best he could have done. Even its
immediate effects were not all evil, for he obtained a
knowledge of good, impossible is his previous condition.
So with sin as a whole. We almost dread to speak of
it in relation to God's ultimate, for few, even of His
beloved saints, have seen behind the scenes, and almost
any assertion would be false if related to His revealed
will. Is sin good? No! It is the worst thing in the world.
No words can express our horror and detestation of it.
Is sin good? Yes! Not, indeed, in itself, but its effect

It is Vital to His Intention
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will be beneficent beyond anything else this world can
give, when combined with the mediatorial work of Christ
and the reconciliation of which it is the occasion.
Perhaps this is why some beloved brethren insist that
I teach that God sins, or is the Author of sin. I have
never said this or even thought it, so far as I am aware.
If I have unwittingly done so, I humbly retract and
recant. But I am informed that various passages in my
writings on this subject imply it, though they do not
express it in so many words. When I review these pas
sages, I do not see the implication. I did not intend such
a thought. I didv not express it. To my own conscious
ness, IN did not even imply it. Some inferred from the
apostle Paul's teaching that they should do evil that good
may come. If he could be misunderstood, I count it an
honor to be in the same condemnation.
But what is an implication ? Is it not the result of
combining what we think with another's statement? It
is reasoning from two premises, one our own and one
supplied by another. In its crudest form the argument
may be stated thus: I believe that all is of God. My
inquisitors insist that sin is part of the "all". There
fore, I believe that God sins. It seems very logical to
them. I may object and say that I do not concur in their
conclusions. I may even say that my premise is not mine,
but God's, But no. My scheme is simply an attempt to
exonerate Satan and prepare people for the homage
which he will demand at the time of the end 1 Away with
such a fellow from the earth!
This places me in a strange position. I cannot but
consider their deduction a mistake in logic, a transgres
sion of morals, and even an offense. In short, it is a fullorbed sin. I am eager to acknowledge, however, that it is
of God. But even my small mind, weakened by over
work, and dulled by distress, has not the slightest diffi
culty* in discriminating between the human and the
divine aspect of these acts. God is making no mistakes.
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His servants are. He will justify their injustice, not
because they are in line with His will, but because they
are carrying out His intention. I have no hesitation in
thanking God for this distressing antagonism, for I know

that in His hands it is no error. Truth such as this needs
opposition for its development and dissemination. It
takes friction to rub off the rust of centuries.
I take it to be my duty never to insist on a deduction
from another's words to which he does not assent. It
may be impossible for me to see how he can escape it,
but my infirmity is no valid ground for another's con
demnation. I find the same mistake is often made in the
study of the Scriptures. A deduction is made from some
passage and held in opposition to the plain teaching of
another portion. What am I, that I should escape this
mishandling? I would take it very kindly of my inquisi
tors, however, if th£y would publicly acknowledge that I
do not believe that God sins, or is the Author of sin, and
that I see nothing in my writings to that effect, but I

have always maintained, with my inquisitors, that this

is unseriptural.
I would exhort my inquisitors concerning the form of
their indictment. I have striven to avoid non-scriptural
forms of expression when dealing with this theme. This
is difficult to do when writing at length on a single sub
ject. But it is easy to. do when drawing up definite
charges. The form of an indictment may condemn those
who prefer it. It may be purposely ambiguous, so as to
cloud the issue. Such is the phrase "Author of sin".
The word author is unseriptural. It is an appeal to prej
udice. It seems to smirch God with sin. It may or may
not imply that God sins. Some do not think that it does.
Others do. The lack of love that thinks evil injects it
into the issue as a character witness, to fasten the odium
of heresy and blasphemy on those who stand for the
truth!

The difficulty seems to be that we cannot easily view

only in His Intention
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an act apart from its moral character. We do not readily

see that no act is sinful in itself, but in its relations.
The act of plucking and eating fruit is not necessarily a
sin. Yet it was humanity's primal error. The mistake
lay in its relation to the God Who had forbidden it. If
He had commanded it, it would have been commendable,
Now that we know that it was essential to His intention,
that He had provided for it before it occurred, that He
arranged everything so that it should occur, we see that,
though it ^was a sin in relation to His will, it was no mis
take in view of His benevolent intention.
* ■
Who hardened Pharaoh's heart?, Was it good or evil?
Was it a sin or not? Straightforward answers to these
simple questions should settle the matter.
Until my
judges suggest a more satisfactory solution I shall still
believe and teach that God hardened Pharaoh's heart,
that it was necessary to spread abroad His name and
fame and therefore good and just, and also that Pharaoh
withstood God's word, which was an evil and a sin. One
act. Two aspects. Bad and good.
Perhaps the greatest example of the distinction be
tween God's will and His intention is found in the law
promulgated from Sinai. Jehovah made known His will

in a complete code of laws, besides the; condensed com
mandments which were carved in stone. The Jew, who
was resting on law, is said to "know the will" (Rom.
2:18). But if it was God's intention that the nation
should keep the law, it certainly was a dismal failure on
His part. They broke its greatest precept before it

reached them.

They dishonored God by its flagrant

infringement.

But, though the failure of the law seems to be con
trary to the will of God, it actually was a fulfillment of
His intention. It was really given that "every mouth
may be barred, and the entire world may be becoming
subject to the just verdict of God, because by works of
law, no flesh shall be justified before Him, for through
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law is the recognition of sin" (Rom. 3:19, 20).' The
law which, ostensibly, was to deter from sinning, actually
was given for the detection of sin. It was given to prove
that no one could keep it. Beneath the revelation of
God's will in it was His intention that it should not be
kept, but should accomplish its object through its infrac
tion.
"Law crept in that the offense should be increasing"
(Rom. 5: 20).. How differently did Israel, at Sinai, feel
about it! They were quite sure that they would greatly
lessen the distance between themselves and Jehovah by
their obedience to His precepts. Why had He told them
what He wanted them to do and to avoid unless it was
His will to carry out His instructions? The will of
Jehovah was clear. But His intention was quite con
cealed. He could not make known His intention at that
time without frustrating it.
This should help us in considering the larger question
of sin. Sin is always against the revealed will of God.
No one can possibly find any excuse for sinning so far as
His expressed precepts are concerned. Both conscience
and nature add their voice to restrain us from wrong.
But we do sin. How can we be justified unless the sin is,
in some sense, justifiable? We know that it is God's,
intention to draw His creatures into loving intimacy
with Himself through sin and a Saviour. We know that
the temporary term of sin will leave the world infinitely
richer in the knowledge and appreciation of God. It will
bring God immeasurable treasures of love and adoration.
As a whole, its results vindicate its presence for a time.
What is true of all sin must be true of every sin.
This truth is the foundation of the doctrine of justifi
cation. Because it has been lost, justification has also
disappeared, or has been degraded to a pardon or an
' * imputed'f fiction. Few believe that God actually justi
fies believers. They imagine He only alters the court
records, so that no one can legally prove their guilt. It

It was Intended to Fail
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is of the utmost comfort and satisfaction to know that all
that we have done is vindicated by the part it plays in
carrying out His intention. Do not let anyone sell you
an imitation justificationJ God's is the actual, the gen
uine, the precious reality.
This is why we insist that all the world has not
become "guilty" before God, as the Authorized Version
mistranslates (Eom.-3.rl9). The entire world is subject
to the just verdict of God (C.V.). He withholds this
verdict until the judgment, in the case of the unbeliever.
The believer, however, is pronounced not guilty. He is
acquitted, vindicated, justified, by faith. His sins,
though contrary to God's will, were in line with His
intention, in order that He might reveal Himself through
them.

AH that the usual theology has to offer us at the con
summation, even in the saved, is a partial, patched, re
paired and repainted universe. The song of the saints
will be in a minor key,'' I was a guilty shiner.'' Their joy
will be clouded by eternal regret and shame for their
part in the tragedy of the ^ons. The eonian times will be
the eyesore, of eternity. Oh! if .they only had not been!
And so will God's wisdom and power be questioned, and
His glory dimmed/for He Himself must be the chief
culprit in the collapse of His creation.
But away with such unworthy thoughts! The con
summation will not reveal a patched, but a perfected uni
verse. We will not be worrying about our past sins, but
overwhelmed with God's wisdom and love in their vin
dication. Much as they distress us now, much as we fear
them and avoid them and dread the very possibility of
further sin, God will see to it that they will leave no
stain, no blot to mar the bliss eternal, but will blend into
His benign designs, and discover to a delighted universe
the delicious depths of love which could not be displayed
by any others device, or appreciated by any other plan.
This teaching is also the substructure for a mature
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experience in the things of God. It gives stability, a calm
confidence in the face of the chaotic conditions which sur
round and engulf us. We are not worried, as once we
were, by the awful opposition to God's will, nor do we
fear for the fulfillment of His purpose. The flood tide of
evil and sin, however contrary it may be to His will, is

essential and indispensable to His ultimate intention.

He is.the great Alchemist Who will transmute every
thing into glorious gold by contact with the accursed tree.
A. E. K.
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To engage the prayers and sympathy of our many

friends, and that they may know how matters are pro
gressing, we will occasionally give our readers a little
glimpse of the work as it is being carried on.
The Concordance copy is being prepared for the
printer.
Pastor Rogers compiles the verbs.
He takes
the loose-leaf slips, compares each occurrence with the
Greek text, the various readings, the sublinear and th$
version, and enters it in proper grammatical order on the
sheets containing the lexicon. The same work is being
done for the nouns, etc., by Brother C. P. Wilcox. The
copy thus prepared is revised and put into type. The
letter G is now ready for the linotyper. The proofs are
carefully checked by the version itself.
This is now
done by E. H. Clayton and others. When the corrections
have been made, a large number of proofs will be made
and sent to those who wish to engage in further check
ing, or for translation in other languages. The letter A
is now ready.

Meanwhile preliminary work is proceeding on the
Hebrew vocabulary. A card index is being prepared
listing all the Hebrew radical elements with their modi
fications. These are assigned English standards. The
method used is a process of elimination. Once a standard
is settled, it is listed in two indexes, one Hebrew and
one English. The list of English words used in the
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Authorized Version, found in Wigram's Englishman's
Hebrew Concordance is used, as well as the complemen

tary list of Hebrew words with their English renderings,
If the word should be misJipat, FROM-juDGment, theHebrew index is followed by an alphabetical list of
Authorized Version renderings: adversary, cause, cere*
monies, charge, crimes, custom, desert, determination,
discretion, disposing, due, fashion, form, to be judged,
judgment, just, justice, justly, law, manner of law, law
ful, manner, measure, order, due order, ordinance, right,
sentence, usest, worthy, wrong.

All words which are

clearly wrong are crossed out, as we have indicated.
Only those which may be correct are retained.
This list is a good specimen of the way the Hebrew
has been rendered by our translators. The same word
stands for crime and lawful! It is rendered both right
and wrong! This, of course, is probably due to English
idiom, but for use as an illustration, it would be diffi
cult to find a more striking condemnation of the usual
method of translation. Surely no version should call
right wrong or wrong right!.
Each one of these renderings is then turned up in
the English index. The standard is entered opposite
each one and those which have been rejected are crossed
out. In this way we hope to <cclean up" the vocabulary
of the Hebrew Scriptures, and prepare accurate and
satisfactory standards for translation. It is evident that
this method practically eliminates the personal bias of
the translator. He handles passages in bulk, and cannot
give a word a turn in one passage which it will not bear
in all.

At the same time a tentative translation of the
Psalms is under way, as its miany parallelisms afford
the best possible test of the word standards which have
been chosen. We may publish some of our results from
time to time, as the Lord allows.

The Pocket Edition
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This work takes more strength than we have, and
leaves us little for anything, else. Our friends must not
feel slighted if we do not show them the consideration
they deserve. Our spirit is eager, but the flesh is infirm.
All the more, however, do we enjoy hearing from them,
that we may rejoice in their joy, and sympathize in
their sorrow, though we fail to give this expression.
The Pocket Edition is now ready. We have made it
both attractive and cheap so that it may find its way to
many hearts. The handsome embossed cover presents the
outlines of a cathedral window. The illuminated leatheroid cover is most popular. In the center is a gilded
torch, whose red flames illumine the raised lettering.
Below is a pastoral scene, in which a shepherd is rescu
ing a lost sheep from the perilous mountain side. This is
also colored in brown and green, with a light blue sky.
The leather covers will have the same design, without
colors, lettered in gold. The inside is clearly printed in
small, bold faced type, which is more widely spaced and
more legible than usudl. The last four pages describe the
complete edition, for it is hoped that this abridgment
will lead many to long for the larger work.
We hope that all of our friends will keep a copy with
them at all times, show it about freely, and sell it to any
one who becomes interested. The cost is only one dollar,
for the cloth covered edition, a dollar and a half for
the leatheroid, and two dollars and a half for the leather.

Many will gladly buy it when they see it.

We will

send four for the price of three. Keep a supply on hand.
In this way all of us may become real "channels" of
blessings for nothing can accomplish as much for God as
His own unsullied Word.

It seems so impossible for the Lord's dear people to
speak justly or kindly of those with whom they differ,
that we wish to warn all not to accept reports about our
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teaching but to investigate it for themselves. Even then

they should be patient and interpret our words in the
light of our own contexts, not by their belief. A single
sentence, divorced from its surroundings, may teach the
very opposite of what we believe. They must realize that
it is impossible to convey the same impression to minds
so decidely divergent as those of Bible students. Every
one reads through the spectacles of his creed and colors
our words with their conceptions. Check our expositions
by the Scriptures in the original, and look kindly at that
which may seem at variance therewith until there has
been time for mature reconsideration/ Remember, we do
not, like some others, claim perfection or inspiration,
only perspiration and maturity.
We are printing a few extra of this edition for distri
bution among the friends of Paul S. L. Johnson and will
welcome the name and address of those who may be
known to our readers. Just as we hope that all will read
and study his article and get both sides before forming
a judgment, so we desire that all will read our reply.

We can hardly hope that he will publish it. It is like the
judge who, having heard one side of a case, and, having
his mind made up that the prisoner was guilty, inter
rupted the defendent as soon as he commenced, saying,
"Stop! The case is all clear to me now, and you are get
ting me confused!'' It is easy to condemn when we have
heard one side only.

YOUNGSTOWN

CONVENTION

The Lord was graciously pleased to gather us again in
an eight-day convention in Youngstown, Ohio. In accord
with the riches of His grace He has opened the gates of
heaven and let a flood of blessing come down and glad
den our hearts. By His grace we are rooted and ground
ed in His love and are enabled to glimpse with all saints

the infinite love that passes all knowledge.
This joy and gladness of heart we desire to share

The Chicago Convention
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with you .. and with all our brothers who are graced
in the Beloved. We thank the Lord from the depths of
our hearts for Brother Bobison.
CHICAGO

A. M.

CONVENTION

The friends in ;the Chicago territory have had another
feast during the holiday season from May 28 to 30.
Saturday evening, after a song and prayer service,
Brother C. E. Bhinehart spoke on "The Heavens and
the Earth, and the Worlds". Sunday afternoon there
was a symposium on "The Character that is God".
Brother Stott took up "The Divine Justice"; Brother
Misegades, "His Divine Wisdom"; Brother Cox, "His
Divine Power''; Brother Anthony, "His Divine Love"
and Brother Foster concluded with "Our Eelationship
to Him". This was followed by a Scripture Study in
Ephesians by Brother Mitchell, and a discussion, led byBrother McKay.
In the evening, after praise, prayer, and testimony,
Brother Ehinehart spoke on "The Eons", using a large
chart.
On Monday afternoon the praise service was led by
Brother Atchison, and was followed by a discourse on
"The Administrations" by Brother Ehinehart. Brother
Martini led the evening praise service, and Brother

Ehinehart*continued his series with a discourse on "The
Millennium".

The Chicago frieiids are considering holding a gen

eral Scriptures students' conference toward the close of
the summer. All who are interested are urged to com
municate with L. N. Grant, 2924 North Talman avenue,

Chicago, Illinois, as soon as possible, so that a definite
decision may be formed.
Later advices hint at the possibility of a series of
lectures by Brother Loudy in Chicago, some time in
September, though nothing has been heard from him to
this, effect. In the meanwhile, the brethren are seeking
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to arrange for at least one weekly meeting for all in the
city at which there may be a concerted effort to send
forth the evangel and cooperation in preparing for
future service.
MONTREAL MEETINGS

The meetings in Montreal have created considierable in
terest and there are signs of much blessing and praise
to God for the manifestation of His grace and love.
Brother John I. Brown and Brother John Coulter had
worked zealously in order to make adequate preparation,
so that the attendance was good almost from the first.
The seed sown will bear fruit for years to come.
From Montreal, Brother Loudy goes to Kitchener,
Ontario, where Brother Brant and a group of earnest
believers are located. After about a week there, he goes
through Port Huron to Almont, for a conference with
the brethren, returning to his home by way of Detroit.
He is now traveling by nxotor, as this is more economical
and satisfactory in other ways. After this he has calls
to Wilmington, N. C, and Richmond, Roanoke, and
Pulaski, Va.
The editor wishes to thank an anonymous critic for his
kindly letter. He would explain that his replies are wrfe.
ten with a view to the edification of his readers. The
personal element is introduced only so much as it con
tributes to the good of all.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Those who are interested in Scripture, as. rendered in
the Concordant Version, will find a warm welcome
awaiting them at the Community Protestant Church,
corner of Bauman and Bryson streets (North Woodward
section), Detroit, Michigan. Sunday school, 10:00 a. m.;
morning service, 11:15 a. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
R. J. Rood, Pastor.

Wf)t Dftrine fl&Sterietf

THE ADDRESS ON THE ENVELOPE

God has revealed Himself in many ways in His Word.
The historic, prophetic and literary portions are usually

in the form of short scrolls or pamphlets. His litest and
highest communications have come to us in the form, of
letters, or, being formal and of a public character,
epistles. When the postman brings a large stack of mail,
we must first sort it outrif several receive their letters
at the same address. Before we open it and read it we
must make sure for whom it is intended.
In early days there were no envelopes, so the address
of an epistle was always the burden of its opening lines.
So the epistolary portions of the Scriptures are usually
introduced by some specific indication as to the particu
lar person or persons from whom the epistle comes and to
whom it is to go. Peter and James are especially partic
ular on this point, Paul always prefixes his name, and
usually follows with the character he assumes in writing
and a concise description of those he is addressing.
The name "Paul" has a strange sound to one accus
tomed to the Hebrew titles of so many of the ancient
scrolls. Of course, Paul was an Israelite, like most of the
other sacred penmen, but God changed his Hebrew name,
Saul, to a foreign one, "Paul". This change was made at
that crisis in his career when he was severed from his
associates for a special ministry to the nations (Acts
13: 2,3). Not only that, but the very first time that we
read of the evangel being proclaimed directly to a gentile,
not a proselyte, we are told casually that Saul "is also
Paul". Furthermore this gentile was also called by this
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The Name "Paul" is Suggestive of

name, for he was the proconsul Sergius Paul. Still more
significant are Paul's dealings with Elymas, the magician,
who sought to pervert the proconsul from the faith. He
undoubtedly is representative of Israel, and foreshadows
the opposition to Paul's ministry for the nations. The
climax is capped by Paul's miracle, so unlike his other
gracious deeds. He brought blindness on the apostate
Jew "until the appoined time".
What a marvelous
miniature of Paul's ministry! During Israel's blindness
he brings salvation to the nations (Acts 13: 6-12).
The name '' Paul'' is in Ml accord with his ministry.
Though usually taken as a Roman name meaning
"little", it seems far more likely that it is Greek,
(though the Latin also had this root) from the element
pan, meaning cease, from which our English word
pause is derived. His name should always suggest to us
the pause, in God's dealings with Israel, the interval dur
ing which the nation is blind, like Elymas, until the
appointed time. How suggestive this is! Every time we
attempt to enter one of Paul's epistles we are notified
that what follows is to be applied during the period of
Israel's blindness. And the fact that all of his epistles
are thus marked, stamps them as one, and identifies
them with this period, when God's grace goes out to the
nations.
Paul introduces himself according to the character of
the epistle. Is it concerned with service ? Then he speaks
of himself as a slave. Is it-authoritative? Then he
appears as an apostle. Where fellowship is the theme he
associates others with him in his salutation. The Perfec
tion epistles, Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, are
fine examples. As he alone is the authoritative revelator
of the mystery, he presents his credentials in Ephesians
as an apostle; as service and fellowship are uppermost in

Philippians, he introduces himself as a slave, along with
Timothy; as Colossians is concerned with.correction and
communion, he is again an apostle, along with Timothy.

the Interval of Israel's Apostasy
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The revelation of the mystery depends on the author
ity of Paul as an apostle. There were not wanting those
who questioned or denied his right to the title. He was
not one of the twelve. He could not qualify for such a

place, He did not become an apostle until after the main
ministry of the twelve had been accomplished. The one
who took Judas7 place had to be taken from among those
who had been with Christ all the time from John's bap
tism until His ascension (Acts 1:21, 22). This was the
one condition, and Paul had not been with Him at all.
Moreover, his apostleship was based on the very reverse
of this. It was necessary that he should not know our
Lord until after His ascension, for he is the apostle of
Christ Jesus, the glorified, not Jesus Christ, the rejected
Messiah.

The title apostle has often been defined as "one
sent". But it has not the usual element for send. This is
pemp. Apostle is made up of two elements, apo, from,
and stel, put. Its literal meaning is to put some one at a
distance, as a representative. Its nearest English equiva
lent is commissioner. An apostle was given a commission,
with authority to enforce it. The commissions for the
. twelve were given them by the Lord while He was yet
with them.
Paul did not receive his from them or
through them, but from the Lord Himself. The vast dif
ferences between his commissions and those of the twelve
should show how utterly impossible it is that Paul should
be numbered with the eleven.
Apostolic authority was by no means confined to the
twelve. Among the Circumcision, there must always be
so many, and no more or less, for Israel's twelve tribes
call for twelve rulers. But no such condition determines
the number of apostles among the Uncircumcision. Paul,
however, is so great that he overshadows the others far
more than Peter does his fellow apostles. Indeed, it is
probable that, if we confine ourselves strictly to this
final and culminating revelation of the mystery, Paul i$
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its only apostle. Though Timothy is included in the salu
tation to Colossians, his apostleship is not recognized
there. He is simply brother Timothy. And, now that the
men have passed away, and Paul alone has left inspired

epistles, he has become for us the one and only apostle,
the only authority in doctrine an<J practise.

Repeatedly, Paul ascribes his apostolic office to the
will of God (1 Cor. 1:1; 2 Cor. 1:1; Col. 1:1; 2 Tim.
1:1). None of the twelve do this. They were chosen by
Christ in accord with the revealed counsel of God. Their
commissions, their careers, all about them, was in line

with Jehovah's promises in the Law and in the Prophets
and in the Psalms. Some details and developments may
have been secret, but their whole course was in keeping
with a program previously prepared. One of the special
points in Paul's call was that he should know God's will
(Acts 22:14). This cannot refer to a knowledge of the
Hebrew Scriptures, but to matters still unrevealed. It
was Paul's special privilege to explore new and unknown
fields of God's purpose. To be appointed an apostle by
His will is suggestive of a fresh departure in the divine
activities.

Thus far the writer of the epistle has introduced him
self. Now he writes the address on the envelope. When
he indicates the destination of his letter, he characterizes

those to whom he is writing. He sends it "to all the

saints who are, and believe in, Christ Jesus". It is said
that an expert can read the history of a man's health by
looking at his teeth.' So we can see the apostasy from
Pauline teaching in the interpolations and mistransla
tions and interpretations of these simple words.
It is evident that the force of "being. . . in Christ
Jesus" was lost very early. As is the case today in many
quarters, the names and titles of our Lord had no special
significance. Indeed, in the highest evangelical circles
the irreverent use of our Lord's personal name! is very
painful to sensitive spirits. And how few would recog-

Saints who am in Christ Jesus
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nize the great distinction between'.'/Christ Jesus" and
" Jesus Christ"! Yet this is the whole point in this
address. In a recent study of the titles of our Lord these
two forms were combined in the statistics, as though the
order of the words was only accidental; and carried no
significance.
All who are in touch with God are holy ones or
saints. This is the most inclusive name by which they can
be known. From Adam and Abel to the last to be called
in the eons to come, in every era, and in all the various
administrations, not only men but messengers, are called
holy ones, or saints. When Paul wrote this epistle the
saints were divided into two classes. One group, asso
ciated with the twelve apostles, mostly of the Circum
cision and proselytes, were proclaiming Jesus Christ as
the rejected Messiah. The other group, associated with
Paul, mostly of the Uncircumcision, recognized His pres
ent heavenly exaltation, which is expressed concisely and
forcibly in the title Christ Jesus. To this class this
epistle was sent.
No more correct or concise direction could be given
for the delivery of this epistle. It is not for unbelievers,
but for saints. It is not for those in Jesus Christ, but
those in Christ Jesus. Try as we will, we cannot find any
better address for the envelope, even though we should
add much to it. It is for some Jews and some gentiles,
hence we cannot easily draw a line there. Though mostly
for the Uncireumcision, it also includes some of the Cir
cumcision. We cannot use this distinction. There is only
one way to divide them, and that is their attitude toward
Christ, as expressed in the two titles Jesus Christ and
Christ Jesus.
Since the significance of the title "Christ Jesus" was
lost, this sentence in the salutation has been beyond the
apprehension of copyists and translators, hence they have
tried to remedy the apparent fault.
So the scribe of
Alexandrinus, or some one before him, added "in Ephe-
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sus" in order to make sense. It is most likely that this
epistle was sent to Ephesus as well as to all the Pauline
ecclesias, and there may have been d tradition to that
effect which led to the insertion of this phrase. But the
character of the epistle is such that it is clearly a circular
letter, one copy of which might be addressed particularly
to Ephesus, but which is by no means to be confined .to
that ecelesia.
We are confirmed in this position by the f&ct that
both Vaticanus ,and Sinaiticus, the most ancient of our
manuscripts, were originally written without "in Ephe
sus ". In Vaticanus someone has added it in the margin.
This is shown in the plate on page forty-eight of the
Introduction to the Concordant Version. It can be seen
at the end of the third line of the center cplumn, not far
below the heavy ornamental, bar which disfigures the
upper margin of the manuscript. In Sinaiticus it is by a
later hand. It is clear that the phrase has crept in, and
was not a part of the early texts, or of the original auto
graph. Only the difficulty of translating without it has
kept it there. The critical editors usually put it in square
brackets. A few mark it to be omitted in their margin.
Hardly any hold with-the so-called "received text" in
retaining it without question. It should be omitted.
This epistle contains no local allusions. The apostle
has no special place in mind. The theme is developed
along the broadest lines. There are 110 special expedients
as in Corinth, no corrections as in Galatia and Colosse.
Every part of the epistle applies equally to all the ecclesias. It is of such a character that it could not be with
held from any saint in Christ Jesus, in any place or at
any time. It applies to us today as fully as if we had
just received it fresh from the pen of Paul.
This epistle was for all the saints in Christ Jesus. It
should have been sent to all the saints who had come
under Paul'^ teaching. It would not have been under
stood by any others.
Since it was written for them,

are a Later Interpolation
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surely it must h^ve been sent to them.
Only some of
these were at Ephesus.
Others were at Corinth and,
Thessalonica and in Galatia, as well as Philippi and
Colosse, wherever Paul and his preaching had penetrated.
We call it "Ephesians". As we need some name to
distinguish it, this will serve the purpose better than any
other because it has become inseparably associated with
this epistle in all that has been said and written about it
for centuries. So "Ephesians" it shall be, with the dis
tinct understanding that this name is a mere expedient.

If the title had not already been misappropriated we
would suggest calling it "Paul's General Epistle".
Jude's epistle certainly is not entitled to this term. Per
haps we can compromise on "Paul's Perfection Epistle",
as we have already used the plural of this phrase for
Ephesians and its companion epistles.
In the transitional era preceding the present secret
administration of God's transcendent riches of grace,
Paul wrote his epistles to the Thessalonians and to the
Eomans, the Corinthians, the Galatians, as well as his
first letter to Timothy. The question arises, did the rev
elation of the secret in Ephesians and its companion epis-.
ties annul the previous revelation completely, and ignore
its recipients, so that Eomans to Galatians and Thessa
lonians are obsolete, or do they still stand just as they
are, so that Ephesians is a mere addition to their mes
sage? Or is there a third course indicated, between these
two extremes, their acceptance as a whole, yet with modi
fications in detail to accord with the later revelation? Is
this epistle addressed to those in Christ Jesus to whom
Paul wrote his previous epistles ?

The third item of the secret settles these questions for
us satisfactorily. We are joint partakers of the promise
in Christ Jesus, through the evangel of which Paul
became the dispenser (Eph. 3: 6,7). Note the past tense
of became. It tells us that Paul is speaking of the evangel
which he had preached. It is limited by the title '' Christ
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Jesus'' to that which is recorded in his previous epistles
and does not include his ministry in the synagogues in

Acts. In this evangel the nations had been partakers, but

not joint partakers. It was to the Jew first. The nations
had a secondary place. The secret now revealed is not
that the nations are to be partakers, but that they are to
be joint partakers.
%
N
Broadly speaking, we have a complete answer to our

questions here. All of Paul's previous epistles are def
initely declared to be ours, yet with such modifications
as the abroigation of Israel's priority involves. Ephesians
does not restate Paul's previous evangel, for that would
have been useless. All to whom the new revelation came
were acquainted with it. All that they needed was the
ability to adapt it to the larger light.

As a consequence, the epistle to the Ephesians is full
of contacts and contrasts with Paul's previous teaching. '
Not only are we given the broad basis on which to build
our attitude toward Paul's other writings, but many of
the details are developed for us and the character of the
link between the two is carefully considered. We will
confine ourselves in this study to those, two aspects. In
what particulars and how does the fact that we are now

joint partakers affect Paul's previous epistles? What is
the character of the link between them? Is it a sheer
break, a mere development, or a superadded glory?
The third item of the secret is elaborated in the last
eleven verses of the second chapter. There the apostle
would have them remember what they were in flesh, dur
ing the previous era, before Ephesians was penned. This
chapter will help us greatly in our quest. But it is of the
utmost importance to note that the contrasts are not
between the position the nations occupied m spirit, as
revealed in Paul's epistles, but with their place m flesh,
as seen in the book of Acts. Indeed, the great difficulty
which almost every one has in understanding this chapter
lies in the failure to make this distinction.

Need Minor Modifications
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The disabilities are all physical, not spiritual. In
Paul's previous epistles the spiritual unity of Jew and
gentile is emphasized; in Acts their physical differences
are to the fore. It is only in flesh, as seen in Acts, that
the nations are apart from Christ, alienated from the
citizenship of Israel, guests of the promise covenants,
having no expectation, and without God in the world.
This is graphically illustrated for us by the presence of
Trophimus, the Ephesian, in Jerusalem, where the very
rumor that he had been brought near to God in the sanc
tuary caused the riot which led to Paul's imprisonment
(Acts 21:27-29).
All these physical disabilities are largely ignored in
Paul's writings, so the contrast is developed by refer
ences to Acts. The great change is symbolized by the
razing of the central wall of the barrier, which Troph
imus was supposed to have passed (Eph. 2:14), the nullifyiug of the apostolic decrees (Eph. 2:15; Acts 15: 20;
16:4), and the crucifixion. The consequence is that the
place accorded the nations in the book of Acts is no
longer true at Ml. There they were guests and sojourners
now they are fellow citizens. There they were outsiders;
now we are,members of God's family; there they were
kept away from the sanctuary; now we are one of the
temple buildings (Eph, 2:19-22).

.

Now these contrasts are emphatically not with the
position of the nations in spirit in Paul's previous
epistles, but with tlieir physical standing at the time
when these epistles were written. In them these physical
disabilities are hardly mentioned, and one who reads
them today would scarcely know that these existed. The
great gulf between Paul's written ministry and the rec
ord in Acts may be seen by comparing the record of his
stay in Thessalonica (Acts 17:1-9) with the epistles writ
ten to the same place not long afterward. In Acts it is all
Jewish. In the epistle one would hardly guess that there
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were any Jews in the eitVi To t>e sure there were a vast

multitude of the reverent Greeks allotted to Paul, but the
very term in Acts suggests proselytes.

The point for us to see is that, while Acts is in.con*
trast to Ephesians, the epistles are in contact with it.
Without actually revealing the secret of joint participa
tion, the nations, in spirit, have access into the presence
of God (Rom. 5:1, 2), unhindered by the barrier wall in
the sanctuary at Jerusalem, the decrees issued by the
apostles are not even mentioned, and physical relation
ship to Christ is definitely ignored (2 Cor. 5:16), These
epistles are preparatory to Ephesians. Trophimus and
Paul, in Acts, are far apart in flesh; in the early epistles
they are near, in spirit; in Ephesians they are one.
The second item of the secret is that we are a, joint
body. No body is known in Acts, though it undoubtedly
existed at the time. But Romans and Corinthians
reveal the existence of the body lojig before the
secret of the joint body was made known. Our main
question might be restated in concrete terms thus: Is the

body of Romans and Galatians the same one as we have
in Ephesians, or a different one entirely ? We are com
pelled to take a middle ground. It is the same body, but
changed. It is composed of the same class of saints, but
its constitution has been altered to agree with the higher
and later revelation.
The body in Corinthians is not a joint body. The
meaning of this term is not as clear as it might be in
English. It describes a body in which all the members
are of equal rank, respectability and honor. There is no
such thing on earth. No bodies we are acquainted with
are joint bodies. The word had to be coined in Greek,
for the thought was unknown. It may 1)e that there are
celestial bodies like this, but none on earth. The body as
described in Corinthians at such length was such as we
know-^-an earthly body in which the head held the high
est rank and each member differed from all the others

Paul's Letters are in Constant Contact
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in respectability, strength and honor. God blended them
together by mutual sympathy and need.
In the Corinthian body the Circumcision would claim
the better parts. The gifts—first, apostles; second, proph
ets ; third, teachers, and after these the lesser graceswould claim superior places. But in a joint body these
distinctions disappear. Now Jew and gentile are both
the subjects of such transcendent riches of grace that
they are joined in one (Eph. 2:1-16). The inequalities
produced by the gifts are no longer possible in the realm
of purest grace.
No one can boast, for all are His
achievement.
We are warranted, then, in taking the truth of the
one body as in Romans (12:4-8) and Corinthians (12:
12-31) with such modifications as Ephesians calls for.
The body is the same, it is composed of the same ela^s of
saints, but it has been affected by the change in adminis
tration. Not only are the members all of the same rank
now, being a joint body, but the gifts in the body are
readjusted. Those which accorded with the kingdom
ministry of Acts have ceased, for blessing on earth is no
longer in view.
Only apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors and teachers are found in Ephesians (4:11).
This is in perfect accord with the teaching of the thir
teenth of first Corinthians, for some of the gifts are
there definitely limited t6 the era of immaturity. Even
prophecy is given its place in Ephesians. It, together
with the apostolic office, is in the foundation (Eph. 2:
20). Now that the foundation has been securely laid we
have no need for the authority of an apostle or the revelations of a prophet. Any prophecy which could come
today could only lay a different foundation, which is not
of God. Of all the false prophets who have proclaimed
themselves in later years, not even one has so much as
understood what the true foundation for the present
grace is.
, The destiny of the one body is not clearly revealed in
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the earlier epistles. Only, Ephesians gives us the grand
truth that it is the complement of Christ with respect to
His celestial place, and will be His executive in ruling
the entire universe (Eph. 1:22, 23). It could not be
revealed at that time, for the secret of Christ's universal
headship had not been made known, Acts gives Him no
sovereignty in celestial realms. So far as its testimony
goes, He has no kingdom until He returns to earth, and
will have none elsewhere.
But there are hints in Paul's previous epistles which
need little stressing to suggest a celestial sovereignty.
Paul asks the Corinthians, '/Are you not aware that we

shall be judging messengers . . * ?" (1 Cor. 6:3). And
he insists that there are celestial bodies in the resurrec
tion (1 Cor 15:40). Is not this^ almost equal to saying
that some of mankind would have a celestial destiny?
The first item of the secret is that the nations now
are joint enjoyers of an allotment (Eph. 3:6). This is
elaborated in the opening section of Ephesians (1: 3-14).
The subject is developed until we are given a distinct
point of contact with Paul's previous epistles. This new
revelation was to be limited to those at that time who
were in a state of prior expectancy in Christ (Eph. 1:
12). There is not a single suggestion of such a class in
the book of Acts. Yet it is the burden x>f the Thessalonian
epistles. There we find that they were waiting for His
Son from heaven (1 Thes. 1:10). They were not in dark
ness, that the day of the Lord should overtake them as a
thief (5:4). They were not appointed to indignation,

such as the saints in Israel mu§t /endure before the Lord
comes to them. They were to procure salvation, whether
watching or drowsing. This was to occur by the Lord's
descent from heaven, and their snatching away to meet

Him in the air (1 Thes. 4:13-17). This was a special

revelation through Paul, after his separation from the
Circumcision, not even alluded to in Acts, so altogether *

outside the kingdom ministry to the nation of Israel. It

is Settled in Ephesians
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gave the nations a prior expectation. It became a dis
tinguishing mark of those who receive Paul's message,
so that, in seeking for some feature to indicate the
recipients of the new revelation, he seizes on this special
expectation, to be realized before Christ came to the
Circumcision.

But what does this involve f The saints, as well as the
subject, are left "in the air". This is hardly a perma
nent dwelling place. Will they come down again and be
subservient to Israel ? Or will they ascend with Him to
celestial realms? Ephesians supplies the answer. Should
they descend, they could never be joint allottees.' Israel
has the first place on earth for the eons. We cannot oust
them. God's gifts may be delayed, but they are never
regretted. We must ascend if we are to be joint allottees.
But how can we have any place among the celestials
apart from Christ?
So the apostle first unfolds the
secret of Christ, His universal headship (Bph. 1:10).
We are to have our position with Him in the heavens.
The first Corinthian epistle leads to similar reflec
tions, How were we to judge messengers, or rule them,
from our inferior station on the earth? The way of a>
bird in the air is beyond our control. How shall we exer
cise authority over messengers who can fly through the
fields of space? The answer is hinted in his fifteenth

chapter. Why speak of celestial bodies in connection with

our resurrection? What has the glory of the sun, the
moon and the stars to do with our vivification ? He does
not say. But he tells a secret. We shall be changed. Are
not all to be changed in resurrection? That is no secret.
But the instantaneous change he alluded to was some
thing unknown before. It could be nothing less than a
body fitted for celestial scenes.

Thus, while we find a continual contrast to all that
pertains to the Circumcision and the book of Acts, we
find a continual contact with Paul's previous epistles.

It is enigmatic (1 Cor. 13:12), to use Paul's own char-
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acterization. The tendency is dear enough, for it is
away from the physical and terrestrial to the spiritual
and celestial. But our destiny is not, and, indeed, could
not be revealed so long as God was lingering over His
apostate people Israel. It was from glory to glory, each
higher revelation being built on its predecessor (2 Cor.

3:18). "I"-'-"

v .

"

Another satisfactory solution of our inquiry can be
found in the special provision made to bring the saints
of Paul's day into their new standing in Christ Jesus.
Apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers are
given for the readjusting of the saints, with a view to the

work of dispensing, for the upbuilding of the body 6£
Christ, until we should all attain to the unityof faith,
and the realization of a son of God, to mature manhood,
to the adult stature of Christ's complement, that we

should by no means still be minors . . ."

(Eph. 4:

11-14).

The words we have italicized are worthy of close
study in this connection. None of them suggests a break.
The first'one is the most important. What is meant by
readjusting t
Our common version renders the verb
mend (Mat. 4:21; Mark 1:19), perfect (Mat. 21:16;
Luke 6:40; 2 Ctfr. 13:11; 1 Thes. 3:10; Heb. 13:21;
l^Pet. 5^ 10), fit (Kom. 9:22), restore (Gal, 6:1), pre
pare (Heb. 10: 5), frame (Heb. 11: 3), perfectly join
together (1 Cor. 1:10). It is evident that it is impossible
to get the true sense through the English renderings.
The Concordant Version uses the synonyms adapt, re
adjust, attune.
*

The most of the usual renderings arc in accord with
our contention that there was no rupture, no break, in
passing from the previous to the present administration

of God's grace. Yet one word, mend, does suggest this.
We are told that James and John, with their father, were
intTieship mending their nets (Mat. 4:21). Now this is

Paul's Previous Epistles
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unusual. I have seen some fishermen readjusting
their nets in their ship, so that there will be no trouble
when they leave it fall over the side for another catch,
but I have not noticed that nets were mended on board.
They are taken to some more convenient, roomy place.
Every time they are used they must be folded in tjieir
place for the next catch. Only seldom were they mended.
The evidence is all in favor of adjusting rather than
mending.
There are some passages in which mending will not do
at all. The Lord did not come with a mended body, but

one adapted to His new sphere of service (Heb. 10: 5).
It was not the form of God repaired. So we may be sure
that the gifts were given to readjust, adapt, attune, the
saints to the new revelation. The same ministry is needed
today, for those who have received the truth of Paul's

earlier epistles. We freely concede that much more than
this is needed in most cases, for the majority of the saints
are stranded in Acts. Nothing but a decided break with
that administration will be sufficient to prepare them for
even the rudiments of the grace which is ours in Christ
Jesus.
The adaptation was based on the change from an
incomplete to a complete revelation of God's purpose,
from an inferior to an equal station in His grace, and
from a terrestrial to a celestial destiny.
The next important function of the gifts to the ecclesia was ta bring them out of minority into maturity.
This may be a sudden transition, but it does not involve
the repudiation of everything, far reaching as the change

may be.

Paul, in the thirteenth of first Corinthians,

dwells at some length on minority and maturity and
makes it clear, that, in that era, the saints were not
mature. "For," he says, "at present we are observing
by means of a mirror, in an enigma, yet then, face to

face." He is not speaking here of meeting the Lord, but
of full knowledge in an era yet to come when the saints
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would become mature. That time came when Ephesians
went forth.
It is still the function of the pastor and teacher to
lead his hearers out of minority into maturity. But, alas,
how many of the leaders of His beloved saints are them
selves mature 1 The most alluring spiritual height seems
to be those gifth which mark minority. The body of
Christ is being dragged down, not built up. Spirituality
is usually confounded with emotion, and often with
direct disobedience to the plainest precept of God's spirit.
Is there any wonder that they are surging hither and
thither, and whirled about by every wind of teaching?
So long as the saints prefer the minority of Paul's earlier
epistles or the infancy of Acts, they will be unstable as to
the truth, or firmly fixed in error.
Another interesting token of the close relationship of
all Paul's writings is found in the latter part of Ephe
sians. He does not hesitate to appeal to teaching not

found in the earlier portion. The panoply of God (Epti.

6:13) consists, in part, of righteousness and of the evan
gel of peace. This evangel is for the feet—indicating our
contact with the world. It is not the peace of the second
of Ephesians, between Jew and gentile, but of the fifth
of Eomans and the fifth of second Corinthians. Right
eousness takes us back to the third and fourth chapters
of Romans.
Justification is not mentioned in the prison epistles.
Neither is conciliation. These themes are practically con
fined to Paul's preparatory epistles. They are not affect
ed by the new revelation and suffer no vital modification,
unless we wish to note that the different prepositions
used in regard to the justification of the Circumcision
and Uncircumeision — out of and through—no longer

have any force (Eom. 3:30). Both are now justified
through faith, for there are no longer any believers
among the Circumcision who have not become partici
pants of this grace.

is Assumed in Ephesians
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The rendering "ordinances" (Eph. 2:15), suggests
that all the observances, especially baptism and the
Lord's dinner, eare done away. But the translation is
quite incorrect. The reference is to the decrees issued by
the apostles (Acts 15: 20) There is no hint that observ
ances, as such, are abolished. Each must be examined on
its own merits. Whatever was given specially to Paul
after his separation has a strong claim on permanence.
What drifted in from the previous kingdom testimony is
not so secure.

Baptism in water was never given to Paul. Christ
sent him, not to baptize, but to preach the evangel
(1 Cor. 1:17). He seldom did it himself. He teaches
that we all were baptized by one spirit into one body
(1 Cor. 12:13). The body of Christ cannot exist apart
from the baptism of the spirit. So there are two baptisms
in his earlier epistles.
In Ephesians there is but one
(Eph. 4:6). Baptism in water loses even the precarious
place it had. Water baptism is not for us.
The Lord's dinner is very different. Paul did not
receive it from those before him, as we would expect.
He received it by special revelation from the Lord
(1 Cor. 11:23). He commended it to the Corinthians,
&nd corrected its abuse. How different from the .treat
ment accorded baptism in the same epistle!
Another important contrast is the continuance of the
gifts. They were to be limited to minority and to vanish
with the advent of maturity. But, with the full realiza
tion of the impending change, he ignojes any suggestion
of recall when dealing with the Lord's dinner. It is to be
observed till Christ's coming. The "covenant" associ
ated with it is the dispensation of righteousness (2 Cor.
3: 6, 9) which comes before us in literal language in the
third and fourth chapters of Eomans.
To conclude: Ephesians is a general epistle written
by Paul to those who, like himself, had been severed from
the rest, and associated with Christ in glory, rather than
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in His rejection. While the destiny of the twelve apos
tles and those associated with them had been clearly
revealed, and culminates in the kingdpm of Israel on
ea,rth, the destiny of this new departure was unknown.
Ephesians unfolds this secret, hence it is only for those
who are "in Christ Jesus". Today, notwithstanding the
fact that the church knows nothing of this, and follows
the twelve apostles, and rejects Paul and his teaching,
the kingdom administration is no longer in force. By
grace, all are associated with the risen and ascended

Christ. Let us pray that God would reveal to His saints
the transcendent glory which is theirs in "Christ Jesus".
A. E.K.

MIGHTY IN BATTLE

Was it not on Golgotha that Christ in the stfpremest
sense asserted His Lordship? From the wilderness con^

fliet onward, He had been invincible, and now, as the
Lord, strong and mighty—mighty in battle, He conquers
the foe in the most glorious victory earth and heaven
ever witnessed.

In cottage and temple, wayside and lonely shore, the
battle spirit shone out from those eyes of dignity and
steadfastness, as they looked upon the victims of the
enemy's power. And to the great invisible hosts of dark
ness, the satellites of Satan, His was the voice of com
mand.

Mighty deeds were wrought in Galilee, at which the
people marvelled. But mightier still, the Calvary con
quest when, ''stripping off the sovereignties and authori
ties, boldly making a show of them, "He so gloriously
triumphed, even "abolishing him who has the control of
deaths that is, the devil". And this is the victory, the
power of which we need to know. For it is a power, and
with potentialities which opportunities will prove again
and again.
How then shall we realize this power and triumph

over the enemy? The place of victory is in the heavenlies,
"up above every sovereignty and authority and power
and dominion and, every name that is named". This is
the glory sphere in which, in spirit, we are to abide. But
we cannot truly abide and know unbroken victory, except
we enter deeply the likeness of Christ's death. Only a
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Jikeness, but let it be deep and true, and your spirit
will rise to victory.
The enemy fs powerless, entirely' silenced on that high
plane. He wars below, in and through the force of cir
cumstance, the passions and obsessions of the soul. In

these elements the hosts of darkness concentrate, and, as
past masters of soul-craft, entice and ensnare. Are we
then so detached from things of the soul life, so in the
place of death to them, that their charm is gone? If not,
then at some point we give ground to the adversary,
and defeat comes swiftly.

But victory life is ours to know.

"For if we <tted

together we shall live togetheralso; if we are enduring,
we shall also be reigning together" (2 Tim. 2:11, 12).
Paul voiced the power he knew, the power which

served him in all the contingencies of his course. And
his word comes to our needy spirits—"Be strong in the
Lord!" Strong in Him, for is He not "the Lord, strong
and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle"? We are to
know the strength of His might, that very strength
which Get Him at God's right hand, high above all. Let
your spirit rest there, amid all the ebb and flow of things

around, and victory will be yours.

God would have us buoyant and victorious, so alive
to Him that our spirit arises to Him in the joy and
strength of the Lord. Stand then, in Christ! Dread riot,
be unafraid! Live that your spirit may be in victory;
And with spirit triumphant, vision and perception will
be clear. But there must be the walk in righteousness,
and in faithfulness, step by step, to the light God gives.
We stand then, in Christ's victory, and, in the pow^r
which raised and exalted Him, exult. For this power
alone energizes us in the warfare, and not only places
us above the unseen forces which assail us through
others, but gives us victory over their subtle attempts to
enslave us personally, in body or in mind.
And this may be of such a character as to continue
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for years. There are so many refined forms of the soul
life whereby the enemy gets a hold, and then, given a
suitable occasion, he can oppress with vengeance. Then
it is that we, in very deed, prove the blessedness of
Paul's wondrous enunciation in the sixth of Romans.
Absolute death, to be practically and savingly known.
And here is the basis of victory, the one sure ground.
But if death, then also corresponding life. And with
the life, victory and peace. Now this victory is the quiet,
unseen mastery which the members of the body of Christ
are justly entitled to experience day by day. And the
call is upon us to realize here and now the blessedness of
its character. Again and again it gives occasion for
praise, and is at the same time & testimony to celestial
powers concerning the manifold wisdom of God.
A strong spirit, strong to resist, refuse, and endure.
Strong, as against soul weakness, with its varied tenden
cies and impulses. Strong, to resist the enemy's encroach
ment on our peace, and strong to refuse depression and
oppression as they come to our spirit. Strong also, to
endure with patience and longsuffering all that is in thd
will of God for our enrichment.

Ours is a spirit-life, spirit-fellowship, a spirit-war^
fare. And for true life and fellowship we must know
spirit-victory. We can only breathe freely on the heights.
Below, in the earthlies, we are out of adjustment, finding
ijp5atmosphere a frequent pall upon the spirit. The new
life longs for the new creation element, and can only
flourish therein. Hence the warfare, the contesting of
advance.
How then, shall we be mighty in battle, mighty in
breaking through to victory?
The onset is from the
enemy side and comes in varied form. It may be a heavi
ness or deadness of spirit, a disquietude or restlessness.
But, whatever it is, we know it to be a foreign element
that should not be with us. What then? Are we to fight

it? By no means. We are to stand-—stand in Christ, and
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withstand. And above all else, use the sword of the
spirit, voicing a divine declaration as a weapon of God
to scatter the enemy's smoke-clouds. For at times the
air seems thick with their presence, so that we need to
stand firmly and as Paul enjoins,/" In every prayer and
petition be praying on every occasion, in spirit, and being
vigilant for it with all perseverance and petition concern
ing all saints'7 (Eph. 6:18, 19).
There we have it. Paul shows us in grand, # unerring
language, the place of victory, the unassailable position
of the Victor, and all the riches of His great ascension
place. And then, aware of the aerial hosts and their
malignant chief, he shows the way of victory.
Let the sword of the spirit then be as a keen Damas
cene blade, to cut a way through the hosts of darkness.
Standing as sons of light, let us be vigilant, pressing into
the fabric of our prayer life all the pointed declarations
of God which His spirit prompts to meet the case. And
do not forget the catholic note which should pervade our
prevailing prayer, "petition concerning all saints".
*
There is nothing finer with which to cut through to a
clear sense of victory in spirit than those texts and living
declarations of Scripture which so surely and immedi
ately serve to the defeat of the foe. The warfare is
spiritual, and a war always on. And just because we are
out for God's greatest and best, the adversary is relent
less, and if he could, would bring us down to utter
despair and defeat. Let us remember that he and his
are out to silence testimony, especially in the matter of
the cross. Anything but death gives him some lodgement,
but to die to things we once so keenly lived for, and to
have things drop from us as dead leaves, makes the
forces of oppression powerless.
Mighty, in battle? It must needs _be as we stand
inflexible foewards, but Godwards, ah, then indeed are
we pliant, receptive, and above all, reposeful in that
peace which so immovably garrisons our hearts in Christ
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Jesus. Declarations of God, fiats of the1 Lord of Glory!
As such, wield them to the discomfiture of the enemy.
You will then walk in victory, will develop in strength,
alertness, and realization of God.
How then are we to be mighty in battle, mighty in
breaking through to victory?
The onset is from the
enemy side and is felt by us in many ways. It may be a
heaviness or deadness of spirit, a sense of defeat, in that
wo are not in strong repose and spirit mastery. Take to
yourself the great thought that you are a son Df God.
Live in the dignity of it, lift up your head, remembering

that as you stand in Christ, you veritably stand in the
presence of God. When alone, audible expression helps,
and it works.
Let us remember, too, that in our use of God's
declarations, we are not confined in doctrinal sense, as
to dispensational truth alone. We can wield all those
declarations of our God which His spirit at the moment
gives. And so, again and again will you find expression
or exclamation from prophet and psalmist, as sure a
^weapon as the words of Paul. But there will always be
the wondrous adjustment of such words with our position
as members of the body of Christ, and with our place of
victory in the heavenlies. For with us they take on the
highest meaning possible,;arbd the life in them overcomes
the assault of the enemy.
From experience and the testimony of others the
writer has proved the possibilities which a stand for

victory can see accomplished. It is a wonderfully real'
thing, a bringing into the immediate present, something
of the glory and splendour of the unsearchable riches of
Christ. Let your will, then, be for it, as one in God's
great secret, administration.
' "I will extol Thee, 0 Lord, for Thou hast lifted me
up, and hast not made my foes to rejoice over me ...
Though an host should encamp against me, my heart
shall not fear. Whom shall I fear? The Lord is the
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strength of my life! Of whom shall I be afraid 1" Then,
too, PaulVgrand note: "Thanks be to God, Who always
gives us a triumph in Christ!''
0 to prove the mighty power of God—mighty to the
overthrowing of strongholds. And this proving will be
as we concentrate our thoughts on Christ in all His full
ness. But for this we must be emptied of so very much
we may have hitherto considered as quite in keeping with
our walk. We lose to gain, die to live, and dying with
Him, we live with Him. And we live by the faith of the
Son of God Who so gloriously triumphed over the adver
sary. '..■ .■.;■:

',

■■■-■

■

■.;•..:-■

Through all that comes, then, seek to know victory,
repose in God's peace. For "the God of peace will be
crushing Satan under your feet swiftly'V Potentially,
he is a vanquished foe, and as prince of the power of the
air, his time is short. Hence, his malignity to all those
who are out for God's best. Like Caleb and Joshua,
shall we not say, "We are well able to overcome . . .
the Lord is with us!"
With these men it was God all the time—His view
point, His might. And this is the way of victory, victory
.personal, victory in spirit over the powers of darkness.
Shall we not then rise tait, go all out for it, in the might
of the Lord?
Golgotha is victory!
Son of God, be strong!
Voice it forth in triumph,
Herald it in song!
Victim He, yet Victor,
Christ's own conquest see,
Golgotha is Victory—
Victory now for me!

William Mealand.

t5ijet(ubetlmg of Jtiui Cfrvi&t

THE SONG OF MOSES AND
OF THE LAMBKIN
Before the bowls are poured out we are given a compre
hensive outline of Israel's history as foretold in the
song of Moses. This is the key to the judgments that,
follow. Although Moses' song is not incorporated into
the Apocalypse, it is really an important part of it. It is
the longest and most comprehensive of all the songs of.
the end time. We would lose very much, indeed, if we
should pass it over as a mere musical number without
meaning or message. If our exegesis is correct, we will
welcome its confirmatory testimony.
After Moses had finished the writing of the law, he
turned from present to predictive prophecy. Apart from
the promises and the types, there is very little foretelling

in the Pentateuch. To compensate for this, Moses, at the
close of his career, gives us a complete epitome of Israel's
future history. Though it was called a song, it does not
seem to be set to music until it is sung in the days to
come. Then it is introduced as the divine prelude to the
pouring out of the seven bowls. Let us turn to the thirtyfirst chapter of Deuteronomy, the twenty-fifth verse, and
note how closely the setting corresponds with the scene in
the Unveiling, where the temple of the tabernacle of the
testimony is opened (15: 5). We will give a tentative
concordant rendering.
25 And Moses is directing the Levites who carry the ark
[coffer] of the covenant of Jehovah, saying, 26 "Take this scroll
of the law and place it at the side of the ark [coffer] of the

covenant of Jehovah, your God [ElQhim, Arbiter], and it is to
be there for a testimony among you. 27 For / know your
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rebellion and your hard nape. Lo! while I am still living with
you this day you are being rebellious with Jehovah, and what,
indeed, after my death! 28 Assemble to me all the elders of
your tribes, and your monitors, and I will be speaking in their
ears these words. And I am causing the heavens and the
earth to testify among them. 29 For I know that after my death
there will be corrupting to corruption. And you turn away
from the way which I direct you, and evil meets you in.the
latter days, for you are doing evil in the eyes of,Jehovah, to
vex Him by the deeds of your hands."
30 And Moses is speaking in the ears of all the assembly of
Israel the words of this song till they are spent:

What a lurid light is cast upon the phrase "the tab
ernacle of the testimony" by Moses' act! Throughout
Israel's career, the law has not only been a light to illum
ine, but also a document to condemn. It is not the basis
of blessing, as they vainly imagine, and as its promises
seem to imply. In the preceding portion of this Apoca
lypse, where Jehovah is protecting His people, there is
no mention of the law. The opening of the temple did
not reveal the testimony, but the covenant.
Blessing
comes by God's grace, through Christ, and not through
law observance. But the curse of the law must come on
the apostate people, who have corrupted the earth.
Moses predicted that evil would meet them in the
latter days, at a time when Jehovah would be veiled by
their doings. Is not this precisely what occurs under the
bowls? The song of Moses settles the setting of these in
flictions. They are not concerned with the nations but
with that law-illumined but apostate portion of His
ancient people who break the first commandment. The
bowls are poured out upon the Jewish worshipers of the
wild beast.
The literary structure of the song of Moses may be
familiar to some, but it will bear repetition. It is an
epanodoSy or reversal, of four or more couples. Each sub
ject is treated twice, just as is the case with the Unveil
ing. The introduction (1-6) and the conclusion (43) are
general. First we have God presented in His creation
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perfection and Israel's failure to sustain their relation
ship to Him. At the conclusion, however, all is based on
propitiation, and there is vengeance for their enemies
and joy for His people.
The second couple deals with Israel during the
periods of the Pentateuch (7-14) and at the time of the
end {37-42). The third couple deals with Israel's apos
tasy in th6 land from the standpoint of the pemiod of the
kings (15-19). Corresponding to this is His judgment of
the apostasy in the future (34-36). The central couple
(20-21, 22-33) deals with their long dispersion.

THE SONG OF MOSES
THE INTRODUCTION

1 Give ear, O heavens! and I will be speaking:
And the earth is hearing the sayings of My mouth.
2
My influence is dropping as the rain:

My saying is distilling as the night mist,
As a downpour on verdure,

And as a drizzle on herbage,

3 For the name of Jehovah I am calling:
Assign greatness to our God [Elohim, the Arbiter]!
4
The Hock! His performance is flawless.
For all His ways are judgment:
An El [Disposer] faithful, and without inequity,
Just and straight is He!

5 He corrupts.
6

Not to be His sons is their blemish,

A generation perverse and twisted.

Are you requiting Jehovah thus,
People decadent and unwise?

Is not He your Father [Who] acquires you?
He makes you and is estabishing you*

Blessing comes down from above. It is the fruit of
heavenly moisture on the plants of earth. It is the water
of the Word falling on the human heart. It is based on
the divine assumptions, as expressed in the names and
titles He assumes. The emphasis is indeed laid on the
covenant name Jehovah, for they are His people, but
much is made of the fact that He is also Elohim, the

great Arbiter, and El, the Disposer, "Who is faithful and
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just. Besides this He is the Rock, stern, strong, and
severe in judgment, yet secure, steadfast and safe.
Having described Jehovah as the Arbiter and Dis
poser of all, we should be prepared for the abrupt
straight-forward declaration, '-He..-corrupts''(5). It is

so difficult to receive that almost all versions have

changed it. But its very difficulty is the greatest point
in its favor. No one would put such a statement in the
text, though we can see how readily they would change
it. The fact that this "corruption" consisted in satia/t-

ing them with the material blessings that their souls

desired, seems to be the key to its understanding.
puts it in line with the context.

This

This rendering may be challenged. But this is the
exact force of the pointed Massoretic, or traditional text.
"Without the points it may be read as the infinitive to

corrupt, but this is not intelligible. It may also be the
imperative, singular, corrupt [you], but this gives no
relief. Possibly it may be a contraction for the second
person singular indicative, you corrupt, but this does not
help. All of this version is tentative, and would not be
published at this time if the occasion did not insist upon

it.

;
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This passage answers the grave objection which His
action arouses. If He corrupts them, why does He hold
them 'l responsible'' ? It is noteworthy«how often this
word is found in human theology, and how foreign it is
to the divine records. An Arbiter and Disposer is "re
sponsible", but we may hardly use that word of those
who a-re the subjects of His activities.
If His action:

results in ultimate harm and loss to His people, He must

bear the blame. But if it is a temporary measure, with a
view to ultimate blessing, He will gain the glory. His
corrupting and .His judgment of corruption are comple
mentary measures, neither of which can be excused or
defended, by themselves, but their combination is fraught
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with so much good to His people and glory to Himself
that they need no defense.
Immediately before this statement is made we are
assured that, as the great Disposer of all, He is faithful,
without iniquity, just and straight. Such emphasis as
this seems needless unless there were some reason for.
thinking otherwise. It is necessary to establish His integ
rity before making the statement that He corrupts, for
few can understand how He can do this and remain
righteous.
Israel's early history
7 Remember the days of the eon.
Understand the years of generation and generation.
Ask your father, and lie is telling you,
•
Your elders, and they are saying to you:
8 "When the Supreme [Eleyon] makes allotment to the nations,
When He parts the sons of Adam,
He is stationing the boundaries of the peoples
According to the count of the sons of Israel,"
For Jehovah's portion is His people,
Jacob is the tape-line of His allotment.

9

10 He is finding him in a wilderness land,
And in a waste, howling desolation.
He is surrounding him, He isftmaking him understand.
He is preserving him as the tiny man in His eye.
11
As the vulture is rousing its nest,
Is fluttering over its fledglings,

12

~

-

Is spreading its wings, He is taking him,
Is lifting him on His pinions,
Jehovah alone is guiding him

And there is no foreign el [disposer] with him.

-

13 He is causing him to ride on the fane-heights of the land,
And he is eating the produce of the field,
And he is suckling him with honey from the crag,
"

15

And oil from the flint rock,
Clotted cream of cattle
And milk of the flock,
With suet of meadow lambs,
And rams, the sons of Bashan, and he goats,
With suet of kidney of wheat,

And you are drinking the turbid blood of the grape.

The early history of Israel is an exhibition of the
disposing power o£ EL All the earth is His. Its central
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and most desirable section He reserved for the nation of
His choice. But before bringing them into it, He puts
them through the evils of Egypt and the discipline of
the desert. There He taught them to rely on Him, and
look to His care and protection. Then He brought them
.into'the. land with its milk and honey, its oil and wine,
as well as the spiritual benefits which these signify.
Briefly, the process of corrupting the people consisted in
loading them with physical delights.
The corrupting
process was quite the opposite of what we would expect,
for it appeared to be the reverse. He gives them their
soul's, desire.
THE PERIOD OF THE PROPHETS

And "Straightling" is becoming lusty and kicking.
You are lusty! You are thick! You are burly!
And he is leaving Eloah [the Invoked] [Who] makes him
And is disdaining the Rock of his salvation.
16 They are causing Him to be jealous by means of aliens;
By means of abominations they are causing Him to be vexed.

17

They are sacrificing to the demons which are not Eloah
[Invoked],
G6ds [elohim, arbiters] whom they know not,
New ones come frBm near.

Your fathers quail not befbre them.

18 You are unmindful of the Rock [Who] begets you,
And you are forgetting El [Disposer], Who is travailing with
you.

10

And Jehovah is seeing and spurning
For the vexation of His sons and His daughters.

Surfeiting the soul with good things should lead to
the wotship of the,; Giver. But when His people no longer
needed His help, their hearts forsook Him and they
invoked the gods of the nations. They forgot His good
ness and His pains in the pastj and transferred their
adoration to alien gods and demons. Compare this sec
tion with the companion portion (34-38).

Qnly in the

land do they transfer their worship to other gods. So, in
the time to come, they will worship the wild beast and
draw down the vengeance of God in the latter days.
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20 And He is saying, "I should be causing My face to be hid
from them.
I am seeing what their latter [time] is,
For they are a wayward generation*
Sons in whom there is no faithfulness.

21 They make Me jealous witti that which is no El [Disposer],
They vex Me with their vanities.
And I am making them jealous with those who are no
people,

With a decadent nation I am vexing them.

The remedy for idolatry is very simple. Jehovah
withdraws His presence and blessing. Since the captivity
they have not worshiped other gods, but they have trans
ferred their affection to the vain things which seem to be
the source of felicity. Jehovah is jealous and decides to
give them over to the sorrows of the dispersion.
THE PERSECUTED NATION
22 For a fire kindles in My anger,

And it is glowing to the under unseen,

And is eating the earth and its crops,

And is setting aflame the foundations of, the mountains.
23 I am sweeping up evils on them.
2*

I am making a conclusion in them with My arrows,
The cravings of famine,
And dining on burning: coals,

And the bitter extirpation.

/

And I am sending forth the teeth of beasts into them
With venom of the skulkers of the soil.
25
From outside the sword is bereaving,
And from the chambers horror,/
Even the chosen man, even the virgin,
The suckling with the man of gray hairs.
281 say, I should be causing them to be the edge.
■
Causing the remembrance of them to cease from mortals,
27
Except that I should be sojourning in vexation by the
enemy,

Lest their foes are making them foreign,
Lest they are saying, 'Our hand is exalted,
28

And Jehovah performs not all this'.
For a nation of perishing counsel are they,

And understanding is not in them.
29 0 that they were wise, they were using intelligence in this,
They were understanding their latter [time]!
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How one is chasing a thousand,
And two are putting a myriad to flight,
Supposing that their Rock sells them not
Or Jehovah shuts them up!

31 For not as our Rock is their rock,
Even our enemies being mediators.

32

33

For their vine is from the vine of Sodom,

And from the orchards of Gomorrah,
Their grapes are poisonous grapes,
Their clusters are bitter.
The venom of monsters is their wine,
And the cruel poison of asps.

Israel is under the heel of the nations. They are being
disciplined by their enemies. Jehovah restrains their
persecutors in order that His hand may be evident.
Even their joy, under the figure of wine, is bitter and
poisonous. This leads us up to the end time.
THE FAITHFUL JUDGED

34 Is not this amassed with Me,

Sealed among My treasures,
35
For the day of vengeance, and repayment,
For the time their foot is shaking?
For the day of their calamity is near,
And what is ready for them hurries.
36 For Jehovah is adjudging His people,

'

And on His servants He is repenting.Himself,

For He is seeing that the hand departs,
And restraining and forsaking reaches a limit.

On some this discipline has the desired effect. Jeho
vah judges among His people, as seen in the eeclesias of
the Unveiling, and in the redemption of the hundred and
forty-four thousand and the vast throng. At the end
time the divine restraint reaches its limit. He arises to
avenge His saints and repay their enemies.
THE PERIOD OF THE BOWLS

How apt is God's appeal to His apostate people at

the time of the end! When the wild beast is exalting
himself as the divine arbiter of humanity, when he
threatens with death all who do not worship him, when
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he makes it well nigh impossible to escape from his hand,
when he threatens dire destruction on all who remain
faithful to God, then it is that the great Arbiter protests
with sublime vehemence.
31 And He says, "Where are their gods [elohim, arbiters],

The rock in whom they take refuge,
Who are eating the suet of their sacrifices
Drinking the _wine of their libations?
Are they rising and helping you?
Are they coming to be a concealment over you?
89See now that I, Jam He!
And there are no gods [elohim, arbiters] with Me!

38

I am putting to death and keeping alive,

I stab and 7 am healing,
And there is no rescuing from My hand!
40 For I am lifting My hand to the heavens
And I say, '/live for the eon!'
41 If I whet the lightning of My sword,
And My hand is taking hold of judgment,
I am causing vengeance to return to My foes,
And I am repaying those who hate Me.
421 will cause My arrows to be drunk with blood,
And My sword is sating flesh,
With the blood of the wounded and the captives.
With the head apostates of the enemy."

No weightier testimony could be given to-the apos
tates of Israel in the end time than this part of Moses'*
song. He is accorded the highest place among the proph
ets. -His song has been on the lips of the nation during
its entire history. All Israelites are acquainted with it.
It is a full vindication of the judgment of the bowls. It
is Israel's function to teach the nations to worship the
true God. Th§re can be no higher pitch of apostasy
than for them to receive the mark of the wild beast.
This act calls for the supremest possible punishment.
Can we imagine the feelings of a direly distressed
Israelite when the wild beast gives him the option of
devotion or death?
"With what power will he remember
Jehovah's word: Ani, Ani, Hu!—"I, I am He!" "I put
to death and keep alive!" He may well reason that,
though it seems impossible to escape the wild beast,
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surely no one can be rescued from the hand of Jehoyah!
He lives for the eons. Be is far more to be feared than
the wild beast.

But many will-not reason thus.

Upon

them He pours out the besom of the bowls. For them He
whets the lightning of His sword. His arrows become
drunk with their blood.
ISRAEL RESTORED AND BLESSED

48 Cause His people to shout for joy, O nations,
For He is avenging the-blood of His servants,
And is causing vengeance to return to His foes,
And makes propitiation for His ground, His people.

Hitherto the nations have caused Israel to groan in
anguish, but, when propitiation comes to Israel and
Jehovah becomes their God, they will become a channel
of blessing to the nations and will receive their apprecia
tion and applause. This leads beyond the period of the
bowls. It refers rather to God7s judgment of the nations,
based upon their treatment of His people. For, ^Mle
God uses the alien peoples to discipline the holy nation,
He deals with them in judgment also, so that there is a
double benefit. The result is rejoicing and shouts of joy
Which will echo throughout the earth for the thousand
years.

THE SONG OF THE LAMBKIN

The prelude to the bowls includes the song of the
Lambkin also. It is the complement of poses' song.
That dealt with Israel's past history, as the basis for the
judgment in view. This deals with their future story
which follows these inflictions.
Those who come off
conquerors from the wild beast and from its image, and
from the number of it£ name, tune their lyres to the
song of the Lambkin, which celebrates the acts and the
ways and the name of the Almighty King.
The concordant method, at first glance, seems to be a
great hindrance to any attempt at versification. It
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little or no room for such changes as poetry require.
But the lofty strains of this song should be set to music,
its diction should be measured, to accord with its exalted
style. We have sought to do this without seriously modi
fying its meaning.
Great and marv'lous are Thy acts,
Lord God Almighty!
Just and true are [all] Thy ways,
King of the eons!
Who may never fear Thee, Lord,
And glorify Thy name?
For Thou only art benign.
For the nations all arrive . ■ .
Before Thee, worshiping,
Seeing that Thy just awards
Have been made manifest,

The song of Moses recites the failure of Israel's sons
to worship their God, but the song of the Lambkin cele
brates the glorious fact that all the nations will bring
their service and adoration to Jehovah.. They have seen
His acts; they have learned His ways; they rejoice in His
justice. Israel's priestly work prevails.
'
Such is the preparatory scene for the most awful of
the divine inflictions. Before the bowls are poured out

upon IJis "apostate people the Lord God fully vindicates
the righteous beneficence of His strange work. He uses
the fatal failure of His people to observe the first com
mandment as an object lesson which brings • Him the
worship of all nations. We are now prepared to appre
hend the out-pouring of the seven bowls.
;
'

A. E. K.

DIVINE REPENTANCE

Although we read "the strength of Israel will not lie,
nor repent; for he is not a man that he should repent9'
(1 Sam. 15: 29), yet we are often told that He does re
pent (Jer. 18:8, 10; Joel 2:13, 14; Am. 7:3, 6; Jon.
3:10; 4:2. These are metanow, repent, in the LXX.
The following are metamelomai, regret: Gen. 6: 7,1 Sam.

15:11, 35; 1 Chr! 21:15; Psa. 106: 45; Hos. 11: 8). This

is a manifest contradiction in terms. The solution lies in
the fact that the passage quoted should be rendered in
the participial present. It is hot a universal fact but a
particular action. He is not repenting as regards the
fate of Saul. The following is a suggested rendering:
" The Permanence of Israel is not dealing falsely and is
not repenting, seeing that He is not a man, to be repent
ing."
The deeper difficulty, How can God repent at all? is
also solved by this passage. Repentance is human, not
divine. Whenever He is said to repent it is the figure of
speech in which God assumes human attributes in order
to reveal His attitude. Ignorance and failure lead us to
change our minds and actions. The progress of His pur
pose leads Him to alter His dealings. The proclamation
of judgment has the desired effect on Nineveh. This* was

foreknown by Him, but not revealed.

As a result He

seems to change His mind, and its doom is averted. God
must speak to us in our own language and according
to our own feelings. But let us not drag Him down to
our level on that account.
A. E. K.

in J£tt*

PETER'S DEFENSE AND THE
REFUGEES' MINISTRIES

In Section 120 of the structure (Acts 11:1-18), we have
Peter's defense of his proclamation to the proselytes of
the gate. This may be shown forth as follows:
1501: 11:1.

The apostles and the Judean brethren hear of
Peter's ministry to the nations.
151*: 11:2-3.
Peter's ministry challenged.
_
15jl2: 11:4-17. Peter's defense of his ministry.
1502: 11:18.
The apostles and brethren acknowledge that
God has blessing for the nations also.

In Section 1501 of the above structure (11:1) we note
that the apostles and the Judean brethren hear of Peter's
ministry to the nations, "Now the apostles and the breth
ren who are of Judea hear that the nations also receive
the word of God." News travels fast, especially so when,
as is the case of Peter's ministry to the nations, the proc
lamation of that news is accelerated because of the spirit
of opposition that actuates the bearers of the tidings, for
the Jews were bitterly prejudiced again any social fel
lowship whatsoever with the Uncireumcised of the
nations.
In Section 1511 of the structure (Acts 11:2-3)

Peter's ministry is challenged: "Now when Peter went
up into Jerusalem, those of the Circumcision doubted
him, saying that 'You came in to Uncireumcised men
and ate with them!' " Peter's attitude at Antioch (the
same Peter who so courageously defends his attitude
toward the Uncircumcision) shows how bitterly opposed
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the Circumcision were towards any intercourse with the
Uncircumcision, for we read of him at that time: "Now
when Cephas came to Antioch, I (i.e., Paul) withstood
him to the face, seeing he was to be censured. For before
some came from James he ate with those of the nations.
Yet when they came, he shrank back and severed him-'
self, fearing those of the Circumcision. And the rest of
the Jews play the hypocrite with him, so that even Bar
nabas was led away with their hypocrisy" (Gal. 2:
11-13).
But why did these apostles and brethren of Judea
challenge Peter's attitude towards the Uncircumcision?
Because they could not comprehend the possibility of a
new departure, or a fresh revelation of truth. For this
same reason the Jews withstood, hindered, and perse
cuted Paul as he ministered to the nations, although
the Berean Jews, we read, "were more noble than those
in Thessalonica, who received the word with all eager
ness, examining the scriptures daily, if these things be
so" (Acts 17:11). If only the saints of this secret econ

omy had assumed the attitude of the noble Bereans,
instead of the attitude typified by the Thessalonian
Jews (see Acts 17:1-9), the recovery of lost truths, such
as justification by faith, the one body, the mystery, the
blessed hope of the Lord's coming, the doctrine of the
eons, the problem of evil, universal justification, vivifieation, and reconciliation, etc., would not have been hin
dered and withstood, but would have been received with

eagerness, on the authority of the carefully examined
Scriptures.

In Section 1512 of the foregoing structure (11:4-17)
we have Peter's defense of his ministry. This may be
displayed as follows:
1521: 11:4-10.

1531: 11:11.
1541:

11:12-.

Peter's recital of the vision of God's cleansing.

The three men dispatched by Cornelius.
The spirit's command.

for Going to Cornelius
1542:

11:-12.

1532: 11:13-14.
1522: 11:15-17.

The obedience
brethren.
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Peter

and

the

six

Cornelius* reason for the dispatch of the
three men.

The Uncircumcision's cleansing in holy spirit.

In Section 1521 of this structure (11:4-ld) we have
Peter's recital of the vision of God's cleansing, which
overcame his objections to fellowship with the Uncircumcision: "Now Peter begins and expounded it to
them consecutively, saying, CI was in the city of Joppa,
praying, and I perceived, in an ecstasy, a vision, a cer
tain utensil descending, as a large sheet with four edges,
let down out of heaven, and it came as far as me, into
which, intently looking, I considered and perceived the
quadrupeds of the earth and the wild beasts and the
reptiles and the flying creatures of heaven. Now, I hear
a voice also, saying to me, "Kise, Peter! Sacrifice and
feat!" Yet I said, "Far be it from me, Lord, seeing that
a thing common or unclean never entered into my
mouth!" Yet the voice answered a second time out of
heaven, "What God cleanses, dp not you count com
mon!" Now this occurred thrice, and it was all pulled
up again into heaven'." Because of the importance of
this new departure Peter gives, to these Circumcisionists, a complete resume of the vision which removed his
prejudice towards the Uncircumcision, and revealed to
him that there were those among the nations whom God
has cleansed, as evidenced by the fact that they were
devout and God-fearing. The phrase, concerning the
large sheet of the vision, that it came as far as me, seems
to suggest that the truth of the vision, "What God
cleanses, do not you count common!" had made its
intended conquest of Peter.
. ■ .
In Section 1531 of the structure (11:11) we see the
three deputies of Cornelius: "And lo! forthwith three
men stand by at the house in which we were, having' been
dispatched from Csesarea to me.'' The iTtWce-repeated
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command of God, objection of Peter, and answer of God
concerning that which God has cleansed (see verses

7-10) is followed by three men appearing at the house.
How could Peter fail to see the relationship between
these duplicated threes! The three times repeated dia
logue in this vision of cleansing, pointed out these three
men as some of those whom God had cleansed.
In Section 1541 of the structure (11:12-.) we have
the spirit's command: "Now the spirit said to me to
come together with them, nothing doubting." If God's
spirit commands, will the Circumcisionists forbid? Who
shall be obeyed—God or man? That question is as vital
now as it was then.
In Section 1542 of the structure (11:-12) we have
the obedience of Peter and the six brethren: "Now these
six brethren also came with me, and we entered into the
man's house." Fortunate it was for Peter that he had
the testimony of these men to reinforce his own. Seven
witnesses (the number of spiritual perfection) testified
to the spirit's perfect work among the nations, which
amazed these Pharisaical and prejudiced Circumcision
ists, for they could hardly conceive that God had any
blessings to dispense to the Uncircumcision!
In Section 1532 of the structure (11:13-14) Corne
lius gives the reason for dispatching the three men:
"Now he reports to us how he perceived the messenger
standing in his house and saying, 'Dispatch to Joppa
and send after Simon, who is surnamed Peter, who will
be speaking declarations to you by which you shall be
saved, and your entire house'." In response to the com
mand of the Lord's messenger, Cornelius had sent for
Simon Peter. Would these Circumeisionist objectors

dure to say that Peter would have been justified in not

going?

These of the Uncircumcision (without law)

were "by instinct discharging the law's defaands'*

(Rom. 2:27) for they were devout and God-tearing.

But they needed the kingdom pardon, so Peterl was to

Justifies Peter's Course
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speak the declaration by which Cornelius and his entire
house was to be saved. In the earthly kingdom, salva
tion, according to the Abrahamic promise, was by fami
lies or households. Now it is an individual matter.
In Section 1522 of the structure (11:15-17) we have
the Uncircumcision's cleansing in holy spirit, which
makes it impossible for Peter to withstand God: "Now
as I begin to speak, the holy spirit falls on them, even as
on us also in the beginning. Now I am reminded of the
Lord's declaration, as He said that 'John, indeed, bap
tizes in, water, yet you shall be baptized ifi holy spirit'.
If, then, God gives them the equal gratuity even as to
us, when believing on the Lord Jesus Christ, what was
I—able to forbid God?" Peter now tells his inquisitors
of the falling of the holy spirit upon the Uncircumcision
as he begins to speak to them; he reminds them of the
Lord's declaration concerning John's baptism in water,
and the promised baptism in holy spirit; then asks them
(since God has given the Uncircumcision an equal gratu
ity with themselves) whether he could forbid God;
whether he was not justified in granting to them the
water baptism which would identify them with Israel's
kingdom hope?
In Section 1502 of the structure (11:18) the apostles
and brethren acknowledged that God has blessing for the
nations also: "Now on hearing this, they quiet dqwn,
and glorify God, saying, ' Consequently God gives re
pentance unto life to the nations also!' " At Pentecost
the Jews who had rejected Jesus Christ were called upon
to repent, or reconsider. Peter did not preach repent
ance or reconsideration to Cornelius and his company,
for they had never rejected Jesus Christ; to preach re
pentance to them would, therefore, have been truth mis
placed. Therefore, these inquisitors of Peter show their
lack of spiritual apprehension when they say,'' God gives

repentance unto liie to the nations also!" Nevertheless,

they do see and acknowledge that $od has spiritual bless-
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ing for the nations. They glorify God because of thik
fact, and thus the way is opened for the further progress
of the gospel among the nations.
.
In Section 1182 of the structure (11:19) we see the
kingdom refugees proclaiming the kingdom, beyond the
limits of the land, to Jews only. "Those indeed, then,
who are dispersed from the affliction which is occurring
about Stephen, passed through as far as Phoenicia and
Cyprus and Antioch, speaking to no one except to. Jews
only." Peter's ministry to the limits of the land, to
Jews only (9*: 32-43) is now continued, beyond the limits
of the land, by these kingdom refugees who were dis
persed during the affliction that followed Stephen's
assassination. We have seen how this affliction was over
ruled by God for the furtherance of the second cycle of
kingdom ministry (in entire Judea and Samaria), for
these refugees proclaimed the kingdom everywhere, as
they were being dispersed throughout these regions
(see Acts 8:1, 4). Now, as these kingdom refugees are
dispersed beyond the limits of the land (even unto Phoe
nicia* Cyprus and Antioch), God continues to overrule
the affliction of men for the furtherance of the kingdom
proclamation, for the refugees proclaimed the kingdom
evangel wheresoever they went. Thus again we see how
the wrath of man redounds to Jehovah's praise. This
kingdom ministry to Jews only, and the indignation jof^

the apostles and the Judean brethren because of Peter'^J
intercourse with Cornelius and his fellow-proselytes of
the gate, proves that there were no gentiles in the Pente
costal ecclesia. It was for Jews only; it was the nucleus

of the remnant which awaited Israel's hope.

In Section 1192 of the structure (11:20-30) we see
kingdom refugees proclaiming the kingdom, beyond the
limits of the land, to proselytes of the gate. This may
be displayed as follows:

Go Outside the Land
1551: 11:20-21,
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Proclamation, beyond the limits of the land,
to proselytes of the gate. Israel ministers its
spiritual things to the nations.

1561: 11:22-24. Barnabas' ministry.
1562: 11:25-26. Ministry of Barnabas and Saul.
1552: 11:27-30. Agabus' prophecy, beyond the limits of the

land, to proselytes of the gate. They minister
their material things to Israel.

In Section 1551 of the foregoing structure (11:2021) we have the kingdom refugees' proclamation, beyond
the limits of the land, to proselytes of the gate, corres
ponding to Peter's ministry to proselytes of the gate, in
the land (10:1-48); "Now some of them were Cyprian
men, and Cyrenians, who, coming into Antioch, spoke to
the Greeks also, preaching the evangel of the Lord Jesus.
And the hand of the Lord was with them, besides a vast
number who believe turn back to the Lord." Some of
these kingdom refugees were foreign Jews from Cyprus
and Cyrenia. These, profiting by the truth revealed to
Peter, that what God cleanses is not to be called common,
andjprepared for this ministry because of their previous
closer contact with gentiles, now proclaimed the king
dom, in Antioeh, to Greek,proselytes of the gate. Their
efforts were crowned with success. In addition to those
Greek proselytes of the gate, a vast number of Jews
"who believe turn bach to the Lord". That this latter
clause refers to Jews is self-evident, for gentiles, who had
never been in covenant relationship with the Lord, could
not be spoken of as either turning away from, or turn
ing back to, the Lord. Thus a new nucleus was estab
lished, composed of believing Jews and believing Greek
proselytes of the gate, from which in due time the evan

gel was sent forth to the nations, who, though they had
many gods and many lords (see 1 Cor. 8:5), could
acknowledge the one true God only as "an unknown
God" (Acts 17:23). But until the close of the Acts
period, these held a place subordinate. They were but

guests at Israel's table (see Eph. 2:19). Israel occupied
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■ the," place of children of the kingdom. In this ministry
to the proselytes of the gate, and in the later ministry
to the idolators of the nations, we see the nations partici
pating in Israel's spiritual things (see Kom. 15: 27).
In Section 1561 of the structure (11: 22-24) we have
Barnabas' ministry: "Now, the account of them was
heard in the ears of the ecclesia which is in Jerusalem,

and they delegate Barnabas to Antioch, who, coming
along and perceiving the grace of God, rejoiced and
entreated all with purpose of heart to be remaining in
the Lord—seeing that he was a good man and full of
holy spirit and faith. And a considerable throng was
added to the Lord." The Jerusalem ecclesia soon heard
of this new departure in Antioch, which was on a large

scale, along the lines of God's purpose as revealed to
Peter in his dealings with Cornelius and his fellow pros
elytes of the gate. And yet, because God's newly re
vealed purpose was so utterly at variance with their own
long cherished prejudices, it is easy to read between the
lines and see that, in their zeal for their law and ritual,
they selected Barnabas, the Levit e (see 4:36-37), with

the thought in mind that hispowerful influence might
be arrayed against this new movement. If such was their
hope, it was doomed to a bitter disappointment, for Bar
nabas "was a good man and full of holy spirit and
faith". Therefore, he was in harmony with God's pur
pose, and, as soon as he witnessed the marvelous exhibi
tion of God's grace in Antioch, he rejoiced and entreated
all to definitely purpose in their hearts to remain in the
Lord. Not only so, but he joined in ministry with them,

and "a considerable throng was added to the Lord'\ It
is well to note that the kingdom pardon then proclaimed
(unlike the justification of our .evangel) could be re
voked, so it was essential that these believers should be
remaining in the Lord with purpose of heart, if they
would enjoy the blessings of the kingdom.

In Section 1562 of the structure (11: 25-26) we have

Saul of Tarsus
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the ministry of Barnabas and Saul: "'Now he came away
to Tarsus to hunt Saul, and finding him, led him to Anti
och. Now it came that they assembled even a whole year
in the ecclesia and teach a considerable throng. Besides,
in Antioch first the disciples are styled ' Christians '."
Not only did Barnabas help the work at Antioch, instead
of hindering it as the Jerusalem ecclesia may have hoped
he would do, but now he goes to Tarsus to find Saul, and
brings him back to Antioch with him to help the progress
of this ministry, for he knew that Saul's commission
was to the nations, and probably felt that the ecclesia of
Antioch, with its many gentile proselytes of the gate,
would be an appropriate field for Saul's labors. For a
year Barnabas and Saul assembled with the ecclesia in

Antioch, teaching a considerable throng. We are told
tha,t in Antioch first the disciples are styled Christians.
This name, with its Latin termination, was probably
given by the Romans to their countrymen in Antioch
who were continually speaking of the "Christ" "Whom
they acknowledged as Lord. It was a term of contempt,
reproach, derision and scorn, and is so used in its only
two other occurrences in the Scriptures (Acts 26:28;
1 Pet. 4:16). It is never used by Paul, or by the saints
of themselves. Only kingdom believers are spoken of in
the Scriptures as Christians.
In Section 1552 of the structure (11: 27-30) we have
Agabus' prophecy to the proselytes of the gate, and the
resultant ministering of the gentiles' material things to
Israel:'"Now in these days prophets came down from
Jerusalem to Antioch. One of them, named Agabus,
standing up, signifies, through the spirit, a great famine
which is about to be on the whole inhabited earth, which
occurred under Claudius. Now according as any of the
disciples thrived, they each of them designate something
to send to the brethren dwelling in Judea, for dis
pensing, which they do also, dispatching to the elders
through the hand of Barnabas and Saul." Among cer-
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tain prophets, who came to Antioch at this time from
Jerusalem, was Agabus, who, through the spirit, proph
esied a great famine which was to embrace the whole
inhabited earth. Unlike human prophecy, this divine
prophecy was fulfilled, thus proving its divine origin.
In response, these Antiochian converts of the Uncircumcision, according to their individual means, sent a dona
tion to the needy brethren in Judea through the hands
of Barnabas and Saul, although, .because of Herod's
persecution at that time, it seems that Saul did not go as
far as Jerusalem with these gentile gifts, for, according
to Galatians 2:1, he did not visit Jerusalem until four
teen years after his return from Damascus. Thus, for
the first time, the gentile saints ministered of their
material things to Israel, as a partial payment of the
great debt they owed Israel, because of their participa
tion in Israel's spiritual things (Rom. 15:26-27). But
the believers of the Circumcision were not weaned away
from their antagonism toward^ Saul or towards the be
lievers of the Uncircumcision, through these gifts, for,
years afterwards, when Paul came to Jerusalem with

gentile alms for the saints of Israel (see 24:17), a
tumult was aroused against him when the Jews of Asia
spread the false rumor that he had led a gentile saint
into the sanctuary (Acts 21:18).
And, afterwards,
when he made his defense on the stairs of the citadel, he
received a very respectful and attentive hearing until he
told them of the Lord's command, " 'Go! seeing that I
shall be delegating you afar to the nations' " (Acts 22:
21), then with one voice these tens of thousands of Jews,
who believed but were still zealous of the law (21: 20),
cried, "Away with such a one from the earth, for it is
not befitting for him to live!" (22:22).
How well
these Pentecostal believers displayed the spirit of the
ten thousand talent debtor! (Mat. 18:23-35). Because
they were not willing to share their kingdom pardon with
their debtors, their pardon is withdrawn. H. W. Martin

"IMPERCEPTIBLE" OR

— ■

"ETERNAL"?

'

In a very few instances, the Concordant Version de
parts entirely from the meaning usually assigned to a
word, and gives it a new rendering. Such is the case
with aidios, usually rendered everlasting or eternal in
Eoman 1:20 and Jude 6, the only occurrences. "We owe
an explanation to those who question our rendering.
Our suspicions were first aroused by the passage in
Jude: "And the angels which kept not their first estate,
but left their own habitation, He hath reserved in ever
lasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the
great day." Of what use would everlasting chains be if
their use was limited, by the word unto, to a period
which is exceedingly brief when compared to eternity?
Eomans also presents a grave difficulty.
There is
nothing in the creation which conveys to the mind of
man the eternity of God's power and divinity. The pas

sage does not deal with time at all, but with the knowl
edge of God's invisible attributes, and a power and divin
ity which may be known only indirectly through crea
tion.

Since the usage of the word seemed to be at variance
with its significance, its elements were examined to dis
cover its literal, derivative import. The first element
evidently is a-, meaning un-. Its second element is -id^,
which has come down to us in our word idea,. It means
perceive. From it we have idol, ^olatry, ieZolator, refer
ring to a god which the human senses can perceive. The
nearest word is [h]aides, un-perceived, the unseen, in
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which the letter i has been dropped. Indeed, the elements
are precisely the same. The only difference is in the end
ing, which does not affect the word's significance.

[Hfaides is a noun and names the un-perceived.

Aidios is an adjective and describes what is

un-per

ceived. It has an exact equivalent in our word imper
ceptible.

Aidios is usually derived from aei, always, just like
aionios. This word comes from two elements a, un- and
ei, if, and means un-if, ever, that is, without question
(not eternally). Pilate had ever (aei) granted a pris
oner to the Jews at the Passover. He surely did not do
this in eternity past or future (Mk. 15: 8). This is the
word which has been the innocent cause of untold error.
Because it is the basis of aion, ever-being, men have
given the word the idea of endlessness. It simply means
that which exists without question.
Before proceeding, let us note that, in Hebrew and
Greek, and even in English, consonants are far more
stable than vowels. We can alter the vowels- in many
words without affecting their primary sense. Come and
came are the same word. Code and come are not. In
Greek the vowels, even in the elements, are very un
stable: -gen-, -gin-, -gon-, -gne- all stand for become. In
Hebrew this is still more noticeable. What, then, is the
most important letter in the word aidios f It is the -d-.
Yet the usual derivation, from aei, ignores it entirely!
We are asked to ignore the determining consonant and
drop one vowel in order to trace an artificial relation
ship to aei.

If we derive aidios from a-id, there is no necessity to
ignore or add anything. All is regular. We do not need
to omit the vital consonant. All we need to do is to test
our result by the contexts. Does imperceptible give us a
vigorous, harmonious idea in the places where we find it?
Some have wondered how angels, or messengers,
could be bound by chains. What sort of bonds eould

Vowels are Mutable
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hold them? This word gives us the answer. They will
not be forged of iron or of brass. They will be imper
ceptible. The material is "darkness" or gloom (Jude 6).
Surely this is far more satisfactory than "everlasting
. . . unto", which is a contradiction in itself.
Now let us note the context in Romans (1:20).
God's invisible attributes are descried from the crea
tion of the world, being apprehended by His achieve
ments. Is not power one of His invisible attributes? Is
not divinity? These certainly cannot be seen or felt.
They are imperceptible. Why not call them so? If His
attributes cannot be seen with the eyes, neither can His
power or divinity be perceived by any of man's senses.
The whole argument is concerned with -the revelation
of the moral in the material, the invisible by the visible,
the imperceptible by the apparent. The injection of the
idea of time is not only discordant but fallacious. There
is nothing in creation to indicate the duration of God's
power. On the other hand, all nature is vocal with evi
dence of a might beyond the human or the creature. It
is the lense which reveals His imperceptible power and
divinity.
A. E. E.

WEONGLY DIVIDING
The incorrect partitioning of the word of truth is well
illustrated by the following foolish story. How many

there are who are doing just what this man did, yet fail
to see how funny their combinations are! We do not
know who wrote it.
A zealous convert felt that he had been called to preach,
so he applied for admission to the ministry and submitted

himself to examination by a minister.

The examination pro

ceeded as follows:
Can you read Sam? No suh.
.
Can you write? No suh, but mah wife can.
Well, do you know the Bible? Fs pretty good in de Bible;

in fack, ah knows de Bible from lid to lid.

What part of the Bible do you like best?
likes de New Testament.

Well, suh, ah

What book? De book of de parables, sah.
Which parable do you like best?
Which parable? Why
lawsy, ah likes de parable ob de Good Samarratun.
Well, tell me the parable of the Good Samaritan.
Well suh, once upon a time a man went down from Jeru

salem to Jericho, and fell'among thieves; and de thorns grew

up an choked

dat man;

an he went on an

didn't hab no

•money, and he met de Queen ob Sheba. And behold she gabe
dat man—yessuh, she gabe dat man a thousand talents ob gold

and a hundred changes ob raiment. An he got in a chariot
straightaway an drobe furiously. An as he was speedin' along
under a big sycamore tree, his hair don got caught in a limb
an left him hanging dare. An he hung dar many days an
many nights, and ravens brought him food to eat an water to
drink. An one night while he was hanging dar asleep his wife
Delilah came along an cut off his hair, an de poor man
dropped, an fell on stony ground. An it began to rain, and it
rained forty days and forty nights, an he hid himself in a cave
until de rain stopped. An when he left de cave he met a man
who said, "Come an take supper wid-me," but he said, "No, I

can't, 1 done married a wife an can't come." So de man went
out into de highways and byways and compelled dem to come
in fo supper. He went on an came to Jerusalem, an when he
got dar he seen Queen Jezebel sittin* high up in de window,

an when he saw her he said aloud, "Trow her down." An dey
trew her

down.

An

he

cried

again,

"Trow her down some

more," an dey trew her down some more. An dey trew her
down seventy times seven; an ob de fragments was picked up
twelve baskets. Now whose wife you all think she'll be in de
resurrection?
x

LOVE DIVINE

From the lips of love's apostle, exiled for love on Patmos' lonely isle, there sounds out in the saying, "God is
Love," the most concise and comprehensive utterance in
all language, the most sublime declaration of truth by
mortals ever heard. These three one-syllable words re
veal the character of God and make it to be known that
behind things, as the source and fountain-head from
which they spring, there throbs the one great heart of
infinite, unchanging love.
Although, to finite understanding, life may. mean
while seem a tangled skein, and providence a confusion,
yet when all the processes of Love have run their course,
then it will be seen that the history of the ages, the story
of the race, can be written with one small word, the
term of infinite fullness that tells us what God is.
"God is Light" and "God is Love". Light, in pass
ing through a prism, is separated into its component
parts and appears as the seven colors of the rainbow.
Each separate shade is a manifestation of light, and,
although no one color in itself is light, yet without it
light would not be what it is. So, too, the invisible lovelight of Deity, passing through the prism of divine prov
idence, appears as mercy* as righteousness, as goodness,
as power. The operation of each attribute is a manifesta
tion of love, and although no one quality in itself is
love, yet without it, love would not be what it is. As the
blue is in contrast to the red in the rainbow hues, so
righteousness is to mercy in the spectrum of love. When

the mercy manifestation of itself accomplishes God's
purpose, then mercy is glad that righteousness was not
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required, for "mercy rejoiceth against judgment"/ Yet
the heart that moves the mercy hand is the same heart
that, if need be, moves the judgment hand, and that
heart is God, and Gad is Love.
God loves just because He is Love, yet Love's hope in
loving is to create and call forth love; hence Love's
victory is love reciprocated, love returned. So it is that
Love, mingling mercy with righteousness, moves ever on,
longsuffering and kind, but failing never, until at length
the creature heart responds in fullness, to love unbound
ed and divine.
And when, at length, humanity, redeemed, ransomed,
transformed by the divine from which it Sprang, has
thus taken on the likeness of Love's perfect Man, the
Man of Galilee and Golgotha, then Love, the Alpha, will
likewise have become the Omega of all things, the atmos
phere in which we live and move and have our being,
and the universe will be flooded with divine affection.
The days depart, and time moves on
As night marks off each measured span,
Changing today to yesterday
And making a morrow of today.
But darkness shall not ever be,
For God is Light—no darkness is
In Him—and light shall shine undimmed
When God is All in all. No sin,
No night, reminding of the past
Or filling with forebodings dread
Of failure yet to come. No sun,
No moon, the Lamb alone the Light.
And God, the great "I Am", with Whom
'Tis ever now. The yesterdays
Are not. Tomorrows ne'er shall be.
No waste nor wane of time or strength,
No stooping form or faltering step,
No furrowed brow, but in the might
And vigor of youth's health, to some
Restored, to others made replete,
So shall we walk with Him Who lives
In lustrous light, in peace and joy
And love and fellowship complete.

D. Buchanan
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REPLY TO P. S. L. JOHNSON

The whole Word of God is our creed. "We believe it all,
without reservations. When, however, others present a
summary of our teaching which misrepresents, distorts
and falsifies it, we may be compelled to issue a short
statement on separate subjects, setting forth our con
victions and their scriptural basis.
We deplore the
errors with which we have been charged. And would it

not have been better if our detractor had made actual
quotations from our writings instead of attempting to

summarize matters with which he was evidently un
familiar ?

-_
AS TO THE SCRIPTURES

We believe God that all scripture is inspired by Him, and
is profitable, and any portion of it must be understood strictly
in harmony with its context and all the rest.

We are accused of "pantheism".
The dictionary
"defines" this term as being a form of atheism or an
exaggerated deism.

This is, therefore, a nebulous philo

sophical term and its only effect is to becloud the minds
of those who might wish to investigate. Why not state
the matter in the language we use? It has cost the com
piler of the following statement great labor to determine
the most precise English expressions, so that all may be
in closest harmony with God's Word.
AS TO GOD

We believe God that "all is out of Him and through Him
and for Him" (Rom. 11:36) and that He "is operating the
universe in accord with the counsel of His will" (Eph. 1:11);
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that "God locks all up together in stubbornness, that He may

be merciful to all" (Rom. 11:32); that He is able "to subject
the universe to Himself" (Phil. 3:21); that "even as, in Adam,
all are dying, thus in Christ. also, all shall be made alive"
(1 Cor. 15:22); that through His Son He will "reconcile the
universe to Him (making peace, through the blood of His
cross), through Him, whether on the earth or in the heavens"
(Col. 1:20).

We do not teach that Christ was " Jehovah's Agent".
This is not the form of sound words and is used to
obscure a great truth. The Scriptures present Him as
Jehovah, though not, of course, as His own Father. His
name, Jesus, means Jehovah-Saviour. Isaiah saw the,
glory of Jehovah (Isa. 6:1), and he spoke of Christ
(John 12:41).
AS TO HIS SON

We believe God that "there is one God, the leather, out of
whom all is . . . and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom
all is" (1 Cor. 8:6), Who is the Word of God (John 1:1)
and the "Image of the Invisible God" (Col. 1:15), "the Em
blem of His assumption" (Heb. 1:3), who ceveals God in all

the

characters

He

assumes,

as

Elohim,

Adonai,

El,

etc.,

even as Father (John 14:9, 10), and should be honored as
God (Rom. 9:5; Heb. 1:8).

s The most serious charge against us we will quote
word for word. To show how hasty, careless and incon
siderate the accusation is, we will give two mutually
contradictory statements in the same article, both of

which we are said to believe! They follow: "The Logos
was one absolutely predestinated to have good inclina
tions only, and to remain free from sin." Later, "As to
our Lord's carnation and his person and life from Beth
lehem on, they teach: He was begotten by the Holy
Spirit, but derived original sin—inclination, propensity
to sin—from Mary." It would .be beside the point to
express our indignation at this misstatement of fact and
our utter abhorrence of the doctrine we are supposed to
hold.
Do not these two statements, occurring in the same

The Form' of Sound Words
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criticism, separated by only two paragraphs, nullify
each other ?

The offensiveness of our brother's action is multi
plied by the fact that, in the first case, his statement is
obscure, buried in the midst of a paragraph, but, in the
second, it is blazoned on the page by a black heading in
capital letters, "blasphemy against jesus' sinlessness'7. This does not appeal to us as being the way of
love.
\
In a succeeding paragraph this tempting subject is
approached again: "To teach that Jesus in becoming
human took upon Himself by natural heredity our
inclination to sin—even though they teach that His will
never consented to ihese inclinations to sin in motive,
word, or act—is blasphemy against our Lord's perfect
and sinless nature as a human being." In the Greek
the word blasphemy is used concerning men as well as
God.
as to Christ's relation to sin
We believe God that our Lord was holy (Luke 1:35), was

not tiled by sin (Heb. 4:i5), did no sin (1 Pet. 2:22), knew no

sin (2 Cor. 5:21), could not sin (Uohn 3:9), but "died for our
sins" (1 Cor. 15:3), for "God makes Him [to be] sin for our
sakes that we may be becoming God's righteousness in Him"
(2 Cor. 5:21).

We are represented as teaching that "Adam and Eve
were created with inclinations to sin . . ■.." And men,
"by the condition of their nature . . . have to sin.''
Only recently we have had to endure persecution because
we do not believe that sin is inherent in human nature,
but in the heart. This was published in the magazine. As
to the idea that sin is inherent in the blood, this is the
first we have ever heard of it. Yet we are said to teach
that 'i The blood is inseparable from sinful inclinations
AS TO HUMANITY AND SIN

We believe God that human nature (or instinct) and con
science are not "inclined" to sin (Rom. 2:14), that mankind
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needed to be tempted from without before sin came in (Gen.
3:1-6).

There is no inclination to sin inherent in the blood,

We know nothing of the unsound phrases "sub- and
super-elect". They are merely a devious device to de
tract and confuse. That the super-elect "will be in the
background duriijg the millennium, though not wholly
inactive", and that "they will make a success of the
work that the sub-elect will fail to do" is so grotesque
and utterly foreign to our teaching that refutation seems
useless.
We believe God that Christ is God's Chosen One, in Whom
the universe will be headed up, that in the heavens as well
as that on the earth (Eph. 1:10), that He will reign over the

earth with the elect of Israel for the thousand years

(Un.

20:6) and for the eons of the eons (Un. 22:5), but that we
are blessed with every spiritual blessing among the heavenly

hosts (Eph. 1:3), and are the means of revealing the multi

farious wisdom of God to the sovereignties and authorities
among the celestials (Eph. 3:10) and share ,with Him His
place "up above every sovereignty and authority and power
and dominion and every name that is named, not only in this
eon, but also in that which is future" (Eph. 1:21).

Our whole teaching is summed up thus: "Absolute
predestination, therefore, is the hub about which the
whole wheel of their system revolves." Ordinarily, we
would not object to this statement, if made in a friendly
way. But why choose our words for us? Is it not signifi
cant that, in the Concordant Version, the word "pre
destination" does not appear? It is a theological term,
so incrusted with human philosophy, that we have dis
carded it.
AS TO GOD'S 31ERCY
We believe God that He is merciful to whomever He is
merciful and that "it is not of him who is willing, nor yet of
him who is racing, but of God, the Merciful" (Rom. 9:16).

As we have already explained, the mysteries can be
received only by those who are mature and refuse to fol
low human leaders (1 Cor. 2: 6; 3:1-7). As our critic
boldly proclaims that he does follow one now deceased,
and presents himself as the only one for the preselity we

God's Salvation
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can readily understand that he cannot be initiated into
the secret of the present administration of God's grace.
Indeed, we must not expect him even to know that there
was such a secret^ for he has no difficulty in finding it
revealed throughout the "Old Testament", which God
has expressly denied.
We believe God that Saul and Barnabas were severed from
the rest for a special work (Acts 1£:2), that this ministry
was fulfilled (Acts 19:21; 2 Cor. 5:16), that Israel was blinded

(Acts 28:27) and the salvation of God is dispatched to the
nations at the close of Acts, and, after this, Paul reveals "the
untraceable riches of Christ" and writes "to enlighten all as

to the secret administration which has been concealed from
the eons in God ..."

(Eph. 3:8, 9).

One of the most popular methods of prejudicing the
minds of those who wish to investigate the truth, is to
say that we "deny the ransom". As we are especially
strong in insisting on the great truth vof the ransom, we
have come to the conclusion that those who use this whip
do themselves overlook some of the essential facts con
nected with it (1 Tim. 2:5, 6). They do not believe that
Christ Jesus is a Man, though the text so states, that He
is giving now, that He is giving Himself, or that it is
for all.
We believe God that "there is one God and one Mediator

of God and mankind, a Man, Christ Jesus, Who is giving Him

self a, correspondent Ransom for all . ,"." (1 Tim. 2:6, C. V.).
We believe that the sum given for redemption is more than
an equivalent (Lev. 5:16), but that a ransom was far less
(Lev. 27:1-8) and thesb liberate. We also believe that we
have been bought with an equivalent price, and this enslaves
(1 Cor. 6:20; 7:23). A ransom does not purchase.
We believe God that the Son of Mankind gave His soul
tpsuchi] a ransom for many (Mat. 20:28; Mark 10^:46).
He lays down His soul [psuch&] that He may get it again
(John 10:17).

The Scriptures say that He is giving Himself
for all.
He gave His soul, and He distinctly states
that He took it again. There is no ground for making
His flesh a ransom " price". The passage from whence
this is taken speaks of eating His flesh. Was His dead
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body eaten by His disciples as a ransom price? If we
keep to the Scriptures, we shall maintain the form of
sound words.
We believe God that our Lord's body did not decay in

death (Acts 2:27), but had flesh and bones in the resurrec
tion (Luke 24:39), that He was a life-giving Spirit in the
same sense as Adam became a living soul (1 Cor. 15:45) for
Adam had both body and spirit even if he was a "soul". We
are warned that deceivers come out into the world, who are
not avowing Jesus Christ coming in flesh. [The coming refers
to the future as in all the other occurrences of this form of
this word.
See Mat. 16:28; 24:30; 26:64; Mark 13:26;
14:42; Luke 21:27]. This is the deceiver and the antichrist
(2 John 1:7).

We wish to press this passage on the hearts of
our truth-loving friends, for surely none of them
would wish to philosophize about the ransom to the
extent of obscuring the fact. It is a serious thing to
deny His coming in flesh. Look up every reference and
see that this concerns His future coming. Then care
fully consider what the Scriptures teach about the ran
som.

Personalities are out of place in matters of truth.
Paul, the aged, had no less truth than Saul, the perse
cutor. Timothy's youth did not disqualify him. When
one servant of Christ denounces the conduct of a fellow
slave because of difference in doctrine, he only appeals
ta the flesh.
When it becomes necessary to distort
gracious forbearance and consideration for our fellows
into hypocrisy in order to create an argument against
another's views, we only expose the weakness of our own
position.
The one whom this brother seeks to vilify
loyally stood with his brethren, and suffered imprison
ment with them, though he did differ from them.
Further articles are announced with the avowed pur
pose of exposing our errors. They are to be published
in "The Present Truth and IJerald of Christ's Epi
phany", 1327 Snyder avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
Ten cents a copy.
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EDITORIAL

Perhaps no era in the history of the 'ichurch" has seen
such a deep desire for the coming of Christ, and a
widespread discussion concerning it, or so general a feel
ing that the time is near. There have been occasions of
more intense excitement, such as occurred in the year
one thousand, or during the Millerite movement, or in

1914, when some freely predicted the rapture of the

saints. But these were confined to comparatively small
bands of believers, who based their belief on chronolog
ical computations which seemed to them infallible, but
which were not received by the mass of those who love
His appearing.

It is doubtless true that the present undercurrent is
due in some measure to a similar cause. Though without
any scriptural warrant, many imagine that the " times
of the gentiles" must be 2520 years in duration, hence
must end somewhere within the next seven years.
Others suppose that we are entering the seventh millen
nium from the creation of Adam, which, they take it,
must be the millennium.

•

Such a tense state of expectancy is liable to lead to
many extravagances. Not many months ago the air
above us was filled with flying messengers of doom,

dropped from an aeroplane, foretelling the exact day, as
received in a vision by one who proclaimed herself a

prophetess. Only today I received a postcard with the
startling statement: "The day is near at hand. Jesus is
coming. Tell the people. Pray the message will ^be
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heard through the world.77 Nothing else. No name or
address.
The spirit of such warnings is false. The words may
be true. At least we devoutly hope these are. But we
are not dreading the coming of a day. We are not dis
turbed by its nearness. The only date we have ever set

was "today", so that we are always on the alert and
eager and expectant. However, we are not waiting for a
time but a Person. Throughout this whole administra
tion of God's grace believers have waited for the Son of
God. His return has always been imminent. Nothing
has ever been put between His saints and Himself. This
expectation should be - a continual source of joy and
strength evefy day of our lives.
I do not wish to know the day, nor even the year, for
it would rob me of the daily and hourly and momentary
attitude of joyous expectation. Perhaps, if I were cer
tain of its nearness, I would fall into feverish and futile
preparations. Were it far off, I also, like the slaves in
the parable, might take advantage of His delay. In
either case it would be an abnormal experience, and not
that happy expectation which should be the constant
companion of all who long for Him Whom they have
learned to love, and yearn to be with Him.
Yet, while we do not depend on chronological mis
calculations and signs of the approach of the next eon,
we know that He will come for us before He comes to
Israel and the world, and if that advent is near then His

call for us is nearer. Whatever there is in the world or
among His people Israel which indicates that the era of
the end is nigh has a voice for us, bidding us lift up our
heads, for our Deliverer is very near.
There is much in the world which presages His ad
vent. Only recently has the universal empire of the end
time become practicable. The whole earth can now be
swayed as a unit. A single man can claim the attention
of continents in the course of a single day.

The Signs of the Son of Man
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Moreover, the nations are seeking to unite as never
before. The machinery for a world empire is at hand.
The public mind is becoming reconciled to the idea of a
dictatorship: Since the war many men Eave seized the
reigns, and have given a good account of their action.
Notwithstanding all the efforts for peace there are con
stant preparations for war. The eastern nations are rous
ing from their lethargy and are determined to fight for
their rights.
Little, indeed, is needed, to plunge the
world into the great struggle of the end time, out of
which the Man of Sin will arise.
Much more significant and striking are the signs in
Judaism. The return to Palestine, the rehabitation of
the land, the national spirit, the softening in the atti
tude toward the Messiah—these and a thousand details
point to a national revival which ca,n have no other
object than the fulfillment of the prophecies which pre
cede the return of the Son of Man.
Perhaps the most convincing sign of all is the place
the apostate Jew is making for himself. He is getting a
strangle hold on international finance and through it is
already able to control the policies of many a nation.
All of these things are more in keeping with the next
administration of God's indignation, rather than the
present grace. We are being crowded out. Often we
wonder why God allows us to linger longer.
The early believers waited for Him. We not only
have the same promise, but a world of external intima
tions of His return. How much more should we encour
age our hearts by the prospect! He is waiting. It is not
natural for us to be separated from One Whom we
adore. It is not normal for Him to withhold Himself
from us. Let us live each ihoment in joyful anticipation
. of that meeting. Let us exi.lt that it will not only satisfy
our longings, but fill His cup to overflowing just to have
us with Him. That is the delight of love.
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Tidings of Much Blessing

The Chicago Meetings of Brother Loudy will start on
Sunday, September 4th, running for three weeks. They
will be held at the Humboldt Park Church, "Glad Tid
ings" Hall, corner Le Moyne and North California Ave
nues. This is a block and a half south of the California
Avenue station on the Humboldt Park elevated line. It
is directly across from the park. The entrance in on
California Avenue, not on Le Moyne Avenue. May we
request all who have acquaintances near Chicago to urge
them to attend ? Let everyone do all in his power to
aid this, the first public proclamation of these truths in
this great city.

The meetings in Wagener, South Carolina, far exceeded
all expectations.. Our readers will remember that Adlai
Loudy held a month's meetings there about a year ago
which were most encouraging. This time a large hall,
on the main street, holding about a thousand, was
secured, yet it was crowded at every service. At the last
the doors, both in front and rear, were opened, the street
was blocked and the lot in the rear was filled. The word
wM-received with great eagerness. People came from
great distances.
The country for miles around was
stirred. The preachers opposed the meetings publicly,
but some who had openly denounced the previous effort
came themselves on this occasion.
As a result of the meetings, plans were made to con
duct a similar series in neighboring towns. If the Lord
will, Brother Loudy will go to Batesburg, S; C, in
November. In December he will be at Swansea. In Jan
uary he goes to Blackville. In February a week's con
vention is planned in Wagener, where the recent meet
ings have been held. Special prayer is requested for
these meetings. The Lord is working wonderfully in this
section, and we desire to fall in with His will.

We are delighted to learn tKat the Wagener eeclesia

in South Carolina and Virginia
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is sending out Brother F. L. Fox, "of Samaria, S. C, to
carry the unsearchable ricjhes of Christ to those who are
calling for such service, This is ideal. They are over-

flowing with spiritual weilth and wish to share it with
others. Brother Fox has mdeared himself to all by his
firm stand for the truth ir the midst of many trials, and
by his gracious and loving 1 service, We believe that the
Lord will bring much jo; ' and satisfaction out of this
arrangement.

As Brother Loudy
not able to respond to the
calls from Virginia, Broth Y Fox went to Richmond and
Roanoke and Pulaski. The; have received him with much
joy. He is overflowing w th thanksgiving for the privilege of dispensing the word of His grace to hungry
hearts. We hope to hear i|nore of his work from time to
time, and trust that, as th truth spreads, many another
ecclesia will send out a spe lial ambassador to bring peace
and joy to God's saints a|s well as to unbelievers. The

Lord is already equipping^ men for this service, in the
school of truth and trial,

We are eagerly anticipating

the day when many will not only get the riches and

grace which are ours in
precious privilege of

0hrist Jesus, but will have the

givng

them out freely themselves

or through their messenge

The address of Adlai. Loudy is still Johnson City,
Tennessee, and will not be changed to Almont, Michigan,
as previously contemplated and as it appears on our
stationery. Communicate directly with him regarding
meetings in the eastern pert of the United States.
Hitherto the supply of I'ocket Versions has been very

slow, so that we were not able to fill our orders promptly.
Now we are hoping for quantity production, and are
considering means for making it known. One plan has
appealed to us as the best that has been proposed. We
purpose sending a copy of the Leatheroid edition to
gether with an Introduction and an explanatory letter
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to every interested religious publication, with the request
for a review. This seems to us better than paid advertis
ing, especially as the Version and Introduction remain
as a permanent reminder and possible means of refer
ence for the future. At the same time we hope to bring
this publicity to the attention of booksellers, so that they
may take advantage of the demand created by the
reviews.
We will appreciate special prayer for us in this mat
ter. We realize that the task of telling the world about
the Version is second only to the labor spent in its com
pilation. The usual avenues of publicity are not avail
able, for lack of funds. The prejudices to be overcome
are abnormal. We desire wisdom to do the right thing
in the right way.
The first hundred copies of the leather edition were
bound in covers like the leatheroid. Hereafter they will
be bound "divinity circuit", flexible, with flaps—the
usual Bible binding.
USE THE LATEST LIST
Orders for literature are frequently based on our old
price lists, and, when possible, we fill them. But stocks
and conditions are continually changing, and we are
forced to alter our lists. Binding which once cost us
fifteen cents per volume, now is nearly three times as
much. We tried to put out the leatheroid Pocket Version
for a dollar, but found we could not meet the demands
of the trade, so raised the price to $1.50 and added an
edition in cloth, to sell for a dollar. It was necessary to
raise the leather covered edition to $2.50 for the same
reason, The paper "Mystery of the Gospel" is no longer
obtainable.

Consult the latest magazine for current prices and
publications. We will try to keep this revised and upto-date.

jQtirine

SPIRITUAL BLESSINGS

"Grace to you and peace, from God, our Father, and
the Lord Jesus Christ." Divine favor, and the weal it
works, is the height of human blessedness.^ The usual
Eastern salutation was Peace! It was a wish for wellfare in all things. Paul always prefaces it with grace.
This is the key note of our relationship to God and
Christ in all of Paul's epistles. And he does not only
wish us to have it, but he proceeds to present it to us.
This is especially true of the epistle before us.* In it the
grace of God is not only the first to greet us as we enter,
but enriches us with its lavish redundance to the very
end.
•
Nowhere is this invocation more fitting than here, for
it introduces us immediately to the grandest and most
glorious exhibition of divine favor which ever illumines
God's love,* either in the past, the present, or those won
drous future eons which are the special display of His
power and perfections.

/'Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, Who blesses us with every spiritual blessing

among the celestials . . ." (Ep. 1:3, C.V.). With in
imitable wisdom the whole message of this epistle is com
pressed into these two introductory phrases, every spirit-

tualblessing and among the celestials. All the rest may
be referred to these two themes. The secret itself begins
with a repetition of the first, for all of the jointlies are
in spirit (Eph. 3:5). And its three items are entirely
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dependent on the fact that our blessings are not on
earth, but among the celestials.
The strongest possible stress, however, is laid on the
statement th^t our blessing^ are spiritual. It is difficult
to see how greater emphasis could be given this foun
dation fact. This, the fullest exposition of God's present^
dealings with the nations, opens with this striking <Jeclaration, and it is confirmed at every step. The nations
have become joint enjoyers because they were sealed
with the spirit of promise (1:1?). In flesh, they were
apart from Christ (2:12). Access to the Father's pres
ence is by spirit (2:18). We repeat, the mystery itself
is limited to the realm of spirit. It is only in spirit that
we are joint allottees, and a joint body and joint par
takers.

The full force of this phrase will not dawn on us
until we have fully considered its implications. When
we say that our blessings are among the celestials, noth
ing is actually said of our place on earth, but the mere
mention of the higher sphere is the most conclusive evi
dence that our blessings areTtot on earth. So with the
character of our bliss. The word spiritual is contrast!ve.
It insists that the physical and the soulish have no place
in our blessedness.
In the kingdom Israel will have spiritual blessings,
but they will be mingled with all the delights which we
can only sip, because of the frailty of our mortal frames.
Disease and death, which crush our efforts to quaff the
cup of pleasure to the full, will be defeated. Theirs
will be the paradise, the elysian fields, Arcadia. The
."heaven" of which m)en dream, will be on earth.
Our blessings are above all this. It is not really right
to say that we will have no physical or soulish blessings,
because this would indicate a lack, a loss, a deficiency.
The positive statement that we have every spiritual bless
ing, in Christ, gives us the gold that makes silver and

The Spiritual Pervades
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copper of no account. So superior is the spiritual bliss
that all need, all desire, for the inferior felicity will
vanish. At present we do not apprehend this. We long
for the lower delights. But they are not ours in Christ.
Just as we will be satisfied with being "confined" in
a universe and leave the earth for Israel, so we will be
supremely content with our transcendent spiritual felic
ity and leave the physical pleasures to the earthly
people.

.-

■

We must also read this phrase in the light of the
previous position of those to whom it was written. They
had already enjoyed some spiritual and physical bless
ings, in anticipation of the future kingdom, in which
they were supposed to have a part. There is a change in
two directions. Their place in flesh vanishes and leaves
them no title to physical felicity. Their place in spirit
develops until it includes the very limits of spiritual
bliss.
It is evident that these phrases, "spiritual blessings"
and " among the celestials'V are new revelations, and
denote a change in God's dealings with the nations. The
celestial destiny was not made known before, though
much had been revealed in preparation for itr as we

shall see when we consider the phrase more closely. So
also, the exclusively spiritual character of our blessings

had not been previously expressed, yet there had been a
constant trend in their direction, from the very first
indication that God was doing a distinct work among the
nations. They were, weaned from the physical gradually.
Here we have the climax, for all physical precedence
must be set aside in the administration of the mystery.

The general teaching of the Scriptures as to spirit is
well worthy of our attention, and may be considered
later when we inquire into the subject of spiritual en
dowments. At present let us consider the theme in con

nection with the blessing of the nations through the
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ministry of Paul, first as it appears on the surface in the
history of his acts and then as seen in the doctrine of
the spirit in his preparatory epistles.
5 Parabolieally, we are given a graphic representation
of the retirement of the flesh and the ascendency of the
spirit in the apostle's personal career. From his call to
his severance at Pisidian Antioch his ministry was based
entirely on his physical presence. He spoke by word of
mouth.
He wrote no epistle.
Later, when he went
among the nations, he supplemented his personal pres
ence by writing to the Thessalonians, and to the Corin
thians, and to the Galatians, and to the Romans. But
before he writes to the Ephesians he is put in prison.
Physically, he is retired from service. Only by his epis
tles he held spiritual communion with the saints. It is a
parable of the spirit's gradual ascendency over the flesh
in his ministry.

As we shall see, this is often enforced in his writings,
and it is even emphasized in the account of his ministry
in Acts. His very severance was by the direct decree of
the holy spirit, and he is sent forth in the same way
(Acts 13:2,3). This is in undoubted contrast to our
Lord's method with the twelve apostles. These He sep
arated and sent forth during His physical presence on
the earth.
Those who can see beneath the surface will discover
continual intimations of the tendency toward spirit
throughout Paul's acts. Consider the marked contrast
between his long personal sojourn in Ephesus and his

last visit. He did not even go to the site of the city, but
called the elders to meet him at Miletus (Acts 20:17).
He told them that they would see his face no more.
Physically, he faded from their view, never to return.
Spiritually, he came to them again in this epistle (for it
undoubtedly was sent to Ephesus). They were pained
to part with him, but who can tell what joy he brought
to them in his spiritual return?

His Spirit Prevails
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The prophecy of Agabus points in the same direction.

Its very wording is significant. '' This the holy spirit is
saying, 'The man whose girdle this is shall the-Jews in
Jerusalem be binding thus, and they shall be giving him
over into the hands of the nations '." The holy spirit is
the speaker. The girdle speaks of service. It was the
action of the Jews in Jerusalem which was forcing the
flesh to retire.
They were compelling Paul to enter a
ministry to the nations in which his flesh would have no
place. All this is graphically represented, not only by
the action of Agabus, but by the actual occurrence.
Have we ever fully realized the meaning of Paul's
imprisonment at the close of Acts ? Have we compre
hended the significance of the fact that the perfection
epistles come to us from a prisoner—a, man who cannot
claim or dispense physical benefits, or serve by means of
his personal presence? There is a close accord between
the circumstance and the substance^ of all revelation.
While Paul's flesh is being confined, his spirit is set free.
THE

SPIRIT IN

THIS ECONOMY

The great change in the operation of the spirit can
be understood only when we carefully consider the force

of the terms used. We read of the spirit coming on for
power, of filling for utterance, of baptism for cleansing,
of sealing for safety, of the earnest as a pledge, and of
homing for communion. The first of these, coming on
for power, Paul never applies to the nations. The last,
homing for communion, which takes its place, is used
only by Paul, in view of the impending climax of Ephesians. Instead .of receiving an occasional visitation, the
saints among the nations become the permanent home of
the holy spirit. This is not for the operation of miracu
lous displays, but for the maintenance of constant fel
lowship. Almost all of these are continually confused
with the baptism of the spirit, which we will consider

first.
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Baptism Cleanses and Unifies
THE BAPTISM OF THE SPIRIT

What is the baptism in holy spirit? Aside from the
promise "given by John the baptist (Mt. 3:11; Mk. 1:8;
Lu. 3:16; Jn. 1: 33) that they would be baptized in holy
spirit at the coming of Christ, and our Lord's declara
tion that they should be baptized with holy spirit at
Pentecost (Acts 1:5), we have only one other mention
of spirit baptism in the Scriptures. This is Paul's dec
laration that, "in one spirit we all are baptized into
one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether slave or
free" (1 Cor. 12:13).
If we allow an interpretation of this phrase which is

popular at present, that the baptism of the spirit is
known only when evidenced by miraculous manifesta
tions, we are confronted with a serious difficulty at the
outset. We know that many are members of the body
of Christ who have never experienced some of these
supernatural signs, yet we are assured by the apostle
that all who are members of Christ's body have become
such by the baptism of the spirit. We must either deny
that all who are members of Christ have this baptism or
modify our conception of its meaning to accord, with the
experience of all who are His.
Baptism in water was the type or symbol of the
spiritual reality. It spoke of cleansing and union. It
was ceremonial washing, and associated its subjects by a
common bond. Saul of Tarsus washed away his sins
(Acts 22:16). The sons of Israel were baptized unto
Moses (1 Cor. 10:2). These two thoughts—cleansing
and unity—are only typified by water, .but realized in
spirit. The disciples were cleansed on the day of Pente
cost and the saints in Corinth were united into one body
by the baptism of spirit.
There is not the least suggestion of power in the term
baptism—either in water or in spirit. John the baptist
wrought no miracles, neither did his baptized disciples.

"Coming On" is for Power
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Those who were baptized by our Lord's followers re
ceived no enduement. His apostles and disciples needed
a special commission to enable them to cast out demons,
cure the sick, or strengthen the infirm. Their baptism
conferred no power. The same is true of the antitype.
The baptism of the spirit does not endue the saints with
might. It only cleanses and unifies.
At first sight, this seems to be contradicted by the
record in Acts. Did not the Lord say that they would be
baptized in holy spirit at Pentecost (Acts 1:5)? And
did not th£ holy spirit come with power, accompanied
with tongues of fire and the gift of languages? This is
true. At Pentecost they were not only baptized in holy
spirit, but the holy spirit came on them (Acts 1: 8) and
they were filled with holy spirit (Acts 2:4). The power
was not due to baptism but to the other manifestations
of the spirit's presence.
Consider carefully the two distinct promises, given by
our Lord concerning Pentecost. First He said, ((You
shall be. baptized in holy spirit not many days hence."
Then, when the testimony to the kingdom is before Him,
He says, "But you shall be obtaining power at the com

ing of the holy spirit on you, and you shall be My wit
nesses in Jerusalem, as well as in entire Judea and
Samaria, and to the limits of the land" (Acts 1:8).
Power is not associated with baptism but with the on
coming of the spirit. The figures are opposites. Baptism
is a dipping in. Power springs from a coming on.
The same important distinction is manifest in the
twelfth chapter of first Corinthians. The baptism of the
spirit is the ground of unity, not oi power. The spirit is
the channel of the graces, which it gives and operates.
What a vast difference between this thought and the
dipping of all in the spirit! 0 that we could clear away
the cloudy conceptions which are confusing soomany of
His dear saints today! The baptism of the spirit has
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become connected with so much which is unwarranted
by the Word that it has become the cause of division,
rather than unity. We beg of all to search and see that
baptism never brings power. It never is the source of
spirit manifestations. It is used only of cleansing and
consequent unity.
The perversion of the doctrine of spirit baptism
should be a helpful warning to those whose hearts yearn
to know and obey the will of God, for it points out how
easily we may deflect from the truth unless we use the

utmost care and accuracy in considering the inspired
records. It shows how easily we may reason from false
and insufficient premises, and found a great movement
on a figment of human imagination. Power came down
at Pentecost. The disciples were baptized in holy spirit
at that time. But this does not prove that one was the
consequence of the other.
The fact that power was
.promised in connection with the coming on of the spirit,
and is never associated with baptism disproves it. Yet

what a marvelous movement is based upon this blunder■!
An untold amount of teaching concerning the operation
of God's holy spirit is centered around this serious error.
Good men and godly find it a challenge to their faith,
and they seek to make it their own.

The lesson we
should learn is the stupendous importance of trifling
departures from the Word. The enemy may use them to
deceive and to seduce the very elect.
The great lesson for service in this economy of God's
grace is almost the reverse of that which obtains at Pen
tecost. That power did not continue. Let anyone trace
the exhibition of power through the book of Acts and he
will be convinced that, as the kingdom hope vanishes,
power also departs. At the beginning the twelve are
mightily endued and are able to brave the opposition of
their rulers. At the end they have been forced from the
holy city and their cause is lost. Only a lone apostle, a

Never Imparts Power
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prisoner in Koine, remains as God's ambassador. All
the power he has lies in his weakness.
That is the great lesson w;hich is needed today. God's
strength is now being perfected in infirmity. God is
working with weak instruments so that the glory may be
His. Great power would disqualify us. It is one of the
special excellencies of grace that it operates more freely
in infirmity than in strength. God can, and has, wrought
great things through those whom He has empowered.
He is doing far greater marvels through the feeble, the
faint, those who cannot claim a share in the glory of
His achievements. Let us, like Paul at the close t)f his
career, boast in our lack of physical power, for then we
are more acceptable servitors of His grace.
THE "COMING ON>? OF THE SPIRIT

In ancient times the spirit of the Lord came upon
those who were His instruments.
Balaam prophesied
under its power (Num. 24:2). Othniel delivered Israel
(Judges 3:10),and Gideon acted in its strength (Judges
6: 34). When Samuel anointed David the spirit of Jeho
vah came upon him from that day forward (1 Sam. 16:
13). His captain, Amasai, had the spirit come upon him
(1 Chr. 12:18). The spirit of God came upon Azariah

the prophet, and he encouraged Asa to put away the
idols out of the land (2 Chr. 15:1, 8), as well as on
ZecharipJi the priest, who was stoned in the court of the
temple (2 Chr. 24:20, 21). The spirit of Jehovah fell
on Ezekiel (Eze. 11:5). He worked, not by an army,

nor by power, but by His spirit (Zech. 4:6).*
This same coming on is continued as the power of
God's operations when Christ and His apostles were pro

claiming the kingdom. He Himself was generated in this
way (Luke 1:35). Such was the power of Pentecost
(Acts 1:8). But never, in all of Paul's career, does the
spirit operate in .this way. It is not now an occasional
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outpouring. The spirit is not outside of us. It dwells
in us? It is there, not to work miracles, but to vivify
every act of these mortal bodies (Rom. 8:11).
At Pentecost the spirit came on them for power*
filled them for utterance, and they were baptized in it
for cleansing. The baptism and the filling continue, but
the coming on is replaced by another nearer and closer
relationship which was not known at Pentecost. Only
in" Paul's epistles do we read that the spirit is making
its home in the saints (Eom. 8:9, 11; 1 Cor. 3:16;
2 Tim. 1:14). Instead of an occasional visitation it has
a settled habitation.

As this operation of the Spirit is most important in
its contrast with the present method, we give a list of
the passages in which it is referred to, so that the stu
dent may study them for himself. There is some variety
in-the imposition of the Spirit. It falls on the proselytes
(Acts 10:44; 11:15). It will be poured on Israel and
all flesh in the coming kingdom (Acts 2:17, 18) as it
was in the past on the believing proselytes (Acts 10:
45). It is placed on Christ (Mat. 12:18). It remains
on Him (Mark 1:10; John 1:32, 32).
THE HOMING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

Up to the end of Acts the spirit is found on the
saints: from Eomans, through Paul's epistles, the holy
spirit makes its home in the members of His body. This
change is fraught with far-reaching significance. There
is all the difference which we find in Israel's early his
tory, where Jehovah manifested Himself in two distinct,
methods.
He occasionally came upon men, such as
Othniel and Gideon, David and Amasai, Zechariah and
Ezekiel, energizing them for some superhuman effort.
But He also made His home in the holy of holies. One
was intermittent and temporary. The other was His per
manent abode.

A Settled Habitation

.
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Since sin has invaded the universe God makes His
home in inaccessible light (1 Tim. 6:16), and in houses
specially prepared and sanctified for His presence, such
as the tabernacle of the wilderness, the temple of Solo
mon, the more glorious sanctuary of Ezekiel (Eze. 43),
in the person of His Son (John 2:19-21) and, in this
economy of transcendent grace, which anticipates the
glories of the ultimate consummation, in the bodies of
His believing people. In the time to come He will dwell.
in a temple made of living stones. They will be a part of
His abode. /We, each one, are His temple.
We need not doubt the reality of His homing in
Israel's sanctuaries. Our version is inaccurate in saying
that the Most High dwelleth not in temples made with
hands. He is not now dwelling, or making His home in
them. It is very true that He does not make His home
in Ezra's building (Eze, 6:3), or Herod's house, or the
temple of the end time (2 Thes. 2:4). But we may be
sure that the tabernaele and the temples of Solomon and
Ezekiel are hallowed by the Shekinah. In the past He
dwelt in houses made by men's hands and He will deign
to do so once again. But now He is not making His
home in such structures, but in bodies made by Himself
as the Creator and hallowed by the sacrifice of Christ.
The figure of the temple is transferred to our bodies
by the apostle. "Are you not aware that you are the
temple of God and the spirit of God is making its home
in you?" (1 Cor. 3:16). As the presence of Jehovah
sanctified the temple, so we also are holy because we are
His home. This is the true basis and power of holiness.
It is not in ourselves, but in Him Who homes in us.
The homing of the spirit is set forth most fully in the
eighth of Romans (verses 9-11). There we read, "Yet
you are not in flesh, but in spirit, if so be that God's
spirit is making its home in you. . . . Now if the spirit
of Him Who rouses Jesus from among the dead is mak-
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ing its hom^e in you, He Who rouses Christ Jesus from
among the dead will also vivify your mortal bodies be
cause of His spirit making its home in you." This is
the marvelous and continual miracle of the spirit in this
economy. It gives life to the dead. "We should be in con
stant enjoyment of resurrection power, which makes the
body of sin, though dead, the instrument of righteous
ness.

The spirit homing within us, not only hallows our
mortal frame and gives it life, but also guards that
which He has .committed to us. Paul charged Timothy,
" Guard that ideal thing coiiimitted to you, through the
holy spirit making its home in us" (2 Tim. 1:14).
These three passages fully set forth the present place of
the holy spirit in contrast with its place in the past.
Then its presence was occasional and extraordinary.
Now it is the normal experience of all saints. Then God
dwelt in temples, now He homes in those whom He has
hallowed.
THE SEALING AND EARNEST OF THE SPIRIT

The sealing and earnest of the spirit are also exclu
sively ours. In fact, as both are permanent ancL the
earnest is a foretaste of the very blessings we are con
sidering, these tokens could not be given to other saints.
As these phases of the spirit's operation will come before
us at length a little later on (Bph. 1:13), we will not
unfold them at this point.
The full import of the phrase."spiritual blessings"
cannot be obtained by reasoning. We are not able to
formulate premises from which any safe deductions can
be made.
This may be illustrated by what may be
termed the kingdom argument, which is as follows: There

are spiritual blessings in the kingdom. We are in the
kingdom (Col. 1:13). Hence all of the spiritual bless
ings of the kingdom are ours. This is beautifully simple

The Sealing and the Earnest
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and convincingly logical, if only the premises were true.
The kingdom in which we find ourselves today is,
in some ways, a contrast to the kingdom of the heavens.
That will destroy and displace the kingdom now on
earth. That will rescue mankind from human rule and
deliver them into the kingdom of Christ, as the Son of
Mankind. The kingdom of the Son of His love delivers
us out of the jurisdiction of darkness into a realm which
in no way interferes with our subjection to the powers
that be. It is a strictly spiritual kingdom, in opposition
to Satan's present sovereignty.
That it is not even the spiritual counterpart of the
millennial kingdom m evident from the title used. The
kingdom of the Son (Heb. 1:8) is not to be referred to
the thousand years, but to the "eon of the eon"—the
succeeding eon, in the new creation. The reason doubt
less lies in the fact that, in that future kingdom^ unlike
the millennium, there will be conciliation. God will be
on terms of amity with all mankind. It is not the rule
of the iron club, but of the scepter of the Son—a title of
relationship and affection. Such is the future type of
the present kingdom.
Without repeating all that we have written on
the subject of the heavenly kingdoms, we wish to press
the two great phases of the future sovereignty of the
earth and their spiritual counterparts, so that we may
not be misled by mistaken analogies.
As to time, let us note that the priest-'kingdom of
Christ and His saints is for the thousand years. This is
commonly called the millennium. Let it be clearly noted
that this has two distinct aspects toward the nations.
It is a Melchisedec reign. Christ and Israel are inter
mediaries between God and the nations/They are Priests
as well as Kings.
The spiritual counterpart of this period is found in
Paul's earlier ministries, when he as a priest ministered
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the evangel of God to the nations and as an ambassador,
conveyed the decrees of the elders to his converts. Dur
ing this interval we find the powers of the coming king
dom exercised by Paul himself and by those who re
ceived his message. There was blessing in body and soul
as well as in spirit, but all in subordination to Israel.
But the reign of the saints is not limited to the
millennium* That is only the first phase of the coming
kingdom. They are to reign for the eon of the eons,
hut. not as priests. Priesthood vanishes in the new crea
tion. The power of God's Christ is replaced "by the
loving sway of His Son. The present " kingdom" is the
spiritual anticipation of this sovereignty. Hence it is
called "the kingdom of the Son of His love" (Col. 1:
13). The figure is continued in Colossians, for we are
said to have deliverance and the pardon of sins, in this
kingdom.
Christendom has confused the spiritual counterparts
with the future fulfillments, so that the coming kingdom
has been spiritualized away. Others have reversed this
process, and have tried to make the kingdom a present
reality. Let it be ours to separate the coming phases,
the kingdom of Christ for a thousand years, the sover
eignty of the Son, for the final eon, and the kingdom of
the Father, after the eons are past. And let us also dis
tinguish the anticipatory spiritual fulfillments. The
kingdom of Christ, and the powers of the millennial era
do not illustrate our blessing. The succeeding kingdom
of the Son speaks of the present grace. We are in a new
creation.
Beyond this, let us note that the present kingdom is
a figure of speech. There are certain points of likeness
between that which we enjoy and that which will be the
position of the nations in the new creation. We are not
at liberty to define these similarities. This is done for
us by the spirit. The nations at that time will not be
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rescued from their Human governors. Neither are we.
They will be liberated from the thralldom of Satan and
his hosts. So are we. We are rescued out of the author
ity of darkness.^
Godward, they will have deliverance and the pardon

of sins. Considering ourselves under the figure of this

kingdom, we also have these blessings, for they are the
only means of conciliation known to government.
These two aspects are the only ones which we have
any right to press without doing violence to the laws of
language and the Word of God. There are aspects of
that kingdom which have no counterpart in the present.
Indeed, they are contrary to this administration. For
instance, Israel will still rule over the nations. Th&t
must not be imported into the present grace. Likewise,
there will be physical felicities at that time to which we
are strangers. These are not elaborated in the figure,
hence we may lawfully deduce that they are not a part
of the picture.
■
Even now, therefore, we have spiritual blessings
among the celestials, though we have no physical bless
ings among terrestrials. Unknown, despised on earth,
yet we are the first of its inhabitants to be freed from
the fearful influence of the powers of darkness, who are
hurrying humanity to its doom. They already recognize
us as the supreme sovereigns of the universe, to whom,
as members of the body of Christ, is pledged the pin
nacle of creature bliss.
The negative implications of this great declaration
are of tremendous practical importance. The mere state
ment that our blessings are among the celestials rules
out the terrestrial felicities of the favored nation. And
the fact that they are spiritual sets aside the soulish,
sentient, sensual, as well as the fleshly and material,
which have so large a place in Israel's promised king
dom. And the great exemplars given us in Philippians
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Our Living Examples

fully confirm this truth. None of them were noted for
either health or wealth. On the contrary, Paul dilates
on his distresses, Timothy has frequent infirmities, and
Epaphroditus lingered near the doors of death. These
men gave a living expression to the great motto which
appears above the portal to present truth: spiritual
BLESSINGS AMONG THE CELESTIALS.

A. E. K.

JUSTIFICATION
"Being justified gratuitously by His grace, through
the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus (Whom
God purposed for a Propitiatory, through faith in
His blood" (Jtomans 3:24, 25).

We hear almost everything preached today from legalism to "monkeyism", or evolution, but how seldom do
we hear a real solid message on Paul's grand doctrine of
"justification"? Just recently I received.a letter from
g, dear saint of God, well past the half century mark in
life, saying, "I do not recollect of ever hearing a mes
sage on justification". This certainly is a pitiable condi
tion, and I venture the assertion there will be many who
will read this article, who never heard a sermon
preached on the subject.
Why is this? I believe Have the solution. It solved
the question in my own case, and I believe it will solve it
for all who will give it serious consideration. It is this:
Instead of "correctly partitioning the word of truth"
and holding fast to those transcendent doctrines of
grace given to Paul, for us, the nations, we have pulled
them down and mixed them with the doctrines of the
''Circumcision writings" and dimmed their significance
and glory. Cut Paul's teachings loose from the earthly
and fleshly shadows of the "Circumcision writings" and
they shed forth a superabundant wealth of transcendent
grace, flowing down from the great loving heart of God
to His undeserving creatures, lifting them up, through
faith, to an allotment of celestial glory in Christ Jesus
that will dazzle the universe in the "on-coming eons".
Oh, that the eyes of our heart may be enlightened to
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grasp what is the glorious riches of our allotment among
the celestials, in Christ Jesus, through the evangel of
which Paul became the dispenser!
Justification is one of those gems of Paul's trans
cendent doctrines which Peter, James, and John never
preached, and which cannot be found outside of Paul's
writings. As we seek to set it forth, we beseech you to
follow carefully and weigh every argument thought
fully, for we expect to submit you some facts from the
saered Scriptures which are almost totally lost in Christ
endom today.
JUSTIFICATION AND PARDON

In the first place, to get the truth of God on this sub
ject, we must heed the admonition of the apostle Paul,
and "distinguish the things that differ". And the dif
ference between the terms "justification" and<*'par
don "becomes wider and widej* the more we ponder it.
The significance of this may not grip us at first thought,
but a comparison with divine inspiration will reveal
that it is truth.
We have recently considered pages upon pages oi
arguments, by an eminent pioneer expositor of the
Scriptures, that "pardon" or "forgiveness" is synonymoi^s with "justification". This is one of the many in
stances where teachers have dimmed the glorious doc
trines committed to the apostle Paul, for us, the nations,
by degrading them in order to harmonize them with the
teachings of the Circumcision writings. They have failed
to apprehend the true significance of Paul's admonition
to "rightly divide" or "correctly partition" the word
of truth and "distinguish the things that differ"..
No government executive will tell you that "par
don" or "forgiveness" is synonymous with "justifica
tion". It is only in the matter of salvation that we have
confused these terms. It might be well, right here, to
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contrast the two by illustrations from our court proceed

ings, then compare this with God's dealings with Israel
and the nations in the Scriptures.
PARDON

"Pardon" or "forgiveness" is the exercise of execu
tive clemency in remitting guilt or the penalty incurred,
or extending courteous forbearance. It is the preroga
tive of a governor or a king. But the record still stands,
and if the party to whom such probational forbearance
has been extended fails in their part of the transaction,
the "pardon" will be revoked, and they must pay the
penalty.

Now "justification" is in sharp contrast to all this.
In the first place, it is the judicial,act of a judge, show
ing to be just, exonerating, acquitting and pronouncing
"not guilty". There is no "pardon" or "forgiveness"
about it. Neither is it probational, but is absolute and
final, and once pronounced it cannot be revoked!
All of this is in perfect accord with the procedure in
the courts pf our land. Now we shall turn your.atten
tion to the sacred Scriptures and there give illustrations
of God's methods with mankind which confirms our
court standards on a higher plane.
CHRIST

AND

PETER

A good place to begin is the incident that occurred
between our Lord and Peter, as recorded In Matthew
18:21, 22. Peter approaching the Lord, said, "How
many times shall my brother be sinning against me and
I shall be pardoning him? Till seven times?" Jesus is
saying to him, "I am not saying to you iTill seven
times', but 'Till seventy times seven'." It is then He
gives the parable of the '' Ten Thousand Talent Debtor'',
which graphically illustrated the true meaning of "par
don "or " forgiveness''.
In this parable Christ tells of a man owing ten thpu-
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sands of talents (about ten million dollars), who could
not pay it, and in compassion he dismisses him and re
mits tJie loan. Yet this same slave, coming out, finds
one of his fellow-slaves, o\ying him only a hundred
denarii (about $16.66), catches hold of him and chokes
him, commanding him to pay. The slave begged him to
be patient, and he would pay all. Yet he would not, but,
coming away, cast him in jail, till he may pay all. His
fellow-slaves perceiving what had occurred, were tremenduously sorry, and went away and told their lord.
The lord, calling in the wicked slave, said: "I remit
your entire debt since you entreated me. Was it, not
binding on you also to be merciful to your fellow slave,
as I am merciful to you ?'' And being indignant, his lord
gives him up to the tormentors till he may pay all that
was owing him (Mat. 18:32-34).
Immediately after
giving this parable to the sons of Israel, our Lord said
to them: "Thus will My heavenly Father, also, be doing
to you, should not each one be pardoning his brother
from your hearts" (Mat. 18: 35).
This parable and its admonition was fulfilled in the
Pentecostal era, the period recorded in the book of Acts.
Those of Israel who were "pardoned" during the Acts
period, are the ten thousand talent debtor. They had
crucified their Prince Messiah, the Lord of glory, and
were und&r incalculable obligations to God. Neverthe
less, out of the compassion of His heart He "pardoned"
their sins, as Peter proclaimed at Pentecost (Acts 2: 38).
The '' nations'', who had none of the light and priv
ilege which was Israel's special portion, did not owe
nearly as much.
debtor.

They were the one hundred denarii

But the "pardoned" believers in Israel had no

thought of sharing the mercy they had received with the
despised aliens. In fact, it took much persuasion before
Peter would go to Cornelius, even though he was already
a proselyte to Judaism (Acts 10). And when he did go,

was Later Revoked

-
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he found his brethren most antagonistic to the very
thought (Acts 11:3). But they were far more antag
onistic to Paul's ministry among the nations. At his
final appearance in Jerusalem, these " pardoned" belivers sought to stone him to death for the very mention
of the name "gentiles";"-In his speech of defense, he got
as faroas the word "nations" and they refuse to hear
him further, but cried out "Away with such a one from
the earth, for it is not befitting for him to live" (Acts
22:21). Their "pardon" was revoked just as the Lord
told them during His earthly ministry among them.
paul's doctrine

But let us turn to ..Paul's writings and study the
scope and transcendence of the wonderful word "justifi
cation". And let it be remembered that "justification"
is taught only in Paul's writings. It is a doctrine pecu
liar to Paul, for us, the nations, and should be given the
closest attention.
"Justification" comes from the Greek word "dikai
od", which means to "justify", "acquit," and "vindi
cate". Now to "justify" is to "show to be just; declar
ing to guiltless or blameless". "Acquit" means to'
"declare innocent, to exonorate". While "vindicate"
means to "defend against anything that attacks and
maintain successfully as right and just".

By all this we can see ttiat divine inspiration used a

word very full of meaning/and shows conclusively the
wide contrast between Paul's teaching and that of the
Circumcision. '' Pardon'' never carried any such deliv
erance as we find in "justification". And may He give
us the grace to consider and imbibe the glorious deliver
ance we have in "dikqiod". "Dikaiod, to justify—show
ing to be just, guiltless, and blameless". "Dikaiod, to
acquit — declaring free and innocent; exonorating''.
"Dikaiod, to vindicate—defending against anything that

attacks and maintain successfully as right and just."
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Justification is by Faith

Isn't it wonderful? Isn't it glorious? Then, with the
apostle of the gentiles, why not exult in the blessed
truth, that "Being, then, justified by faith, we may be
having peace with God through our Lord, Jesus Christ,
through Whom we have had the access, also, in faith,
into this grace in which we stand, and may be glorying
in expectation of the glory of God" (Kom. 5:1, 2).
Praise and honor and glory be His for such a wonderful
deliverance that puts us, by faith, into grace where we
may stand and glory in expectation of the glory of God
that is sure and certain to be ours!
;
" Justification" puts us beyond the reach of condem
nation! It is based entirely upon the blood of Christ, is
received by faith, apart from works, in order that it may
accord with grace (Rom. 8:1; 4:5, 16).
"Pardon" is probational, because it is based on be
havior. Unbecoming conduct causes it to be withdrawn.
God cancelled it in every case, during the kingdom proc
lamation to Israel, when they failed to extend it to those
of the nations. But our "justification" is irrevocable,
because it is based solely on the blood of Christ, which
is ever precious and potent.
WHAT THE SCRIPTURES SAY

We are told in the Scriptures that Paul was separ
ated for God's evangel . : * concerning His Son, . . .
Jesus Christ, our Lord, through Whom he obtained
grace and apostleship for faith obedience among all the
nations for His name's sake (Rom. 1:1-6; Acts 13:2).
It is the "evangel of the grace of God" (Acts 20:24),
given only to the apostle Paul to certify, and offers
"justification", by faith obedience, to the nations. It
takes us back to Abraham, with whom the covenant to
bless all the nations of the earth was made. And, Ks the
gift of justification was first giyen to Abraham, he is the
great example, and Paul takes up his case at length, both

that it may be by Grace
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in. his Roman and Galatian epistles, to show its abso
lutely gracious character. Therefore, to apprehend the
argument he is making in behalf of the graciousness of
God in dealing out justification to the nations, we must
consider what is said concerning it in the Scriptures.
"For. if Abraham was justified by his acts, he has
something to boast in, but not toward God. For what is
the Scripture saying? '"Now Abraham believes God and
it is reckoned to" him for righteousness" (Rom. 4:2, 3).
"Now the Scriptures perceiving before that God is
justifying the nations by faith, preached an evangel to
Abraham before, that 'In you shall all the nations be
blessed.' So that those of faith are being blessed together

with believing Abraham'7 (Gal. 3 :~8, 9).

~ "Being justified gratuitously by His grace, through
the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus (Whom God
purposed for a Propitiatory, through faith in His blood,
for a display of His righteousness because of the passing
over of the penalty of sins which occurred before in the
forbearance of G®d) toward the display of His right
eousness in the current era, for Him to be just and the

Justifier of the one who is of the faith of Jesus" (Rom.
3:24-26).

"Being, then,.justified by faith, we may be having
peace with God through our Lord, Jesus Christ, through
Whom we have had the access, also, in faith, into this
grace in which we stand, and may be glorying in expec
tation of the glory of God" (Rom. 5:1, 2).
Dear friend and ieloved in the Lord, you may search
through the writings of Petey, James, and John, in fact,
all the writings of the Circumcision, book by book, chap
ter by chapter, verse xby verse, and word by word, and
you will never find anything to compare with the won
derful Scriptures you have just read from Paul's writ
ings. As I have said before, and let me press the fact
again, the "pardon of sins" and "regeneration" of the
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It is Not of Works

Circumcision writings must not be confused with, "justi
fication" and the "new creation in Christ" of Paul's
writings to us, the nations. If we confuse them, great
loss will be suffered.
The glorious allotment which is ours among the celes
tials in Christ Jesus far transcends that of Israel in the
earthly kingdom. Let the Jew have what God has gra
ciously sent him through Peter, James and John and the
rest of the Circumcision writers—"pardon of sins" and
"regeneration". We don't need it. God, through His
vast love wherewith He loves us has given us something
far better—"justification" and a "new creation in
Christ". Therefore, let us get away from the terrestrial
blessings of the Circumcision writings for Israel, and
exult in the transcendent spiritual blessings which are
ours among the celestials in Christ Jesus, of Paul's
writings.
NOT OF WORKS

Furthermore, our salvation in connection with Paul ?s
evangel is a deliverance solely and entirely on the ground
of grace, because of the mediatorial work of Christ,
apart from ritual or works of merit on the part of the
one "justified". In truth, justification is for him who is
not working, but is believing. Paul verifies this in these
words: "Now to him who is working, wages are not
reckoned as a favor, but as debt. Yet to him who is not
working, yet is believing on Him Who is justifying the
irreverent, his faith is reckoned for righteousness (Eom.
4: 4, 5). In this Scripture, we can see that justification
is as free or freer than sunlight. In judgment, God will
pay everyone who is entitled to wages. But when He
gives, He gives, and refuses to allow His gifts to be paid
for, even if anyone could pay the price. Paul says,
"Therefore, it is of faith that it may accord with grace,
. . ." (Rom. 4:16). Then let us accept it with gratitude
and thanksgiving.

nor Made by Human Merit
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NOT OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS

And remember, dear reader, that in our justification,
the righteousness we receive is not our righteousness, but
God'sown righteousness, imputed or reckoned to us for
faith. We have this verified by Paul in these words: "I

forfeited all, and am deeming it to be refuse, that I may
be gaining Christ, and be found in Him, not having my
righteousness, that-of law, but that which is through the
faith of Christ, the righteousness which is. from God for
faith" (Phil. 3: 8-10). This is further strengthened by
Romans 3:21, 22, u Yet now, apart from law, a right
eousness of God has been manifested (being testified to
by the law and the prophets) yet a righteousness of God
through Jesus Christ's faith, for all and onfall who are
believing."

On the cross at Golgotha our deliverance was pur
chased, when the "One knowing no sin, He makes sin
for our sakes that we should be becoming God's right
eousness in Him" (2 Cor. 5: 21.),. Again we read, "Now
it was not written because of Him only that it is reck
oned to him [Abraham], but because of us also, to whom
it is about to be reckoned, who are believing on Him
Who rouses Jesus our Lord from among the dead, Who
was given up because of our offenses, and was roused
because of our justification. Being, then, justified by
faith, we may he having peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 4:23 to 5:1). These Scrip
tures show conclusively that our justification is solely
and entirely on the ground of the mediatorial sacrifice
of Christ. His death and resurrection put away our
offenses and made us just before God, according as it is
written, "Now the just by faith shall live" (Rom. 1:
17). The sins He bore are all gone, and we, through His
resurrection, are just, and live by faith.
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The Gratuitous Gift
JUSTIFIED GRATUITOUSLY

But the grandest and most overwhelming thought of
the whole subject is found in the word "gratuitously"
of our text. "Being justified gratuitously by His grace,
through the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus" (Bom.
3: 24). By the rendering put upon this word in our
Common, or King James, version of the Scriptures,
much has been lost of the" exceeding riches of God's
grace which He has been pleased to reveal to us right
here. The original word is doreon.. In our Common ver
sion it is rendered into English by the word "freely".
But this word is entirely too weak and inadequate to
express the depth and richness of the original. By going
.to John 15: 25, we find the word used again by divine
inspiration, but given a different rendering by our King
James translators. Here we find it used with reference
to the Jews hating Jesus, and they translated it, "with
out a cause". And such is the meaning of this precious
word/Justification on any other ground than the fr£e
and unforced favor of God, is impossible, for none de
serve it. But now, in Christ Jesus, has been-effected, a
deliverance from all condemnation and judgment, abso
lutely free to all who believe, and all "without a cause"
—gratuituously.
ETYMOLOGY OF THE WORD

This is great and wonderful and glorious, yet when
we look into the etymology of. this word doream, we find
still a more transcendent scope of richness than we have
ever dreamed. By separating the word into its elements
and assigning a standard English equivalent for each
element, we get the literal meaning in a compound Eng
lish word, viz., GIVE-Gusned. Now this reveals in what
way we are "justified". It is GiVE-GUSHed through the
deliverance which is in Christ Jesus. I believe this is the
most glorious thought that ever camie to me of how God

of Limitless Love
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saves the sinner. Justification with all its depth of rich
ness in meaning is magnified and intensified by this
precious word dormn. It means that God not only "jus
tifies", but He "give-gushes" it on us.
That is, He
pours forth, in an extravagant display of affection, all
His transcendent riches of grace contained in the mean
ing of the wonderful word dikaioo. The sinner in dikaioo
is justified—shown to be guiltless and blameless. He is
acq[uittedr—declared to be free and innocent; exonerated.
And he is vindicated—defended against all attacks and
maintained successfully as right and just.
And the
glorious part about it all is, it is done "without a cause",
"gratuitously". That is, it is GiVE-GUSHed—bestowed
as an extravagant display of His love wherewith He
loves us—"through the deliverance which is in Christ
Jesus (Whom God purposed for a Propitiatory, through
faith in His blood".

Such a deliverance, beloved, is entirely on the ground
of grace, and bars all boasting unless it be in Christ and
in His God Who has become our Justifier. Through our
justification by faith in Christ Jesus^ our Lord, we are
placed in the unclouded favor of God, where "nothing
consequently is condemnation" (Rom. 8:1). What more
could we desire? May He give us the grace to exclaim
from the depths of our bearts, with the psalmist of old,
"Praise the Lord, O my soul; all that is within mie,
praise His holy name.' \
Adlai Loudy

A STRIKING CONFIRMATION

Our position that the sheaf of firstfruits was waved on
the morrow after the great sabbath which commenced
the festival of unleavened bread, rather than after the
weekly sabbath, does not seem to be borne out by Leviti
cus 23:16. There the Authorized Version reads, "unto
the morrow after the seventh sabbath shall ye number
fifty days". Our exposition has no place for a "seventh
sabbath". There was one at the beginning and one at
the end of the festival of unleavened bread, but we have
no reason to think that there were seven special sabbaths
all the way to Pentecost.
The Hebrew roots for sabbath and seven are much
alike. The first two letters of each are shb. The former
ends in tit, the latter in gh. It is a remarkable fact that
Dr. Keiinicott, who had several hundred codices exam
ined, found about ^thirty which read sevens in place of
sabbaths in this passage. In two cases sabbaths is a later
alteration.

The Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Hebrew
Scriptures, renders sabbath consistently for about a hun
dred times, but on three or four occasions it translates
it seven. This shows that, in these passages, the Hebrew
text they had, which was more than a thousand years
earlier than any copies we possess, read shbgh instead of

shbth. Leviticus 23:15, 16 is one of these rare instances.
It should read "the seventh seven'*, not the "seventh
sabbath".

This is one more example where the truth ferrets out
and exposes the-human, mutilations of the sacred text.

in Jltti

THE RECALL OP THE KINGDOM
THREE INDICATIONS OF THE REJECTION AND RECALL OF
THE KINGDOM OFFER—JAMES, PETER, AND HEROD

The third cycle of the kingdom ministry is ended. Like
the first two cycles, it was an intermingling of encourag
ing and discouraging events; it ended with an indication
of the rejection and the recall of the kingdom offer. This
is really a triple indication, revolving around the per
sons of James, Peter, and Herod. See D5 in the struc
ture of the Acts (12:1-23) t This passage of scripture
may be displayed as follows:
1571: 12:1-2.

Herod, the Persecutor, smites James.

158: 12:3-19-.
Imprisonment and deliverance of Peter.
1572: 12:-19-23. Herod, the Conqueror, smitten by God.

In Section 1571 of the above structure (12:1-2)
Herod, the Persecutor, smites the apostle James: "Now
at that season Herod the king put forth his hands to illtreat some from the ecclesia.
Now he assassinated
James, the brother of John, with the sword." Here
Herod is shown as the persecutor of the ecclesia, and is,
undoubtedly, presented just at this juncture because he
is a type of the Antichrist, Who is to appear during the
closing years of this eon. \ As such he kills the apostle
James, the brother of John, with the sword. To Abra
ham was given the promise that his seed should be "as
the stars of the heavens, and as the sand which is upon
the seashore" (Gen. 22:17). James or Jacob corres
ponds to "the sand which is upon the seashore", the
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James is Assassinated

fleshly or physical desceiidents of Abraham, who believe,
but have not the spiritual capacity to entitle them to the
highest place in the kingdom, such as is given to the
hundred forty-four thousand (Un. 7:4; 14:1). These,
the vast multitude of Unveiling 6:9 and 7:9, receive
their entrance into the kingdom! through martyrdom at
the hands of the wild beast and his devotees, even as
James or Jacob died a martyr to his faith at the liands
of Herod.
In Section 158 of the foregoing structure

(12:319-.) we have the imprisonment and deliverance of
Peter, which, unlike James or Jacob, is a spiritual name
(John 1:42). Peter here represents '-the stars of the
heavens" or the spiritual descendants of Abraham, the
hundred forty-four thousand, who are persecuted but
not killed. This passage may be subdivided as follows:
1591: 12:3.
Herod's catering to apostate Israel.
1601: 12:4-.
Soldiers appointed to guarfl Peter.
1611: 12:-4.
Herod's purpose.
162i: 12:5-.
Peter in jail.
1631: 12:-5.
The ecclesia in prayer.
164i:/ 12:6-10-.
Peter's deliverance.

165i: 12:-10.

The messenger's withdrawal.

1612: 12:11.
Herod's, purpose overthrown.
1622: 12:12-.
Peter at the house of Mary.
1632: 12:-12.
The ecclesia in prayer.
1642: 12:13-17-. Peter tells of his deliverance.
1652: 12:-17.
Peter's withdrawal from Jeru
salem.
1602: 12:18.
Appointed guards of Peter become aware
of his escape.

1592: 12:19-.

Herod vents his thwarted wrath upon Peter's
guards.

In Section 1591 of the foregoing structure (12:3)
Herod is seen catering to unbelieving Israel: "Now, per
ceiving that it is pleasing to the Jews, he proceeded to
apprehend Peter also (now they were the days of un
leavened bread)." So apostate is Israel at this time
that they are pleased to see Herod assassinate James,

Peter is Imprisoned

'
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one of Messiah's apostles! Encouraged by this apostasy
of the people, Herod proceeds to arrest Peter also, thus
further to please the Jews. It is a type of the apostate
nation's joy, in the end time, as they look upon the kill
ing of God's.two witnesses (Un. 11:7-10) and fore
shadows the rejection and recall of the kingdom offer.
In Section 1601 of the structure (12:4.) soldiers are
appointed to guard Peter: "whom, arresting also, he
placed in jail, giving him over to four quarternions of
soldiers to guard him.*' As Peter was arrested during
the days of unleavened bread, a guard of soldiers is
placed over him to keep him for martyrdom after the
festival. The collapse of the kingdom ministry is seen
in the fact that the twelve apostles are no longer safe in
the city of the great King, as they had been hitherto,
according to the terms of their commission.
In Section 1611 of the structure (12.--4) we have
Herod's purpose: "intending after the Passover to lead
him up to the people''. In harmony with Jewish custom,
which frowned upon secular business during religious
festivals, the trial and death of Peter was to be post
poned until after the Passover. Then Herod intended
to curry still more favor with the apostate nation of
Israel by leading Peter forth for public trial and execu
tion. The people of that day were willing to yield obedi
ence to Herod, the type of antichrist, while rejecting
their true Messiah, just as in the end time the apostate
nation will reject their true Messiah while pledging

allegiance to the wild beast.
In Section 1621 of the structure

(12:5-.) we see

Peter in jail: "Peter, indeed, then, was kept in jail."

Though the Lord had told him that in his old age he was

to die a martyr's death (John 21:18), his time had not
yet come, and, therefore, his life was perfectly safe until
God's appointed time.

In Section 1631 of the structure (12:-5) we see the
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Peter is Liberated

ecclesia in prayer: "Yet prayer was earnestly made
by the ecclesia to God concerning him.'' What a'vivid
contrast between the faith of the remnant ecclesia, as
represented by its earnest prayer for Peter's liberation,
and the gross unbelief of the mass of the nation, as rep
resented by its joy over James' execution, and Peter's
imprisonment!
In Section 1641 of the structure (12: 6-10-.) we have
Peter's deliverance: "Now when Herod was about to be
leading him to them, in° that night Peter was reposing
between two soldiers, having been bound with two
chains, besides which guards before the door kept the
jail. And lot a messenger of the Lord stood by, and a
light shines in the room. Now, smiting Peter on the side,
he rouses him, saying, 'Stand up, quickly!' And the
chains fall off from his hands. Now the messenger said
to him, ' Gird yourself and bind on your soles.' Now he
does thus. And he is saying to him, 'Throw your cloak
about you and follow me.' And, coming out, he followed
him. And he had not perceived that wh&t is occurring
by means of the messenger is true, yet he seemed to be
observing a vision. Now, passing through the first and
second jail, they came to the iron gate that brings them
into the city, which opened to them spontaneously. And,
coming out, they came before one street."

All through the days of unleavened bread the eccle
sia was earnestly praying for Peter's liberation. Now,
in the last watch of the night preceding the morning
when Herod planned to lead him forth to his death,
Peter is reposing between two soldiers, bound to them
with two chains, and with a double guard before the
door of the jail. Surely the apostate rulers of Israel and
Herod, the king, had good reasons for feeling perfectly
sure of their prey! But just then a light shines in the
room where Peter is a prisoner, and a messenger of the
Lord stands by him; he smites Peter on the side; rouses

by the Lord's Messenger
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him; tells him to stand up quickly; the chains fall off
from Peter's hands; the messenger tells him to gird him
self and put on his sandals; tells the obedient Peter to
throw his cloak about him and follow him; they leave
the jail room with Peter still under the impression that
it is all a vision; they pass through the first and second
jails; they come to the presumably impassable iron gate
that leads into the city; it opens spontaneously, for no
obstruction is insurmountable to our Lord; they come to
a street, and Peter is a free man! How the messenger of
the Lord passed by the guards in entering the jail, and
how he and Peter escaped from the jail, unseen by all,
even by the four guards, we are not told, but we know
that then, even as now, God "is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think" (Eph. 3:
20). Peter, the intended prey of Herod and the apostate
rulers of Israel, has escaped, and thus once more it is
demonstrated that God "frustrated the devices of the
crafty, so that their hands cannot perform their enter
prise " (Job 5:12). Thus also will it be in the end time
with "the stars of the heavens", Abraham's spiritual
descendants, the hundred forty-four thousand.
They
will be persecuted, but they cannot be killed, for God's
permission is withheld; and no servant of God can be
touched or harmed agfainst the will of God.
In Section 1651 of the structure (12:-10) w.e see the
messenger's withdrawal: "and immediately the messen
ger, withdrew from him:" His appointed work, the lib
eration of Peter, accomplished, the messenger withdraws.
His work was done for the Lord and as unto the Lord.
Unlike too many servants of the Lord, he does not linger,

after the work is done, to await the thanks or the praise
of man.N

,

In Section 1612 of the structure (12:11) we see
Herod's purpose overthrown: "And Peter, coming to

himself, said, 'Now, I truly perceive that the Lord dele-
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Peter Reports to the Saints

gates His messenger, and extricates me out of the hand
of Herod and all the hope of the Jewish people'.".
Herod's plan and the hope of the Jewish people, that
Peter should be slain, is overthrown, and Peter, as he
realizes that the messenger of the Lord has extricated
him from the hands of his enemies, could say with a
heart overflowing with thanksgiving and praise: "Take

counsel together, and it shall be brought to nought;

speak the word, and it shall not stand: for Gfod is with
us'" (Isa. 8:10).
In Section 1622 of the structure (12:12-) we see
Peter at the house of Mary: "And, being conscious, he
came to the house of Mary, the mother of John, who is
surnamed Mark." God's power lifts Peter from prison
(see corresponding Section 1622, 12:5-) and transports
him to the place of prayer, just as His power has lifted
us out of darkness into His light.
In Section 1632 of the structure (12:-12) we see the
ecclesia in prayer: "where a considerable number were
convened together and praying." This was evidently an
all-night prayer service on behalf of Peter. See the cor
responding Section 1631 (12:-5) : "Prayer was earnestly
made by the ecclesia to God concerning him."
In Section 1642 of the structure (12:13-17-) Peter
tells of his deliverance: "Now, at his knocking at the
door of the portal, a maid approached to obey, named
Rhoda. And, recognizing Peter's voice, for joy she does
not open the portal. Yet, running in, she reports Peter
standing before the portal. Yet they said to her, 'You
are mad!7 Yet she stoutly insisted it is so. Yet they
said, 'It is his messenger.' Yet Peter persisted in knock
ing. Now, opening, they perceive him and were amazed.
Yet, gesturing with a hand to them to hush, he relates
to them how the Lord led him out of jail. Besides he
said, 'Report these things to James and the brethren'."
When Peter reached the house of Mary, the mother

James Takes the Lead
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of John Mark (who afterwards was used of the Lord for
the writing of the account of our Lord's life as the per
fect Servant) he knocked at the door of the portal for
admittance. A maid, named Rhoda, obeyed the sum
mons. • She recognized Peter's voice. For joy she runs
back to report to the assembled believers that Peter, is
standing before the portal, in her haste forgetting to
open the portal for him. The assembled believers, who
all through the days of unleavened bread, almost up to
the very hour in which Peter was to be led forth to his
death, had prayed for his deliverance, now refuse to
believe that their prayers are answered. Rhoda's joyful
tidings are received with the unbelieving exclamation,
"You are mad!" Nevertheless, Ehoda stoutly insists
that her report is true, Again, in unbelief, they say,
"It is his messenger." But as Peter is still persisting in
knocking, they open the door, and they see him with

their own eyes. Unbelief fades away, to be replaced by
amazement as they behold the indisputable evidence-of
their answered prayers! How true to life and to our own

experience! We ask, and so insufficient is our faith, that

we are amazed when our prayers are answered! Let us
hang our heads in shame, as we contemplate the strong,
unswerving faith,of Rhoda, the little maid, who alone,

among all these assembled believers, had the faith to
expect, and to believe in, an answer to their prayer.
Now Peter, gesturing with his hand for them to hush,
relates to them how th§ Lord led him out of jail. It is
easy to imagine the intense excitement and joyful excla
mations of the amazed believers. Then, silence having
been restored, he says, "Report these things to James
and the brethren." This statement of Peter is most sig
nificant. The ranks of the apostles had been broken by
Herod's assassination of the apostle James, the brother
of John; there were now but eleven apostles; but Peter

did not request that these things be reported to the rest
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Peter Flees from Jerusalem

of the apostles, but to James (the Lord's brother, see
Gal. 1:19) and to the brethren/ Henceforth, affairs in
Jerusalem are controlled by James and the brethren;
the apostles of the Lord have no longer the controlling
voice.
It is a sign of the ever deepening apostasy
that one who had never been commissioned by the Lord
as an apostle, but who exerted his influence and power
entirely on the ground of physical relationship' to the
Lord, should usurp the leadership of the Pentecostal
ecclesia, especially so, in view of the fact that the Lord
Himself denied all claims based upon physical relation
ship. Being told that His mother and brothers wished, to
speak with Him, He said, " These are My mother and
my brethren, who are hearing and doing the word of

God" (Luke 8: 21). The spiritual decline in the Pente
costal ecclesia is seen in the fact that the authority
which the Lord placed in His apostles, is taken from
them and accorded to the Lord's brother James on the
mere ground of a fleshly bond. (See Acts 15:13-21, a,ild
see the emphatic "I" of James in verse 19.) How con
trary to the ministry of Paul, where all physical ties
were gradually displaced, and finally completely elim
inated, by the spiritual! "So that we, from now on, are
acquainted with no one according to flesh" (2 Cor.
5:16).
In Section 1652 of the structure (12:-17) we have
Peter's withdrawal from Jerusalem: "And, coming out,
he was gone to a different place.'' Peter is compelled to
flee from Jerusalem. Up to this time the apostles had
been kept in the capital of the kingdom through the
power of the Lord. This may be seen from the answers
of Peter and John to the rulers of Israel after their im
prisonment during the first cycle of kingdom ministry
(Acts 4:19-22). Note also, after the death of Stephen,
''they were all dispersed among the districts of Judea
and Samaria, save the apostles" (Acts 8:1). Now the

His Guards are Executed
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rejection of the kingdom in Jerusalem, Judea, and Sa
maria, and unto the utmost limits of the land, is so com

plete, that God no loiiger vouchsafes special protection

to the apostles, and so Peter is compelled to leave Jeru
salem for a season.
In Section 1602 of the structure (12:18) the guards
of Peter become aware of his escape: ''Now, day being
come, there was no slight disturbance among the. soldiers
as to what had become of Peter." Four quarternions of
soldiers (12: 4), or four groups of four each (one group
for each of the four Koiuari watches) had been set to
guard Peter. It was at daylight that Peter's escape was
noticed. Peter's deliverance must have taken place dur
ing the fourth watch (from three to six a. m.), otherwise
the guards would have noticed his escape when the
watch was changed. Hence it was the fourth watch of
the night that the believers' faith was practically ex
hausted. So it was the fourth watch of the night, when
the disciples were at the end of their strength, rowing
against the contrary winds and boisterous waves, that
the Lord Jesus walked out to them on the sea, and
calmed the tempest. (See Mat. 14:24-33.) Man's ex
tremity is God's opportunity. We have read the Lord's
promise, "My power is perfected in infirmity/' Laying
hold of this truth, may we all be able to say experiment
ally, with Paul, "whenever I may be weak, then I am
powerful" (2 Cor. 12:9-10).
In Section 1592 of the fracture (12:19-) Herod
vents, his thwarted wrath upon Peter's guards: "Now
Herod> seeking for him and not finding him, examining
the guards, orders them to be led away (to death)."
Death was the penalty meted out to Peter's guards by
the furious Herod, when he realized that Peter had
escaped from jail. In contrast to this, Paul's and Silas'
escape from the Philippian jail brought salvation to the
warden and to all his household. This is but a little type
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Herod Claims Divine Honors

of how superabundant is the grace "of .Paul's gospel in
this secret economy as compared with the kingdom gos
pel of the twelve apostles.
In Section 1572 of the structure (12:19-23) we see

Herod the Conqueror, smitten by God. This may be sub
divided as follows:
1661: 12:-19-20.
. 16.71: 12:21.
1672: 12:22.
1662: 12:23.

Herod the Conqueror.
Herod seated in regal attire.
. Herod accepting divine honors.
Herod smitten of the Lord.

In Section 1661 of the foregoing structure (12:1920) we see Herod as a conqueror: "And, coming down
from Judea, he tarried in Caesarea. Now he was in a
fighting fury with the Tyrians and Sidonians, yet, with
one accord, they were present with him, and persuading
Blastus, the king's chamberlain, they requested peace,

because their country was nurtured fromi the king's."
Coming down from his persecution of the saints in
Judea, Herod arrives at Caesarea and tarries there. Here
we see him as a furious conqueror of the Tyrians and
Sidonians, who acknowledge their absolute dependence
upon him for even the material necessities of life, and
humbly plead for peace.
How aptly this typifies the
antichrist of the end time—a persecutor of the saints, a
mighty and furious conqueror, and an absolute despot
who holds under his control all the necessities of life and
the commerce of the world, so that no man can buy or
sell unles he has his emblem on his right hand or on his
forehead! (Un 13:16, 17).
In Section 1671 of the structure (12:21) Herod
harangues the populace: "Now, on a set day, Herod,
dressed in regal attire, being seated on the dais, ha
rangued them." The corresponding Section 1672 (12:
22) seems to indicate that in this harangue be claimed
divine honors. Here again Herod is a type of the lawless
one, "who is opposing and elevating himself above every-

The Kingdom Recalled in the Land
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thing termed a god or an object of veneration, so that he
is seated in the temple of God, demonstrating that he

himself is God" (2 Thes. 2~:4). *
In Section 1672 of the structure (12:22) Herod ac
cepts divine honors: "Now the populace responded, 'It.

is the voice of a god and not of a man!' "The subse
quent clause, "because he gives not the glory to God,"
shows that, like the son of destruction of the end time,

Herod accepted these divine honors, hence here again
Herod is a type of the coming prince.
,
In Section 1662 of the structure (12:23) we see
Herod smitten of the Lord: "Now instantly a messenger
of the Lord smites him, because lie gives not the glory to
God, and, becoming the food of worms, he gives up his
soul." Here again we are reminded of the lawless one,
"whom the Lord Jesus will despatch with the spirit of
His mouth and will abolish by the advent of His pres
ence" (2 Thes. 2:8).
The twelve apostles' three cycles of ministry in the
land (see 1:8) are completed. Jerusalem records its
rejection of the kingdom offer in the stoning of
Stephen. The "rejection of the proclamation in Judea
and Samaria is evidenced by the letters of authority
granted to Saul of Tarsus for the more intensive and
extensive persecution of the saints. In the brief narra
tive of Saul of Tarsus, in the ninth chapter, his minis
try outside of the land is brought to a close because the
Jews take counsel to kill him. His ministry in the land is
brought to a close when the Grecian Jews seek to assas
sinate him, thus again indicating the rejection and recall
of the kingdom* offer. And now the third cycle of the
twelve apostles' kingdom ministry, to the utmost limits
of the land, ends in a triple indication of the recall of
the kingdom offer: (1) the assassination of the apostle
James; (2) the imprisonment of the apostle Peter; and
(3) the according of divine honors to Herod. As the
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The Kingdom among the Dispersion

Lord Jesus said, "I have come in the name of My
Father, and you are not getting Me. If another should
come in his own name, him you will get" (John 5:43).
As, in the end time, the true Messiah is rejected and
allegiance is granted to the antichrist, so now, at the
close of this third cycle of kingdom ministry, the Jews
in the land reject their true Messiah; rejoice in the
death and imprisonment of His apostles; and submit
themselves to Herod, the type of the man of sin. What
further evidence is needed to show forth the complete
apostasy of the people in the land? But God is just!
Will He withdraw the kingdom offer because the people
in the land have rejected it, both before and after the
cross? Will He not grant dispersed Israel among the
nations any opportunity whatsoever, to hear and accept
the kingdom offerj Should they also reject that offer,
then what avenue will God open up for the outflow of
His grace? These are the questions which seek solution
as we peruse the balance of this book.

H. W. Martin "

X5iie Cfnbetlms of Jesus! Qfjrfet

THE BESOM OF THE BOWLS

God's judgments are just. To whom much is given
much is required. It follows that the severest of His
inflictions cannot be visited on all, without discrimina
tion. In consequence, some of the bowls are clearly local
ized. One falls on the throne of the wild beast, another
on the Euphrates. This leads us to conclude that its
intensive phases focus on the apostate nation, and deal
with that limited area which is the special sphere of
Jehovah's manifestation through His chosen people
Israel.
Not only are the judgments confined in scope, but
they are limited to the sphere of religion. We cannot
repeat too often the fact that the judgments of the seals
and trumpets are political, so were ushered in by a
vision of the throne, but the bowls are religious, hence
are preceded by the opening of the temple.-Nor can we
be two insistent on the further distinction between the
two temple openings, the former disclosing th.p covenant,
and concerned with Jehovah's care for His people, and
the latter exposing the law, or testimony, to view, for the
infraction of which He is about to deal with them in
unrestrained fury.

The bowls are poured out upon the worshipers of the
wild beast (16: 2), on those who shed the blood of saints

and prophets (16:6).

They cause men to blaspheme

God (16:11) and His name (16:9), and include the
complete destruction of great Babylon. All of these

have to do, not with political power, but with divine
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The Bowls are Temple Vessels

relationships. Human religion, as headed up in the wild
beast and the false woman of Shinar's plain, receive the
final and most fearful of God's visitations.
The term "vial", which is usually applied to these
judgments, is inadequate and misleading. There were
no vials used in the temple service. The messengers
used the golden basins or bowls belonging to the divine
ritual: A vial is usually a small, narrow vessel, with its
opening no larger than its body. This utterly fails to
impress the proper picture on our minds. During the
* concluding climax of the judgment era, the worship of
God will consist in emptying the golden bowls of the
temple, brimming with God's furious indignation, on

tKose who usurp God's place upon the earth.
The bowls are given to the messengers by one of the
-animals. If we were allowed to speculate as to which
one of them would fulfill this office, I suppose we would
all agree that the vulture probably placed the bowls in
the hands of the messengers. Neither the man nor the
calf were suited to this task. The lion is associated with
rule. But the vulture, with far-seeing vision, sweeping
over the corrupt mass of humanity, might well prepare
for a feast such as ends the outpouring of the bowls, when
the birds are invited to God's great dinner (19:,17).
After much meditation we are convinced that it is
impossible to identify the trumpets and bowls. They do
not agree with each other. The lesson for us lies in their
contrasts, rather than their likenesses. Neither can we
make the bowls an expansion of the seventh trumpet.
There can be little doubt that the seven trumpets are
due to the opening of the seventh seal. There is a close
concord in the figures used. Both are concerned with
the political redemption of the earth. Not so with the
bowls. They are not only widely separated from the

seventh trumpet in the text, but the figures are incon
gruous, and they have different objects in view.

In

The Malignant Ulcers

"
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every detail they differ from each other. Only in time
are they associated, for all of the seven bowls seem to be
poured out during the seventh trumpet's blast.
THE FIRST BOWL

In the previous section the Israelitish votaries of the
wild beast are warned that they will have no rest day
and night if they worship the image or get the emblem
of its name (14:11). The first bowl is the fulfillment of
this threat. An ordinary boil or carbuncle is one of the
most distressing and rest-breaking of afflictions. Most of
us know this by sad experience. But the ulcers of the
first bowl are not the common kind. They will be evil
and malignant. There will be no rest, no respite from
the pain, the distress, the desperate depression which
comes when the body is transformed into a loathsome
fountain of corruption.
The best commentary on the feelings of those afflict
ed is found in the book of Job. Though he did not curse
God and die, as his wife would have him do, he begins
his complaint by cursing Ms day and lamenting his
very existence. As in his case, the worshipers of the
wild beast will not take the calamity as a mere matter of
health, but will undoubtedly discern the hand of God in
it. They had been hounded by the emissaries of the wild
beast. To escape death they had accepted his emblem.

Now they could count on a little relief! But no. They
are plagued with pains which preclude all rest, day or
-night.
We do not wish to suggest any doubt concerning the
literal nature of this torment. We have no sympathy
with the spiritualizing process which effectually saps all
significance from the Scriptures. But this does not deny
the possibility of a close correspondence between the

physical fact and its spiritual force. An ulcer is the out
ward evidence of inward corruption.
Apostasy from
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The Waters become Blood

God is always followed by decadence in morals, mental
ity and health. Severance from tha life of God leads to
the corruption of death. The first bowl simply corrected
the false appearance of the apostates. The physical foul
ness comes to the surface. In this case it also suggests a

heart, rotten at the core.
The only trumpet which has anything to correspond
with the ulcers is the torment of the scorpion-tailed
locusts under the fifth sounding (9:5). That will last
five months and never prove fatal. The serpent-tailed
horses of the sixth trumpet (9:19) also seem to be
instruments of torture, for they kill only with the fire
and fumes and sulphur which issue out of their mouths.
THE

SECOND

BOWL

The sea is the scene of the second scourge. It became

blood, not the warm, flowing fluid which fills our veins,
but such as is found in the dead. It is useless to tell
stories of how the sea looked like blood on some rare
occasion. I myself have beheld it of brownish tinge for
miles along the coast. At night, however, it presented
one of the most beautiful sights I have ever seen. In the
dense darkness the breakers broke into a dazzling lum
inous spray which lined the strand with light. No such
manifestation as this comes before us here. It is a most
dire and dreadful disaster, for it brings death to all the
denizens of the deep.
The first plague at the time of the Exodus corres
ponds to the second and third bowls. The waters were
turned into blood. "And Jehovah is saying to Moses,
'Say to Aaron, "Take your rod and stretch out your
hand on the waters of Egypt, on their rivers, on their
streams, and on their ponds, and on all their confluences
of water, and they are becoming blood.'? And blood will
come to be in all the land of Egypt, also in wood and in
stone.' And Moses and Aaron are doing so, according

The Sun Scorches Mankind
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as Jehovah directs. And he is elevating the rod and is
smiting the waters which are in the stream in the sight
of Pharaoh and in the sight of his servants. And all the

waters which are in the stream are turned to blood. And
the fish which are in the stream die, and the stream is
stinking. And the Egyptians cannot drink the water
from the stream. And there is coming to be blood in all

the land of Egypt" (Exodus 7: 20, 21).
The second trumpet seems to be very similar to the
second bowl. In both the waters of the sea become blood.
It affected, not only the creatures which are in the sea,
but also the ships.
THE THIRD BOWL

In these days it is not needful to stress the necessity
of a pure water supply. Much of our health and enjoy
ment is absolutely dependent on fresh drinking water.
And what could be more nauseating than blood, in place
of the pure, sparkling fluid which refreshes and revives
the soul? Thi& infliction is especially for those who are
blood guilty. They have shed the blood of God7s saints.
Now let them drink it! Nothing else could so effectively
bring home to them the terrible nature of their crime, or
so sicken them of their murderous deeds.
The third trumpet seems, much the same as the third
bowl, but then the rivers and springs were made bitter
by being impregnated with absinth or wormwood, and
many died of this poisonous drink.
THE FOURTH BOWL

Few of mankind .realize how narrow are the confines
of their existence. In space, they are limited to the sur
face of the earth. A few feet down, a few miles up, and
the bars of death force them! to stop. Another prison
which effectually confines them is made by the extremes
of heat and cold. Not more than two hundred degrees of
fahrenheit measures the limits of continuous existence.
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Deep Darkness Descends

I have experienced twenty-seven degrees below zero, as
well as a hundred seventeen above. Either was endur
able. Neither was comfortable. Much more in either
direction, without shelter, would mean death.
How terrible is it then, when the sun, the most bene
ficent of all God's creations, so-far as.man is concerned,
bursts its beneficent bonds, and blasts men with over
much blessing! Its rays are the very life of mankind.
Now they become a scourge.
There is a marked contrast in the somewhat similar
fourth trumpet. Both affect the sun. At that time a
third of the heavenly luminaries were quenched in dark
ness. That would be terrifying, indeed, but not so severe
as this scorching, searing, consuming sun, this erstwhile
friend frowning in fearful fury on forsaken men.
The fourth bowl has no counterpart in the plagues
of Egypt.
THE FIFTH BOWL

The fifth bowl seems to be the converse of the preced
ing one. The intense heat of the sun must have been
accompanied with the most brilliant illumination. Now
all becomes dark. This stygian scourge seems to center
about the throne of the wild beast. The ulcers of the
first bowl still seem to stay with them. The miseries
brought by the bloody springs and scorching sun still,
sear their souls. And the darkness does but deepen the
direness of their doom. Such is the fate of those who
worship God's enemies.
- The ninth plague, when Moses stood before Pharaoh,^
corresponds to the fifth calamity. "And Jehovah is say
ing to Moses, /Stretch out your hand to the heavens and
there is coming to be darkness over the land of Egypt,
and a darkness causing them to grope.' And Moses is
stretching out his hand to the heavens and there comes
to be a gloomy darkness in all the land of Egypt three
days. They see not one another and no man rose from

The Euphrates Dried Up
that under him three days.
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And for the sons of Israel

there came to be light in their dwellings" (Exodus 10:
21-23).
The fifth trumpet has little in common with the fifth
bowl. Yet there is darkness also, due to the smoke from

the abyss. And even in those days will men-seek death,
though they will not be able to find it.
THE SIXTH BOWL

The sixth bowl has a very strange mission. It is sent
It would be interesting
to know all the ''interpretations" which this has pro
to dry up the Euphrates river.

voked. I have been assured that it is a prediction of the
gradual decay of the Turkish empire. But it is some
what difficult to see how this would prepare a road for
the kings of the orient. Indeed, all explanations of this
sort need far more explaining than the literal fact.
But this is not the only preparation for the great
mobilization of earth's armies against Jehovah and His
Anointed. It is not an easy matter to convince a world
so diverse in its peoples and prejudices that all should
combine against a handful of Jews in Palestine. Not
long before, the orient and the Occident had engaged in
the greatest of all wars, and its animosities had not died
down. Such a concentration of troops seems unreason

able. Hence it is necessary to call in the aid of the
unseen world. Unclean spirits of demons proclaim a
crusade in every land, and .rouse the military ardor of
the peoples by performing miraculous signs.
Can we blame the unbelievers of that day for heed
ing these supernatural signs? Today there are many of
the Lord's own saints who prefer a miracle, or that
which seems to be one, to His express declaration. They
take it as an axiom that all which savors of the super
human is of God. It is far more likely to be of the evil
one. As we approach the end time we may expect more
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Christ's Coming as a Thief

and more demoniac interference in human affairs, and
this especially in the sphere of religion, true as well as
false.

These demons will be invisible. The fact that they
come out of the mouth of the dragon and the wild beast
and the false prophet suggests that all that the world
will perceive will be a proclamation from the world
rulers, which will be attested to each one by some sign
which no man can imitate. Doubtless these are some of
the strong delusions of the end time (2 Thes. 2:11).
But back of the demons, and of the false prophet and
the wild beast and the dragon, is God. They are being
mobilized, not to destroy Jerusalem and the holy people,
but to be themselves destroyed in the great day of God
Almighty.
But what of the saints in Jerusalem?
Can we
imagine how they must feel when the whole world is
gathering its armies against them? It is significant that
the narrative does not merely turn aside to tell us about
them. Bather, the Lord interrupts to speak to them.

"Lo! I am coming as a thief! Happy is he who is watch
ing and keeping his garments, that he may not be walk
ing naked and they may be observing his indecency !"
When all hope seeing gone and the extermination of the
saints seems inevitable, then they receive His promise:
"I am coming!" Today, He is bur only expectation.
How much more so then, at the very crisis of man's
madness against Jehovah and His people!
We do not watch for His coming to us. There is
nothing for our eyes to see. Such signs as there are, in
the world, in the church, in the land of Israel, and
among the Jews, all point to His promise to them, not
to us. We wait for God's Son from heaven. But they
must watch. The reference seems to be to the temple
guard. At intervals during the night they were inspec
ted, to see that they were vigilant. Should one fall asleep

'No Sainjts Battle at Armageddon
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his cloak was taken from him, and he had to endure the
shame, coupled with the contempt of his fellows due to
one who proved unfaithful.
How often has our God ■
warned them of that day! To them He comes as a thief.
Therefore, they must watch.
It has become quite the thing for politicians to em
bellish their highest flights of oratory with figures from
the Bible. William Jennings Bryan's "cross of gold'7
became a slogan. So with the phrase "We stand at
Armageddon, and battle for the Lord." Few, if any,
seem to have seen how unfortunate the reference is.
Those who stand at Armageddon will battle against the
Lord. No_ one on His side stands at Armageddon. More
over, no battle will occur in the mountains of Megiddo.
The slaughter will occur in the plain below, extending
from Esdraelon to Bozra, nearly two hundred miles.
As the battle which follows the mobilization at Har-

mageddon does hot seem to be included under the sixth
bowl, and is fully described in a later chapter (19:1121), we will not consider it at this time. As it is the very

closing scene under the bowls, it is better to defer it
until we have fully considered the fate of Babylon the
great.

The second plague in Egypt has a slight resemblance
to the sixth calamity in that frogs appear in each. "And
Jehovah is saying to Moses, 'Say to Aaron, "Stretch out
your hand with your rod over the streams, over the

rivers, and over the ponds, and bring frogs on the land
of Egypt.'' 'And Aaron is stretching out his hand over
the waters of Egypt, and frogs are ascending and cover
ing the land of Egypt", (Ex. 8: 5,6 [in Hebrew 8:1,2]).
The sixth trumpet, or second woe, has points of like
ness as well as difference. Both mention the Euphrates,
and present the picture of hordes prepared to deal out
death.
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The Barrage of Hail StonesTHE SEVENTH BOWL

The seventh bowl, like the seventh trumpet, is cli
macteric, and immediately precedes the Lord's advent in
power. It is poured on the air, and lightnings and thun
ders and voices follow, as well as hail of prodigious size.
Those who have not been in a severe hail storm little
realize what a terrible thing it may become. The tiny
pellets which usually fall may do little damage, but
larger stones are destructive. I well remember the time
a street car stopped before the apartment in which we
. lived, and all of its occupants crowded into our rooms

without ceremony, for they were sorely frightened.

A

hail stone as large as a hen's egg had forced its way
through the roof of the car, and they were afraid for
their lives.

Imagine, then, what will happen when hail stones
weighing nearly a hundred pounds apiece will crash
down from the heavens. No barrage during the world
war was so terrific. It will crush everything in its path
and penetrate the very ground. There will be no hiding
from its fierce onslaught. It is a wonder that any human
being survives such a bombardment.

The seventh Egyptian plague corresponds to the
seventh calamity, in that hail is found in both.
But the most prodigious manifestation under the
seventh bowl is the great earthquake. There have been
several severe local quakes within the memory of most
of mankind. Japan, especially, has been visited with dis
astrous shocks. But none of these can be compared with
this, the most fearful of those which are future. Man
kind has not-yet been called upon to endure so great a
seismic disturbance. It would probably render the earth
uninhabitable if such shocks were at all frequent.
The surface of the earth is full of signs which testify
to tremendous upheavals in the past. Recently I ex
amined the strata of an enormous rock, Its top was

The Stupendous Earthquake
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about eight thousand feet above sea level. Several thou
sand feet of it was visible. It probably descended deep
into the heart of the mountain. Yet the strata of this
tremendous stone were nearly perpendicular. Once it
had reclined at right angles to its present position. Some
awful force had torn it from its bed and thrust its tower
ing pinnacles more than a mile into the clouds. Such a
convulsion would almost surely annihilate every human
being. It must have occurred before man was on the
earth. The evidences of past upheavals are world-wide.
The one hinted at in our text, and probably referred to
in Genesis 1:2, seems to have strained and distorted
the entire surface of the earth. All was shaken and
shattered. No one who reads the rocks aright can agree
with science, that all things continue as they were from
the creation. Nature, as well as revelation, is cataclys
mic. The history of the earth, both before and after
man's advent, has been punctuated by cosmic calamities.
It has shaken and shuddered, so that its surface is
covered with the debris and wreckage of its former
glory.

Once more will God shake the earth. Its severity can
be faintly imagined from its effects. Every island flees.

The mountains are not found. Both islands and mount
ains are protuberances, extending above the surrounding
surface. The only difference is that the islands are in
the sea and the mountains on the land. There will be a
sudden lateral shock which will shear the mountains
from their bases and scatter them on the plains. The
water seems to preserve the islands intact, but they are
removed to new locations.
,
There are very many interesting lines of thought
suggested by this great quake. There can be little doubt
that it comes, not merely as a means of judgment on
mankind, but also as a preparation for the ensuing era,
in which the physical conditions of life on the earth
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The Destruction of Babylon

will be marvelously improved. It has been suggested
that the present disagreement between the geographical
north and the magnetic pole is the cause of much dis

tress to mankind. A shock which would harmonize them
might cause, not only the disasters of the seventh bowl,
but also explain the superior physical conditions which
mark the millennium.
The effect of such a severe quake on the cities of the
world, no matter how modern their monoliths may be,
must be little short of total destruction. In the terse
words of the text, "the cities of the nations fair". All
the marvelous architectural triumphs which make the
cities of today such places of pride and pleasure will be
wrecked in a moment. The fate that overtook Tokio and
San Francisco will be repeated all over the earth, but
with tenfold severity. When the very mountains fall,
and the islands flee, man's puny habitations collapse in
utter ruin. Jerusalem only seems to escape, yet is
divided into three parts.
The greatest of all the cities of the end time will be
Babylon. It is brought to remembrance before God, and
He gives her the cup of the wine of His furious indig
nation, under the seventh bowl. So important is this
theme that two long chapters are devoted to a detailed
account of its career and destruction. This will form the
subject of our next meditation.
A. E. K.

LOOKING BACKWARD
Brief extracts from the "testimony" of one
supposedly in the post-eonian times.
He is now All in me, and in all others. He was AH to
me, now He is All in me. He is Everything in me. There
is nothing in me that is not from Him and of Him.
What have 1 that I have not received? To Him be glory!
All that could be meant by any kind of relationship, He
is That to me. Yet earthly ties were severed. From Him
I cannot be severed. More than could have been said of
any friendship, He is more than that to me, and yet
more.

Every need is supplied. Truly He is our Shepherd
—we do not want. We find pasture. In the earthen ves
sel we had a mere foretaste, now in the heavenly vessel
we have inexpressible fulness. His will is our will.

Beyond our highest expectations there is sure ful
fillment of the word which said: They shall be abun
dantly satisfied with the fatness of Thy house; and
Thou wilt make them to drink of the river of Thy pleas
ures. His delights are ours. Things that gratify the
heart of the Father, alone satisfy us now.

There is no weariness. All is rest. It was said that
"His rest shall be glorious" but the better rendering is
"His resting-place is glory" (Isa. 11:10). Under His
protection, there is nothing contrary to peace, lasting
peace. Not only were we reconciled to God, through the
blood of His Son, but we have been brought into a per
manent state of reconciliation to Him and consequently
to all. Every created being is at peace one with the
other.
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God's Goal Gained

We rejoice in an unbreakable union with Him, and
are full partakers of His holiness. His righteousness is
ours; His health is ours; His life is, ours. Sinless, dis
ease-less, deathless are merely negative. We are in full
enjoyment of their opposites—righteousness, health, life
which fill the whble universe to the exclusion of all sin,
all disease, all death everywhere. The former things
have passed away, belonging like scaffording to the eons
only. They never had, nor can have, any place in God's
finished purpose.
There are no dead people, nor any who are dying.
God said that- death should Be abolished. Christ secured
the keys of death and hades, and triumphed,.so that
Paul and others could peer into the future and exclaim,
"0 Hades, where is thy victory?"
The veil that was spread over the faces of people in
all nations has been completely removed. God has wiped
away all tears, and made a feast of fat things to all
people. It is right here before us, and the half was not
told, nor the tenth.
There is no dross in any creature. We have now a
perfect understanding of His righteous judgments dur
ing the eons. We are not surprised that the. enlightened
Psalmist "hoped" in them, and gave word pictures of
general rejoicing based upon the knowledge of the com
ing of the Lord to judge the earth in righteousness,
equity, and truth.
Ther morning stars are singing together again, and
all the sons of God are shouting for joy. The strange
sight of joyless angels, under abnormal conditions, is no
longer in evidence. God's objective has been reached.
We could have seen this more clearly before, had we
considered His infinite resources, for He was El Shaddai,
the All Bountiful.

Moreover, our minds were msore or

less blinded by tradition and incorrect translations of '
His real Word, which led to unfortunate misrepresenta
tions of God Himself.

*s Labor Accomplished
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Practical benefit came to many, however, in knowing
and believing the true love of God. What a wonderful
help in reaching the measure of the stature of Christ, no
longer being tossed to and fro! Beulah land was our
portion, whence we could discern more clearly through
the prophetic telescope the very things that are now
before our eyes. Then there was real danger of unwisely

thinking of God as "altogether such an one as thyself77,
in xthe language of Psalm 50: 21.
He is Love.
We, as first-fruits, were samples of
God 7s plan of love-control for the whole creation. King
dom purposes have worked out admirably. The per
fected work has been delivered up without anything
lacking and God is really and truly All in all.
Having brought the race into existence, the salvation
of no one was left to so-called chance. No "chance77 was
in it. Severe punishment was not an end in itself, but a
divinely appointed means to a glorious goal. As a result,
all hearts are now normal. Love-control obtains every
where.
God has made all things new. He has had "mercy
upon all. The life-giving acquittal extended to the whole
race. As in Adam all were dying, even so in Christ have
all been made alive. Through the disobedience of the one
the mass of mankind were constituted sinners, even so
through the obedience of the One have the mass of man
kind been constituted righteous.

Here they are before us, not one prodigal missing,
because salvation is of grace. God assumed the responsi
bility for the complete rehabilitation of the race and laid
upon Christ the iniquity of all.
He now sees of the
travail of His soul, and all of us can see that He is
satisfied.
God is making merry, for these, His offspring, have
been found. He would not make merry to the full with

any of them absent. 0 the depth of the riches, both of
the wisdom and the knowledge of God!
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The Faithful Creatbr

He is, indeed, a faithful Creator. "I kill, and I make
alive (see 1 Cor. 15:22) ; I wound, and I heal" (Deut.
32: 39). "He hath torn, and He will heal us; He hath
smitten, and He will bind us up" (Hosea 6:1). We
followed on to know the Lord whose '' going forth is
sure as the morning". The finishing touches have been
put upon us. "His achievement", redemption supple
menting creation, and bringing to pass, as nothing else
could, the glory of God which was the grand ultimate
purpose.

The last ones came in, and they likewise received in
full from Christ, Who said "It is my will to give unto
this last even as unto thee. Is it not lawful for Me to do
what I will with mine own?" (Mat. 20). Our lot was
to receive and enjoy salvation with the glory of the ages,
and that they without us should not come to fruition.
The receiving back of Israel, too, was as Paul said,

"life from the dead" (Eoni. 11:15). Through their fall
salvation came to us gentiles. We were greatly enriched

through their stumbling. But still greater good than
that followed their restoration.
And all the gentiles
called upon God. "Behold the goodness and the severity
of God."
Christ has completely abolished death, the death
state, the second death, and undone the works of the
Slanderer. The terrific fires of judgment for the ages
were not in vain. All were made alive in Him.
Glancing back to the evil age in which we lived on
the earth, we can see that it was wise to "wait for God's
Son from heaven" and it was our high privilege to be in
close cooperation with Him during the great millennial
period. Although we had our resurrection bodies, God
was not yet All in all. In due time we were ushered into
the grand reconstruction eon called by the spirit of God
the eon of the eons. Still cooperating lovingly with the
Head of all, we could see ultimate glory looming up with
a bigness we had not fully anticipated.

The Patient Redeemer
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Finally the■"last enemy" was vanquished. The eons
came to a close, the deathless day dawned. Glorious

sights were everywhere to be seen, indicative of God's
highest thought for His creatures. The rocky detour,
called eonian time, was to be traversed no more. The
great climax was reached so long ago that it is difficult
to express it in understandable terms.
God planned to be All in all. His wonderful loveplan has not faileci. The whole race in heaven and on
earth, is now one affectionate family with God as our
Father. He is All in all mankind. There is no exception.
The death and resurrection of Christ made this certain.
Thus it was written in the. Book that was our chart. God
wrote All in all. Whp,t He proposed He has accom
plished, exceeding abundantly above what we could ask
or think.

It was more than profitable for us away back there
in the evil eon to fix our mind on God's. great goal. It
proved uplifting.
We felt lighter in our souls.
We
looked beyond the millennium, and even far beyond the
astonishing eon of the eons as if directed by another,
even the spirit of God. Our hearts were all aglow. We
looked unto Him, and were made radiant.
With this grand goal in view, our afflictions seemed
•"light", indeed. Our whole being was quickened, as we

committed all to Him. The thought of ultimate universal
victory helped us in every day victories, and strength
ened us to be steadfast, unmoveable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord,

Now God is All in all. You, too, are included in the
all—you are there. The expression is so full of meaning
that we cannot hope to fathom its depths even. As we
look back we praise Him for a vision of this full and
affectionate finish to cheer our hearts until the time of
its accomplishment.
E. D. Walker

NEWS PROM CHINA
The Tibetan Tribes Mission
Minchow, South Kansu,
North West China.

My Dear Brother Kripch,
I am typing this hurried note hoping that it will get
through to let you know: that all the missionaries from all
missions in Kansu have left for the coast, except six mission
aries of the Assemblies of God and myself.
We are writing our consuls to notify them that we are

offered protection by the civil Governor of Kansu and General

Feng iuhsiang, the (so-called) Christian General. Most of the
officials say there is no fear of any trouble in Kansu and we

few/who are left have come to the same opinion.

Lest you should send any gifts direct to me, I would advise
you not to do so at this time. It might never reach me. The
best thing to do under the present circumstances would be to
pay in any drafts to me through the Manager, Hongkong &
Shanghai Banking Corporation, Shanghai.
Please draft to
'■Rev. J. McGillivray". There is another J. McGillvray who
has an account in the same bank. The "Rev." is important in
that line. At other times "brother" is quite in order.
I hope that all your people will hold us up in prayer while
we are absolutely cut off from the outside world with all
lines of communication broken. At present we have to draw
cheques on Shanghai, believing that some monies have been
paid in to our account. We can get no news from the bank
at all.

Please inform your readers to send to you direct so .that

you can carry out the instructions given. One or two have
been in the habit of sending to me direct so I trust that they

may see the best way for the time being will be that all

monies come direct through your hands till China has become,
peaceful and the Ministry of Communications are in running
order once more.
I had a note from Mr. Stanley P. Smith and he said they
had come to some very important decisions lately. His wife
and Miss Church had gone to England on furlough. He was
Staying at Tientsin at the business until he could return.
The churches he had put on a native footing for the present

till the south had full control of the country.
I do not know when I shall hear from you again* There is

no block in the upward channel and we can have free course
for each other in prayer. This is a blessing in itself.
Yours in Christ Jesus,
John McGillivray
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EDITORIAL
With thankful- hearts we once more close a volume of
Unsearchable Riches. The past year has been the most
encouraging we have had.

Not only have more new

names been added to our list but there has been unusual
interest in the truths expounded. We are dealing with
truths so vital and so satisfying, that they ought to lead
to much praise and glory to God.

We wish to engage the cooperation of all whose hearts
have been gladdened by our ministry in extending it to

others. Almost all ;will need to write to us before the
next issue appears. Let us make the next year a home
missionary effort, by definite plans to reach others, by
loaning out the publications, by distributing tracts and
pamphlets. Those whose experiences have been blessed
along this line are invited to write and tell us about it.
The Lord has marvelous methods for carrying on His
work. Let us seek to discover His hand.
Calls have been received for many of our articles
which have not been issued in pamphlet form. We have
been urged to reprint the series on-" The Problem of
■Evil" and "The Mystery of the Resurrection," as well
as various other articles. AH this we hope to do when
the means are provided. Meanwhile we are obliged to
replenish our stocks of listed publications, for the de
mand for them continues and must be met. Our diffi
culty lies in the fact that the Version is demanding
large sums, for the composition of the Concordance, and
in preparation for national publicity. It may be a long
time before there is mcch compensation for this neces
sary outlay.
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The Progress of the Work

This explanation is due our friends lest some should
suppose the work is not increasing. It is growing faster
than its strength warrants. And this is principally be
cause we are concentrating^ on such iihportant and fun
damental works as the Concordance, for which there is
no present recompense. Were we to direct all our atten
tion to expository publications, it could be far easier,
but the eventual profit to the saints in general will be
vestly discounted.

We wish to lay a sound foundation on which to base
our expositions, to which air may appeal to test their
interpretations.
This is a thankless and unprofitable
task, judged by present indications, but it will impart
permanence and power to expositions supported by it,
which otherwise might even seem to be unseriptural.
It is only as we enable the unlearned reader to go past
even a concordant English version to the facts of the
inspired original that we may hope to establish some of
the most vital truths the Scriptures contain. For in
stance, the presence or absence of the substantive verb,
is, are, etc., cannot be transferred into English. Indeed,
the usage is almost #ie reverse. The greatest of all prob
lems can only be settled by noting that when the Greek
says one thing is another, it is not a fact, but a figure.
"This is My body" led even a Luther astray. "AH of
God" (without the is) is a fact, not a figure. It is the
only foundation for faith. Yet this same faith will be
stumbled when it finds that somethings wre not of God
(with the verb).
There is imperative need to know
(what the English cannot convey) that this is not an
absolute fact, but a figure. Ultimately, all is of God,
mediately, much is not of God. We desire all to have
access to such facts as these.
Sometimes the gender is important, but impossible
of expression in English. The oneness of God and Christ
is put in the neuter and therefore denotes a unity of
things, not persons. We must infer this from the facts.

Plans for the Future
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It is not left to inference in the Gre^k. This is the basis
of much truth which is still obscured by tradition, and
by philosophy and theology.
Our versions of the Hebrew are full of enigmas.
Very little can^be accomplished by investigating isolated
texts. The saints need, and should possess, some com
prehensive means which will enable them to safely check
the translations. The concordances are very good, but
far too cumbersome and impracticable, even for those
who have unlimited time. Hence we feel that a work
which will bring the people of God into close contact
with His word will be of greater blessing to them than
aught else we can do, even though it means far less pres
ent appreciatiqn and reward.
We take special pleasure in anonuncing that E. Lynwood Crystal, of Gallatin, Tennessee, is open for serv
ice in conferences, and meetings for the proclamation of
the truth along the lines of a correctly partitioned
Word. And we are requesting all who love the truth
for their earnest sympathy and prayers that,God will
encourage and uphold all who are suffering for their
faithful testimony, and that He will open for them a
door of utterance.^ Brother Crystal is planning a series
of meetings in Carlisle, Kentucky, early in November.
"COMFORT AND VISION"
We have been presented with a copy of " Comfort and
Vision", a collection, of spiritual sermons by our lament
ed friend, F. W. Davis, B. A., late of the Walker Mem
orial Church, Cheltenham, England. It is a fitting mem
orial of his broad and loving spirit and deep insight into
the Word of Truth. It may be obtained of Mr. Raymond
Robinson, The Elizabethan Cottage, Prestbury, Glos.
England. The price is two shillings, six pence, or about
sixty cents.
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Opposition to the Truth

In consideration for the feelii^gs and prejudices of the
followers of Pastor Russell, we have long withheld the
publication of much matter bearing on the teaching of
the International Bible Students Association. We prefer
to set forth positive truth rather than to combat error.
Now, however, that we have been attacked, and so much
effort is being made to destroy our teaching, we have no
recourse but to reply in defense of the truth. If we did
not, the inference would be that we are not able, or had
been convicted of error. The Lord has graciously en
abled us to help many who once believed the Interna
tional Bible Students Association philosophy, and the
indications are that He will use us to bless very many
more. For their sakes, and for His glory, we hope to
meet these attacks on the truth in the spirit of love.
We greatly deplored the unloving and unlovely spirit
of the latest attack, and do not wish to retaliate in kind.
Hence we will not reply to the aspersions but take up
the vital subjects and deal with them in short exposi
tions, covering the objections and arguments which have*
been advanced. The statement that "no new creature
can deny the ransom as the corresponding price and his
share in the sin-offering without going into the second
death . ." shows the animus which underlies the position
of our brother. It is necessary to frighten his followers
to hold them. Our spirit is just the opposite. We say,
You may even believe that the ransom is a correspond
ing price and that you have a share in the sin-offering
and still escape the lake of fire—such is the transcendent
grace of God!
We, therefore, propose to publish a series of articles
dealing with such subjects as, "Christ's Coming in
Flesh,'7 "The Ransom Price," "The Sin-Offerings*"
"Who is Jehovah?" "Was the Mystery Revealed in the
Old Testament?"
We are accused of teaching many

things which we do not hold: We will merely say that
we are quite helpless in the matter. We cannot speak

Indefensible Metfiods
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plainly without giving offense. So we will merely men
tion such matters in our editorials. The following is a

ilagrant example.
On page seventy, last paragraph of " Are Body and
Bride Identical"we read as follows: "The new cove
nant is already instituted (literally law-placed or adju
dicated) upon better promises, but it is not yet concluded
(Heb. 8: 6-8) or consummated; nor can it be until all
the people of Israel are sprinkled." The greater part of
a magazine called The Present Truth criticises us for
teaching that the new cavenant was in full force from
Pentecost until Acts twenty-eight! It seems incredible
that anyone should go to such lengths to set up a man of
straw for the mere pleasure of knocking him down. The
only plausible excuse must surely be that, as he cannot
refute what we do hold, he will at least put us in a bad
light by refuting what we do not believe.
With tiresome repetition we are assured that we
teach that ''the New Covenant . * . entered into opera
tion between God and believing Israelites at Pentecost
and ceased to operate with Acts 28," "If was . . . made
at Pentecost,7' "Come into operation at Pentecost,"
"the New Covenant—a works covenant—set in at Pente
cost," "the New Covenant operating since Pentecost un

til Acts .28," etc., etc. We were going to give all of these,
but it is a useless waste of space.
It is bewildering
to be told so many times that you believe what you never
have even heard of before! Yet it is sad indeed to see a
reputed servant of the Lord resort to a trick which even
the world abhors. Why should he use a "frame-up" such
as this? Why devote nearly a whole magazine to un

founded insinuations which help no one, and which he
must meet again at the judgment seat of Christ?
We believe, and have always taught, that the new
covenant has never been in force in the past and will
not be operative until God inscribes His laws on the
hearts of Israel and Judah.
The following from the

A Long Delayed Appeal
Notes in the Concordant Version should settle the mat
ter: " [The new covenant] has never been in force yet,
and 'New Testament times' will not come until after the
time of great affliction, when Jehovah calls Israel and
Judah back to Himself." Again: "The new covenant
which He will make with them after they have been
restored to their land, and have received their Mes
siah .. ."
We hope, in these articles, not only to present the
facts of the Scriptures in a gracious way, but to meet
the arguments and reasonings which seek to destroy their
force and meaning. This is not an easy task, for we have

found that our friends interpret the Scriptures by their
philosophy and find it almost impossible to test their
teaching by the Scriptures. Only those among them who
will believe God rather than man will dare even to con- N
sider what He has said on these subjects. The volumes
are supposed to contain the truth and the Bible is simply
a convenient repository of texts (taken without refer

ence to their contexts), to give color to tHeir philosophy.

Woe to anyone who prefers the Scriptures to the
"truth"! He is doomed to the second death!
The following appeal was written years ago, but
withheld from publication because we realized that it
would not accomplish its purpose unless sent in the
spirit \of love and in the LordVbwn time. We have
yearned to be a help to those who so much need it, yet
so little know their need. Now that some of the leaders
have attacked us, we feel free to speak our heart freely
and faithfully.
AN APPEAL Tp THE I. B. S. A.

Being calumniated, we are entreating (1 Cor. 4:13).
We are well aware that much evil is spoken against us by
the leaders of the society and it would be natural for us
to retaliate, especially as we have just cause for griev-

Truth Sacrificed to Expedience
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ance.* But we have not so learned Christ. We have no
harsh words for those whom we esteem as members of
His body and who are zealous for His cause. Eather we
suffer evil, so all may realize that we are not concerned
about our teaching, or our fame, but the name of (rod
and His Holy Word.
Quite a few who were with the society have dis
covered that there is a grave difference between some of
the doctrines taught by the International Bible Students
Association, and the inspired Scriptures. They desired
to have these matters brought before the society for con
sideration, but it has become evident that, according to
the head of the largest division of the society, conformity
to the revealed will of God is of small importance com
pared with the peace and power of the organization.
To go back to the truth of God would, in his estimation,

disrupt the society. The bond which holds it together is

a cbmriion creed, not conformity to a divine revelation.
We still appeal to the leader to change his attitude
toward of Word of God, and to candidly consider the
contradictions between the accredited teaching of which

tie society is the channel, and the Scriptures. We have

been accused of holding theories, so we confine our
selves to facts. Most of the evidence is already in the
hands of the friends, especially those who have the
Emphatic Diaglott. We ask; you to consider no author
ity but the bare Word of God, which changes not. The
. *The Society ordered 10,000 copies of each part of the Concord
ant Version, advertised it in the Watch Tower of June 15, 1920,

sold about 2000 copies of the first part, and then, after the second
part had been printed, countermanded the order and refuses to
grive any reason for its-action. The president asked me if I had a
written contract. I replied that I had not. I make it a rule not to
deal with those whose word is not as good as their bond* Besides,

as a lawyer, he knew that the voluntary advertisement hi the

Watch Tower. was a printed contract, more binding than any
agreement between us. The money for printing his special edition
(which I still have) was furnished by friends, many of whom were
poor, and I could ill afford, to loose hundreds of dollars to a rich
corporation, when every cent was needed, and I literally sweat till
I could not see, to save hiring help on the work. I do not go %o
law before men, but I have appealed the case to God. May He deal
graciously with my brother!
..-,;,

Displaces Scripture
best of men fail, but His Word is perfect. It will be
your judge when you stand before God to give account
of the deeds done in the body.
We entreat you then, to cast aside the fear of man,
which is a snare, and base your faith on the immovable
rock oi£ the sacred Scriptures.

We wish to give this series the most widespread cir
culation possible, among those for whom it is intended,
and ask our readers and friends to cooperate with us to
that end. Let us know as soon as possible how many you
can use, so we may know what quantity to print. We
wish to put it before all of the heads of the numerous
schisms into which the movement has split as well as the
local leaders, and the rank and file.
An illustration of the lamentable fact that the fol
lowing of a philosophical "plan" or system soon unfits
one for the consideration of God's holy Word, came
before us some time ago. In an article in The Herald of

Christ's Kingdom, entitled.'"St. Paul One of 'The
Twelve' ", we find the following argument.
dense as much as possible.

We con

"The Lord chose twelve apostles whom He commis
sioned to be teachers in His ehurch." The scripture

given (John 6: 70) says nothing of commissioning to a
church. By confounding the ecclesia in the kingdom
with that which is Christ's body, this assumption is most
misleading. It assumes the very thing which was to be
proven.

Another false step follows* It is taken for granted
"that the faith of the Lord's people today rests largely
upon the testimony and instruction of these [twelve]."
It is true that the philosophy followed does not allow
that Paul was commissioned for the nations, and the
twelve confined themselves to the Circumcision {Gal.
2: 7). But that does not prove it to be right.

The Word Rejected
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Why is it necessary always to preface any inquiry by
a lengthy statement of the accepted philosophy instead of
considering actual passages of Scripture?
The mind
must be filled with what seems to be true (but is false)
before it will definitely reject the testimony of the
Scriptures themselves.
Now notice how the testimony of the Word is
destroyed. The first corporate act of the apostles was to
choose one to take Judas' place. This, we are told, was a
"blunder"! They had persevered with one aqeord in
prayer, they had the definite injunction "His super
vision let another take", they had the Lord's promise
that the lot was at His disposition (Prov. 16:33), they
prayed earnestly (Acts 2: 24), their choice was enumer
ated with the twelve (Acts 1:26), the Lord never
hinted that they were wrong, they fulfilled almost all of
their ministry before the apostle Paul was called, and
yet we are told that they blundered!
The reason given is that some of them had blundered
before. This logically proves that they always blundered
and also proves that the writer of the article in question,
if he ever made a mistake before is making one now in
including Paul among the twelve!

Such "reasoning"
is not rational. Anyone who is driven to use it is expos
ing the weakness of hi& position.
Next we are told that "we have no intimation what
ever that the Lord recognized Matthias as an apostle".
Sin, in Pentecostal days, was speedily judged, as in the
case of Ananias and Skpphira. Yet we are asked to
believe that the prayerful scriptural course of the apos
tles, though it was a high-handed usurpation of author
ity^ was "ignored"! Who wrote the record called Acts?
If God is its Author then He said that Matthias was
enumerated with the twelve (Acts 1:26). Paul, who
ought to know, certifies to this, when he says that the
Lord was seen by the twelve (which must include Mat
thias) long before He was seen by him, The whole rec-
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New PubHeations

ord of scripture recognizes Matthias. There is not a
wofd against him.
But, we are told that "the twelve" is only a "gen
eral" term in reference to the apostles. In plain words,
the Scriptures are not accurate. In this case, of course,
they should always be called "the twelve", even when
they were only eleven. Their number was reduced for a
very brief period. How is it then that there are no
fewer than four places where they are called " the
eleven"? In Mat. 28:16; Mark 16:14; Luke 24:9, 33
the Scriptures prove their divine exactitude by calling
the apostles by; their correct number.

Then there is a long and pious laudation of Paul to
prove he was an apostle, as if those who deny that he
was not of the twelve denied his apostleship!
Briefly, all these attacks against God's truth follow
this line:
\
First. Lay down an unscriptural but plausible,
philosophic basis. v
Second. The apostles are wrong. (We are right).
Third. The Scriptures are inaccurate.
Fourth. \Some great truth is presented in such a
maimer as to imply that those who refuse to fol
low the error presented, deny it.
WHAT IS THE SOUL?

Our esteemed friend and fellow worker in the Lord,
R. Allsop, has given us a large supply of reprints of the
article "What is the Soul?" so that we have added it to
our list. It is a neat pamphlet of sixteen pages and
coyer, selling for five cents. Our English friends may be
supplied from him direct, at one and one-half pence.
The address is JR. Allsop, 440 High Street, Lewisham,
S.E. 13, London, England. There have been, many
inquiries as to what the soul really is, and we know of
nothing else on the subject which is satisfactory, hence
we urge all of our readers who have not read it to in
clude it in their next order.

Special Announcements
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The meetings in Chicago gained steadily in attendance,

and ended with a full hall.

Hereafter the North Side

and South Side will resume their weekly meetings, but
will have one joint meeting monthly.

Brother Loudy

will return to Chicago for a brief visit before returning
to the South.

:
;
In St. Louis there has been a good attendance and
inuch interest from the1 start, iiotwithstanding the fear
ful cyclone and the ensuing weather.

The interest is

jspreading to other places. It is likely that meetings will
be held in one or tnore of these,
'
We are printing a larger edition than usual of thi^ num
ber in anticipation of special orders. If the contents
would interest your friends, send us a list, of their
names and we will mail them this number asa sample
copy. With the help of our friends we can easily serve a
much larger number of truth seekers. Let us make a
concerted effort to put the Magazine and its message
before an ever increasing number.
Nearly all subscription^ to Unsearchable Riches fall
due at this time. We are not sending out notices, because

almost all subscriptions run with the volume, and this
general reminder should suffice. Even if you are receiv
ing the Magazine free, the postal laws require that we

should receive word from you to continue it. This law

was never intended for such a publication as ours, but
was fraihed to prevent advertisers from taking;.advan
tage of the second cldss rates. Nevertheless, we wish to
• observe the letter as well as the spirit of the law. Let us
hear from you soon.
Inquiries have come for Wigram's
Concordances. We can furnish these.

Englishman's

THE FIRST SABBATH

Considerable criticism has come concerning the trans

lation, ".the first sabbath" in Mark 16:9. The Greek
reads proU (dative feminine) sabbaton (genitive) liter
ally BEFORE-most of-sabbath. The evidence for this read
ing is very limited, for the two main manuscripts do not
contain the passage at all. The temptation is strong to
follow one or other of the variant readings, in order to
escape the grammatical difficulty. I have confirmed the
reading very carefully in Alexandrinus, and am inclined
to seek the solution of the problem in the English expres
sion rather than in altering the ancient manuscripts,
The prote (first) undoubtedly is to be construed with
the word day understood. This gives us "first day of
sabbath", which, to English ears, is excessively repug
nant. Hence the desire to make it "first day of the
week". But one who has learned to think in other lan
guages will not be over persuaded by that which offends

English idiom. Sabbath really means cessation, or ceas
ing.

When combined with day, eitlier expressed or

understood, it is used as our word rest in the phrase
"day of rest. One of its forms is translated "rest"
(Heb* 4:9). So that this phrase may be expressed the
"first [day] of cessation". In other words, the "first j)f
sabbath'' may not be at all incongruous once we lay
aside the spectacles of the barbarian.
The word day is not needed either in English or
Greek, though the grammar indicates it in the latter.
The sense seems best expressed in English by ignoring
the genitive of-, and rendering it "first sabbath".
This solution does not arbitrarily change the word
sabbath to week, a meaning which is altogether foreign

to its derivation and usage. It simply supplies the recog

nized need for some series of which this day is first. But
it is much better to supply a series of sabbaths, of cessa
tions, from resurrection to Pentecost, than a series of
days which are not sabbaths but work days.

%%t Dtotne

AMONG THE CELESTIALS

The Word of God opens with a significant division of
the universe into two distinct spheres—the heavens and
the earth. Apart from a special purpose in this distinc
tion and a desire to emphasize the celestial sphere, the
natural introduction would have embraced all in one
term and we would have read of the creation of .the
universe as a whole. As the account of creation proceeds,

we soon see that it is practically confined to the earth.
The sun, moon and stars are mentioned, but only as they
are related to the main themd of the passage.
Throughout subsequent revelation, apart from occa
sional- glimpses, such as the celestial session at the com
mencement of the book of Job, the Scriptures tq the Cir
cumcision are concerned with the earth. Only as celes
tial beings visit, or Satan and his hosts inrade, the

lower sphere, are we apprized of their existence^ Proph
ets and apostles are all concerned; with the restoration
of the earth and anticipate a place in the millennial
kingdom and the new creation. None of them hint at a
celestial destiny'.;;, they know nothing of "going to
heaven y\ David did not and will not ascend above, but
will have his allotment in the land (Acts 2: 24).
The blessings promised to the earth are, to a large
degree, physical and soulish. The climate will be made
comfortable and salubrious, the soil will be fertile, so
that the vine, the fig, and the olive will flourish and food
will be plentiful. Disease will be banished and death
almost unknown. The land will be alotted to the saints
of the Circumcision and Israel will rule the nations for
God and bring them to God. They will be a kingdom of
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Terrestrial is on the Earth

priests. No blessing will come to the nations direct. AH
will flow through redeemed Israel.
Inasmuch as the rendering." among the celestials.".
is different from that usually given, it behooves us to
examine the evidence on which it is based. The Author
ized Version has "heavenly places'', which Newberry
changes to "heavenlies" in the margin. There is noth
ing to indicate that places are intended. The gender is
usually given as neuter, but both the article $,nd the
adjective have this form in the masculine as well. It
may refer to celestial people as readily as to celestial
places, so far as the grammar of the Greek is concerned.
In Greek a single connective, en, does duty for in
and among. As a rule it should be rendered in with the
singular and among with the plural. The Authorized
Version recognizes this by rendering it among quite
frequently in such phrases "among the people" (Mat,
4: 23> etc.), and "among the soldiers" (Acts 12:18), for

the essential meaning of in and among is the same. The

difference is entirely a matter of usage.
I suppose that all translators are agreed that'owmwios,
the adjective of owranos, heaven, is correctly rendered
heavenly. Four times it is applied to God as the heavenly
Father (Mat. 6:14, 26, 32; 15:13), once to the heavenly
host at the birth of our Lord (Luke 2:15), and once to
Peter's housetop vision (Apts 26:19). This evidence is

sufficient to prove that /'heavenly" or even "heavenly
places" is inadequate in our text, for thefe the word
has the prefix ep- (on-) before it. What can be meant
by the ON-heavenlies ?
In three contexts ON-heavenly is set in contrast to
ON-earthly (John 3:12; 1 Cor. 15:40; Phil. 2:10). Jt
is evident that, in every case, that which is ON-earthly is
actually on the earth, so that the prefix may be taken
literally, and means terrestrial, as it is rendered in the
fifteenth of first Corinthians. So, likewise, ON-heavenly
may be taken quite literally, as that which is on thp

Celestial is on the Heavens
heavenly bodies.
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precise thought, so the best we can do is to use celestial
in this sense. In the singular it is little more than an
alternative for heavenly, but in its plural form it comes
very close to the meaning and usage of the Greek.

Our blessings, then, are indeed in heavenly places,
but far more than that, they are among celestial beings,.
that is, those who are on the heavenly bodies as we are
on the earth. This is most suggestive, for the highest
blessing does not consist in being in a place, however
glorious it may be, but rather in a position of benefic
ence toward others. Our blessngs among the celestials
will correspond with the exalted opening strain of this
epistle. We will be blessed because we will bless. "We do
not look for langorous luxury or magnificent "man
sions", but to be the means of making others happy.
If, then, our blessings do not consist in a selfish
enjoyment of our riches in Christ, but in dispensing our
wealth to others among the celestials, we are confronted
with a consideration of the problem which science seeks

in vain to solve, that is, the habitability of the planets
of the solar system, or, indeed, of any of the stellar sys
tems which are scattered over the heavens. Science is
limited to the sphere of human sensation. It seeks phys
ical evidence of the existence of beings in the heavens.
It cannot, and perhaps never will be able to prove, even
with the aid of the most successful means of magnifying
'man's natural powers, that there is any form of life
existing in the vast reaches of cosmic space.
Eeverent students of the Scriptures are quick to
question the teachings of science, especially when its
tenets seem to conflict with the Bible. So many of the
theories of science, such as evolution, chaos, the geolog
ical ages, uniformitarianism, which rejects the great

cataclysmic crises of the disruption and the deluge,
which haye disturbed the earth's crust, clash with God's

word, tHat.it should lead us to be careful in accepting
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anything not in close accord with what is written in
the Scriptures of truth.

But not all science is theory. Not all is false. Not all
is contrary to God's revelation. The practical benefits
derived from it during the past century give evidence
that man is actually becoming acquained with the physi
cal universe. Indeed, more progress has been made in
the realm of nature than in the investigation of Scrip
ture. Let us not reject anything simply because it is
called science. Above all, let us make sure what the
Scriptures actually teach before proclaiming their con
flict with the knowledge of nature.

Many different cosmological theories have been pre
sented to me for confirmation from the Scriptures, and
I have examined the evidence presented with much care.
Perhaps I shall make it the subject of a separate treatise
when my investigations in Hebrew are complete. Mean
while, I can only state my present conviction that God

is "Hanging^ the earth on nothingness'"; (Job 26:7).

This is the only explanation which needs no further elu
cidation. It is more scientific than anything science has
to offer. It corresponds with every test which our senses
can apply. It is the only cosmology which seems to har
monize with the celestial destiny set before us. Heaven
is not a small enclosure, shut off from all else. It includes
the whole universe, apart from the earth.
Due to their great distance from the earth, not much
is surely known of conditions oii the planets. Even the
moon, which is compartively near, presents problems no
savant has yet solved. It seems-devoid of any atmospheret and presents the appearance of a barren, sterile
waste, which could not support life such as we are
acquainted with. Even a small telescope will enable a
searcher to study the surface of the moon, its phases, its
eclipses, and determine for himself the form of the
nearer planets, especially Venus and Saturn. It is a
great satisfaction to see these things with our own eyes,

in the Celestial Spheres
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for we know Him Who made them, and do not wish to
take the word of His enemies concerning His works.
Mars, the moat approachable of the planets, has long
been the center of controversy on this point. Being
almost devoid of obscuring clouds, its surface has been
closely watched for evidence of life and change. It
seems to have certain markings or " canals" which have
been eargerly seized as evidence of artificial labor. Sea
sonal Variations on its surface have been observed. Alto
gether, it presents the nearest approach to terrestrial
conditions of any of the celestial spheres, so far as we
are aware.

Venus, if it were not constantly covered with clouds,
might present conditions more favorable than Mars, but
no one has ever observed its surface. Besides, it seems
• to rotate on its axis in precisely the same period as it
takes to revolve about the sun, so that one side is con
tinuous day and the other unending night. This prob
ably gives rise to an extremely hot, moist climate on one

half, and a cold, cloudy, dismal dungeon on the other,
fit to be the prison house of sinning messengers. Not
only is the sunlight never known, but even the light of
the stars is excluded from the stygian darkness. Venus
is not a fit abode for mankind, we may be sure.
Saturn, with his encircling rings, and giant Jupiter's
mighty mass would exert so ponderous a pull on men
such as we are that we could hardly lift pur feet from
the ground if there is such a solid surface on these
planets. Though much further than we are from the
sun, it is possible that they themselves are radiant to
soome degree, and thus supplement the warmth received
from their far-off luminary. But, even so, there is little
reason to believe that we could exist on either of these,
the greatest of the planets.
Of the other major planets, Mercury is supposed to
be too hot, it is so close to the sun, and Uranus and

Neptune too cold, they are so far away.
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Thus the scientist reasons. But how illogical is his
method! If it be a question of human beings, with their
present limitations, they cannot even live on all parts of
the earth itself. A few intrepid spirits may ascend
Mount Everest but they will not make their home there.
Some may dive a few fathoms below the surface of/the
sea, bu;t humankind cannot exist where there is no atmos
phere. .Humanity is a prisoner on the surface of the
earth. A few miles up, or a few feet down are bars
which he cannot break. Excessive heat or cold, lack of
air, water or food restrict him to the favored spots of
his own habitation.It is not in the least likely that mankind, as at pres
ent constituted, could live anywhere else in the universe.
But God is not limited in His creation to the making of
men. Even on earth we have a vast variety of forms of

animal life very different from man, though they also

are flesh. Birds can fly in the air and fishes can live in
tlie depths of the sea. Why cannot God create for each
sphere a creature suited to its environment? We have
His definite statement that there are bodies celestial as
well as terrestrial, and that these are different (1 Cor.
15:40, 41).
Judging from the few celestial beings who have come
to visit us, the difference between w celestial and a ter
restrial body consists largely in the lack of the very

limitations which confine us to the earth. How can a
messenger or angel, such as Gabriel, fly across the void
of interstellar space without being able to overcome the
force of gravitation? The larger planets or still larger
stars could easily be peopled by creatures not in the
least hampered by weight which would glue us to their
surface.
The same is true of temperature. Few human beings
could long endure exposure to the chill of an Arctic or
Antarctic winter. But we are told that there is nothing
else so severe as the cold of interstellar space. How could

Celestial Body
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these celestial visitprs withstand this, to us, unendurable
frigidity? They have celestial bodies, which are like
the stars, to which they are often compared. They are

independent reservoirs of light and heat and power. We
are absolutely dependent on the sun for life and all its
factors. THey are diminutive suns themselves, and do

not need its ministrations.
Again, how could a human being survive the absence
of all those elements which sustain his bodily frame,
such as air, water and food? At present we could not.
But it is not at all impossible that celestial bodies could
dispense with these essentials. They are only a form
of that power or energy which comes to us from th^ sun.
So the ultimate source of physical life and activity is
not the earth, but the sun, whose rays pervade the whole

solar system. Even if a celestial body is dependent on

the sun as ours is, it is not difficult to imagine that power

could be absorbed directly, instead of through the ingestion of physical substance as at present.

Among the interesting physical experiments of our
lamented brother, V. Gelesnoff, was one by means of
which he managed to extract^electrical energy directly
from sunlight. It was, in effect, an electric battery, con
sisting of certain chemicals, which could be charged by

merely exposing it to sunshine. Though it was never

developed for practical use, it illustrates the point before
us. There exist, in all parts of the solar system, and
probably in *all the universe, sufficient stores of power
for the use of any body equipped to utilize it.
But it, is by no means proven that the power of
celestial bodies is dependent on the sun or stars. Within

the last few years science has discovered an unbelievable
amount of energy stored up in the most elementary form
of matter, which has been called the "electron". Our
present sources of power are physical and chemical. This

seems to be electrical. If this energy could be made
available it would supply all the power needed to trans-
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form us all into celestial beings capable of overcoming
all the forces of gravitation and able to endure any
extreme of temperature and sustain life without the air
or the products of the soil. The power is already pro
vided. All that is needed is a body so changed that it
can utilize it.
The greatest and grandest exhibition of the powers
of a celestial body is seen in the ascension of Christ.
More than that, it shows how a human body, once weary
with a few hours' walk ( John.4: 6), once hungry for a
few figs (Mat. 21:18), once too weak to carry the cross
to Golgotha (Luke 23:36), can be gloriously changed
as to rise without effort from the earth to vanish in the
sky, and, to all appearances, leave behind it every oppor
tunity of nourishment or repose. Cannot such a body
be at home in any part of God's universe?
We may conclude then, that both nature and revela
tion demand the presence of celestial creatures and that
these are to be found on the heavenly bodies which
gleam above us in the vault of heaven. Furthermore,
though now we are tied to earth, weak, inglorious vassals
of the ground, wearing the image of the soilish, we shall
wear the image of the celestial, and, with bodies changed,
we shall rise to meet our Lord in the air, and henceforth
be released from the thralldom of earth to wend our
way at will among the starry hosts.
Once we realize that the universe is not a barren

waste, created only to afford material for human specu
lation, but was formed to be inhabited by creatures made
by God for His own glory, there is much we would like
to know about them. Are there many or few ? What are
they like? Why are we not given a complete account of
them in the Scriptures? These and many other questions
press for answers.

It is evident that very little, indeed, is said concern
ing the celestials in the Scriptures. There are several
good reasons which suggest themselves. First, there is
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our innate inability to understand what is not human.
The language of mankind is not a fit vehicle for celestial
things. Our Lord gave voice to this in His interview
with Nicodemus. "If I tell you of the terrestrial and
you are not believing, how shall you be believing if I
should be telling you of the celestial?" This is often
exemplified by those who seek to define the earth's rela
tion to the heavens by earth-born phraseology. They do
not realize its inadequacy.
It is not God's plan at present that we should know
much of the affairs of the celestials, but rather that they
should learn the lessons of His dealings with us. The
earth is the stage on which the tragedy of the eons is
enacted. No other place can claim a Golgotha. No other
sphere has sunk so low in sin or has received such rich
grants of grace. The apostle claims that he is a gazing
stock, not only to men, but to messengers (1 Cor. 4:9).
Peter tells us that they are yearning to peer into the

salvation of the Circumcision. Paul makes it evident
that the sovereignties and authorities among the celes
tials are, even now aware of the grace which is ours in
Christ Jesus (Eph. 3:10).
The fact that most of the celestial beings who have
visited the earth are called messengers has led to the
idea that all of the celestial host are "angels". They
are only the couriers between the earth and the heavens.
Those who were gazing at Paul certainly brought him
no message, ^o we may rest assured that their message
was about Paul, and was delivered to those who sent
them. It seems as though the heavenly hosts took a live
lier interest in Paul and his experiences than did his
fellow men on earth.
The significance of human events is better known in
the heavens than on the earth. Until the heavenly host
apprized the shepherds, men paid no heed to the birth
of the Saviour. Such prophecies as are found in Daniel
were mostly communicated through the medium of mes-
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sengers. The "messenger of Jehovah" was the regular
channel through which He sent word to His people.
In the Hebrew Scriptures we may learn quite a little
concerning messengers or "angels", and their super
human powers. Often they appear in the form of men
and do nothing out of the ordinary. At other times
they are invisible, or manifest themselves in miraculous
ways. A quaint and curious example comes before us at
the time of Israel's wilderness journey. Balaam is con
fronted by the messenger of Jehovah in invisible form,
but so real and substantial was his sword and the arm
that wielded it, that he assured Balaam if his ass had not

interfered, he would have slaim him (Num. 22).

v>

Matter is'not necessarily visible to human eyes. Many
hard substances not only transmit light, but are6 so
nearly invisible to creatures such as we are that they
deceive us. Many a bird has lost its life by flying full
force against a pane of glass. Even living creatures, as
some jellyfish, are practically invisible, especially in
water. Celestial messengers are normally invisible to
human eyes. Elisha was guarded by an invisible army
which appeared as fire to the opened eyes of his servant.
But transparent substances have not the power of becom
ing opaque at will. Another illustration will show this.

We may not be able to explain this invisibility, but
even our present restricted knowledge of nature supplies
evidence as to its possibility and may even give a clue as
to the manner in which it may be accomplished. We
may learn a lesson from the propellor of an aeroplane.
When at rest or turning slowly it is easily seen, but as
it flies faster and faster the eye refuses to follow., When
in flight the propellors can seldom be discerned; Nthey
move too swiftly for human sight. The same is true of
the spokes of a fast moving automobile. Even photo
graphs sometimes show a racing car running with spoke
less rims. The same effect is produced hf excessively
rapid vibration.

Power may make it Invisible
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It takes power, speed, to elude the human eye. This
is probably the secret of angelic invisibility. They can
apply the power they possess to their bodily frames in
such a way as to become unseen at will. Our Lord's
resurrection body possessed this power. To become seen
He did not need to "materialize", as some have sug
gested, for He had the same body which had suffered
death. He did not vanish by going away or dematerializing, but by simply becoming unapparent to them
(Luke 24: 31). He was there, but invisible to the.human
eye.

The messenger of Jehovah did another wonderful
thing when he came to Manoah and his wife (Judges
13:19-20). He ascended in the flame of the alter, thus
demonstrating his defiance of the force of gravitation
and his ability to bear with extremes of temperature
which would end the life of one such as we are now.
The same is evident in the army that hovered about
Elisha, for their chariots were of fire.
To be told that our blessings are among the celestials
without any previous preparation would invite incredul
ity and skepticism, as the idea of the resurrection did in
Corinth (1 Cor. 15:35). In answering the question,
"With what body are they coming?" the apostle pre
pares us for the heavenly destiny now revealed. He does
not content himself with making the resurrection body
incorruptible, glorious, powerful and spiritual, but in
sists on a still greater change than these words suggest.
It will no longer be sottish, but celestial. Itis no longer
to be a terrestrial body. We are to wear the image of the
celestial (1 Cor. 15: 39-52). This much he made known
to the Corinthians long before the secret of Ephesians
was revealed.
Even earlier in his ministry he wrote to the Thessalonians in a similar strain. The Lord's descent from
heaven for us will not bring Him down to earth. That
will occur later when He comes to the Circumcision,
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He will call us up to meet Him in the air (1 Thes. 4:
16-18). And, henceforth W6 are to be with Him thus.
Such an ascent demands a body with powers far supe
rior to that which we now have. It practically involves
the possession of a celestial frame such as the Circum
cision will never enjoy.

With these two premises—that we shall receive a
celestial body in the resurrection, and shall rise to meet
the Lord and always be with Him—we might easily rea
son out tne celestial destiny which accords with the rev
elation of the mystery. Of what use would "celestial
bodies be on the earth 1 And surely the Lord Himself,
since He does not even come down to earth to receive us,
is not coming to set us back on the earth after a brief
sojourn in the air, for the earth is about to be the scene
of awful judgments from which His presence rescues us.
Since we have such a destiny it is natural that we

should wish to learn as much as possible of the celestial
beings and even gain all the information we can concern

ing the heavenly bodies. For this we are largely depend
ent on the telescope. For the former we have recourse
to a microscopic examination of the Scriptures.
As we are to rule in the celestial realms, they are
introduced to us in terms which describe various forms
of government. There are sovereignties, authorities,

powers, and dominions (Eph. 1: 21). In this regard the
celestial realms are like the earth. The same terms can
be applied to both. Government so highly specialized as
theise words indicate, assures us of the presence of
rational, intelligent, yet insubordinate creatures, with a
capacity for the enjoyment of God, but evidently not
sufficiently acquainted with Him to be left without
creature restraint.
Like those of earth, the celestial rule and influence
is apportioned to various grades. The highest are called
sovereignties. These are first rate powers or empires.
The term "principality", if taken in its literal sense of
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principal, would be a good English equivalent, but it'is
now used of small or subordinate princedoms. Thus,
Wales is a principality, but great Britain is a sovereign
power. The sovereignty is the highest form of celestial
government.

The celestial domains, like those of earth, are divided
into lesser jurisdictions. The authorities at the head of
these dependencies possess delegated power similar to
the governor of a British province. Pilate is an apt
example of such power exercised in behalf of Caesar.
The companion terms, power and dominion, seem to
be close synonyms of the first pair, sovereignty and
authority. Power, or ability to enforce its will, is char
acteristic of sovereign states, so that they are frequently
called '/powers". The word for dominion is similarly
related to authority. It comes from, a root meaning
sanction. So that an authority is such, not because of
its power, but because it has the sanction of its superior
sovereignty.

These celestial beings must never be confused with
the.messengers or."angels". It is certainly a crude con
ception of heaven which peoples it with nothing but
messengers. Earthly courts have their couriers, to keep
them in contact with distant realms. But no one ever
imagines that whole kingdoms are composed of couriers
because one has come on a visit. The fact that a celestial
visits the earth in itself constitutes him an "angel".
No other would be sent.
No one would presume to tell us the number of the
stars. Only a very few, comparatively, are visible to the
unaided eye. Even the observer at the most powerful
telescope sees only a small fraction of those known to
exist. The photographic lens reveals millions invisible
to human gaze. But it is most wholesome-to know that
their number is so vast, for the great God Who made
them all is greatly magnified by His handiwork.
Neither can anyone presume to take a census pf the
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starry realm. But enough is told us to show that their
number is beyond all human computation. We are given
a hint as to the number of messengers. In the Unveiling
(5:10) we are told that ten thousands of ten thousands
and thousands of thousands surround the throne. There
are evidently more than a hundred million of them, as
many, perhaps, as the whole population of the United
States. Each one could readily represent the same num
ber of celestials, so that there may easily be billions on
billions in the celestial spheres. Let it suffice us to know
that we are not to be the channel of blessing to a few
angels, but to numbers of celestials so vast that, even if
we knew the figures, they would be beyond our mental
comprehension.
Let us revel in our privileges and prospect.
The
heavens are higher than the earth and we are highest in
the heavens. The lowest in this celestial exaltation would
not exchange with John should he be granted the seat at
the right hand of Christ in the kingdom. Messengers,
whose majesty and might would make us quail and quake
at present, will be beneath our sway iir the celestial
realms. The highest dignitaries in the universe will
gladly bow before the members of Christ's body, which
will have the place supreme, riot only in rule, but in the
dispensation of God's favor and in the reconciliation of
the celestial hosts to Him. We who were last have be
come first. Such is the potency of grace!
A. E.K.

in

A NEW DEPARTURE

In Section B6 of the structure of the Acts (12: 24—13:
3) we have a preparatary interlude to a new departure,
a new ministry, for here we find that Barnabas and Saul
are separated for a special service. This section may be
subdivided as follows:
1681: 12:24.

The work

of God's

spirit—the

propagation of

His Word.

1691: 12:25.

Barnabas and Saul returning from Jerusalem
to Antioch.
1692: 13.1.
Barnabas and Saul and other prophets aiid
teachers in Antioch.
1682: 13:2-3. The work of God's spirit—Barnabas and Saul
separated to a special ministry.
i

In Section 1681 of the above structure (12:24) we
have the work of God's spirit as manifested in the prop
agation of His Word: "Yet the word of God grew and
multiplied." Nationally, the people of the land, in their
blind apostacy, had rejected the kingdom offer, but the
spirit of God would not be thwarted by this national
defection* Individuals there were, scattered through the
length and breadth of the land, who had the requisite
faith to receive the kingdom offer. These, in spite of the
national defection, responded to the spirit's ministry,

and so "the word of God grew and multiplied."
In Section 1691 of the foregoing structure (12:25)
Barnabas and Saul return from Jerusalem to Antioch:
"Now Barnabas and Saul return out of Jerusalem, com
pleting the dispensing^ taking along with them John,

who is surnamed 'Mark'."

The manuscripts vary con-
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siderably in regard to this verse, making it doubtful
whether Barnabas and Saul return out of, from, or into
Jerusalem, or into Antioch, but the structure of this
passage seems to settle the question. They returned out
of or from Jerusalem, into Antioch. In Acts 11:30 we
saw that they were commissioned to dispense food to the
needy in Judea. Having completed this dispensing of
food, they returned to Antioch, from whence they had
been sent forth. They brought with them a cousin of
Barnabas, John Mark, who afterwards was commissioned
by God to write "Mark's Account" of our Lord Jesus'
earthly ministry.

In Section 1692 of the structure (13:1) we see Bar
nabas, Saul and other prophets and teachers in Antioch:
"Now there were in Antioch, to accord with the ecclesia,
prophets and teachers, Barnabas as well as Simon, called
Niger, and Lucius the Cyrenian, besides Manaen, the
tetrarch Herod's foster brother, and Saul." Here we
see the beginning of a new departure in ministry, for,
if Israel (in the land) will not receive the kingdom offer,
then God is determined to make the kingdom offer to
dispersed Israel among the nations. Hence Jerusalem
in Judea forfeits its place as the seat from whence the
kingdom offer is sent forth; Antioch in Syria (outside

the land) now takes the place that Jerusalem has for-*
feited. The ministry of the twelve apostles to the limits
of the land has been fulfilled and rejected. As they were
not sent beyond the land, new apostles, prophets and
teachers are raised up to carry on the ministry among
the nations, to dispersed Israel, to proselytes, and to the
nations themselves. Five of these new prophets and
teachers are mentioned as ministering to this ecclesia in
Antioch. As five is the number of grace, is not this a
suggestion that God's grace is seeking a new outlet for
its outflow, now that Israel in the land will not receive
it? Nothing definite is known of these five servants of
the Lord except Barnabas, the first in this list, and Saul,
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who is mentioned last. Surely of these men the words
are true that the last (Saul) shall be first. Of Barnabas
and Saul the words are again true "the'first will be last,
and the last first" (Mat. 19:30), for Barnabas, who
seemingly held the highest place, at the beginning of
this new departure, was soon wholly eclipsed by Saul of
Tarsus. One of these servants, Manaen, the tetrarch
Herod's foster brother, suggests the transforming power
of God's grace, for, nursed by the same mother that
nursed the lewd Herod Antipas (by whom John the
Baptist was beheaded because he rebuked him for his
immorality), Manaen, through the grace of God, is enum
erated with the prophets and teachers of the ecclesia
in Antioch. We may not limit God's grace, for none
are beyond the power of His love.
In Section 1682 of the structure (13:2-3) we again
have the work of God's spirit as shown forth in the sep
aration of Barnabas and Saul to a special ministry:
"Now, at their ministering to the Lord and fasting, the
holy spirit said, 'By all means sever to Me Barnabas and
Saul for the work to which I have called them.' Then,
fasting and praying and placing their hands on them,
they dismiss them." While ministering to the Lord and
fasting, the ecclesia in Antioch is commanded hy God's
holy spirit to separate to Him Barnabas and Saul for
the work to which He had called them. In prayerful
obedience the ecclesia separated and sent forth Barnabas
and Saul as Commanded by the holy spirit. This separa
tion of Barnabas and Saul is an event of supreme im
portance in the study of the Acts, and in a right under
standing of the Scriptures. When God's spirit separates
Barnabas and Saul for a special ministry, we show little
spiritual apprehension when we treat their ministry as
though it were but a continuation of the ministry of the
twelve apostles. Concerning the marriage relationship,
we read, "that which God yokes together, let not man
be separating" (Mat. 19:6). Concerning the ministry
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of the twelve apostles and this special ministry to which
Barnabas and Saul were separated by God's spirit, we
may reverse this statement, and truthfully say, That
which God separates, let not man yoke- together. This
severance of Barnabas and Saul is. preparatory to a min
istry in which the twelve apostles had no part, and in
which they could have no part. It was strikingly inde
pendent of their authority, and divergent in purpose and
doctrine. Because students of the Scriptures insist on
yoking together these ministries that God has separated,

the Aots of the apostles and the Pauline ministry and
epistles are misunderstood; the Scriptures are wrongly
partitioned; and so the Word of God is virtually a closed
book because His truth, being misplaced, is used to bol
ster up false doctrine.
,
■'
In Section C6 of the structure of the Acts (13: 4-7)
we have the beginning of Barnabas' and Saul's special
ministry independent of the twleve apostles. This may
be shown forth as follows:
1701: 13:4,5-. Ministry begun in Salamis in Jewish synagogue.
1711: 13:-5.
John with Barnabas and Saul. Type of elect
remnant.

1712: 13:6,7-. Bar-Jesus with® the pro-consul.

Type of apos

tate mass.

1702: 13:-7.

Ministry continued to one of the nations.

In Section 1701 of this structure (13:4, 5*). we see
that Barnabas' and Saul's ministry is begun in the
Jewish synagogue of Salamis: "They, indeed, then, be
ing sent forth by the holy spirit, came down to Seleueia,
and from thence they sail away to Cyprus. And, coming
to be in Salamis, they announced the word of God in the
synagogues of the Jews." From Antioch to Seleueia,
and then by ship to Cyprus, and from thence to Salamis,
and there, in a Jewish synagogue, their ministry begins.
But why was their ministry begun in a Jewish syna
gogue? Because the kingdom offer is to be made to dis
persed Israel among the nations, now that the people in
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the land had rejected that offer, and were hopelessly
apostate.

In Section 1711 of the structure (13:-5) we see John
as Barnabas' and Saul's deputy: "Now they had John

also as deputy." The corresponding section (171^ Acts
13:6, 7-) shows Bar-Jesus as a,type of the apostate mass
of Israel, who are blinded for a season. Hence John
Mark here apparently is given as a type of the elect rem
nant of Israel, who receive the kingdom offer. In the
sequel, he shows forth the weakness of the flesh, typical
of Israel's failure at that time to channel God's blessings
to the nations; but afterwards Paul mentions John Mark
as one of three servants of the Circumcision, who faith

fully served with him as fellow workers for the kingdom
of God (Col. 4:10, 11). This indicates, typically, that
eventually the power of God will overcome Israel's
weakness in the flesh, and the elect remnant of Israel
will become God's channel of kingdom blessing for the
nations.
In Section 1712 of the structure (13:6, 7-) we see
Bar-Jesus with the pro-consul, a type of the apostate
mass of Israel: "Now, passing through the whole island
up to Paphos, they found a certain man, a magician, a
false prophet, a Jew, whose name was Bar-Jesus, who
was with the pro-consul Sergius Paul, an intelligent
man.'' The description of this apostate is suggestive.
He was a Jew outside of the land of Israel. He was a
magician and a false prophet, hence utterly apostate.
His name, Bar-Jesus (the son of Jesus or Joshua) sug
gests a pretended allegiance to Messiah, the divinely
appointed Saviour for Israel. And he was with the pro
consul Sergius Paul, evidently associated with the gen
tile powers in fostering a false and apostate religion.
He may have been its chief instigator. Surely this is
typical of the apostate mass of Israel, not only during
Paul's ministry among the nations, where the Jews of
the dispersion so bitterly opposed him, but all through
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this present interval of Israel's blindness, finding its
culminating fulfillment in the end time, when apostate
Israel, in Babylon, and everywhere among the nations,
will acknowledge antichrist as their messiah, pretending
to be Bar-Jesus, sons of the Saviour. With the nations,
they will established a politico-religious kingdom over
all the earth.
In Section 1702 of the structure (13: -7) we see Bar
nabas' and Saul's ministry to one of the nations: "He,
calling for Barnabas and Saul, seeks to hear the word

of God." Here, while the Jews (typified by Bar-Jesus)
are apostate, we see a gentile (Sergius Paul) calling for
Barnabas and Saul to expound the word of God to him.
As "Paul" means "interval", this suggests that during
this present interval of Israel's blindness and apostacy,
salvation is dispatched by God to the nations, "and
they will hear" (Acts 28:28).
In Section D6 of the structure of the Acts (3:8-12)
we have an indication of the rejection and recall of-the
kingdom offer, in the showing forth of Elymas as a type
of Jewish unbelief, and their blindness for a season.
This section may be displayed as follows:
1721: 13:8.

1731:

Elymas seeks to keep the pro-consul from the
faith.
13:9-11-. Paul pronounces judical blindness upon
Elymas.

173\- 131-11.

1722: 13:12.

Elymas is judically blinded.

The pro-consul accepts the faith.

Section 1721 of the foregoing structure (13: 8) shows
Elymas seeking to keep the pro-consul from the faith:
"Now Elymas the 'magician' (for thus is his name con
strued) withstood them, seeking to pervert the pro-con
sul from the faith." Here Elymas is typical of the
opposition of the Jewish dispersion to Paul's proclama
tion of the gospel to the nations. This opposition and
apostacy is well expressed in 1 Thessalonians 2:15, 16,
"the Jews, who also killed the Lord Jesus and the
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prophets and banish us, and are not pleasing God, and

are-contrary to all mankind, forbidding us to speak to.
the nations that they may be saved—to fill up their sins
always. Yet they have a foretaste of the culminating
indignation."

In Section 1731 of the structure (13:9-11-) Paul
pronounces judicial blindness upon Elymas, the ma
gician: "Now Saul, who is also Paul, being filled with
holy spirit, looking intently at him, said, '0, full of all
guile, and all knavery, son of the Slanderer, enemy
of righteousness, will you not cease perverting the
straight ways of the^Lord? And now, lot the Lord's
hand is on you, and you will be blind, not observing the
sun until tne appointed time/' At this time, when the
gospel is proclaimed to Sergius Paul (the first time that
the gospel was proclaimed to one of the nations who had
not previously become a proselyte to Judaism), Saul's
name is changed to Paul (or Interval), so that here, in
the pro-consul's name and in Saul's new name, we have
a double suggestion of this present interval of Israel's
blindness, in which God deals with the nations altogether
apart from Israel or Israel's promises. Paul's character
ization of Elymas as "full of all guile and knavery";
as a "son of the Slanderer" instead of Bar-Jesus, a son
of the Saviour; as an "enemy of all righteousness", al
though probably, like most Jews, seeking to establish a
righteousness of his own; and as a perverter of "the
straight ways of the Lord"; shows that Elymas is a
perfect type of the apostate Israel that Paul afterwards
describes in 1 Thessalonians 2:15, 16, who were to ex
perience "a foretaste of the culminating indignation".

Paul's pronouncement of judicial blindness upon Ely
mas, "until the appointed time" is suggestive of the
recall of the kingdom offer, and the pronouncement of
judicial blindness upon Israel at the close of the Acts
period (Acts 28:25-28). Later, to the Romans, Paul
said, concerning this blindness, "For I am not willing
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for you to be ignorant of this secret, brethren, lest you
may pass for prudent among yourselves, that Israel, in
part, has become calloused until the full complement of
the nations may be entering" (Bom. 11: 25).
In Section 1732 of the structure (13:-11) Elymas is
judicially blinded: "Now instantly a fog and darkness
falls on him, and, going about, he sought some to lead
him by the hand." As soon as the sentence of judicial
blindness is pronounced, it is fulfilled, just as in the anti
type at the close of Acts, Elymas is blinded, but let us
remember that in the type, as well as in the antitype,
this blindness is only for a season; only "until the ap
pointed time". Then "all Israel shall be saved, accord
ing as it is written, 'The Rescuer shall be arriving out of
Zion, He will be turning irreverence from Jacob. And
this is My covenant with them whenever I may be elim
inating their sins" (Rom. 11. 26-27).
In Section 1722 of the structure (13:12) the pro
consul receives the faith: "Then the pro-consul, per
ceiving what has occurred, believes, being astonished at
the teaching of the Lord." The judicial blindness in
flicted upon Elymas was the means of arousing the faith
of Sergius Paul, for he was "astonished at the teaching
of the Lord". Even so, in the antitype, Israel are made
enemies, and obstinate, and are judicially blinded, that
through this defection of Israel, the nations may receive
salvation (Rom. 11:28-32).
Thus, in the very beginning of the independent min
istry of Barnabas and Saul, we see, in Elymas, a clear
indication that dispersed Israel among the nations is
just as apostate and blind to the kingdom offer as Israel
In the land, and that they will be equally unresponsive
to that proclamation until it is withdrawn, and judicial '
blindness inflicted upon the whole nation.

H. W. Martin

ECCLESIAL ADMINISTRATION

It is a great accomplishment to be able to put a finger
on precisely the proper place in God's Word for any
given purpose. One of the most perplexing problems the
church has puzzled over is that of the government of its
own members. It is usual to go to Acts and pattern
after the Pentecostal churches. A few go to Ephesians
and reason that a joint body should have no supervisors
whatever. Both are wrong, because they do not go to the
proper epistle. Acts is outside this economy altogether.
Ephesians is devoted to doctrine and does not deal with
the government of the ecclesia. The social service of the
saints is presented in Philippians.
1
The opening salutation of Paul's Philippian epistle
recognizes the office of supervisor and the subordinate
sphere of the servant. Modern ecclesiastic pride has

altered this to ' * bishop'' and 'i deacon' '. Both titles have
been corrupted so that neither conveys the truth. Tl^e
bishop is now an overlord dominating the minister or
preacher or pastor, and the deacon an official with some
of the same duties as the ancient supervisor. As the
headship of Christ was lost, and the dignity of service
was disdained, it was necessary to pamper to the pride,

of those who had lost tne sense of Christ's presence in
the ecclesia, and put them in His place. „
The ideal ecclesia, presented to us in Philippians, has
supervisors and servants, but no bishops and deacons.
The latter is a badge of apostasy, the former is evidence

of conformity to God's order. It is gratifying to see so
many of God's saints jealous of Christ's place among
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His people, so that they repudiate every attempt to
usurp His headship.

It is even good to see them carry

this to the extent of dispensing with all government in
the eeclesia, for the error reveals a heart desirous of
doing Him honor. The best course, however, i$ to give
Him His place supreme and also to recognize those whom
He, as Lord, has given to govern and to serve in each
assemblage of His saints.
We are all prone to reason out matters which have
been made the subject of revelation. Many have sought
to settle matters of conduct by deductions based on our
position in Christ. This has brought them into conflict
with plain passages of Scripture, which actually deal
with deportment. In other words, their course of reason
ing has not coincided with that of the holy spirit, because
they have failed to recognize the fact that our Saviour
is not only the Christ, but also our Lord. All human
relationships vanish in Christ. They are all maintained
in the Lord. Our place in Christ is not a safe premise
for reasoning on the subject of ecclesial administration.
Paul, long after his separation from the Circumci
sion, and during the era preparatory for the present,
gave a full account of the qualifications for both super
visors and servants (1 Tim. 3:1-13). Later, when the
"mystery" was revealed, these instructions were not

repeated, neither were they modified. As we have seen,

however, the supervisors and servants in Philippi, who
had these qualifications, are recognized. In this inimit
able way, the whole previous consideration of the subject
is vitally incorporated into the ranking epistle on the
subject of conduct for this present administration.
Supervision is an "ideal work" (Tit. 3:1). It must
be distinguished from the desire for pre-eminence. It is
not by any means the same as setting up a man in place
of Christ. It behooves all to recognize and acknowledge
those who are qualified for this work, and to profit by
their oversight.

The Work of Supervision
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Those who use the Concordant Version will have

noticed that the "bishop" is literally the on-noter, as it
is in the sublinear, and is the same word the Authorized
Version translates "overseer" in Acts 20:28. No one,
therefore, can object to our rendering, supervisor, for it
is practically the same in meaning. "Overseer," how
ever, suggests the slave gang, the brutal boss, supervisor,
one who visits and inspects and superintends.
We a,re all to serve one another. We are all slaves of
Christ. But this does not preclude a special service for
the ecclesia, and the recognition of certain brethren as
servants. But this is by no means an honorary title,
even though one be chosen for the work. I myself once
held the "office of a deacon" without appointment, and
served the Lord and the eeelesia by. sweeping and dust
ing and cleaning the premises where the meetings were

held. Such a "deacon" is not always needed, but some
one shquld act as secretary, one should look after the
books and belongings. All the work to be done should be
attended to by recognized servants under the eyes of the
supervisors.

These functions should not be confused with the
gifts, as presented in Ephesians. Pastors and teachers
serve the ecclesia in an entirely different way. The pas
tors care for the spiritual welfare of the saints. Teach
ers expound the truth. It may be that one brother may
have more than one of these gifts and services. He may
have all. Nevertheless, they are distinct. The qualifica
tions are very different. An honored expositor of the
Word may not be at all fitted for the pastorate, and may
not have the experience and reputation necessary for
supervision. Each should be kept in its own place and
in accord with the scriptural provisions and admonitions.
In these difficult and dangerous days, when the Lord. ship of Christ is ignored on all sides, and when His
spiritual presence is not realized, there is a strong tend
ency to copy the world, and organize into a society along
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the lines of those about us. But those who recognize the
fact that we are a living organization, will seek to confornl to the Scriptures in matters pertaining to the eeelesia. Let us not reason that an organism has no organiza
tion. On the contrary, living organisms are the most
highly organized of all God's creations. The difference
lies in the fact that they are alive, and made by God,

not man. Let us recognize the various members and
their functions. Let us not dare to dictate what they are
to do. Let each one occupy the place for which God has
fitted him.
But let us learn to differentiate between the ecclesia
as a whole, of which Christ is the all-sufficient Head, and
its local expression and its subservience to the Lord. Let
us not confuse our personal relationship to Christ with
our ecclesial duties in the Lord. It is the height of apos
tasy to bow down to a pope or prelate, Protestant or

Catholic, who seeks to supplant the Head of the church
and usurp His Lordship over His slaves. But it is the
loftiest loyalty to appreciate the gifts that God has
given and to recognize the supervisors and servants
whom the Lord has qualified for the government and
service of the local ecclesia.
It has been our experience that, when an ecclesia is
in fellowship with God, the various members naturally
assume their proper functions because they are fitted for
them, and their fellow members are aware of it. If their
service receives formal ratification, it is more-in the
nature of a public acknowledgment of their fitness, than
an election to an ecclesiastical dignity because of their
popularity or influence.
There is no scriptural warrant for choosing super
visors or servants for a definite term. This makes their
tenure depend on many foreign factors, or factions,
rather than on their qualifications. It leads to an almost
continual play of politics, making them man-pleasers,
and renders it difficult for them to serve as to the Lord.

are to be Recognized
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Supervisors and servants should remain so long as they
are qualified and recognized, or circumstances arise
which warrant their withdrawal.
The scriptural ideal is that all in a given locality
should be together, and that there should be no divisions
except those imposed by geography. Even in large cities
where local meetings may be necessary, there should be
regular occasions on which all come together for mutual
profit and edification and for cooperation in service. x
It is especially desirable that those who come together
out of the various divisions and denominations of Christ
endom should make an earnest effort to dispense with
their previous prejudices and peculiarities. They should
not confine their fellowship to former associates. They
should seek to clear away the barriers which have been
broken down. They should cultivate association with
those who have come from different denominations.
There is far more profit in considering words and ways
which differ from our own than in rehearsing what we
have been taught. Let us make an earnest effort to real
ize the absolute unity of all, in Christ. All who call
upon the Lord out of a pure heart, whatever their creed
or communion, are candidates for our fellowship.
Another point is of prime importance. Fellowship
should not be confined to those who agree with us in
doctrine or who attend our ecclesia. That is the basis of
sectarianism. Service, of necessity,, must be largely with
those with whom we are in close agreement, yet we

should sedulously seek to reach out to all who are mem
bers of the body of Christ. Let us not form another
division. If we must differ from others, let it be that we
refuse to disown any who are Christ's, even though they
disown us. Let us hold the truth in love and urge it with
grace, but never allow it to severe the bond of peace
which unites us to all who are hallowed by God's holy
spirit.
.
A. E. K.

SEVEN CLIMAXES IN ISRAEL'S REJECTION
OF THE KINGDOM MESSAGE
Christ crucified

•

Stephen stoned
(7:59)

Disciples dispersed
(8:1)

Christ

raised

Saul introduced
(8:1)

Saul called

(9)

James killed
(12:1-3)

Saul separated
(13:2)

Paul stoned
(14:19)

Paul completes •
mission (14:20-26)

Paul about to be
killed (21:31)

Gentiles protect
Paul (21:32, seq.)

Jews (in Rome)
reject Paul's

Nations become
channel of gospel

message

(28:25)

message

(28:28

and epistles)

This diagram brings before us seven climaxes of the Jew's
rejection of the gospel message, and shows God's answer to each
rejection. The short line standing by itself shows the first climax
in their rejection—the crucifixion of Christ—and God's answer
to it—His resurrection. Both these events took place before the
story of Acts begins, but they are referred to very definitely in
the opening verses. The open end of the diagram at the top shows
that up to and at the beginning of the Acts the Jewish people
were the channel through which God was offering salvation to
the world. The second short line, which crosses the diagram, shows
the stoning of Stephen—the second climax.
The diagonal lines
from this short line to the right line show the gradual setting aside
Of the Jews and the gradual development of the work which is tov
be predominant during the time that Israel is temporarily set aside
because of the fullness of their rejection. In the upper angle of the
diagram the gospel to the Circumcision (see Gal. 2:7) is predomi
nant ; the lower angle is the record of the work of him to whom
the gospel to the Uncircumcision was committed—though to get
that gospel in its fullness it is necessary to go to the epistles of
Paul, and especially to Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians.
.Each successive rejection shows the testimony to Israel narrowing
down until at the close of the book they are wholly set aside and
the Gentiles become the channel through which, in this dispensation
of grace, God offers salvaton to all.
Edmund S. JDelancy,

T3fte CXnbeiltng of Jeau* Qiitfet

THE SECRET OF BABYLON

Under the seventh bowl Babylon the great is brought to
remembrance before God, to give her the cup of the
wine of His furious indignation (Un. 16:19). The
very wording of this sentence is cryptic. Babylon is a
city, yet is presented under the figure ^f a woman. This
suggests that there is something not seen on the surface

which is so utterly destestable to God that He singles
out this city for the supreme display of His fujy. All
of the cities of the nations fall, but one of them is
reserved for a special doom. "The great city", Jeru
salem, is spared, though trisected, but Babylon is so
offensive to Jehovah that it is finally sunk out of sight.
This is not-the. ftpst time that Babylon's doom has
come before us. In the corresponding part of the prev
ious temple section, immediately after the eonian evangel
has been proclaimed, a second messenger declares, "It
falls! It falls!—Babylon the great has made all nations
drunk with the furious wine of her prostitution!" (14:
8). If Jehovah is to fulfill His covenant with faithful
Israel, He must rid the earth of the demoralizing influ
ence of this great city. If He vindicates His broken law,
He must hurl it into oblivion.
Babylon does not appear in the early parts of this
apocalypse. It is not connected with the throne so
closely as with the temple. Its activities are not relegated
to the realm of rule, but rather to the sphere of religion.

This, of course, is not absolute, but relative.

As a

woman, Babylon is a sovereign queen. As a city it has a

suzerainty which makes vassals of the kings of the earth.
Nevertheless, the vital point in its presentation lies in
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some secret relationship to God, and not in its rule over
mankind.
We hardly need to press the importance of the part

she plays in the divine drama of the end time. More
than two long chapters are given to the elaboration of
her career. About one-ninth of the whole Unveiling is
devoted to a description of her doom. There must be a
secret of great moment associated with the city, which
the saints of that day should understand, that they may
be saved from her sins, and from her destruction. It is
only as we, in spirit; transport ourselves into that era
that we have a clear conception of her crimes and will
be able to discern, in the world movements of today, the
dim outline of the scarlet woman, already possessed of
much of the wealth and power which will drag her down
to perdition.

A summary of the babel of interpretations which
have made the utmost confusion out of this section would
convince us of only one fact, that the expositors of
Christendom have utterly missed the meaning of these
unfoldings. With a few notable exceptions, all insist
on interpreting the literal explanation, and insist that
Babylon is symbolic ef Rome or some other city or sys
tem. As a consequence the secret of the city is unknown.

Hence we insist on certain fundamental principles of
interpretation which will bring harmony out of the con
fusion, and initiate us into one of the most subtle and
surprising secrets in all the realni of revelation.
If we had the trumpet of one of the messengers of
this Unveiling, and could reach the ears of all q£ its
expositors, we would shout with a voice of thunder, "Do
not explain God's explanations!" There is no wrong in
considering, comparing, or discussing them. But do not
change them. When he says that the seven lampstands
are seven ecclesias (1:20) insist that they are actual
called-out companies, not an epoch in the history of

Christendom.

When a place is "spiritually" called
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Sodom and Egypt (11: 8), on the other hand, insist that
these places are not meant, (for only one could be), but
are figures for Jerusalem. But Babylon is not figura
tively so called. It is not explained. It is the explanation.
The divine exposition is that the woman is a city
(17:18). It is not a literal woman. It is a literal city.
The people comprising the city are figured by a dissolute
female. But they live in a real, not an ideal metropolis.
The city is not in Egypt or Italy, England or the United
States. It is on the plain of Shinar, on the banks of the
Euphrates. Nothing could be more striking than to find
this city, the first capital among the nations to rule the
world at the beginning of the "times of the gentiles",
once more exalted to a supremacy over the kingdoms of
the earth. It is the Babylon restored by Nebuchadnez
zar, the conqueror of Israel, the place of their captivity
in the long ago, which will emerge once more to resume
a headship over the nations.
It is a striking fact that Babylon is the only city
which has even had universal sovereignty in the past. It
was not only the capital of the Babylonian empire, the
head of gold of Nebuchadnezzar's image, but also of the
succeeding empires. Alexander made it the seat of his
government. These kingdoms practically ruled the known
. world. In contrast to them, the Roman empire had def
inite limits, in the north and in the east, which it was
unable to pass. Rome never was able to subjugate parts
of Europe. _Under Trajan there a brief possession of
Assyria, but it never formed an integral part of Roman
territory. Babylon was always beyond or at the very
bounds of the empire. It never was its capital.
As much of the confusion among students of proph
ecy arises from the injection of Rome into the prophetic
outlook, we feel it our duty to graciously urge them to
reconsider their position. The deductions they them
selves make should show the fallacy of this teaching.
For years many have been looking for a revival of the
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Roman empire, for it is clear that the iron kingdom and
the wild beast are present at the end time. But such a
restoration would be far from sufficient. Rome's terri
tory was but a small fraction of the earth's surface. The
kingdom of the wild beast will include all the earth.
Even Mussolini's audacious aspirations do not soar to
this height. Italy will be but one of the ten western
powers, figured by the horns of the wild beast. Rome,
pagan or papal, has little place in prophecy.
If we must reason, let us deduce our conclusions from
acknowledged facts. We know that the iron kingdom
appears at the close of the eras of the nations and that
it includes all peoples on the face of the earth.- Review
ing universal history, we will find many great empires,
some of which attempted to establish a world-wide rule.
Napoleon conquered territory which Rome could not
subjugate. Great Britain comprises far ijiore territory
than Rome could ever claim. Russia covers a vastly
greater area. iThe latter two do not need reviving. The
difficulty with all of these is that they are not universal,
hence are not the subjects of Daniel's prophecy. Baby
lon, Medo-Persia, and Greece were irfvincible. Their
boundaries were never defined.
Their authority was
undisputed.
Rome was surrounded by enemies that
defied them. They built a wall across England to keep
out the northern invaders.
The imperial Roman edict which ordered the entire
inhabited earth to be registered (Luke 2:1) was one of
those grandiloquent gestures which characterizes the
arrogance of Rome. Caesar Augustus could easily van
quish the world on paper, but his legions could not con
quer Ireland or Scotland or Germany or Syria or the
Scandinavian or Russian territories. We may be assured
that no one in these regions was enrolled. Contrary to
this, we are certain-that the iron kingdom of the end
time includes all nations, all peoples. It is especially

notable that the kings of the east will bring their armies
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to Armageddon, whereas Rome had practically no con
trol in the east. The greater part of the army of the
wild beast comes from territory outside of Rome's juris
diction.
The study of prophecy is continually discredited by
those who follow false beacons. The prophetic waste
basket is overflowing with discarded dates, and its cal
endar is full of days that will be thrown away. The
revival of the Roman empire is another of these dis
tracting diversions. It not only confuses but makes it
impossible to get a clear view of the prophetic outlook.
Suppose the Roman empire were restored.
Imagine
England, France, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Turkey,
Palestine, Egypt, and Morocco under the dictatorship
of Mussolini. What about the rest of the world? Will'the
Antichrist rule over such a small section of the earth's
surface? Where do the British dependencies come in?
Has Germany and Russia no part with him? Are the
Americas left out of his dominions?
Were it true, the Roman restoration would put us
into accord with.the prophecies of the end time. It pro
duces the opposite effect. It creates more questions than
it answers. Instead of reasoning that the kingdom of the
fiiture will be limited to the territory of the past, we
should accept the divine declaration of its world-wide
extent, and. deduce from this that Rome was not the
world empire foretold by Daniel. Then we are free to
examine the prophecies afresh, with the result that they
unroll before us with a s&ven-fold scope and magnifi
cence. It is not a local Mediterranean conflict they pre

sent, but a tragedy embracing the east and the west, the
Orient as well as the Occident, the heathen countries as
well as Christendom.
Another disturbing fallacy is the assumption that the
wild beasts of Daniel seven are the divine counterparts
of the various divisions of the great image. The parts of
the image are successive. They follow one another on
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the stage of history. The wild beasts are contemporan
eous. They are all present at the end time. It is true
that in Daniel, as in the Unveiling, the beasts give us
the religious aspect, while the image emphasizes the
political history of the gentile supremacy. But it does
not follow that they deal with the same empires or the
same time. Indeed, at the time Daniel received the vision
of the wild beasts, Nebuchadnezzar, the head of gold,
had passed into history.

All of these considerations are important, if we wish
to understand the secret of Babylon and of the wild
beast which is supportng her. This wild bea&t is un
doubtedly the same one which came before us in the
previous section, for it also has seven heads and ten
horns. This wild beast must be a composite of those
which Daniel saw, for this one has all the features of the
four combined into one. If Daniel's beasts, correspond
ing to the image, were the Babylonian, MedorPersIan,
Greek, and another world empire, then the woman must
be considered as being supported by these.
If the
woman is Rome, in any sense, then Rome was supported
by Babylon!
There is something very remarkable and astounding
in the secret of great Babylon and the wild beast.
John certainly did not "admire" it. He marveled at .it*.
It seemed unbelievable. This, we submit, is the touch
stone which will test our understanding of this secret.
Do we also feel dazed at it? Can we join with John iri
wide-eyed wonder at the possibility of such a thing? If
we find ourselves in sympathy with his mood we are
probably in possession of the truth.
In the previous section we have the same characters,
& wild beast and a woman. Throughout, however, there
is the utmost enmity between the two. The woraan is
Israel, the faithful remnant. She is the victim of the
world's religious powers, combined under the figure of
the wild beast. The federated faiths of the world,
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Christian, Buddhist, Brahman, and Mohammedan,
merged in one Godless, Christless, lifeless cult, to wor
ship the human head of the world empire, try to exter
minate the handful of Jews who remain faithful to the
God of their fathers. John does not marvel at this. In a
less degree he had experienced the hatred of the world
himself.
But what is this? Here is a woman and the wild
beast again. But there is no enmity. They are on the
best of terms. In fact, the wild beast supports, instead
of persecutes her! Can it be that Israel—even apostate
'Israel—will be in league with the enemies of Jehovah?
Will she be- the recipients of their favors? And, while
thus allied with the powers of evil, she is not smitten by
the wrath of God, but actually seems to enjoy the very
favors which she should forfeit. Instead of losing the
right, to rule the nations, she seems to have put them

into* subjection and under tribute without the help of
Jehovah!

This is what astonished John. This is the secret of
Babylon and the wild beast. It lies in the relation of the
apostate people to the godless religion of the end time.
Instead of suffering like the saints, these supreme sin
ners seem to receive every token of divine approval.

Without waiting for the return of Messiah, they rule a
rebellious earth. The treasures of the nations are theirs
without the intervention of Jehovah. They have taken
their own destiny in hand, and have succeeded in gain
ing supreme control of the earth. They have established
a super^government which dictates the policies of all
cabinets and demands tribute from all treasuries.
The very name given to this woman should be suf
ficient to identify her. Only those in covenant relation
ship with God can be guilty of a breach such as is
charged to her. No one who enters into relationship
with God in this day of grace can possibly come under
this condemnation. We are not under a covenant. Apos-
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tate Christendom is already accounted for. It is a part

of the wild beast. God entered into covenant with Israel
in the flesh, but with no other people. We have just
seen how He remembers His covenant. Now we are to
see how He deals with the covenant breakers, who are
presented to us under the figure of a woman who is not
true to her marriage vows. Babylon must have been
married to Jehovah, otherwise she could not be judged
for faithlessness.
The evidence of her perfidy abound, and may best be
appreciated by contrast with the faithful woman of the
preceding section, who is presented in ^the midst of pain
and persecution, depending upon divine interventon for,
succor and sustenance, hated and hounded by the
dragon, the wild beasts and the nations. The purple
woman is the antithesis of all this. She is riding the
wild beast. She has every appearance of worldly wealth
and regal opulence. Purple and scarlet, gold and gems
and pearls are the sure signs of her royal magnificence.
She consorts with kings. What higher place could be
given to her on earth? Her picture could be painted in
no brighter colors.
The full significance of the purple robe upon the
scarlet beast may not dawn on us until we read that she
has a kingdom over the kings of the earth (17:18). As
these kings are incorporated in the scarlet wild beast,
her sway is suggested by the fact she is sitting on it.
It not only is her support, but is under her control. She
is a suzerain. This is the place which/Israel will possess
during the thousand years. Hence she is enjoying a false
and premature millennium. It is a satanic travesty of
Jehovah's kingdom, when His people will reign over the
nations under the leadership of Messiah.
We are profoundly convinced that this woman is in
process of formation at the present time. All that will
blossom in Babylon is already in bud. All that we see
here in the prophetic word is already taking form in the
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world about us. We can see the purple and the scarlet,
the gold and gems and pearls. The people are already
drinking out of the golden cup, and the woman is drink
ing the blood of the saints. This conviction has been
greatly strengthened during the past few years by evi
dence gathered from many sources. Indeed, it is most
remarkable how this matter has been developed since the
truth first dawned upon us.
When we were writing "The Mystery of Babylon",
we profoundly regretted the fact that it was impossible
for us to inquire more exhaustively into Jewish affairs.
We had learned enough about their supremacy in such
fields as finance, amusements, music, and far more ques
tionable means of gain, to see how fully these activities
agreed with the picture of Babylon here presented. But
neither time nor means were available for such an inves
tigation. Soon afterward, however, the publication of
the "The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion"
started others along this very line, and resulted in a
remarkable series of articles in the Dearborn Independ
ent, on "The International Jew, the World's Foremost
Problem".

Never has a new interpretation received stronger or
clearer confirmation. It is not at all necessary to prove
that the Protocols are "genuine". They were written by
some one or they would not be in existence. They them
selves are evidence that the spirit of coming Babylon is
already alive and at work. All of the features of the
sovereignty of the scarlet woman are now in operation
and many of the plans for gentile subjugation are ac

complished facts.

Perhaps nothing proves their power

more than the practical repudiation and suppression of
the series which discussed the matter.
Throughout the publication of "The International
Jew" assurance was given that nothing was printed
unless verified. I had a personal conversation with one
of the investigators. He insisted that he and all others
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were strictly cautioned to report nothing of which there
was any doubt. It is against the policy of any paper to

print anything which can be construed as defamatory or
derogatory to the Jews. Only those of independent (or
no) financial standing dare do it. So we may well be
lieve there is ample ground for saying that, just as the
Jews all over the world are preparing the land for the
time of the end, so also are they developing the spiritual
outlines of the apostate woman, which is the secret of
great Babylon.
With this in view, let tis see if we cannot discover,

in the still shadowy outlines of present Jewish life, some
of the purple which clothes, and some of the jewels
which adorn this false courtesan., But first we will con
sider the golden cup with which she holds in her hand,
and with which she intoxicates the peoples of the earth.

CHRIST'S COMING IN FLESH

Several intimate friends of the late lamented Pastor
Russell have assured me that he was an open-minded
seeker after truth. They insist that he said /'If any of

you can find anything better, I would advise you to take
it, for that is what I would do myself." Not only that,
but* when his time predictions, in which he had the ut
most confidence, and which he supposed were firmly
founded on the Scriptures, failed, he himself lost the
assurance of infallibility with regard to his other inter
pretations, which seems to pervade his writings.
When the dates of his predictions passed, it was abso
lutely necessary to abandon them for "something bet
ter." Their failure should have recalled his followers

to the Scriptures, not only as to his time periods, but as
to all of his teaching. A prophet who manifestly fails
in one important matter, may be wrong in another.

There may be "something better" which even he would
receive had he the opportunity to revise his interpreta
tions.
The teaching that Christ is not coming in flesh was
not originated by Pastor Russell. Johp H. Paton, an
early friend, in whose home Pastor Russell visited,
and whose book, "Day Dawn", was the inspiration for
"Millennial Dawn", claimed to have invented it. He
had predicted that the Lord would come in October,
1874. At .first he was disappointed, but later, as he
could find no flaws in his computations, he invented the
theory that the Lord had come, but is an invisible
Spirit.
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The great weakness of the society is the fear of inves
tigation* The leaders are afraid to allow their followers
to read anything outside their own publications for fear

f"

they will find out their fallacies^ As in Rome the church
is the infallible interpreter of Scripture, so the volumes
have superseded the Word of God.
All this, we feel, is contrary to Pastor Russell's
own wishes. He realized his fallibility and endeavored
to base his teaching on the Word of God in the original.
It is to this that we invite your attention in the follow
ing series of articles.
One of the gravest errors of the end time, emanating
from the spirit of antichrist, has to do with the coming
of Christ in flesh. Indeed, this is -th6 special test which
is given to discover whether a spirit is of God. It points
out the false prophets. We earnestly and graciously
exhort all to consider this matter with the utmost care
and concern, for it does not stand alone. It is a keystone
question. If we are wrong here, the spirit of our theol
ogy is antichristian and we should revise all our beliefs
to conform them to the "Word of God.
All of the Lord's saints fail to grasp the full circle of
truth, and all hold some error. This does not make all
false prophets or ally them with the spirit of antichrist.
So there is something sinister about this subject. To use
a modern term, correctness as to His coming in flesh is
"fundamental''» If we are wrong here it vitiates our
whole position. It makes those who claim to be "ehristian" antichristian. It transforms a prophet into a false
prophet. It seems to be the keynote of the great apos
tasy of the end time. It is of superlative importance
whether we believe Christ's coming is in flesh,or deny it.

The apostle John, in his epistles, is concerned with

j Christ "after the flesh", for he is an Israelite, and is

J writing to the Circumcision. He opens his first epistle
by referring to the actual flesh of Christ:■■"That which
was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we

Chirst's Coming in Flesh
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have seen with our eyes, wliieh we gaze ut, and which our
hands handle. . ."
Hence he gives a test for false
prophets based on the flesh of Christ. ■" Beloved, be not
believing every spirit, but be testing the spirits, if they
are of God, seeing that many false prophets have come
out into the world. In this you are knowing the spirit of
God: every spirit which is avowing Jesus Christ having
come in flesh is of God, and every spirit which is not
avowing Jesus the Lord having come in flesh is not of
God. And this is of the antichrist, of which you have
heard that it is coming, and is now already in the world"
(1 John 4:1-3).
It is usual to miss the whole point of this passage by
mentally substituting came for having come. All that
many of us get out of it is the statement of a past event,
which is now history, with no bearing, on the present,
Christ came in flesh. But this by no means exhausts the
meaning of having come, which does not describe a past
act, but a present condition. When John wrote, he was
not simply insisting on the incarnation of Christ, but on
the state to which it introduced Him, and that state as
continuing to the time he wrote and to the time of anti
christ.
The force of the perfect tense is not a subject of
debate, for all are agreed. I have personally considered
every occurrence of it in the Greek Scriptures, with a
view to its best-expression in English. Before giving

examples, we will quote from a few recognized works to
show that it has a present as well as a past application.
Bagster's Analytical Lexicon defines it thus, "The per
fect conveys the double notion of an action terminated
in past time, and of its effect existing in the* present/'
Crosby's grammar makes it still more clear: "The Per
fect represents an action as complete at the present
time." Winer, in his grammar of the New Testament
Diction, says: 'l The Perfect is employed in strict accord
ance with its proper import, when the past is expressed
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with relation to the present." Curtius, in his grammar
of the Greek Language, says: "by the Perfect the Greeks
denote an action completed for and with reference to the
Present.'9 I have never seen or heard of a Greek gram
mar that did not teach that the force of the Perfect was
in the present.
The definition in the Concordant Version is as fol
lows: "The complete or 'perfect' tense denotes the
state resulting from an action. The standard is i-have—
■ ED." This makes it easy for anyone who uses the Con
cordant Version to test the matter, for the perfect tense
is always -have- in the sublinear. Note the difference in
such statements as "I came to believe [in time past] and
I have come to believe [in the present], While the action
of the perfect is in the past, the result is always in the
present. Christ came in flesh proves nothing as to the
present, but Christ has come in flesh is a most emphatic
statement that He is in flesh at this time. "When John
wrote his epistle Christ was in flesh, and those who
taught otherwise were false prophets. The same is true
today.
A few examples should suffice to show this. In Acts
18:2 we have the perfect participle: "Aquila, a native
of Pontus, haying recently come from Italy ..." Note
that the action was past. He came. But the effect was
present. So the coming of Christ in flesh, spoken of in
this passage, is a past act, but a present state. This very
passage contains a good example. "Many false prophets
have come out into the world.'' John was not concerned
with the mere act of their coming, but with the fact of
their having come, and their present teaching.

In John's second epistle he refers to this matter

again. "And this is love, that we may be walking accord
ing to His precepts. This is the precept; according as you
hear from the beginning, that you may be walking in it,
seeing that many deceivers came out into the world, who
are not avowing Jesus Christ coming in flesh. This is
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the deceiver and the antichrist. Be looking to your
selves lest you should be destroying your work, but that
you may be getting full wages."
■"
■ •
It has been objected that the word coming here must
be understood and translated as of past time because the
previous verb is in the past tense. But this is neither
grammar nor logic. The coming refers to Christ. The
previous verb refers to the deceivers. We must first
prove that Christ was one of the deceiver^, before we
can prove that His coming coincided with theirs. The
word " coming" is not limited by any verb. It is a gen
eral statement, not confined to any time. Whoever denies
Christ coming in flesh—at any coming—finds himself
under the shadow of this awful scripture.
There is absolutely no possibility of confining this
"corning" to our Lord's first advent. Should we, for
argument's sake, follow out the false connection with the

preceding verb, arid insist that it refers" to the past,

even that does not prove it, for the coming can go
no further back than the time when the many deceivers
came out (2 John 7). These did not come out Until after
His resurrection. Falsely construing it with the previous
verb does not alter the case at all. It only shows the
desperate lengths to which those are driven who deny
His coming in flesh but wish to escape the stigma it
entails and its condemnation of their position.
After giving the Diaglott version, "Jesus Christ did

come in---flesh;-" someone adds,"No 6reek scholar, we

believe, will ever be found to contradict this definition
, . ." This is equivalent to saying that there were no
Grefck scholars among the Revisers, for they deliberately
changed the Authorized Version "is come" to "-cometh". Rotherham has "coming". Even the Diaglott,
from which the false rendering is taken, has "coming"
in its interlinear. Anyone who will construe a participle
with a verb with which it has no connection is hardly
entitled to be an authority in Greek grammar.
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There is one example of the participle coming which
ought to settle this matter finally. In the title, "Who is,
and Who was, and Who is coming" (Un. (Rev.) 1:,8),
we have the word coming in the present tense, used
independently of the previous verb, just as in the pas
sage before us. We need hardly ask, Does this refer to
His past coming? By no means. It is used long after
that was past and must refer to His future unveiling.
This is confirmed and strengthened by the fact that
the present participle, coming, in this exact form is
always used in a future sense in the Scriptures. When a
participle is used independently, as here, we must judge
of its meaning from its context and usage elsewhere.
Thus "The Coming One", though present, we refer to
the future. So with the coming here. In its six previous
occurrences the preceding verb fixes the coming as
future. It is impossible to confine it to the past without
igiioring its established usage. The passages in which
ercJiomenon occurs are as follows:
Mt. 16:28
24:30
26:64

Mk 13:26
14:62
Lu.

21:27

till they should be perceiving the Son of Mankind
coming in His kingdom.
n
they shall be viewing the Son of Mankind coming
on the clouds of heaven
you shall be viewing the Son of Mankind . . .
coming on the clouds of heaven

then shall they be viewing the Son of Mankind
coming on clouds

you shall be viewing the

Son of Mankind ...

coming with the clouds of heaven
they shall be viewing the Son of Mankind coming
in a cloud.
. . .

Finally, note the negatives in both of these passages.
They cannot condemn those who avow Jesus Christ com?
ing in flesh in the past, present and future, as we do.
There is not the slightest possibility that it may apply
to us. Not so with those who try to confine it to the
past. They must face the fact that the past tense is not
once used in reference to this coming in flesh. The use
of the perfect and present participle is absolutely iixex-

A Life-Giving Spirit has Flesh
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plicable in a matter of such grave import, if the state
ment has no reference to the present or future.
We will now consider some of the prominent passages

which deal with the flesh of Christ in resurreetioii, and
with those which are put forth as evidence that He is
a spirit being, without flesh and bones.
Ther6 seems to be a contradiction in the Scriptures
as to Chrst's resurrection state. Some passages seem
to make Him a Spirit, others emphatically deny such a
deduction. Like all such apparent discrepancies in the
Scriptures, this vanishes when we look closely at the con
texts. There is an elaborate effort to prove that He
is not a spirit, which settles the matter. When He is
called a Spirit, it is manifestly a figure of speech, in
tended to bring out a needed emphasis. As to fact, He
is not a spirit. As to feeling, He is so preeminently
spiritual, that He is figuratively called a Spirit.
We are asked to. believe that the expression, "the
last Adam a vivifying Spirit" (1 Cor. 15:45), proves

that Christ, in resurrection, had no body of flesh, for "a
spirit has not flesh and bones". But let us observe the
context. The subject of the passage is the body. "If
there is a soulish body, there is a spiritual also. Thus
also t is written, 'The first man Adam became a living
soul; the last Adam a vivifying Spirit.' But the spirit
ual is not first, but the soulish, thereupon the spiritual.
The first man was out of the earth, soulish; the second
Man is the Lord out of heaven" (1 Cor. 15 : 44-47).
Let us apply the same reasoning to the statement
"The first man, Adam, became a living soul." We im
mediately see that this is not true as to fact, for we

know that Adam was not a soul in the exclusive sense

that he had no flesh and no spirit We must take the
next statement in the same way. The last Adam is a
vivifying Spirit in the same sense that the first man
was a living soul. If the fact that Adam was a living
soul did not preclude, his having flesh and spirit,
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neither does the fact that Christ is a Spirit preclude His
having flesh and a soul, as other scriptures plainly
teach.
This is a common figure of speech, often used
in the Scriptures. It is called synecdoche of the part,
in which a part of a thing is put for the whole, in order
to emphasize its importance. We will confine our exam
ples to such passages as speak of some part of man, yet
must mean the whole. Not only was Adam trailed a liv
ing soul immediately after we are informed that* he was
composed of the soil of the ground and the breath of
life, but soul is often used of men in both the Hebrew
and Greek Scriptures. Genesis 12: 5 speaks^of the souls

that they had gotten in Haran. The king of Sodom told
Abram to take the goods and give him the souls (Gen.
14:21).
See also Gen. 46:15, ,26, 27; Ex. 12:19; Lev. 5: 2, 4;
Josh. 20:3; Ezek. 18:4, 20; Luke 6:9, Acts 2:41; 7:

14; Rom. 13:1;. 1 Pet. 3: 20.

In fact thfc Authorized

Version sometimes omits the word soul. Instead of Sam
son saying"Let my soul die with the Philistines**, they
make it "Let me die*' (Jud. 16:30).
Sometimes the head is used for the; whole man (Psa.
7:16 (17); Prov* 10: 6), and the face (Gen. 3:19), and
the eyes (Mat. 13:16), and the niouth (Prov. 8:13),

and the feet (Rom. 3:15).
The most pertinent examples are those in which the
flesh is used for the whole person. When we read that
"All flesh had corrupted its way on the earth" (Gen.
6:12), we do not conclude that this refers to special
beings without a soul or spirit. The flesh is mentioned

because it is most prominent in this corruption. "I will

not fear what flesh can do unto me (Psa. 56:4, (5))
brings before us man's weakness through lack of spirit.
The following examples of this figure should be care
fully considered:
.--..•
tiU.
Jii.

3: 6
1:14
17: 2

and all flesh shall be viewing the glory of God.
and the Word became flesh
Thou givest Him authority over all flesh

A Spiritual Body has Flesh ,
Ac.
Ro.
1 Co.
Ga.
Heb.
lPt.

2:17
3:20
1:29
2:16
5:7
1:24
3:18
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I shall be pouring out from My spirit on all flesh.
by works of law, no flesh shall be justified
so that no flesh should be boasting before God
by works of law shall no flesh be justified
in the days of His flesh
All flesh is grass
put to death, indeed, in flesh, yet made alive in
spirit

In most of these mankind, as a whole, is brought
before us. In no case is literal flesh intended, yet it is
always this part of man which is especially in view.
But we are especially interested in the two passages
which speak of Christ as "flesh". John tells us that the
Word became flesh (John 1:14). If we take this liter
ally, then the Logos lacked both soul and spirit, which
may seem a "reasonable" deduction, but so utterly
without foundation in fact that no one believes it. In
Hebrews 5: 7, we are referred to His sufferings, as "the
days of His flesh". This is most expressive, for the
flesh was the medium of His sufferings. But who would
claim that He was this and nothing else ?

Thus we see that our Lord was called flesh before
His death and is called a Spirit after it. If we are pre
pared to say that He had no soul and spirit when He
was "flesh", then only may we insist that, as a Spirit,
He has no flesh and soul.
If, then, we come to this passage, dealing with the
difference between a soulish and a spiritual body, and
find Adam called a soul, it would be folly to conclude
that he had no flesh. It is just as foolish to reason that,
because our Lord is called a Spirit He has no flesh.
The passage is concerned with a body. It answers the
question, "With what body are they coming?" and con
trasts the resurrection body with the soulish body, show
ing that you are not sowing the body which shall come
to be. It takes for granted that Adam had a body. It
calls it a soulish body because he was a living soul. It
calls our Lord's body a spiritual body because He is a
life-giving Spirit.
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The same observation applies to the terms "spiritual
body" and "soulish body". We know that a soulish
body is flesh, and not soul, so also a. spiritual body is
flesh and not spirit. The abjectives "soul" and "spirit"
give us its character. They do not change it to soul or
spirit.
The disciples, when they first saw the Lord after His
resurrection suppose they are beholding a spirit. If He
is a literal spirit, without flesh, that was the time and
place to make it known. He would have confirmed their
impression if it were true. At least He would not have
denied it and given them tangible proof of their mis
take. We are asked to believe that He really was a
spirit, but materialized for this and other occasions. If
this were true, He would have told them so. He'.would
not deceive them into believing that He was not a spirit.
The word of God knows nothing of ' 'materializations ".
All such doings are the work of wicked spirits, and we
have not words to express our loathing of the implica
tion that our Lord was a sortof spiritual medium, and
tried to deceive His disciples into believing that He was
not.

How many so-called '/materializations" of demon

possessed enemies of God and Christ, would allow the
searching tests He proposed? "Handle Me and perceive,
seeing that a spirit has not flesh and bones, according as
you behold Me having." Not only that, but He asked
for food, and ate part of a broiled fish in their presence.
Let me repeat. "Materialization" is never mentioned
in God's word. It is connected with the unholy spirits of
dejiions. We may as well say that He is a demon as to
accuse Him of their lawless acts. Besides this we make
Him a liar and a deceiver, for He explicitly denies that
He is a spirit, and gives every possible proof to the con
trary.

That the flesh of Christ was actually raised from the
dead is set beyond question by the prophecy of David
which Peter quoted at Pentecost: "My flesh also shall

in His Resurrection Body
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be tenting in expectation." Peter explains this of His
flesh, that it did not decay (Acts 2: 26, 31). This was
spoken of the body of Christ in death soon after His
resurrection by the foremost of the twelve apostles.
Peter certainly believed that the flesh of Christ was
raised from death.
The resurrection of Christ is put before us in three
different aspects. As to His flesh, He was raised; as to
His, soul, He was roused; as to His spirit, He was vivi
fied.
Often, indeed, do we read of His resurrection,
which speaks of His flesh (Acts 1:22; 2: 31; 4: 2, 33;
17:18; Phil. 3:10; 1 Pet. 1: 3; 3: 21; and Mat. 17: 9;
20:19; Mark 9:9, 31; 10:34; 16:9; Luke 24:7, 46;
John 20:9; Acts 2:24, 32; 3:26; 13:34; 17:3, 31;
1 Thes. 4:14). Indeed, He is the Resurrection (John
11:25),,
This word refers to the up-stomdmg of the
body, and is often used of it apart from death. Peter
was awake and alive when he arose to go to Dorcas
(Acts 9:39). When he arrived there, he said to the
body,"Rise!" (Acts 9:40).
.
;
Every time the resurrection of Christ is spoken of in
the Scriptures there is a distinct stress laid on the fact
that His flesh was raised as well as His soul roused and
His spirit vivified. The release of the body from death
can be spoken of as rousing, and this is often done, for
all three of the terms used include the resurrection of
the body. If the flesh were not raised, there certainly
would be no need for a distinct term which has special
reference to it.

We hope all who read this will realize how solemn

and serious this matter is. I would shudder at the mere
possibility of being a false prophet or of following one.
I would dread the slightest suspicion that my belief was
antichristian. As I (Jo not deny Christ coming in flesh
at any time, past or future, I am sure that I am not
included in the awful consequences. If I believed that

Christ is not coming in flesh in the future I would not
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rest until the matter is settled. Do'not let men frighten
you. Pear God. Do not allow a system of philosophy to
deceive you.
God's Word alone is truth. All that

opp6ses it is error.

The latest development of this rejection of the com
ing of Christ in flesh is a denial that he will eome at all.
This is the logical deduction of the idea that He is Spirit
and has no flesh. The leader of the Society has written:
■ "The difficulty has been that many of the dear friends
have thought that the Lord would have to leave heaven
and have to come down and stay on earth or near the
earth in order to carry on his business. ... This work
he could conduct from the Pleiades as well as he could
from New York City, bemuse distance has nothmg to do
with a spirit bemg. . . . It would be foolish to think

that the Lord Jesus must be on earth and leave heaven

. . . his location is not at all important or material,
when we speak of his presence.''
This ought to warn us as to the awful consequences
of this teaching. It destroys everything. The Lord's
resurrection, His present humanity, His return—the
most vital and essential doctrines in the Word of God—
all vanish before this insidious error. The living, loving
Christ of God vanishes into a nebulous mist, leaving us
open to receive His substitute, the antichrist.
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